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DECLARATION OF DAN H. HOANG IN SUPPORT OF
DEFENDANTS’ OPPOSITION TO PLAINTIFFS’ MOTION FOR PARTIAL

SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND A PRELIMINARY AND PERMANENT INJUNCTION;
AND IN SUPPORT DEFENDANTS’ CROSS-MOTION FOR

PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT ON COUNT 2 OF THE COMPLAINT

I, Dan H. Hoang, declare as follows:

1. I am an attorney at the Chicago office of Winston & Strawn representing

Defendants Celltrion Healthcare Co., Ltd., Celltrion, Inc., and Hospira, Inc. in the above-

captioned case. I am a member in good standing of the Bar of the State of Illinois and have

been admitted to practice pro hac vice by Order of this Court dated April 8, 2015, Dkt. 33.

2. I offer this declaration in support of Defendants’ Opposition to Plaintiffs’ Motion

for Partial Summary Judgment and a Preliminary and Permanent Injunction; and Defendants’

Cross-Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on Count 2 of the Complaint, filed concurrently

herewith.
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3. Attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of the Filing Notification

Letter from the Food and Drug Administration regarding Celltrion, Inc.’s Biologics License

Application, dated October 7, 2014.

4. Attached hereto as Exhibit 2 is a copy of Janssen Biotech, Inc.’s Patent List

Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 262(l)(3)(A), dated December 26, 2014.

5. Attached hereto as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of Celltrion, Inc.’s

Detailed Statement Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 262(l)(3)(B), dated February 5, 2015.

6. Attached hereto as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of Hospira, Inc. and

Celltrion, Inc.’s Notice of Commercial Marketing Pursuant to 42 U.S.C. § 262(l)(8)(A),

dated February 5, 2015.

7. Attached hereto as Exhibit 5 is a true and correct copy of Biologics and

Biosimilars: Balancing Incentives for Innovation, Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Courts

and Competition Policy of the H. Comm. on the Judiciary,

111th Cong. (2009).

Executed in Chicago, Illinois on April 29, 2015.

/s/ Dan H. Hoang

Dan H. Hoang

WINSTON & STRAWN LLP
35 West Wacker Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60601-9703
Phone: (312) 558-5600
dhoang@winston.com
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, Andrea L. Martin, hereby certify that this document filed through the ECF system will
be sent electronically to the registered participants as identified on the Notice of Electronic Filing
(NEF) and paper copies will be sent to those indicated as non-registered participants on April 29,
2015.

/s/Andrea L. Martin, Esq.
Andrea L. Martin, Esq.

4837-8089-2963.1
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(1) 

BIOLOGICS AND BIOSIMILARS: BALANCING 
INCENTIVES FOR INNOVATION 

TUESDAY, JULY 14, 2009 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON COURTS AND 

COMPETITION POLICY 
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, 

Washington, DC. 

The Subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 2:20 p.m., in room 
2141, Rayburn House Office Building, the Honorable Henry C. 
‘‘Hank’’ Johnson, Jr. (Chairman of the Subcommittee) presiding. 

Present: Representatives Johnson, Gonzalez, Jackson Lee, Watt, 
Sherman, Issa, Goodlatte, and Coble. 

Staff Present: (Majority) Christal Sheppard, Subcommittee Chief 
Counsel; Eric Garduno, Counsel; Rosalind Jackson, Professional 
Staff Member; (Minority) and Blaine Merritt, Counsel. 

Mr. JOHNSON. This hearing of the Subcommittee on Courts and 
Competition Policy will now come to order. 

Without objection, the Chair will be authorized to declare a re-
cess of the hearing. 

Under current law, generic versions of the chemical pharma-
ceutical products may be introduced through an expedited pathway 
that allows generic makers to rely on the safety and efficacy test 
data of an original Food-and-Drug-Administration-approved drug. 
This dramatically reduces the cost of entry for generics, which has 
translated into substantial savings to customers. The Congres-
sional Budget Office has estimated that consumers save $8 billion 
to $10 billion a year, thanks to the price competition from generics. 

There is, however, no equivalent statutory pathway for generic 
versions of biological pharmaceutical products, otherwise known as 
biosimilars. Congress has explored the creation of a generic path-
way for biosimilars for some time, but it wasn’t until this Congress 
that real momentum has built behind such a legislative endeavor. 
This is in large part due to the effort by Congress and the Obama 
administration to pass comprehensive health care reform. Many be-
lieve that establishing a pathway for biosimilars will contribute to 
our efforts to reduce the cost of health care. 

Creation of a pathway for biosimilars has been a contentious 
issue. Much of the debate concerning such a pathway revolves 
around whether the science is perfected enough to determine if a 
biosimilar that relies on an innovator’s test data will have the 
same health benefits as the innovator drug without additional 
health risks. Additional concerns center on the intellectual property 
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protections afforded drug innovators and how the nature of those 
protections will impact competition, future biotechnology industry 
investment and the cost of biological pharmaceutical products. 

It is, without a doubt, that the development of new biologics is 
an expensive endeavor. Estimates put average development costs 
as much as $1.37 billion. It is also without a doubt that the cost 
of pharmaceutical products, and in particular biologics, is huge. In 
2007, pharmaceutical expenditures accounted for $231.3 billion in 
health care costs, and biologics represented $40.3 billion of this 
total. 

The question before us today is how to frame the intellectual 
property protections in a pathway for biosimilars that incentivizes 
the extraordinary investment required to develop new biologics but 
does not discourage biosimilar introduction. 

I look forward to our hearing with the distinguished witnesses 
that we have on board who will comment on whether there should 
be a long data exclusivity period that significantly delays biosimilar 
competition, whether biotechnology patents are broad enough to 
apply to biosimilar products and processes, and the extent to which 
other factors provide market-entry barriers that will limit bio-
similar entry and thereby protect innovators. 

I now recognize my colleague, Mr. Howard Coble, the distin-
guished Ranking Member of the Subcommittee on Courts and Com-
petition Policy for his opening remarks. 

Mr. COBLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I thank you for hav-
ing called the hearing which addresses an important health care 
issue and directly affects subject matter that is a portion of the Ju-
diciary Committee’s jurisdiction. 

Mr. Chairman, I will try not to be too verbose, but this subject 
is very detailed and very complex; perhaps not so detailed and com-
plex to the scientifically adept, but I belong to the scientifically 
inept group, and to me, it is very complex. 

The Hatch-Waxman Act, which is almost a quarter century old, 
gave birth to the generic chemical drug industry, as we all know. 
By most accounts, it has worked well by balancing the interests of 
brand manufacturers, generic companies, and patients. It has gen-
erated greater price competition in the pharmaceutical industry 
without destroying the incentive for brands to conduct further re-
search and roll out new products that benefit patients worldwide. 

In recent years, Mr. Chairman, legislators and other health care 
experts have contemplated the creation of a similar legislative 
pathway for a generic biologics industry. This discussion not only 
resurrects some of the same issues confronting Congress during 
consideration of Hatch-Waxman, it also invites debate over the wis-
dom of using Hatch-Waxman as an appropriate template for 
biosimilars. 

As I said at the outset, I am no expert in the fields of biology, 
chemistry, or recombinant DNA, but I do understand the basic dif-
ference between chemical pharmaceuticals and biologics. 

Chemical drugs are usually produced in pill form. They are 
chemically synthesized and comprised of small molecules. Com-
pared to biologics, chemical pharmaceuticals are far easier to man-
ufacture and replicate. 
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Biologics are made, as we know, from living organisms. They are 
normally comprised of protein and are increasingly a part of recom-
binant DNA research and production. Their characteristic prop-
erties include a high molecular weight, varying levels of hard-to-re-
move biological impurities, and a high degree of sensitivity to envi-
ronmental conditions. The manufacturing process is therefore crit-
ical to the final product. This complexity means one cannot guar-
antee that reproduction of a biological drug results in an exact du-
plicate. 

This is not the case for chemical pharmaceuticals regulated 
under Hatch-Waxman since it is chemically identical to the inno-
vator drug. That is why the term generic biologic is technically in-
accurate, it seems to me. Biosimilar or follow-on biologic would be 
preferred. 

In our quest to develop a legislative pathway for biosimilars, we 
must keep these differences in mind. While the Judiciary Commit-
tee’s jurisdiction does not include public health and related safety 
issues, all Members, whatever their Committee assignments, can-
not discharge the importance of protecting patients. Any bill we 
end up supporting cannot sacrifice public safety on the alter of po-
tential cost savings. 

I have some more to say, Mr. Chairman, but in the interest of 
time, I would ask unanimous consent to have my entire statement 
put into the record, and we hope that we will have a balanced and 
talented roster of witnesses, which we will have, who will add to 
our understanding of this complex subject. 

I look forward to participating and thank you again, Mr. Chair-
man, for having called the hearing. 

Mr. JOHNSON. Without objection, that will be done, Mr. Coble. 
I thank the gentleman for his statement. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Coble follows:] 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE HOWARD COBLE, A REPRESENTATIVE IN 
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA, AND RANKING MEMBER, SUB-
COMMITTEE ON COURTS AND COMPETITION POLICY 
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Biologics are made from living organisms. They are normally 
composed of protein, and are increasingly a part of recombinant DNA 
research and production. Their characteristic properties include a 
high molecular weight, varying levels of hard-to-remove biological 
impurities, and a high degree of sensitivity to environmental 
conditions. The manufacturing process is therefore critical to the final 
product. 

This complexity means one cannot guarantee that reproduction 
of a biological drug results in an exact duplicate. This isn't the case 
for a chemical pharmaceutical regulated under Hatch-Waxman, since 
it is chemically identical to the innovator drug. That's why the term 
"generic" biologic is technically inaccurate; "biosimilar" or "follow-on 
biologic" is preferred. 

In our quest to develop a legislative pathway for biosimilars, we 
must keep these differences in mind. While the Judiciary Committee's 
jurisdiction does not include public health and related safety issues, 
all Members - whatever their Committee assignments - cannot 
disregard the importance of protecting patients. Any bill we end up 
supporting cannot sacrifice public safety on the altar of potential cost 
savings. 

Nor can we disregard the importance of creating and 
maintaining appropriate incentives for innovator companies to do their 
jobs. As much as it costs a chemical pharmaceutical company to 
bring a state-of-the-art drug to market - about $800 million, give or 
take - it costs even more for a biotech firm to do the same - in 
excess of a billion dollars. 

Our Committee retains jurisdiction over the Patent Act, which 
provides the greatest incentive available for pharmaceutical 
companies to raise capital, immerse themselves in R&D, and produce 
drugs - chemical and biological - that enable patients to enjoy longer 
and healthier lives. It is imperative that any legislation creating a 
biosimilar pathway contain reasonable patent and exclusivity 
protections. Without these incentives, the core research and 
development won't get done. This would cripple the industry and 
produce an even worse outcome for patients awaiting the next 
generation of biological therapeutics. 

2 
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That concludes my statement, Mr. Chairman. We have a 
balanced and talented roster of witnesses who will add to our 
understanding of this complex subject. I look forward to participating, 
and thank you again for calling the hearing. 

### 
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Mr. JOHNSON. Without objection, other Members’ opening state-
ments as well will be included in the record. 

I am now pleased to introduce the witness for the first panel of 
today’s hearing. Our first panel will feature Congresswoman Anna 
Eshoo. 

Representative Eshoo, you are the top dog on this panel, there 
is no question about it. 

Ms. ESHOO. Wait until I tell my children. 
Mr. JOHNSON. You may want to put this in the new book that 

you are coming out with also. 
Representative Eshoo has served in Congress since 1993 and rep-

resents California’s 14th Congressional District, which includes 
large portions of Silicon Valley. She serves on the House Energy 
and Commerce Committee and on the House Permanent Select 
Committee on Intelligence. In addition, Representative Eshoo co- 
chairs the Congressional High-Tech Caucus and the House Medical 
Technology Caucus and serves as Vice Chair of the 21st Century 
Health Care Caucus. 

Representative Eshoo, please proceed with your testimony. 

TESTIMONY OF THE HONORABLE ANNA G. ESHOO, A REP-
RESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALI-
FORNIA 

Ms. ESHOO. Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, and thank you very 
much for allowing me to be here today to give testimony on the 
issue of biosimilars before this distinguished Subcommittee. 

Ranking Member, Mr. Coble, a good and long-time friend, to my 
friends Congressman Gonzales and Congressman Watt, thank you 
for being here. 

This is a very important, yet complex, discussion, to develop a 
regulatory pathway for biosimilars that, as Mr. Coble and others 
have said, protects patients—protects patients, that must be our 
number one goal—while balancing incentives for innovation. 

The field of biotechnology is the future of medicine. We are just 
beginning to scratch the service of the potential to harness the ex-
traordinary power of biology and the astounding natural processes 
which occur in the human body, in animals, and in other living or-
ganisms to advance breakthrough medical discoveries and treat-
ments. 

This vital future, in my view and I am sure yours, must advance. 
But the cost of biologic treatments are very expensive, and I think 
the time has come to develop a pathway, as the Congress did many 
years ago and was mentioned by the Ranking Member, to develop 
a pathway for biosimilar products in our country the way we did 
for pharmaceutical compounds. 

Now, what exactly do I mean when I say develop a pathway for 
biosimilars? In 1984, the Drug Price Competition and Patent Term 
Restoration Act, better known as the Hatch-Waxman Act, ushered 
in a new era of competition and cheaper drugs for traditional phar-
maceuticals, called compounds. It is now appropriate for us to cre-
ate a pathway for follow-on versions of biologics. 

But biologics and traditional drugs are fundamentally different, 
and they require different legal and scientific frameworks. First, 
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we need to understand the differences between biologics and tradi-
tional drugs. 

Many of us take a prescription or an over-the-counter drug fre-
quently. Each time we reach for a pill, we expect the same safety 
and efficacy, whether we are using a brand name or a generic drug. 

Small molecule chemical compounds of traditional drugs are 
ideal for replication as generics. These products have well-defined 
structures that can be thoroughly characterized and copied, and ge-
neric drugs are chemically identical, chemically identical, to the 
brand name products they copy. Doctors and patients can expect 
the generics will have the same properties, the same efficacy and 
the same safety characteristics as the product that they copied. 

Biological products are fundamentally different. A biologic is a 
large complex molecule which is grown in living cells, in living sys-
tems, such as a microorganism, a plant, or an animal cell. The re-
sulting protein is unique to the cell lines and the specific processes 
that are used to produce it, and even slight differences, even the 
slightest differences, in the manufacturing of a biologic can alter its 
nature. And that will have an effect on the patient. 

As a result, biologics are difficult and sometimes impossible to 
characterize, and laboratory analysis of the finished product is in-
sufficient to ensure its safety and efficacy. 

I brought a chart. They say a picture is worth a thousand words. 
You see on the stand here the chart. These are both breast cancer 
treatments. The top is Tamoxifen. That is a small-molecule com-
pound. You can see its simplicity. The picture says it all. 

Below it is Herceptin, and that is a biologic. Look at the com-
plexity of that biologic. 

Even if a biosimilar is proven to be safe and effective, it will like-
ly still have different properties than the original innovative prod-
uct. There may be differences in dosing, different side effects or 
safety profiles, and differences in effectiveness for certain diseases 
or for different patient groups. 

Biologics are expensive, and they are risky to develop. A recently 
released study sponsored by the National Venture Capital Associa-
tion analyzed the relative cost for investors in biotechnology and 
found that the cost of capital for startup biotech companies is more 
than double the costs that other companies must pay. These costs 
stem from long developmental timelines of typically 10 years or 
more and extraordinary levels of risk. 

Fewer than 1 percent of biologics make it to the market. Imagine 
that. Fewer than 1 percent. And the large amounts of capital re-
quired to support this development are at the other end of the 
scale. 

So, to preserve the existing incentives for investment and innova-
tion, the Pathway for Biosimilars Act provides a data-exclusivity 
period equivalent to patent protections for small molecules. The 
Congressional Budget Office has determined that 11.5 years is the 
average length of time that drugs are marketed under patent. In 
other words, innovative drugs and biologics typically stay on the 
market for about 12 years before facing competition. My legislation 
maintains this level of protection for biologics. 

Now, today innovators are assured that the costly clinical trial 
results and data that they develop during their approval process 
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cannot be used by competitors to secure approval and enter the 
market even if their patents do not prevent entry. In effect, 
innovators today have infinite data protection, which allows for 
competition but doesn’t permit free-riding on their data. 

I am proposing to allow competitors access to their data and a 
shortcut into the market, but we preserve through the legislation 
the existing incentives for innovators by maintaining a 12-year pe-
riod of exclusivity of concurrent data protection as a backstop to ex-
isting patent protections. 

In order to protect the rights of all parties and ensure that all 
patent disputes involving a biosimilar are resolved before, and I 
emphasis the word before, the expiration of the data-exclusivity pe-
riod, H.R. 1548 also establishes a simple, streamlined patent reso-
lution process. 

This process would take place within a short window of time, 
roughly 6 to 8 months after the biosimilar application has been 
filed with the FDA. It will help ensure that litigation surrounding 
relevant patents will be resolved expeditiously and prior to the 
launch of the biosimilar product, providing certainty to the appli-
cant, the reference product manufacturer, and the public at large. 

Unlike any other proposal, our legislation also preserves the abil-
ity of third-party patent holders, such as universities and medical 
centers, to defend their patents. 

Once a biosimilar application is accepted by the FDA, the agency 
will publish a notice identifying the reference product and a des-
ignated agent for the biosimilar applicant. After an exchange of in-
formation to identify the relevant patents at issue, the applicant 
can decide to challenge any patents’ validity or applicability. All in-
formation exchanged as part of this procedure will be maintained 
in strict confidence and used solely for the purpose of identifying 
patents relevant to the biosimilar product. The patent owner will 
then have 2 months to decide whether to enforce the patent, and 
if the patent owner’s case is successful in court, the final approval 
of the application will be deferred until the patent expires. 

So this legislation I think sets forth a straightforward, scientif-
ically-based process for an expedited approval of new biologics 
based on innovative products already on the market, with patient 
safety coming first. This new pathway will promote competition 
and lower prices and, most importantly again, protect patients and 
give them the safe and the effective treatments and I might say the 
hope that this represents to really conquer the most dreaded dis-
eases that still plague humankind, and all through the scrutiny 
and testing by the FDA. 

The legislation enjoys today 130 bipartisan cosponsors, many on 
this Committee, the House Judiciary Committee, and it is known 
as the Kennedy Bill in the Senate. Last evening, the Health Sub-
committee in the Senate voted the bill out 16-7, which I think is 
really quite a victory for the legislation. After all, it is complicated 
and enormously complex, as well as enormously important. 

I also want to note that the bill is endorsed by the Association 
of American Universities, the National Venture Capital Associa-
tion, the Biotechnology Industry Organization, the Governors of 
four States, and a wide array of patient and industry groups. 
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Mr. Chairman and distinguished Members of the Subcommittee, 
I appreciate being welcomed here today. It is an honor to testify 
before my House colleagues. 

I thank you, and I stand willing to answer questions, should you 
have any. 

[The prepared statement of Ms. Eshoo follows:] 

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE ANNA G. ESHOO, 
A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 
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biologics are difficult, sometimes impossible to characterize, and laboratory analysis of 
the finished product is insufilcient to ensure its safety and eftlcacy. fS~~· DISPLAY} 

Even if a biosimilar is proven to be safe and etl'ective, it will likely still have different 
properties than the original innovative product There may be differences in dosing, 
different side effects or safety profiles, and differences in effectiveness for certain 
diseases or patient groups. 

Biologics are expensive and risky to develop. A recently released study sponsored by the 
National Venture Capital Association analyzed the relative costs for investors in 
biotechnology and found that the 'cost of capital' for start-up biotech companies is more 
than double the costs that other companies must pay. These costs stem from long 
developmental timelines of typically 10 years or more, extraordinary levels of risk (fewer 
than 1% of biologics make it to market), and the large amounts of capital required to 
support development 

To preserve existing incentives for investment and innovation the Pathway for 
Biosimilars Act provides a data exclusivity period equivalent to patent protections for 
small molecules. The Congressional Budget Oftlce has determined that 1 1.5 years is the 
average length of time that drugs are marketed under patent ln other words, innovative 
drugs and biologics typically stay on the market for about 12 years before facing 
competition. My legislation maintains this level of protection for biologics. 

Today innovators are assured that the costly clinical trial results and data that they 
develop during their approval process cannot be used by competitors to secure approval 
and enter the market, even if their patents do not prevent entry. In effect innovators now 
have 'infinite' data protection, which allows for competition but doesn't permit ·free 
riding' on their data. 

T'm proposing to allow competitors access to their data and a shortcut into the market, but 
also preserving the existing incentives for innovators by maintaining a 12-year period of 
concurrent data protection as a 'backstop' to existing patent protections. 

In order to protect the rights of all parties and ensure that all patent disputes involving a 
biosimilar are resolved before the expiration of the data exclusivity period, H.R. 1548 
also establishes a simple, streamlined patent resolution process. 

This process would take place within a short window of time- roughly 6-8 months after 
the biosimilar application has been tiled with the FDA. Tt will help ensure that litigation 
surrounding relevant patents will be resolved expeditiously and prior to the launch of the 
biosimilar product, providing certainty to the applicant, the reference product 
manufacturer, and the public at large. 
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Mr. JOHNSON. Thank you, Madam Congresswoman. It is our 
pleasure to host you today. 

Without objection, your written statement will be placed into the 
record. 

I now call for the second panel to take their seats. Thank you. 
I might add here also that Representative Waxman has intro-

duced a similar bill, and he was offered the opportunity to come 
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today, but he is very much tied up with the health care issue, so 
he could not make it. 

Ladies and gentleman, our second panel will begin with Bruce 
Leicher. Mr. Leicher is senior vice president and general counsel at 
Momenta Pharmaceuticals, which is an innovative biotechnology 
company engaged the development of novel and follow-on biologics. 
Prior to joining Momenta, Mr. Leicher served in leadership capac-
ities in a number of other biotechnology companies. 

Mr. Leicher also served as a law clerk to the Honorable Thomas 
F. Hogan in the United States District Court for the District of Co-
lumbia. 

Welcome, sir. 
Next will be Jeffrey Kushan, who is a partner with Sidley Austin 

and serves as the Chair of the firm’s D.C. Patent Group. Mr. 
Kushan specializes in Hatch-Waxman and biotechnology patent 
litigation, patent appeals, and complex patent administrative pro-
ceedings. He represents several biotechnology clients including, 
Genentech. Today he is representing the Biotechnology Industry 
Organization. 

Welcome, sir. 
Following will be Mr. Alex Brill, who is a research fellow at the 

American Enterprise Institute and CEO of the consulting firm Ma-
trix Global Advisers. He is former chief economist and senior ad-
viser to the House Committee on Ways and Means, and has served 
on the staff of the White House Council of Economic Advisers. His 
expertise lies in U.S. Federal tax policy, budget, trade and health 
care policy. 

Welcome, sir. 
Mr. Jack Lasersohn will be our next witness, who is a founding 

general partner of the Verticle Group, one of the Nation’s oldest 
and most successful venture capital firms, which focuses on health 
care venture capital investments. Mr. Lasersohn has served on the 
board of directors of 40 public and private companies and currently 
serves on the board of directors of the National Venture Capital As-
sociation, which he is representing today. He is also the named in-
ventor on six U.S. patents. 

Welcome, sir. 
Next will be Mr. Larry McNeely, who is a health care advocate 

for the United States Public Interest Research Groups, otherwise 
known as USPIRG. Mr. McNeely advocates for legislation that will 
tame rising health care costs and offer consumers better choices in 
the health care marketplace. Prior to joining USPIRG, Mr. 
McNeely dedicated nearly a decade of his life to working as a com-
munity activist, political organizer, and union representative. 

Welcome, sir. 
Last will be Ms. Teresa Rea, who is a partner in the Washington, 

D.C., office of Crowell and Moring and is a member of the firm’s 
Intellectual Property Section. Her work there focuses on complex 
patent litigation, prosecution and procurement. Ms. Rea is also a 
registered pharmacist in the State of Michigan and worked for 
years as a hospital pharmacist. Ms. Rea is president of the Amer-
ican Intellectual Property Law Association and is representing the 
association today. 

Welcome, ma’am. 
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Thank you all for your willingness to participate in today’s hear-
ing. Without objection, your statements will be placed into the 
record, and we will ask that you limit your oral remarks to 5 min-
utes. 

You will note that we have a lighting system that starts with a 
green light. At 4 minutes, it turns yellow, and then red at 5. After 
each witness has presented his or her testimony, Subcommittee 
Members will be permitted to ask questions subject to the 5-minute 
rule. 

Mr. Leicher, would you please commence with your testimony, 
sir. 

TESTIMONY OF BRUCE A. LEICHER, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT 
AND GENERAL COUNSEL, MOMENTA PHARMACEUTICALS, 
INC., CAMBRIDGE, MA 

Mr. LEICHER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman, and Members of the Committee. 

Thank you for the opportunity to participate today. I am Bruce 
Leicher, senior vice president and general counsel at Momenta 
Pharmaceuticals. I believe I offer a unique perspective. 

Serving as counsel to biotech companies for almost 20 years, I 
have worked on the development and launch of some of the earliest 
breakthrough products, including EPO, recombinant factor VIII 
and IX, and many others. I have participated in numerous 
financings and collaborative research deals between biotech and 
large pharma. I have served on product development committees 
that seek to balance risk versus reward. I have experienced the joy 
of meeting parents whose children’s lives have been transformed by 
biologics. I have also participated in many of the seminal biotech 
patent cases that determined market exclusivity and biologic pat-
ent strength. I understand biotechnology’s potential to save lives. 

Momenta also offers a unique perspective in this debate. We are 
a biotech company that develops both generic and novel thera-
peutics. We use innovative technology to characterize or better un-
derstand the picture that Congresswoman Eshoo presented earlier, 
and we use this technology to control the manufacture of complex 
drugs and potentially biologics. We are seeking a balanced ap-
proach. We believe Waxman-Deal offers that approach, and I will 
explain why Eshoo-Barton does not. 

I would like to address three key points. First, the law should let 
science drive both brand and biogeneric innovation so that we can 
develop breakthrough therapies and affordable biologics to pa-
tients. Second, we must not use data exclusivity and other barriers 
to reward inefficient and non-innovative R&D. 

Third, thee patent clearance process should promote health care 
reform through timely access to affordable products. It must be 
transparent, efficient and respectful of both brand and biogeneric 
intellectual property. Each of these objectives we believe are best 
served by the Waxman-Deal bill. 

Patents drive innovation. They drive speed to market and al-
ready favor biologics. A complex web of patent rights provides sub-
stantial protection for each biologic, its genetic code, its biologic 
pathway, the technology it uses, its manufacture and formulation. 
While some argue that individual patent claims may be somewhat 
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less certain, the aggregate of this web provides many multiple de-
fenses. 

Notably, biologics generally have more market exclusivity during 
their brand life than drugs. Add to this 5 years of patent extension, 
and I have to ask, why should biologics need more data exclusivity 
than drugs to recoup investment? 

Beyond that, brand innovation and competitiveness are moti-
vated by limited data exclusivity as well. Extended data exclusivity 
will attract capital, but the wrong kind. It will promote low-risk, 
non-innovative development, and make biotech in the long run far 
less competitive. Biotech funding should be directed to innovative, 
patentable new cures. Or is our goal to offer brand exclusivity prof-
it for me-too products? 

Biogeneric innovation and safer biologics also need limited data 
exclusivity to attract capital. Momenta’s first project was to charac-
terize low molecular weight Heparin, a biologic-like drug. Having 
an ANDA pathway available made it possible to finance Momenta 
and develop its innovative technology. 

We thoroughly characterized Heparin, including its potential for 
immunogenicity. Notably brand companies assert that this is not 
possible, yet continue to market the products. This matters today 
and tomorrow. 

We are applying these tools to develop the first biogenerics and 
to enhance patient safety. Last year, Momenta used these tools to 
assist MIT and other academic centers, in collaboration with the 
FDA, to identify the contaminant in Chinese-sourced Heparin. Be-
cause of the ANDA incentive and limited data exclusivity, we were 
able to do the work and knew what should and should not be in 
the Heparin product. 

So let me sum up. The wisdom of Hatch-Waxman was that it did 
not dictate investment decisions. Rather it put guardrails and in-
centives in place that reward innovation and assured affordability 
at a time when products matured. Breakthrough innovation was 
aligned with return on investment, and biotech flourished in the 
1980’s and 1990’s, creating high-paying jobs and critical new cures. 

As the first generation of breakthrough biologics emerges from 
patent protection, will we learn from this experience? 

Will we support legislation like Waxman-Deal that uses the com-
petitive incentive of biogenerics to promote long-term competitive 
advantage, global leadership and job growth? Or will we ignore this 
wisdom and allow R&D investment to veer off track? 

Will we create a fertile environment for biologics companies to 
invest in the hard science, to understand and make biologics safer 
and better, and will we let the patent system drive efficiency and 
high rewards for breakthrough biologics as biogenerics provide af-
fordable access to mature products? 

As I see it, this is exactly what health care reform is all about. 
Thank you for this opportunity, and I would be pleased to answer 

any questions. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Leicher follows:] 
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Good afternoon Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee. Thank you for the 

opportunity to participate today. I am Bruce Leicher, Senior Vice President and General 

Counsel at Momenta Pharmaceuticals, a biotechnology company with a breakthrough 

technology platform for characterizing complex therapeutics and biologics. 1 Momenta's 

unique capabilities apply to both generic and novel biologics, which means our scientists are 

exploring both follow-on and novel development by thoroughly characterizing and 

determining the structure-function relationship of biologics so that their side effects and 

efficacy can be better understood, controlled and improved. 

I am pleased to discuss the important intellectual property issues facing biogeneric and 

biosimilar products2 The differences between the Waxman-Deal (H.R 1427) and Eshoo

Barton (H.R. 1548) bills3 are critical, and the choices we make today will drive the long-term 

competitiveness, growth, and health of our biotechnology industry for many years to come. I 

believe I can offer a unique perspective with respect to both the need for and the protection of 

intellectual property as it relates to biological products. Serving as counsel to biotech 

companies for almost 20 years, I have been involved in the development and commercial 

launch of some of the earliest breakthrough products, including EPO, recombinant factor VIII 

and IX, lnterleukin-11 and 12 and other biologics. 1 also have participated in numerous 

1 A brief summary of Momenta Pharmaceuticals is attached as Exhibit A. 
2 We use "biogenerics" to refer to interchangeable generic biologics that have been 
sufficiently characterized or studied to be interchangeable and substitutable, and "biosimilars" 
refer to follow-on biologics that are similar but not interchangeable and substitutable. 
3 Although not the subject of this hearing, we note that the Waxman-Deal bill as well as the 
companion Schumer-Vitter-Brown-Collins (S. 726) bill in the Senate contain scientific and 
regulatory provisions that will promote the development of safe, pure and potent biogenerics 
and biosimilars while incentivizing innovation by brands and biogenerics alike. While the 
Kennedy HELP (S. 1695 2007) bill has excessive data exclusivity in our view, its regulatory, 
scientific and patent clearance provisions would also create the right incentives by allowing 
the FDA to consider applications based on real data from the date of enactment. It, like 
Waxman-Deal, lets science drive the process. Additional challenges to innovation with the 
Eshoo-Barton bill are that it mandates clinical trials, establishes mandatory guidance 
document requirements, and imposes lent,>thy waiting periods for filing an abbreviated 
application. These hurdles would discourage investment in biogeneric enabling technology 
because one could not obtain approval within a period of time that would warrant the cost of 
the capital investment. 
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financings and collaborative research deals between emerging biotechnology companies and 

large phannaceutical companies. I have served on product development committees that seek 

to balance risk vs. reward. I have experienced the joy of meeting parents whose children's 

lives have been transformed by these products. I have also participated in many of the 

seminal biotech patent cases that determined marketing exclusivity and the strength biologics 

patents offer. Last fall, I participated in the FTC Roundtable: "Emerging Health Care and 

Competition and Consumer Issues" that resulted in the June 2009 FTC Report on follow-on 

biologic drug competition. 4 All of these activities imprinted me with a strong sense of 

biotechnology's contribution to society, how challenging R&D can be, and how rewarding the 

breakthroughs can be. Our goal should always be to bring safe, effective, and potentially life

saving products to patients and to prime the pump for future discoveries and innovation. And 

fundamental to achieving and sustaining this mission is the need to provide timely access to 

affordable medicines, for even the best of medicines are of no value if their high cost puts 

them out of reach for patients who need them. 

I would like to briefly mention three key points that I believe must be addressed in any 

biogeneric legislation to make it workable and to ensure that it provides the means of 

achieving the desired goal. 

I. The law should include intellectual property features that drive both brand innovation 

and biogeneric innovation to assure future growth, global leadership and long term 

biotech competitiveness. 

2. The law should avoid needless intellectual property features that erect barriers to 

generic competition- a proven driver of new drug innovation-- and thereby create an 

undesired incentive for inefilcient and non-innovative R&D spending. 

4 A copy of Momenta's comments to the FTC is attached as Exhibit B. 
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3. The law should promote timely access to affordable biogenerics and biosimilars by 

implementing a patent clearance process that is transparent, etlicient and respects the 

intellectual property rights of both brand and biogenetic companies alike. 

These three tenets are critical to establishing a biogeneric approval process that 

maintains a balance between innovation and access. Because Momenta is both a novel 

therapeutics company and a biogeneric company, we can attest to the need for such a balance. 

Moreover, we believe this balance can only be achieved by enacting legislation that takes the 

Waxman-Deal approach to intellectual property and market exclusivity. 

1. Patents are a proven force for driving innovation and speed to market. But more 

importantly, patents provide at least as much if not more market exclusivity to 

biologics than drugs and an opportunity to earn a return on investment. Biologics 

also have far less brand to brand competition during brand life than small molecule 

drugs. As noted by the FTC, biotechnology products benefit from a complex web 

of patent rights, including, but not limited to, covering the product, its genetic 

code, methods to regulate the biologic pathway in which the product is involved, 

the technology on which it is based, the manufacturing and formulation approach 

used, and the use of patentable biomarkers for dosing. While some will argue that 

individual patent claims may be somewhat less certain, the aggregate complexity 

provides a strong defense in the marketplace. This has been the experience in 

brand to brand competition and should be expected to continue as biogenerics 

emerge. Current regulations under Hatch-Waxman already provide patent tenn 

extension for up to 5 years to compensate for regulatory approval delays, and this 

applies to both chemical and biologic drugs. So if aggregate patent protection 

provides greater market exclusivity, then why should we be considering 

significantly longer data exclusivity periods for biologics than those for small 

molecules under Hatch-Waxman? 

2. Aside from robust patent protection, there is a far more important reason to 

appropriately limit data exclusivity: to incentivize innovation and future 

competitiveness. Consider the etl'ect of extended data exclusivity on R&D 
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investment decisions. The issue is not whether data exclusivity will trigger 

substantial R&D investment, but rather what kind of R&D it will promote. Will 

funding be directed to innovative, patentable discovery of new cures-- the 

hallmark of biotechnology companies in the 1980s and 1990s? Or, will it instead 

reward de-risking of product development portfolios by otl'ering exclusivity for the 

development of non-innovative or "me too" products" From an investment 

perspective, financial investors are agnostic to the degree of medical need and will 

certainly drive us toward the lower risk, higher reward development that have 

extended data exclusivity. By extending exclusivity beyond patent life, we put 

truly new innovative R&D further at risk, which will delay urgently needed efforts 

to discover cures for so many unmet needs. 

3. Now let's discuss biogeneric innovation and safety. Consider Momenta's 

experience. Without a biogeneric pathway, Momenta's first application of its 

technology was to characterize low molecular weight heparin, a biologic-like drug 

that is regulated under the ANDA pathway. Having an ANDA pathway available 

made it possible for Momenta to obtain financing and develop its innovative 

technology to thoroughly characterize the structure and better understand 

structure-function relationships of heparin, including its potential for 

immunogenicity. Notably, brand companies assert that this degree of product 

characterization and understanding is not possible, while continuing to market 

these products. Having developed the tools for understanding heparin, we are now 

able to use our technology to understand biologics and develop biogenerics as 

well. But perhaps most importantly, our technology platform has already 

contributed to the safety of heparin. Last year, Momenta used its tools to assist 

MIT and other academic centers in collaboration with the FDA to identify the 

contaminant in Chinese heparin precisely because it had thoroughly characterized 

heparin for an ANDA and knew what should and should not be in the product. 

Thus, biogeneric innovation can play a key role in improving quality control and 

assuring patient safety. If we and others are barred by data exclusivity or other 

barriers in the legislation from using our technology, then our opportunity to 

finance this kind of innovation will be put at risk 
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Innovation on the brand and generic side, not just affordability, was the wisdom of 

the original Hatch-Waxman legislation. Despite claims that Hatch-Waxman would end 

pharmaceutical innovation, the opposite unfolded, as the biotech industry was launched, 

as noted by the FTC. As generic products replace mature brands, brand companies are 

incented to invest in innovative, patentable programs to fill their pipelines. In the absence 

of generic products, brand companies may find it move economically attractive to de-risk 

their portfolios because they will not have to compete with generic priced products. 

Our concern with Eshoo-Barton bill is that it would do exactly that- namely that it would 

deter true new drug innovation. Ironically, this would be the complete opposite effect than 

what supporters of the bill hope to achieve. 

l. For starters, Eshoo-Barton creates a complex, lengthy patent clearance process 

that only begins 3 years before the end of a lengthy data exclusivity period. 

Because this would not provide sufficient time to complete litigation, it would 

extend biologic entry well beyond the 12-14 years data exclusivity period in the 

bill 

2. Unlike Waxman-Deal, Eshoo-Barton includes the entire complex web of biologic 

patent rights in the clearance process, even if they are not controlled by the brand 

company. This could double the time and expense for the litigation, including for 

the courts, and unnecessarily increase the cost of biologics. Waxman-Deal 

properly limits the litigation to the patents controlled by the brand company. 

More importantly, patent clearance can be initiated when the abbreviated 

application is filed by the FDA, providing ample time for litigation before the 

expiration of the patent rights or data exclusivity. 

·'· Finally, Eshoo-Barton mandates disclosure of critical confidential infonnation that 

is not related to proving infringement in the patent clearance process. Just as a 

brand company is not obligated to disclose its confidential information at the 

FDA, neither should a biogenerics company, lest we discourage biogeneric 
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innovation. Hatch-Waxman limited disclosure of confidential information to that 

needed to determine infringement which properly balanced these interests. 

Mr. Chairman, as you and the Committee deliberate over the important issue of 

establishing a pathway for the approval ofbiogenerics and biosimilars, you will hear that 

biologics are complex and generics cannot be safely manufactured. Our experience teaches 

otherwise. 

The wisdom of Hatch-Waxman was that it did not dictate investment decisions; rather 

it put guardrails or incentives in place that rewarded innovation and assured affordability 

when products matured. Investment in brealcthrough research and the biotechnology industry 

flourished at that time creating high-payingjobs and critical new cures. As the first 

generation of breakthrough biologics emerges from patent protection, will we learn from this 

experience? Will we support legislation like Waxman-Deal that uses the competitive 

incentive ofbiogenerics to promote long term competitive advantage, global leadership and 

job growth? Or, will we ignore this wisdom and allow R&D investtnent to veer off track? 

The bottom line is this: Will we create a fair and reasonable system that balances 

incentives to innovate with the need for access to atiordable medicines, or will we accept a 

process that entrenches phannaceutics profits for less innovative brand research, and do so at 

the expense of patients in need of less-costly medicines. Will we create a fertile environment 

for biogeneric companies to invest in the hard science to understand and make biologics and 

biogenerics safer and better" Will we let the patent system drive efficiency and high rewards 

for breakthrough biologics as biogenerics provide affordable access to mature products? 

As I see it, this is exactly what health care reform is all about. 

Thank you for this opportunity. I would be pleased to answer any questions. 
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Momenta Company Overview 

Momenta Is a blotectmology company, founded In 2001 based on a technology platform tnltlally developed 
and licensed from Massachusetts Institute of Technology. We currently employ approximately 175 
employees at our offices In Cambridge, M~ssachusetts, We are applying our innovat;ve technology for the 
detailed structural analysis of complex mixture drugs to the diS<:Overv and development of Doth novel and 
complex generic biopharmaceutlcals. we leverage this platform to study the structure (i.e., tl\orough 
ctlaracterlzatlon of chemical components), st.rucwre-process (i.e., destgn and control of manufacturing 
process), and stn.Jcwre·act/vlty (I.e., relating structure to biological and clinical activity) or complex mixture 
drugs, The development product candidat~ and research programs from OI,Jr generic and novel portfolios 
are outlined below, 

Momenta Pharmaceuticals-Product and R&D Pipeline 

Complex Mixture Generic and Jllovel Drugs Follow on Biologic Drugs 

Development 
M·Elloxa!)arin' (Generic Lovenox®) 

M35& (Generic Copaxone® ) MilS (Anticoagulant) 
PrQduct candidates 

M !78' (Follow·on Biologic) 

Research Programs Follow-on Biologics (FOSs) M402 (Oncology) 

complex Mixture Generics Portfolio 

Our complex mi~ture ~enerlcs artd follow-on biologics effort is focused on bUilding a thorou.gh understandtng 
of the structvre·OCQC5b1ctM tv of complex mixture drug• to develop generic and follow-on versions or 
mark.eted products. While tailored spedNcally for each specific product cancltdate, we utilize a similar 
analytical and development a!)!)roach across all of our product candidates. Our first obJective Is to apply our 
core analytical technology to thoroughly charaaenze the ~ of the marketed produa, By deMing the 
chemical composition of mul tiple batches of a maf'l(eted product, we are able to develop an "equivalence 
window" which captures the intlerent vanablflty of the. mnovator'.s manufacturing proces>. Using this 
rnrormatJon we tt1en ou1ro an e.x.tenswe ana rooust unoerstana•ng or tne sta'crure-prrx;ess rerat1onsh1p, to 
design and control our manufacturing process to manufacture reproducibly an equivalent version of the 
marketed product. where necessary, and as required by FDA, we will SUP!)Iement our applicatiOn wtth 
additional supportJve <Cruaure•acrMtv data (e.g., lmmunogenlclty, pharmacodynamics). Our goal Is to 
obtain FDA approval for and commerciaJI~e gener" or follow-on version$ of oomplex mtxture Produc.ts1 
thereby provldtng htgh ouantv, effective, safe and affordable mediCit'1es to patients in need. 

Our most advanced product candtdate, M"Enoxaparin, is designed to be a technology·enabled generic 
verSion of Lovenox® {~noXa!)arln sodium Injection), a low molecular Weight heparin, or LMWH, used to 
prevent and treat deep vein thrombosis, or DV'f, and to sup !)Crt the treatment of acute ooronary syndromes, 
or ACS. T11is drug iS a complex mixture of polysaccharide chains dertved from natur~lly sourced hepaJin. 
An Abbreviated New Drug Application (ANDA) for M·Enoxaparin, submitted In August, 2005, Is wrrently 
under FDA review. Our second major genenc product candidate is M356, a technology -enabled generic 
ltet'Sion of Copaxone® (glatrramer acetate Injection), a drug that Is Indicated for the reduction of the 
frequency of relapses 1n patients with Relapse·Remlttlng Multiple Sclerosis, or RRMS, Copaxone® consists 
of a complex mixture of polypeptide chains. With M35&, we have extended our core characterization 
capabilities from the characterization of complex polysaccharide mixtures to lndude tt:e charactenzation of 
compte• polypepooe mixtures. An ANDA for M356, submitted In Oecember, 2007, ts currently under 1'0A 
review. 

MOMEI'tTA PHARMACEUTICALS, INC. 675 WEST KENDAll STREET 
CAMBR!DGE, MA 02142 

WWW.MOMEi'tTAPHAP.~IA.COM 
MAY 2009 {Page 1 of 2) 
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In addit ion to our two complex generic product candidates, we have further e>rtended our analytical and 
development platfom'l to pursue generic. or follow-on vers1ons of biologic drugs. Our collaborative efforts on 
M178, as well as our ongoing Internal Glycoprotein Research Progr am, are ro,used on developing 
ge11erlc or follow-on versions of marketed therapeubc proteins, wh•cn are derived from natural or cell based 
manufacturing processes. By thoroughly d'laracterlzlng these biologic molecules, we seek to gain a deeper 
understanding of the relationship between their manufacturing processes and flnal produtt composltions. 
Our goal Is to replicate our development approach vJith M·EnC1xaparln and M356 and pursue the 
development and commerCialization of multiple generic or follow•on versions of marketed therapeutics. 

Novel Drugs Portfolio 

Our complex mixture novel drug research and development efforts leverage our analytical technology 
platform and structvre-process knowledge to develop novel drugs by studYing tne structure-attivit:y of 
complex mi>rtures and develop novel drugs. With our capabilities to thorO\JQhly characterize complex 
mixtures, we are targeting our efforts to understand the relationship between structure and the biological 
and therapeutic actiVIty of various complex mixture drugs. our goal Is to Glplta!lze on the structural 
diversity and multi-targeting potential of these complex mixtures to engineer novel drugs that we t>elieve 
will meet key unmet medical needs in various diseases. While we believe that our capabilities to engineer 
Improved and novel complex mi>rture druQs can be applied across seve•al product categories with significant 
therapeutic potential, such as polysaccharides, polypeptides and glycoproteins, our initial fua..s has been In 
the area of complex polysaccharide mixtures. 

Our lead novel drug candidate, M118, ts e LMWH that has been eng1neered to possess what we believe Will 
be an Improved therapeutic: proftle (compared with other currently marketed products) to support the 
treatment of ACS. We are currently cornpletinQ a Phase !Ia study 1n patients undergoing percutaneaous 
coronary Intervention, or PO. M402, our second novel drug can<lidate, entered early development this year 
as a potential Inhibitor of angiogenesis and tumor metastasis. we also are seeking to diSCOVer and develop 
novel therapeutlcs by applying our technology to better understand the function of these polysacd'larlde 
miXtures In multiple biological processes, with an lnttlal Focus In on~ology. 

Jofomen.ta Technology 

Our Integrated tectmology platfonm for the study of complex mixtures utilizes three different types of 
analytical tools. First, we have accumulated a comprehensive library of errzymes that we use to bre~k down 
the components of a complex mixture Into smaller, measurable untts. Second, we apply proprietary 
Improvements to established analytical teChniques (such as Matrix Assisted Laser Oesocptlon Ionization· 
Mas:li> Spectrometry, or MALDI-MS., nudear m~gneue rewncu.,ce, or NMQ,, ~nd capillary eledrophor~$, or 
ce, among others), to gather and analyze Information regarding the components, structure and 
arrangement of the chemical building blocks of the complex mixture. Thlnd, we apply proprietary 
mathematical methods that Integrate the disparate Information obtained from these analytical techniques to 
arrive at a spec!Hc, numerlcally·derlved solution that describes the complete composition of a specific 
compte)< mixture, Jt Is the combin~tlon of these tools that enables us to cnaratteriz" romplex 
polysacctlarlde, polypeptide and glycoprotein m!Ktures. 

While a similar Integrated analytical approach Is applied across different product categories, we develop a 
unique characterization toolki t for each speoftc complex mixture. Once the chemical components of the 
complex mixture are known (structure), we (1) further employ these methods and data sets In the design 
and control of our rnanufattu!1ng process (strucwre-prtX:ess) to produc" generic versions of mat1<eted 
drugs, and (2) relate structure to biological al)d dlmcal actlvJty (structvre-actiVIty) to engineer novel drugs 
which meet key unmet medical needs in var1oos diseases. 

Company Contact Information 

Our principal execUtive offices are located al675 West J<endall Street, Cilmbrldge, Massachuset:u 02142, 
and our tetephooe nurnber Is (617) 491·9700. Our lr)ternet address IS ~entapnarma.cJI[!l. 

MOME!iTA PHARMACEUT!CALS, INC. 675 WEST KENDALL STREET 
CAMBR!OGE, MA 02142 

WWW.~IOME~'T APHAP.~lA.COM 
MAY 2009 {Page 2 of 2) 
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Submittt-.d in Electronic Form 

December 22, 2008 

Federal Trnde Commission 
Office of the Secretary 
Room H-135 (Annex F) 
600 Pennsylvan i~ Ave. NW 
WMhlngton, DC 20580 

Exhibit: E! 

Re: Emer!!ing Health Care and Competition and Consumer Issues - Comment, Projecl No. 
P083901 

Momenta Pham1accutic.11s, Inc ("Momenta") was very pleased to participate in the 
November 21, 2008 R01mdtable on Follow-On Biologic Drugs (the "Roundtable") at the Federnl 
Trade Commission (the "FTC''). We support the FTC's initiative to seek public comment and 
participation, and welcome this opportunity for open dialogue. 

There are very important immediate and long term pro-coJnpetitive advantages that will 
result from the creation of an abbreviated regulatory approval pathway for follow-on biologics 
We believe that any legislation must provide the FDA with the fitll authority to appmve both 
Biosim1lars and Biogencrics (as defined below) or these benefits will not be fully reali zed.' We 
also believe the maintenance of the status quo creates an economic envlronm~nt that di scoufages 
innovation and investment in the ne.x t generation of quality by design teclmology. In other 
word $, the absence of an nbbre,~ated pathway for Blogenerics and Biosimlliirs under current law 
establishes a legislative barrier ro scientific innovatiou We are also very concerned tJw eveo if 
legislation is adopted, (hat several of lhe procedures and features in the proposed legisJatio•l 
could have the same anti"(;ompetitive impact on follow-on biologics as the absence of an 
11bbreviated pathway. 

We appreciate your request for supplemental comments and the opportunity to spell out 
our views as expressed at the Roundtable, Our comments are focused on three key points: 

A revie\1' of the contulCiliS submltloo plior to tho Roundtable ns well as the q11cslions and comments mi;cd 
o:u the Rouodutble. suggests that tnany of the ;m)oulatcd positions or the phammoeullcal and biotechnology iodu>tf) 
3te based on lite l!SSUtnption that follow-<Jn biologics 11 ill b) definition be Biosimilars ::u1d not BiogcllCtics. While 
we re~o1>ni1.c thatmnny product definitions are used when discussing folio" -Qn biologic products. "c bclic•c. as tht 
F1'C sugg<'!;tCd <Jt Ute R,ouudtai>IQ. Otat it i s ~pprQprintc to U$C two tQrnl' " Biogenetic* ruld "ffiosintilar" in au off on 
to more accumrcly understand the tmp<tcl or Biogencrics and Biositnilar products in the n•ukctplacc -· Btogcnonc 
produots bch1g those loiJow-<ln biologic products 11~11 are approved 1111d dcsignmed intc.rtlulllgC:tblc to Ute 11111ova1of 
pmducL with Biosimil.r products bcmg UtOSC (oiiO\\'-QII biologic vroducts npp!O\Cd bultiOI dcsigt131Cd by FDA a.s 
ittt~n:.huugeable to the lnnoVlltOr product (c,g .. 011111itropc " ]. 

:eNOALt STREET C.AM9RIOGE MA02t<2 T, 617.<19i 9700 WWW.MOMENTAPHARM• 
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Office of the Secretary 
December 22, 2008 
Page 2 of 13 

• An abbreviated pathway for both Biosimilars and Biogenerics will create an immediate 
pro-competitive impact by spurring investment in innovative research and development, 
promoting quality improvement, and creating the opportunity to control costs for payors 
while improving access for patients to brand and follow-on products alike. 

• The proposals to extend data exclusivity periods for brand biologics should be carefully 
examined to preserve innovation and encourage investment in basic research, cures and 
unmet medical needs. A caretul examination will reveal that the existing patent regime 
and patent term extension rules are as protective and in many respects more protective of 
reference brand biologic products than the protections afforded reference brand small 
molecule products, making the need for greater exclusivity open to question; and 

• It is essential to ensure that the patent resolution process is transparent, efficient and does 
not create anti-competitive barriers to market entry. 

1. There are Immediate Important Pro-Competitive Market Impacts that will result 
from the adoption of a Biogeneric and Biosimilar Regulatory Pathway. 

a. Momenta offers a case study of how research and development of follow-on 
biologics will spur innovation and create an immediate pro-competitive impact 
that will facilitate quality improvements, price competition and investment in 
research and development of therapeutics for unmet medical needs. 

Momenta was fonned to develop the next generation of characterization technology and 
overcome the technical barriers that impeded the scientific understanding of complex molecules 
and proteins. Our initial goal was to unravel and thoroughly characterize the chemical structures 
of these important complex molecules to gain insights into their biological activity and the 
process for manufacturing them. Over the past 6 years, Momenta pursued these goals, and 
expanded its capabilities for understanding of complex polysaccharide, polypeptide and protein 
drugs. 

Our initial work was to develop technology and analytic tools to develop generic versions 
of complex products that can be filed as traditional abbreviated new drug applications or 
AND As. A second area involves applying our understanding of chemical structures to unlock the 
biology of complex mixtures and engineer novel new drugs. Our third area of research and 
development is applying our innovative analytical technolot.'Y to the development offollow-on 
biologic products. Our complex generics pipeline includes M-Enoxaparin and M356, which are 
partnered with Sandoz, a division of Novartis. M-Enoxaparin, a generic version of Lovenox® 
(ANDA filed in August, 2005), and M356, a generic version of Copaxone® (ANDA filed in 
December, 2007), are currently both under review at the FDA. These complex mixtures were 
once thought to be impossible to characterize thoroughly and manufacture reproducibly. Our 
investment in characterization and analytical tools has resulted in two ANDA filings to date, and 
each program represents an example of the kind of innovative research and investment that could 
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be further encouraged with the creation of an abbreviated regulatory pathway for follow-on 
biologics. Had the Hatch-Waxman pathway not been available for the review and approval of 
these kinds of products, Momenta would have been unable to raise the capital to undertake these 
programs and enter into a collaborative partnership to tinance the research and development to 
substantially improve the quality of complex mixture and protein products, and gain more 
knowledge and insights into these complex molecules. 

The results of this work have already led to important short term benetits. In the past 
year, we collaborated with FDA and other academic institutions in helping to resolve the global 
heparin contamination crisis. Through the use of our innovative analytic approach, we aided the 
FDA in identifying the nature and the source of the contaminants in the heparin imports, and 
through our expertise in disease biology we helped to establish the biological plausibility linking 
the contaminant to the observed adverse event profile. See Gerrini et al.,"Oversulfated 
chondroitin sulfate is a contaminant in heparin associated with adverse clinical events," Nat 
Biotechnol. 2008 Jun;26(6):669-75. Epub 2008 Apr 23 and Kishimoto et a!., "Contaminated 
Heparin Associated with Adverse Clinical Events and Activation of the Contact System," N Eng! 
J Med. 2008 Jun 5;358(23) 2457-67. Epub 2008 Apr 23. 

With this in mind, we have also invested heavily in adapting our technology and our tools 
to characterize proteins with the intent of creating follow-on biologic, or protein products. Our 
investment in this area enables the potential to characterize thoroughly protein products. 
Historically, due to the lack of more advanced analytical tools, proteins have not been fully 
characterized and are defined in large part by their manufacturing process. These new tools can 
enable thorough characterization and offer the very real potential to develop equivalent, 
substitutable versions of protein products. 

These tools also offer the opportunity to significantly add value and cost savings to the 
innovator drug development process. As the technology is developed to allow for thoroughly 
characterized proteins, brand manufacturers will have an incentive to use these technologies to 
enhance the quality of their products by more precisely controlling variability of a number of 
attributes in the final drug product. They would also be able to apply the technology to the 
qualification of new manufacturing facilities and product enhancements, and reduce the need for 
very costly, potentially unnecessary clinical trials. Today, brand biologic products undergo very 
expensive clinical testing to evaluate safety and efficacy, but clinical trials are not necessarily the 
most useful, etiective or ethical means for identifying low frequency risks such as 
immunogenicity or the risks of product contamination. As the features and complex differences 
in complex drugs and protein products are characterized, the risks that are associated with 
immunogenicity can be avoided by design, contaminants detected, and the cost of unnecessary 
clinical trials avoided. These are real and significant quality improvements and cost savings. To 
the extent that new technology will more thoroughly characterize follow-on biologics and allow 
for the establishment of equivalence and interchangeability, then it would be unethical to run 
clinical trials because of the needless delay in bringing these products to market. The net result 
of a delay in approval is to preserve the existing monopoly for the branded product and further 
impede access to these more affordable and potentially life-saving medications. Instead, the 
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potential for follow-on biologic competition would shift investment bias at brand companies 
more in favor of products addressing new unmet needs and discovery research into new cures. 

Consider the emergence of the biotechnology industry. In the early 1980s, there were 
calls for restrictions on the use of recombinant DNA technology in the development of 
therapeutic proteins. Claims of safety risks and uncertainty about cloning were made, but reason 
prevailed and restrictive legislation was not adopted to stit1e these important scientific advances. 
Had these voices prevailed, the industry would not have attracted the necessary investment 
capital to develop the first generation of recombinant therapeutic proteins. Just as legislation at 
that time restricting such research and development or the ability of the FDA to regulate and 
approve recombinant proteins was unwarranted, today, as the first generation of therapeutic 
proteins approach the end of their patent terms, legislation should not block or inhibit the 
development of characterization technology and quality improvements that make it possible to 
develop safe and effective Biogenerics and Biosimilars. 

Consider the state of the pharmaceutical industry prior to the adoption of Hatch-Waxman. 
It was focused on assuring quality and innovation, for sure, but its investments and resources in 
the 1970s and early 1980s may have focused less on higher risk discovery of new therapeutics, 
and perhaps more on lower risk development of two, three or four competing therapeutics in a 
class as well as on product life-cycle management strategies. Hatch-Waxman created a 
transformation in the pharmaceutical sector. By facilitating the pro-competitive launch of 
generics, the profit associated with multiple drugs in a class or in life extension strategies was 
reduced as products approached the expiration of their patent life, and the relative profit 
associated with the development of innovative new therapeutics increased. The biotechnology 
industry emerged, and the pharmaceutical industry invested heavily in the 1980s and the 1990s 
in biotechnology, in biology as a basis for screening small molecule libraries of compounds and 
in the field of rational drug design. We believe that Hatch-Waxman played a significant role in 
this transformation of research and development in the pharmaceutical sector (i.e. that the reality 
of fair and appropriate generic competition contributed to this change in behavior) 

The enactment of an abbreviated pathway for approval of Biosimilars and Biogenerics 
offers a similar opportunity for transformative change. Today, biotechnology and 
biopharmaceutical companies focus their investment in characterization technology for quality 
assurance purposes, but limit their research and development into thorough characterization of 
biologics. This leads to the belief that biologics cannot be thoroughly characterized, that 
Biogenerics are not feasible and that Biosimilars will offer limited competitive advantages. 
Aside from their vested interest in this view, we believe that the history of Hatch-Waxman 
proves the contrary. We believe that once the pathways are in place, there will be an immediate 
competitive impact on research and development at biotechnology and biophannaceutical 
companies who will see the competitive advantages of product quality improvement. We also 
note with interest the fact that many large pharmaceutical companies such as Merck and Lilly 
have recently announced their intention to pursue the development of follow-on biologics. 
Federal policy should support this competitive change. 
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The absence of an abbreviated pathway for FDA approval of Biosimilars and Biogenerics 
is also the key challenge facing us, and innovator companies like us. While we believe our work 
with M-Enoxaparin and M356 has demonstrated the power of our technology to make 
abbreviated pathways possible for complex mixture based drugs, and that our on-going work on 
proteins indicates that the same should be possible with follow-on biologics, the absence of 
unambiguous legislation authorizing the FDA to implement an abbreviated pathway may be the 
rate limiting factor restricting availability of investment capital for us and companies like us. 

The enactment of an abbreviated pathway is thus essential to open the doors for 
competition and encourage innovation by Momenta, companies like Momenta, and brand 
biotechnology companies alike. As the technology develops, we believe it will significantly 
reduce the cost of drug development and ultimately result in improved patient access to high 
quality, safe, effective, and potentially life-saving medications at a more affordable price. We 
also believe that the FDA is fully qualified to evaluate the emerging product and process 
characterization technology and must have the discretion to review each follow-on biologic 
application based on the science presented. This will facilitate the entry of generic biologic 
competition while assuring the highest standards of product quality to ensure patient safety. We 
consider ourselves to be an innovator company and are concerned that some of the more 
traditional innovator companies are seeking to erect legislative, regulatory, and market barriers to 
legitimate, technology based competition. Opening the door to such innovative analytical 
science, will also improve the quality of both innovative and generic drugs in the future. 

b. Biogenerics, in particular, offer a significant pro-competitive opportunity, and it is 
essential that any legislation provides the FDA with discretion for approval of 
Biogenerics as well as Biosimilars to ensure these benefits accrue to patients. 

If one only anticipates the development of Biosimilar products, then it is conceivable that 
absent interchangeability, there will be higher development costs than those incurred in the 
traditional generic drug marketplace, and thus, less cost savings. Similarly, if one relies on 
clinical trials to demonstrate "similarity" rather than "sameness'' to obtain approval of a 
Biosimilar, then one would not expect there to be a significant incentive to develop improved 
characterization technology that would allow for incorporation of quality by design into the 
product In addition, one would continue to expect significant continued spending on sales and 
marketing activities to promote Biosimilars because they would not be interchangeable. 

On the other hand, if one anticipates the development of Biogenerics and grants the FDA 
discretionary approval authority, the analysis presented in the comments of many of the 
biotechnology companies and pharmaceutical companies warrants further scrutiny. First, and 
perhaps foremost, as noted above, the mere potential for Biogenerics will stimulate significant 
investment in innovation. This investment will lead not only to the cost saving benefits of 
Biogenerics themselves, but to significant advancement in the technology used by the 
pharmaceutical and biotechnology industry to characterize and develop all biologics. Previously 
unknown contaminants and features of complex molecules will begin to be better understood, 
and engineered out of tina! products during the development process. The need to rely on 
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clinical trials to establish comparable efficacy and safety as well as to avoid the risks of 
immunogenicity could be reduced and potentially avoided. As noted above, Momenta has begun 
to demonstrate these innovations in the field of complex generics where the ANDA pathway is 
available and has enabled Momenta to raise investment capital and apply these new skills. The 
authorization of the FDA to approve Biogenerics, based on its scientific discretion, will, we 
believe, stimulate brand and generic companies alike to develop the necessary tools and 
technology to create the opportunity for Biogenerics in the future 

In the mid-tenn, we also anticipate that these new tools and technology will accelerate 
development of Biosimilar products. As the technology advances, the extent of clinical testing 
may vary based on a company's characterization capabilities. In addition, brand companies 
seeking to expand or improve manufacturing capacity (and patients in turn) will benefit from 
cost reduction to the extent characterization similarly reduces the need for clinical trials. 

In the longer term, when Biogenerics are approved and interchangeable, the benefits of 
the price reductions associated with avoiding unnecessary clinical development costs and a 
generic marketing and pricing model will offer the greatest economic benet!t to payors and 
patients. We do agree however that because of the complexity of demonstrating "sameness" for 
interchangeability, fewer Biogenerics will enter the market than in the traditional generic drug 
marketplace, and that price reductions for Biosimilars and Biogenerics may not be to the same 
degree as for small molecule generics. Ultimately, the greater the incentive otiered by the 
pathway, the greater the likelihood more companies will invest in Biogenerics. The more 
companies that invest in Biogenerics, the more competitive products will emerge. To suggest as 
some participants at the Roundtable did, that pricing would decline by only 10% seems to be 
well below what we would expect. We believe that one could assume at least 30-40% discount 
and as the technology develops and the number of market participants increase, and as the 
number of competitive products increase, discounts may further increase. 

In summary, we see immediate, mid-term and long-term advantages to the creation of an 
abbreviated approval pathway for Biogenerics and Biosimilars. While Biosimilars are more 
likely to emerge in the next 0-5 years, and Biogenerics in the next 5-10 years, the immediate 
approval of a Biogenerics pathway will spur real time investment in new quality-enhancing, cost
saving technology that will benefit patients and enhance the development of innovator products 
and Biosimilar products alike. 

2. Data Exclusivity Should be Carefully Prescribed to Avoid Stifling Innovation. 

We believe a balanced discussion of data exclusivity at the Roundtable may have been 
impaired by the separation of the discussion across multiple panels. One needs to consider data 
exclusivity in relation to the investment decision of brand companies, the relative patent strength 
of the innovator products as compared to brand drugs, and the existence of the right to challenge 
the patent rights during the exclusivity period. In addition, by examining these points separately, 
important distinguishing factors between Biosimilars and Biogenerics may have been overlooked 
that are important to this analysis. 
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First, we believe that Professor Brill identified a critical issue for consideration by the 
FTC and the Congress in his review of Professor Grabowski's analysis of breakeven periods for 
biologics. The fact that Professor Grabowski's analysis assumes that sales of the innovator 
brand product essentially end upon expiration of data exclusivity is not a reasonable assumption. 
We agree with most panelists that anticipated market share for Biosimilars and for Biogenerics 
will not interfere with continuing and robust innovator brand sales after the expiration of a data 
exclusivity period-- particularly during the first few years following expiration. Consequently, 
the breakeven point will be significantly earlier than 12.9 to 16.2 years posited by Professor 
Grabowski. We agree with Professor Brill that appropriately accounting for these continuing 
sales suggests that a data exclusivity period of 7 years is sufficient to provide a return on 
investment. This is because he estimates they will have at least 10 years of revenue (3 years 
beyond a 7 year data exclusivity period) which is a much more realistic assumption. It is 
important to note that "breakeven" is not the point at which profits begin to be earned. Rather it 
is the point at which the expected rate of return (i.e., profit) from an investment along with return 
of principal is recovered. Moreover, this is only the break even point, and we believe that sales of 
the innovator brand product will continue well beyond this 10 year period as well. 

Second, a principal assertion made by several companies filing comments and by the 
panelists at the Roundtable was that a longer period of data exclusivity is warranted for follow
on biologics than for generic drugs under Hatch-Waxman because biologic patent rights are 
somehow weaker than small molecule drug patent rights. This claim is made despite the record 
of broadly issued patent rights on biologics that even the panelists admit, for the first generation 
of protein therapeutics and antibodies are broader and more complex than small molecule patent 
rights. The patent filings relating to the biology in which a biologic product acts include, but are 
not limited to claims drawn to: 

• The target receptor or biologic pathway 
• DNA encoding the receptor or the ligand to the receptor 
• The cloned protein itself 
• A Monoclonal antibody which binds to the receptor and regulates the receptor or biologic 

pathway 
• Generic therapeutic claims for treatment of a disorder resulting from regulation of the 

receptor or pathway 

In other words, the discovery and understanding of the biology of a pathway often allows for 
patent protection that not only covers the therapeutic protein or antibody itself, but offers the 
potential to claim coverage of other therapeutic proteins and antibodies that regulate the 
biological landscape in which the biologic acts. 

In addition to this broader range of patent coverage for biologic products, there are 
frequently technology platform patents and manufacturing patents that result from biological 
understanding that may be essential to using the biologic. These might include patents covering 
the process for production of antibodies or proteins in general: processes for controlling the 
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shape or structure of proteins or antibodies to reduce the risk of side effects, or patents for 
increasing the efficiency of production or the purification of the protein or antibody. Unlike 
small molecule drugs, these patents often provide a level of market protection because the 
biological origin of their discovery makes them necessary for production of a product. 

Contrast this patent landscape with those for small molecule drugs. In most cases the 
small molecule is discovered by screening against a target or receptor in a pathway and the 
patent rights are generally limited to the composition of matter of the molecule, its method of 
manufacture and its method of use. Thus, while the patent may be strong in tenns of its validity, 
its coverage would not generally block another small molecule that is screened that regulates the 
same target or has the same therapeutic effect. This is a key point frequently omitted in the 
discussion. That is why there are multiple small molecule brand products while there are rarely, 
absent a license agreement or collaboration, multiple brand biologics (e.g, contrast statins with 
EPO or G-CSF). This means that brand biologics, unlike brand small molecule products, have 
less competition during the period of exclusivity, and thus a much greater potential to earn a 
profit in a shorter period of time. Finally, because many biologics emerge from early stage 
research at Universities and biotechnology companies before they are launched by a fully
integrated biophannaceutical company, one still may have to obtain licenses for some of the non
product specific patent rights to launch a follow-on biologic. 

The result is that follow-on biologics face a much more complex, and broader array of 
patent rights than one typically faces with respect to launching a small molecule generic2 Given 
this set of circumstances, it is not clear why there should be a data exclusivity period for follow
on biologics that exceeds the exclusivity period provided for under Hatch-Waxman. This is 
particularly true given that the innovator companies have been able to take full advantage of the 
existing patent term extension provisions in the law that permit extensions of up to 5 years (not 
to exceed I 4 years from approval) for delays in the regulatory approval process-' The patent 
term extension provisions were added to the patent laws as part of Hatch-Waxman for both small 
molecule and biologic products. The right to challenge patents prior to submission of an ANDA 
was only added to the patent laws for small molecules, not biologics. Thus, not only is there an 

2 Several panelists that asserted the ··weaker position" of biologic patent rights. conceded at the Roundtable that the 
first generation of biologic product may have very strong and broad cov eragc and that could account for many of the 
products having successfully prevented new entrants for periods exceeding 18 years (E.g. EPO. G-CSF). They 
noted llmtthc Court of Appeals for U1c Federal Circuitlms restricted the ability of innovators to seck U1c full breadth 
of coverage afforded the first generation of recombinant proteins and antibodies. That said, the opportunity to obtain 
a broad array of patent rights covering a biological pathway is still available for novel inventions. and the fact that 
the courts have curtailed over-expansive patent claims does not mean that the rights are weaker tlmn those afforded 
small molecule products. For example. the screening of a small molecule in a pathway may not aiTord coverage 
over all small molecules t11at regulate t11at pathway today. but the itwention of a protein or antibody tlmt is integral to 
the biology of a receptor pathway might still result in claims covering all proteins or antibodies wilh similar 
sequences that regulate the receptor pathway. 

3 At the Roundtable, Hospim noted that brand companies are contim1ing to prosecute so-called "submarine-- patent 
applications on many fu-st generation brand products that arc timed to issue on expimtion of the core brand product 
patent estates resulting in 20 years or more of marlcet exclusivity for these products and that this has impacted 
several of their follow-on biologic programs. 
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opportunity to obtain stronger patent rights today for biologics, but there is no opportunity for an 
early challenge to those rights by a developer of a follow-on biologic. The absence of a timely 
right to challenge questionable patent rights tilts the playing field and restricts competition. 

Several panelists took the position at the Roundtable that the European model of 8+2+ 1 
had worked effectively and should be considered as support for a 12-year data exclusivity period. 
A key ditierence in Europe, however, is that a follow-on biologic developer is able to file an 
opposition to the patents and clear the path at any time after the patent issues for publication. 
Early publication of patent applications providing notice to third parties was the historical 
practice pre-GATT in Europe. This right to challenge early in the life cycle of a product (and 
before a filing for approval) adds balance to the European approach. Moreover, in Europe, the 
regulations and t,'llidance do not contemplate the approval of Biogenerics, only Biosimilars. To 
the extent that a product is different than the brand product, the differences may take it outside 
the scope of the patent rights for the brand product and thus affords less patent coverage. This 
would not be the case with a Biogeneric. In theory, valid, enforceable patent composition of 
matter biologic patent rights should be as strong as any small molecule rights, because, by 
definition, it will be the same product. The choice of a regime which atl'ords 8+2+ 1 years of 
data exclusivity was predicated on the early stage right to challenge the patents and the potential 
for less patent coverage on a Biosimilar. 

Stepping back, we believe that Hatch-Waxman has demonstrated a reasonable period for 
Biogeneric product data exclusivity as long as there is a reasonable period for bringing a patent 
challenge prior to approval. We also believe that taking into account Professor Brill's analysis; it 
appears that data exclusivity for Biosimilars of up to 7 years may be warranted to accommodate 
the rate of return on investment The proposals for 12-14 years of exclusivity, however, in light 
of the significant patent protection available to biologic products, is unwarranted are not needed 
to encourage new product innovation. A 12-14 year data exclusivity period would serve instead 
to extend the time for launch of competitive Biosimilar or Biogeneric products and would create 
a significant disincentive to investment and defer the economic benefits of follow-on biologic 
competition, and in particularly, the timely market entry of more affordable and potentially life
saving follow-on products. 

Finally, we believe it is also essential, and there appeared to be general consensus on the 
panel, that regardless of the data exclusivity period, a minimum of a four ( 4) year period is 
needed in advance of expiration of any data exclusivity period to allow for legal clearance 
through litigation. The complexity of the biologic patent rights, and the experience with prior 
litigation of biologic patent rights means that a shorter period would likely lead to a delay in 
launch for a follow-on biologic beyond the exclusivity period. 

3. It is Essential to Ensure that the Patent Resolution Process is Transparent, Efficient 
and does not Create Anti-Competitive Barriers to Market Entry. 

An early and clear resolution of patent disputes is essential to encourage investment in 
follow-on biologics. The process established under the current Hatch-Waxman procedures 
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balances the need for investment with the need to protect innovator patent rights 4 Under the 
current process, a generic ANDA filer must certify to the non-infringement or invalidity of 
publicly disclosed patent rights. The reference brand product owner must then either file suit in 
response to the filing or the FDA can proceed with the review and approval of the application. 
This avoids putting the FDA in the position of determining patent rights- an expertise beyond its 
traditional area of experience. If suit is filed, a 30 month stay issues that sets the time period for 
litigating the case. The stay is lifted if the suit is resolved sooner and the FDA can then proceed. 
If the suit continues after the stay expires and the ANDA is approved, then the generic applicant 
can decide to launch "at risk" or await the outcome of litigation before launching. 

While we do not object to the use of an Orange Book process for follow-on biologics, we 
do not see the need to entangle the FDA in the process and we recognize that it may create a 
number of unintended, undesirable consequences. For this reason, if an alternative process can 
be enacted for follow-on biologics that is transparent, efficient and is de-coupled from the FDA 
review process we would support the alternative approach as well. Our primary concern, 
however, is that by developing an alternative process, proposals will be made that are designed 
to use the legislative process to enact procedural barriers that could delay entry of follow-on 
biologics and undermine their pro-competitive etl'ect. In the end, any approach must assure that 
upon expiration or termination of the reference biologic patent rights, or an acceptable data 
exclusivity period, the follow-on biologic is not further delayed, but launched. Invalid or 
unenforceable patent rights must not be able to delay competition beyond a pro-competitive 
exclusivity period. 

A key question raised at the Roundtable was whether the complexity of the patent rights 
warranted additional procedural protections to assure that the patent clearance process respects 
the patent rights of reference brand biologics while assuring the pro-competitive advantages of a 
timely launch of a follow-on biologics. We agree with the panelists that biologic patent rights 
are often more complex and often cover patents methods of use and production that involve 
platform technology and biological pathways. We also agree that frequently the patent rights 
covering a biologic are in-licensed by the brand manufacturer and are owned by a biotechnology 
company, a University or the U.S. Government, and that multiple players are involved. While 
this adds some complexity we believe this can be addressed in the legislation in the first instance 

·I One should note tlmt when the plmnmceutical industry submitted to the FTC its White Paper on "The Intersection 
oflntellectual Property and Antitmst Law .. (April22. 2002). a principal theme asserted was that the Hatch Waxman 
regime provides Ute essential balance and opportunity to challenge brand patent rights. and Uws nmkes the strong 
intellectual property rights pro-competitive under the antitmst laws. Now tltat a similar regime is being considered 
for legal cleanmce of follmv-on biologics. the same arguments should appl)' to follm:v-()n biologics to assure a 
balanced approach. For example. in the White Paper. PhRMA notes that the failure to resolve patent issues prior to 
product approval presents problems for both the brand and generic manufacturer alike. Jd. At 17. Similarly, the 
\Vhite Paper notes that the interests of competition are served under the antitmst lmvs because of the remedies 
available for abusive patent prosecution, including affirmative defenses of non-patentability, inequitable conduct, or 
frdud on the patent office. Jd. at H-~6. 
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by limiting the legal clearance process to patent rights that are owned or controlled' by the 
reference brand biologic manufacturer, and leaving it to follow-on biologic company to clear on 
its own patent rights that are not owned or controlled by the reference brand manufacturer. We 
are concerned, however, that if all patent rights have to be cleared in the legislative litigation 
clearance process, that the number of potential patents involved might make the legal clearance 
pathway unworkable and create an insurmountable barrier to market entry. Limiting it to the 
rights owned or controlled by the reference brand biologics manufacturer leaves the follow-on 
biologic manufacturer treedom to conduct a customary patent search, identify the patent rights 
filed that may be applicable to its product, its manufacture and launch, and then determine how 
to best proceed. 

A second key question raised is when should an artificial act of infringement be created 
and how should the legal clearance process work. Hatch-Waxman has a 5-year data exclusivity 
period and permits the filing of the ANDA up to one year prior to the expiration of data 
exclusivity. The generic manufacturer then can elect, if the patent rights are questionable, to 
make a certification that the patents are either not infringed or invalid and initiate litigation or 
await patent expiration. If the same data exclusivity periods are used, we believe the period 
should be increased to more than one (I) year prior to the end of data exclusivity to allow for 
completion of the litigation. If, however, an alternative approach is taken that affords greater 
periods of data exclusivity, then we believe that it is essential to assure and provide for the 
artificial act of infringement to occur at least four (4) years prior to expiration of data exclusivity. 
As proposed at the Roundtable, one would anticipate litigation lasting four (4) years in biologic 
patent. The brand manufacturer is protected because in the unexpected event that the litigation 
ends sooner, the data exclusivity period would restrict launch until the end of the four (4) year 
period. 

A third key question raised was how should the legal clearance process operate if the 
Orange Book is not utilized. First, it is important to note that Hatch-Waxman was designed prior 
to the adoption of the rules requiring publication of patent rights in the United States. Prior to 
this rule change, it was possible to maintain pending patent applications for extended periods of 
time and surprise potential infringers despite conducting a thorough patent search. Today, there 
is greater transparency. We believe the legislation should assume that a follow-on biologic 
manufacturer is able to conduct its own patent search and be in a position to initiate the process 
at the time an abbreviated application is filed We believe that the following process would 

5 
Control generally takes the fonn of an exclusive license, however. to avoid gaming we believe the concept of 

control is necessary so that any contractual arrangement, even a non-exclusive license, that restricts access to the 
patent rights bv a third party is covered by the process. Control might take the form of restricting the grant of a 
license to a third party or the right to sue third parties, or the fonn of contractual proYisions that have economic or 
commercial terms with the same purpose or effect. If a University, for example, holds a manufacturing related 
patent right that is available for license to the follow-on biolo!,1J.C manufacturer \Vithout any restrictions to the 
reference brand manufacturer, then a license \vould generally be available and need not be included in the process. 
lf a reference brand manufacniier controls a University patent right, then the University's patent right should be part 
oft he legal clearance process. 
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provide a timely, efficient method for legal clearance of patents that are owned or controlled by a 
brand biologic manufacturer 

The follow-on biologic applicant, upon filing its abbreviated application with the FDA, 
sends a notification (a "Notice") to the brand reference biologic manufacturer and either 
certifies its intention to delay marketing of a Biogenetic or Biosimilar product until 
patent expiry or any data exclusivity, or if appropriate, a certification of non-infringement 
or invalidity. The Notice should contain a list of the patent rights of which the follow-on 
biologic manufacturer is aware that it believes should be the subject of the legal clearance 
process, and a level of disclosure similar to the existing Hatch-Waxman notification 
process. 

• Within ten (10) days of receipt of the notice, the referenced biologic drug manufacturer 
should be obligated to identify any other patents it owns or controls that cover the 
referenced product (and any subsequently issued patents within a reasonable period of 
time) 6 

• The referenced biologic drug manufacturer must then be obligated to sue or should be 
estopped from bringing suit on the identified, challenged patents no later than 45 days 
after receipt of the Notice. Alternatively, the applicant should have an express right to 
declaratory judgment jurisdiction if the referenced biologic drug manufacturer does not 
sue with respect to the patents listed in the Notice. 

• Third party patent rights should be included only to the extent they are owned or 
controlled by the reference brand biologic manufacturer. 

We believe this process balances the rights of reference brand biologic manufacturers with the 
precompetitive objectives offollow-on biologics manufacturers. It allows for follow-on biologic 
companies and their investors to evaluate the patent risk, and in cases where patent rights are 
weak, proceed with a well-defined process to obtain approval. lf a different process were 
adopted for follow-on biologics, it would create further uncertainty and the opportunity for 
litigation that could delay new entry of competition and reduce the incentive for investment 

Conclusion 

We appreciate the opportunity to submit these additional comments. We welcome 
further discussion, recognizing that there are multiple positions being otl'ered on these complex 
issues. We remain committed, however, towards supporting final legislative language that will 
provide incentives for companies to compete and innovate, meet the appropriate high quality 
standards as set by FDA, and bring safe, affordable medicines to patients in need. 

6 Because the b:rnnd reference biologic manufacturer is not necessaril)' m"t-are of the nuwufacturing process or 
formulation used by the follow-on biologic manufacturer. it should not be obligated to identify manufacturing patent 
rights that could not in good faith have been identified from the infonnation provided by U1e follow-on biologic 
m.anufacturer in the Notice. This also avoids a need for disclosure of the follow-on biolo.gic product infom1ation or 
manufacturing process prior to the initiation of or outside the protection of protective orders issued under any 
resulting litigation. The burden can be placed on the follow-on biologic m.anufacturer to conduct a freedom to 
operate search and to include any such patents in its Notice should clearance be needed. 
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If you have any questions regarding our submission, please feel free to contact me at 617-
395-2786 or our Chief Operating Officer, Steve Brugger at 617-395-5105. We would be very 
interested in meeting with you at your convenience in January to discuss our propcsals further 
with FTC Staff. 

Sr. Vice President and General Counsel 

Cc: Steve Brugger 
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TESTIMONY OF JEFFREY P. KUSHAN, ON BEHALF OF THE BIO-
TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY ORGANIZATION (BIO), WOODROW 
WILSON SCHOOL OF PUBLIC AND INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, 
PRINCETON, NJ 
Mr. KUSHAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members of the 

Committee, for providing BIO with an opportunity to testify today. 
BIO supports creation of an abbreviated regulatory pathway for 

biosimilar products. A viable biosimilar pathway will increase com-
petition and improve access to the remarkable biomedical advances 
our industry has delivered over the past 20 or 30 years. 

A biosimilar pathway will be successful only if it preserves the 
incentives that exist today in our vibrantly competitive and innova-
tive biotechnology industry. If it does not, fewer new biological 
products and treatments will ensue to the detriment of patients 
with unmet medical needs. And given the decade-plus time that it 
takes to bring a new biological product to market, we simply can-
not afford to guess wrong about the proper incentives for this field. 

BIO is encouraged to see there is widespread support for several 
critical elements of any biosimilar regime. First, nearly all stake-
holders agree that data exclusivity must be part of an abbreviated 
biosimilar pathway. 

Data exclusivity is a regulatory mechanism that functions by de-
ferring when biosimilar products can be approved on the basis of 
the innovator’s clinical data. The differences of opinion that exist 
now revolve around how long the data exclusivity period should be 
and how it should relate to continued clinical development of prod-
ucts. 

Currently, as Representative Eshoo pointed out, biological prod-
ucts have an unlimited period of data exclusivity. This is because 
there is no pathway today that lets another biotech company free- 
ride on the clinical investments of a first innovator. 

Biotech innovation has flourished in this environment. We have 
seen constant innovations resulting in new protein therapeutics, 
new ways of exploiting cellular processes to treat diseases, new di-
agnostic tools, and new manufacturing techniques for making pro-
teins. Indeed, the manufacturing innovations Mr. Leicher just 
pointed out that his company has developed have been made in 
this environment where there is unlimited data exclusivity. 

Actual experience shows that innovators also do not stop clini-
cally developing their products in this environment, despite being 
given essentially an unlimited period of data protection. Instead, it 
shows that innovators continue to invest heavily in new clinical de-
velopment and research on their approved biological products and 
have brought hundreds of important new treatments to the market 
for the benefit of patients. 

I think these real-world results are the simplest answer to the 
various theories we have heard suggesting that excessive data ex-
clusivity will somehow hinder innovation and slow the delivery of 
new clinical benefits to patients. 

The real question is not whether it should be provided; it is, how 
much should it be shortened by a biosimilar pathway? 

Some have suggested that data exclusivity provided today for 
small-molecule drugs will be adequate for biological production. 
Several factors explain why this is not true. 
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Studies have shown that in the small-molecule area, on average, 
generic competition starts around 12 to 14 years after the inno-
vator product is launched. Patents are why that happens. Patents 
can do that because any generic drug must be structurally identical 
to the innovator product. 

That means drug innovators do not need broad patent claims to 
protect their investments. They can protect their innovative drug 
products with what we call picture claims on the exact molecule. 
All this means is that a small-molecule drug innovator deciding 
whether to make the investment and start the 10 to 15 year path 
to develop and bring a new drug to market today can assume that 
their patents, if they are upheld, will prevent the marketing of an 
infringing generic product until those patents expire. 

This is not going to be true for biological products. Biosimilar 
products will invariably have different structures than innovator 
products. The biosimilar bills we see today all do not require struc-
tural identity. 

Compounding this problem is the problem that most biotech pat-
ents issuing today are narrow. Let me say very clear, these are not 
weak patents. They are very strong and effective patents. They are 
just narrow patents. The same uncertain science that makes it dif-
ficult to make an exact copy of a biological product is actually why 
we have narrow patent rights. 

Together, these two factors make it impossible for an innovator 
to predict when it is deciding to invest in development of the prod-
uct whether its patent estate is going to provide effective protection 
against a future biosimilar product, and that is why the Hatch- 
Waxman model as it exists today cannot be directly applied to the 
biosimilar environment. This patent loophole must be closed by the 
data exclusivity provisions. 

BIO strongly supports the data exclusivity provisions of H.R. 
1548, introduced by Representative Eshoo. We believe that pro-
vides the appropriate balance. It also incorporates fair and bal-
anced patent review procedures that will precede approval of a bio-
similar, and importantly includes regulatory linkage. 

Thank you. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Kushan follows:] 
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I. Overview 

The Biotechnology Industry Organization (BTO) appreciates the opportunity 

to provide the views of its members on intellectual property issues implicated by 

an abbreviated regulatory procedure for the approval of highly similar biological 

products, or so-called ''biosimilars. ,. 

BTO supports the creation of an abbreviated pathway for biosimilars to help 

increase competition among, and access to, the many breakthrough biomedical 

advancements that have been developed by the biotechnology industry over the 

past 25 years. ln doing so, providing effective intellectual property protection for 

biological products must remain a central focus of Congressional efforts. 

Measures that operate to lessen the economic incentives of our current system will 

translate into fewer new biological products and therapies, to the detriment of 

patients with currently tmmet medical needs. 

Patents are an important component of these economic incentives. Patents 

protect the inventions that are made throughout the process of discovering and 

developing a new biological product. For example, our members use patents to 

protect not only the protein that is the heart of a new biological product, but new 

treatments based on that product, new formulations necessary to make the product 

viable, and a wide range of techniques and systems used to produce, test, evaluate 

and use these products. Our companies also rely on trade secrets to protect 

manufacturing know-how and a range of data generated during the extensive and 

expensive process of clinical testing of a new biological product or treatment. 

The effectiveness of the intellectual property incentives that exist today for 

encouraging development of new biological products and therapies, however, is 

inextricably linked to the regulatory system that governs these biological products. 
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Today, any company wishing to market a biological product must independently 

prove that its product is safe, pure and potent. This means that each company 

wishing to bring a new biological product to market must conduct the same scale 

of clinical testing for its product, and face the same risks, costs and other barriers 

to market, whether the product is highly similar to an existing product or an 

entirely new molecule. This level playing field among competitors directly 

influences decisions an innovator makes to undertake new product development, 

and continue clinical development of biological products after they have been 

approved. It also has functioned to blunt the impact of the limits of patent 

protection available for biotechnology products imposed by current law and strict 

examination standards used by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (PTO). 

An abbreviated regulatory pathway for approving biological products will 

fundamentally change this environment. By its very design, an abbreviated 

approval process leverages the investments and efforts of the earlier innovator to 

facilitate approval and market entry of a biosimilar product that will directly 

compete with the innovator product. By allowing the biosimilar manufacturer to 

"free-ride" on the clinical data of the innovator, the abbreviated pathway helps the 

biosimilar manufacturer bring its product to market faster, with far less risk and 

uncertainty, and at a fraction of the innovator's development costs. 

Unquestionably, the business ofbioteclmolOb'Y innovation will change once 

an abbreviated pathway for biosimilar products becomes available. And patent 

rights, as they exist in today' s system, simply will not be sufficient to preserve tl1e 

incentives for development of new biological products and treatments that exist in 

today's industry. Measures that offset the impact of these fundamental changes to 

the nature of competition in today's biotechnology industry must be integrated into 

any new regulatory approval system for biosimilar products. 

-2-
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With these points in mind, BTO believes three principles must be followed in 

shaping any new abbreviated biosimilar approval process. 

First, a substantial period of data exclusivity must be provided for the 

companies that conduct the clinical testing necessary to bring a new biological 

product, or a new use of biological product, to market. The certainty delivered by 

a lengthy period of data exclusivity is essential to preserve the dynamic economic 

environment essential to the viability of this industry and to continue to foster its 

entrepreneurial, innovation-focused and high risk-taking character. Tt is also 

necessary to offset the limits of patent protection that are presently mitigated by 

high barriers to entry facing other innovator products, but which will not be present 

once an abbreviated pathway for biosimilars is available. 

Tn this regard, BTO strongly supports the data exclusivity provisions in H.R. 

1548 introduced by Representative Anna Eshoo (D-CA) and supported by a broad 

bipartisan coalition of more than 125 Members of the House of Representatives, 

along with a wide range of stakeholders, including the American Association of 

Universities, the National Venture Capital Association, and scores of patient 

advocacy groups. This bill provides a base period of 12 years of protection, with 

the possibility of up to two and a half more years for conducting additional clinical 

research for new indications and pediatric populations. 

Alternative proposals that provide no or only short periods of data 

exclusivity- or rely solely on the patent system- ignore the obvious and 

substantial changes to the biotechnology business model that will occur with the 

creation of an abbreviated approval pathway. These proposals also ignore the fact 

that patents will play a very different role in these systems as compared to how 

they operate today for generic dmgs under the Hatch-Waxman Act. Specifically, 
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under the regulatory system that governs approval of small molecule drugs, 

innovators do not see competition from generic products for 12- 14 years after the 

innovator product was launched, as a result of the combination of innovator 

patents, patent tenn restoration and data exclusivity provided for new molecules 

and new indications of drug products. 

The critical distinction that makes this model break down for biological 

products is that biosimilar products will not be required to have an active 

ingredient that is the same as the active ingredient in the innovator's product, given 

the impossibility, with today's science, to make an exact copy of a biologic. 

Rather, they require differing degrees of"similarity." Indeed, some of the 

legislative proposals in this area would permit abbreviated approval of a biosimilar 

with significant differences in molecular structure, mechanism of action, and 

manufacturing processes. The lack of a "sameness" requirement will create 

significant questions about whether patents that cover an itmovator's product will 

also cover a potential biosimilar product. The possibility exists that they will 

enable biosimilar manufacturers to achieve something generic dmg manufacturers 

cannot, namely, avoid the innovator's patent rights but still get the benefit of the 

innovator's clinical data. A substantially longer period of data exclusivity than that 

provided to small molecule innovators in today's generic drug approval system is 

thus needed to preserve the incentives for innovation and clinical development of 

biological products. 

Second, any legislation must include a balanced and fair procedure for 

identifying and resolving patent disputes implicated by the structure of a biosimilar 

product and how it is made before the biosimilar product is approved and put on 

the market. Nearly all stakeholders agree that doing so is better for patients, 

caregivers, and both im10vator and biosimilar companies. To be fair and effective, 
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the system must penn it participation by all relevant biotech stakeholders

including the tmiversities and small biotech companies that have a significant role 

in our industry- and must not artificially skew the way that patent litigation is 

conducted to favor one party or the other. Indeed, doing so would likely nm afoul 

of our international trade commitments, because they would make use of 

biotechnology patents less effective and useful compared to patents in other fields 

of teclmolOb'Y· 

In this respect, BTO strongly opposes statutory provisions, such as those 

found in H.R. 1427, the biosimilar legislation introduced by Representative Henry 

Waxman (D-CA), that would operate to arbitrarily limit the number of relevant 

patents that could be litigated prior to biosimilar approval, that would give one but 

not the other party control over whether, where and how litigation is conducted, or 

that impose onerous sanctions on the patent owner to enforce administrative 

compliance with the system. Measures that disrupt the well-settled rules of civil 

procedure and evidence and limit judicial autonomy will invariably make litigation 

more complex, more tmpredictable and produce unfair results- directly contrary to 

the goals this Committee has had for years in its efforts to enact patent refonn. 

BIO supports the patent notification and litigation procedures in H.R. 1548 because 

they do not suffer from these problems and will provide a fair and straightforward 

process for expeditiously identifying and resolving patent issues implicated by a 

biosimilar product 

Third, any legislation should provide regulatory linkage to encourage 

innovator companies to promptly raise and resolve patent issues. Regulatory 

linkage, which is integral to the Hatch-Waxman Act, provides that, if a patent 

owner establishes through litigation that its patent is valid and infringed, the Food 

and Dmg Administration (FDA) will defer granting final approval to the generic 
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application until the infringed patent expires. BTO believes a similar regulatory 

linkage must be integrated into any new analog to the Hatch-Waxman system 

created for biosimilar products to ensure that valid patent rights are respected. Tn 

this respect, we support the regulatory linkage provisions of the Eshoo bill, and 

regret that this measure has been excluded from H.R. 1427. 

BIO also wishes to bring to the Subcommittee's attention a number of 

serious concerns it has with the recent report ofthe Federal Trade Commission 

(FTC) on intellectual property issues and biologics. BTO finnly believes the FTC's 

recommendations on data protection and patents are grounded on a number of 

serious errors and omissions, and reflects opinions that are contrary to decades of 

experience within our industry. If adopted, the FTC recommendations would 

seriously erode the incentives for development of new biological products. 

II. Background on BIO and the Biotechnology Industry 

BTO represents more thm1 1,200 companies, universities and research 

institutions that use biotechnology to research m1d develop cutting-edge healthcare, 

agricultural, industrial and environmental products and applications. As of 

December 31, 2008, there were more thm1 1,700 biotechnolo~:,ry c01npm1ies 

established m1d doing business in the United States, 371 of which were publicly 

held, having an aggregate market capitalization of over $340 billion. The 

biotechnology industry and its contribution to U.S. economic growth has 

mushroomed since 1992, with U.S. healthcare biotech revenues increasing from $8 

billion in 1992 to $70.1 billion in2008. U.S. employment in the biosciences 

reached 1.3 million in 2006, m1d this industry indirectly supports approximately 

6.2 million U.S. jobs Biotechnolo~:,ry c01npm1ies can be found in every State of 

the Union. Roughly 80 percent ofBTO's corporate members are small businesses. 
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The biotechnology industry is one of the most research-intensive industries 

in the world. In 2008 alone, biotechnology companies spent more than $30 billion 

in R&D. Between 2003 m1d 2007, the biotechnology industry raised more than 

$100 billion in private investment. These investments are paying off. There are 

more than 200 new drug products and vaccines on the market and hundreds more 

in development. These products are now improving, m1d will continue to improve, 

the lives of millions of Americans, and offer hope for cures for a wide rm1ge of 

illnesses. 

The key to success of the biotechnology industry- across all of its sectors

is a business model that is based on taking significm1t risks to develop products 

based on innovation. Specifically, the biotechnology business model is based on 

making significmlt investments (often htmdreds of millions of dollars) in early 

stage research and development with the hope that some of these investments and 

efforts will yield a commercial product. This model has worked despite the fact 

that it is lengthy (often taking more than a decade) and that the vast majority of 

biotechnology R&D investments m1d efforts do not result in a commercial product 

reaching the market. It is only by pushing boundaries of science and taking these 

risks that breakthrough inventions are discovered and converted into commercially 

viable products and services. 

The biotechnology business model requires ail environment that, as much as 

possible, reduces unpredictability in the commercial sector. One important factor 

in this environment is the guarantee of data exclusivity and effective patent 

protection. Specifically, by ensuring that the products or services that may 

eventually be marketed cm1 be protected from unauthorized copying m1d use, 

companies can justify taking risks and making significant R&D investments. 

Introducing greater unpredictability by inadequate periods of data exclusivity, or 
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by limiting the conditions in which patent rights can be asserted, will adversely 

affect the business environment that is so crucial to supporting innovation in the 

biotechnology sector. And reducing this uncertainty has, time and again, proven to 

be critical to the decision-making processes of those providing funding for this 

research and development, particularly the venture capital community. 

II. Key Concepts Involved in Biosimilar Legislation 

A. Data Exclusivity 

In the ongoing biosimilars debate, what "data exclusivity" is and what its 

effects will be have been misconstrued and often obfuscated. Misleading tenns 

such as "marketing exclusivity" or "branded exclusivity" have been used 

interchangeably with this term; indeed, data exclusivity has even been 

characterized as a "monopoly" right. Given its central importm1ce to the debate, it 

is important to have a clear understm1ding of what data exclusivity is, m1d what it 

can and cannot do within an abbreviated regulatory approval pathway. 

An abbreviated regulatory approval procedure for biosimilar products will 

be able to provide a substantially faster, more certain and vastly less expensive 

regulatory approval process by allowing the biosimilar manufacturer to rely, at 

least in part, on the clinical evidence produced by ail innovator and used to support 

FDA approval of the innovator's product (often called the "reference" product). In 

this type of an approval system, "data exclusivity" refers to a period of time after 

the approval of the innovator product during which the FDA is not allowed to rely 

on the approval of the innovator's product, including data contained in the 

innovator's Biologics License Application (BLA), to support approval of the 
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biosimilar product. Data exclusivity will prevent "unfair commercial use" of 

clinical test data, which often cost hundreds of millions of dollars to generate. 1 

Data exclusivity is provided today under the Federal Food, Drug and 

Cosmetic Act (FDCA) for small molecule pharmaceutical products2 In that 

system, a certain amount of time must elapse (between five and seven and one half 

years) before the FDA can approve a marketing application by a dmg applicant 

who, instead of doing its own clinical trials, wants to rely on clinical studies that 

were done by another for an earlier dmg. Tf the generic applicant does not want to 

wait until the "data exclusivity" period expires, it can generate and submit its own 

safety and efficacy data at any time. 

This deferral of FDA reliance on the innovator's clinical data plainly is not 

an innovator "marketing exclusivity" or a "monopoly" right. Any competitor can 

submit independently generated clinical safety and efficacy data for its product at 

any time and receive FDA approval. Indeed, data exclusivity gives no innovator 

the right to monopolize the market for a new drug molecule, and current 

experiences in the biotechnolo~o,ry industry prove the contrary, as the FTC report 

Data exclusivity provisions are found in the regulatory systems of most developed countries. 
Data protection independent of trade secret protection is also required by international 
agreements, such as the Agreement on Trade Related Aspects oflntellectual Property 
(TRIPS). See TRIPS Agreement, Article 39.3. 
Under U.S. law, data exclusivity is also provided for agricultural chemical products. In that 
system, the producer of a "generic" pesticide must wait at least ten years before it can rely on 
the EPA's approval of the innovator pesticide. See Federal Insecticide Fungal and 
Rodenticide Act (FIFRA), 7 U.S.C. § 136a(c)(1 )(F)(i) and (ii). This ten-year data exclusivity 
period for pesticides is supplemented by compensation paid by the "generic" manufacturer to 
the innovator for the tive years following the end of the innovator's exclusivity period. See 7 
U.S.C. § 136a(c)(l)(F)(iii). 
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amply demonstrates 3 Terms such as "monopoly" or "marketing exclusivity" 

simply should be eliminated from the biosimilars debate. 

Under the FDCA, the timelines for FDA action also apply regardless of 

patent status. For example, if an innovator obtains FDA approval of a new 

molecule, the FDA can accept and approve a competitor's application based on 

independently generated clinical evidence for the same molecule at any time, 

regardless of who owns the patent (or regardless of whether the molecule is 

patented at all). If the competitor wants to rely on the innovator's safety and 

efficacy data, however, the FDA will not accept an application for a copy of that 

molecule for four to five years from the innovator's approval date- again, 

irrespective of who owns the patent, if any 4 Data exclusivity thus operates 

independently of patents. Also, unlike patents, data exclusivity is not enforceable 

by one private party against another, and there is no mechanism under which an 

innovator can sue a competitor for violating its data exclusivity. 

Although data exclusivity does not confer marketing exclusivity or 

monopoly power, it does play a very important role in incentivizing innovation and 

in protecting investments- a role also commonly associated with patents. But in 

doing so, data exclusivity operates in a very different, but complementary, manner 

to patent exclusivity. For example, a drug applicant that seeks FDA approval 

based on an earlier drug's clinical safety and efficacy data, but does not infringe 

any patent could be deemed a free-rider of the innovator's investment in clinical 

For example, seven different human growth hormone products have been introduced and 
compete in the U.S. market. See FTC Report at 21-22. 
An applicant may submit an abbreviated new drug application ("ANDA") four years after 
approval of the NDA if it contains a patent certification under§ 505U)(2)(A)(vii)(TV) 
asserting that one or more patents listed for the drug product are invalid or would not be 
infringed by the ANDA product. See FDCA ~ 505(c)(3)(E)(ii). If there are no patents listed 
for the drug, or if the ANDA applicant does not intend to challenge any listed patents, the 
ANDA may be filed on the date that is five years after the approval of the innovator's NDA. 
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research, but not a patent infringer. By contrast, a drug applicant that has made 

large investments in clinical research and seeks FDA approval of a molecule 

patented by another but on the basis of its independently generated clinical 

evidence could be deemed a patent infringer, but not a free-rider. 

Both scenarios occur regularly today. To avoid patent infringement, the 

applicant would have to design around the patent and make something other than a 

copy of the patented molecule. To not "free-ride", the applicant would have to 

conduct its own clinical research instead of relying on a competitor's clinical 

research. Data exclusivity thus will prevent free-riding on investments in clinical 

research that are necessary to secure marketing approval of a biological product, 

while patents operate to prevent unauthorized use or copying of irmovati ve 

technology, each for a limited time. And, because copying and free-riding are both 

toxic to the initial and continued development and clinical testing of innovative 

biologics and therapies, both of these complementary and independent mechanisms 

are necessary, especially when one recognizes that the risk of patent avoidance and 

patent design-arounds will inherently be a much more significant problem for 

biologics, as explained below, than it is under the Hatch-Waxman Act framework 

for generic drugs. 

Currently, there is no authority for the FDA to rely upon the clinical data a 

biologics manufacturer has provided to the agency in its BLA to support approval 

of any other biological product. 5 This means that, today, any company that wishes 

As is the case with the abbreviated new drug approval procedures for small molecule drugs 
under§ 505(j) of the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, any authority given to the FDA 
to rely on the innovator's BLA to justify approval of a later biosimilar application would not 
authorize the FDA to publish or share any confidential, trade secret information contained in 
the BLA. See FDA Response to Citizen Petition Docket Nos. 2001P-0323 et at. at fn 14 (Oct. 
14, 2003). Instead, like the§ 505(j) authority, it would grant FDA a limited authority to 
"use" that information to support its decision to find the biosimilar product pure, potent and 
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to obtain approval for a biological product, including one that is highly similar to 

an innovator product, must independently generate its own clinical data and 

convince the FDA on the basis of that data that its new product is pure, potent and 

safe. The average cost of doing this, as has been well-documented, is enormous, 

exceeding $1.2 billion 6 

Today's biotechnology development environment thus imposes a substantial 

economic barrier to entry for new biological products, including those that are the 

similar to, or function similarly to, existing biological products. Indeed, this 

feature of the industry is why a substantial period of data exclusivity is essential to 

any future system for approval of biosimilar products. Decisions made by 

innovator companies today are based not only on the assumption that some degree 

of patent protection will be available to protect the innovator product in the future, 

but that every other potential direct competitor will face similar risks of failure, 

costs of conducting clinical investigations, and the same scientific tmcertainties 

that the innovator faced. These factors have operated, in practice, to encourage not 

only the extremely high-risk initial development effort, but also the continued 

clinical research to find new uses for the product once it has been initially 

approved. 

The availability of an abbreviated approval process for biosimilar products 

will ftmdamentally change this economic equation for innovators. Data 

exclusivity, and more specifically the length of data exclusivity, will become 

critical. As numerous experts have explained, a substantial data exclusivity period 

will be required to, in essence, "recreate" the dynamic and competitive 

safe in the absence of independently generated clinical data and reports establishing the 
safety, potency or purity of the biosimilar product 
See, e.g., Joseph A. DiMasi and Henry G. Grabowski, l11e Cost of Biopharmaceutical R&D: 
Is Biotech Different? 28 MANAG. D~oc. ECON. 469, 470 (2007). 
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environment that exists today and is so critical to driving initial and continued 

clinical investigation and development of dmgs and new indications7 

A substantial data exclusivity period is particularly critical in areas such as 

cancer research, where initial marketing approval generally focuses on late-stage 

disease, and where research and development needed for early-stage or adjuvant 

cancer therapies, which are more difficult and take longer, generally occur later. 

The substantial exclusivity provided for the original treatment will encourage and 

support the risky, complex and expensive further development of the product for 

these additional indications, and will be critical to bring to market the vibrant 

pipeline oftreahnents that can allow cancer patients to live longer and better lives. 

Importantly, data exclusivity periods will nm concurrently (not in addition 

to) any patent exclusivity that may exist for the innovator's product, which may 

last up to or beyond 14 years after approval of that product. In one sense, a 14-

year data exclusivity period will serve as an insurance policy that provides the 

innovator with certainty of protection for this period. In the case of patents that 

cannot be designed around and that have significant amounts of patent term 

remaining, long data exclusivity will have no impact. On the other hand, a 

substantial data exclusivity period becomes relevant where the available patent 

term is short, or where the biosimilar was designed to be different enough to avoid 

that patent but similar enough for approval. A substantial period of data 

exclusivity thus is an essential component of a balanced statutory pathway for 

biosimilars, making possible their introduction and use in tl1e market while 

appropriately safeguarding incentives for biotechnology innovation. 

7 See, e.g., Benjamin N. Roin, Unpatentable Drugs and the Standards of Patentability, 87 TEX. 
L. Rbv. 503-570. 
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BTO accordingly supports the data exclusivity provisions found in H.R. 

1548. Under H.R. 1548, a new biological product would enjoy a base period of 12 

years of data exclusivity, meaning that no biosimilar application could be approved 

that references the innovator's BLA earlier than 12 years after the BLA was 

approved. H.R. 1548 provides incentives for encouraging continued clinical 

research on an innovator biological product by providing that the base period can 

be extended by two additional years if the product is subsequently approved for a 

significant new indication. It also encourages pediatric testing of biologics, by 

providing the possibility of an additional six-month period of exclusivity. These 

periods are cumulative, so that an innovator product could enjoy a period of up to 

14.5 years measured from the original approval of the product8 BTO believes both 

the structure and the periods of data exclusivity provided by H.R. 1548 reflect a 

fair balance, and will help to preserve the incentives existing under our current 

system to drive both original research and development of new biological products, 

and to stimulate continued clinical development of existing products to address 

new and unmet medical needs. 

B. Patent Protection 

A patent provides its owner with the right to prevent others from making, 

using, selling, offering for sale or importing the patented invention 9 Patents are 

granted by the PTO following an examination process during which a patent 

examiner evaluates whether the invention is new, useful, non-obvious and 

Some have argued that this bill and others like it would permit innovators to make minor 
changes to their products and receive additional, successive 12-year periods of data 
exclusivity. This is incorrect. The bill's express language makes clear that the date of"first 
licensure," which starts the 12-year data exclusivity clock, cannot be extended by changes to 
a product's dosage, strength, or route of administration, and provides only a single, two-year 
extension for any new indication approved for the biological product. 
35 U.S.C. § 154. 
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adequately described and enabled in the patent application. 111 Patent claims

which define the botmdaries of protection conferred by the patent- are evaluated, 

and ordinarily narrowed, during the examination process to correspond to what the 

PTO believes represents the patentable invention. The exclusive rights under a 

patent are enforced through litigation in a Federal district court, which is an 

expensive, resource-intensive and often unpredictable process. 

Over the past 15 years, the legal standards governing patentability of 

biotechnology inventions, and how the PTO applies them, have become 

significantly more stringent. For example, the utility requirement under 35 U.S.C. 

§101 11 and tl1e written description requirement under 35 U.S.C. § 112, first 

paragraph, 12 have been construed by courts and the PTO to require more 

infonnation about the nature and implications of changes to a protein or nucleic 

acid structure to justify the grant of patent claims extending beyond the literal 

protein sequence that has been discovered. See, e.g., In re Fisher, 421 F.3d 1365 

(Fed. Cir. 2005); Regents of the University ofCalij(;rnia v. FJi Ully & Co., 119 

F .3d 1559 (Fed. Cir. 1997), In re Wands, 858 F.2d 731 (Fed. Cir. 1988). At the 

same time, the courts and the PTO have tightened the requirements for a finding of 

10 35lJS.C. §§ 102, 103, and 112. 
11 In 1995, and again in 2001, the PTO issued guidelines relating to the "utility" standard of 35 

U.S C §101 See, e.g, Utility baminatiun Guidelines, 66 Fed.Reg. 1092 (Jan. 5, 2001). 
Under these guidelines, the PTO has demanded applicants identify a specitic, substantial and 
credible utility for their inventions. The PTO has supplemented these guidelines with 
training materials that illustrate how to apply the standards properly. See 
http:/ /www.uspto.goYiweb/officeslpac/dapp/mpep _ examguide.html. 

12 In 2001, the PTO issued guidelines on application of the "written description" requirement of 
35 U.S. C. § 112, first paragraph. See Guidefinesjbr Examination of Pateut Applications 
Under the 35 U.S. C. 112, 1' 1, "Written Description" Requirement, 66 Fed. Reg. 1099 (200 1). 
As applied by the PTO, the guidelines require applicants to provide a comprehensive written 
description of what they perceive their invention to be as of the filing date of the patent. 
Again, the PTO followed the guidelines with training materials that provide examples of 
commonly encountered scenarios, with clear guidance on when to impose rejections. See 
http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/pac/dapp!mpep_examguide.html. 
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"non-obviousness" of an invention -a measure of whether the pre-existing 

knowledge in the prior art makes an invention "'obvious" or not -tmder 35 U.S.C. 

§ 103 13 The effect of these changes in law and examination practice has made it 

increasingly difficult to emerge from the examination process with claims that 

grant broad rights beyond the specific protein sequence that was tested and 

evaluated before the original patent application was filed, or slight variations 

relative to that sequence. 14 

Biotechnology patents must be pursued promptly after an invention is made. 

If an inventor waits to file the application, and the research becomes public, it can 

prevent the patenting of the invention, both within and outside the United States. 

This pressure to file early, however, creates a tension with the potential 

commercial value of the patent, as patent rights can only be used, as a practical 

matter, after FDA approval of the innovator's product or an infringing biological 

product. ln other words, given that the term of a patent mns 20 years from the 

original filing date of the patent, and that it can take 12 to 15 years to obtain 

marketing approval for a new biological product, the resulting period of "effective·· 

term remaining after the BLA for the biological product is approved thus can be 

quite short. 

13 See, e.g., KSR Im '1. Co. 1'. Te1eflex Inc., 550 U.S. 398 (2007); In re Kubin, 561 F.3d 1351 
(Fed. Cir. 2009); Leapfi'og t.:nter., inc. v. Fisher-Price, inc., 485 F.Jd 1157 (Fed. Cir. 2007). 

14 Patents claiming proteins or nucleic acids often employ a concept of"homology" relative to a 
specified sequence. For example, a patent may claim all proteins having an amino acid 
sequence that is 99% homologous to a specified sequence. The PTO has issued extensive 
guidance to its examiners and the public regarding evaluation of"homology claims" during 
the examination process. See, e.g., PTO Written Description Guideline Training Materials, 
Revision 1 (March 25, 2008), available at http://www.uspto.gov/web/menu/writtcn.pdf; 
PTO Revised Interim Utility Guidelines Training Materials, available at 
hnp://www.uspto.gov/web/cffices/pac/utility/utililyguide.pdf. 
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Moreover, as part of the Hatch-Waxman Act package in 1984, Congress 

statutorily exempted from infringement any activities conducted by the developer 

of a new drug or biological product that are reasonably related to obtaining FDA 

approval of the product. 15 This means that the owner of a patent covering an 

infringing drug or biological product cannot stop infringements arising solely from 

the FDA approval-related activities of a biosimilar manufacturer. 

Recognizing both of these factors, Congress, as part of the original Hatch

Waxman package, provided these patent owners with a way to restore lost 

"effective" patent term caused by the requirement for pre-market regulatory 

review. The patent term extension provisions pennit a patent owner to recover up 

to five years of effective patent life, subject to several limitations. First, the overall 

effective patent tenn after the extension cannot exceed 14 years, regardless of how 

long the regulatory review of the product took. Second, only the initial approval of 

a biological product can serve as the basis for restoration. Third, the tights granted 

by the extension are limited to those that correspond to the approved product. 

And, finally, only one patent may be extended on the basis of a regulatory review 

period, and no patent may be extended more than once16 

15 Congress exempted from infringement those acts that are reasonably related to obtaining 
approval of a new drug, biological product or medical device. See 35 U.S.C. § 271 
(providing that "It shall not be an act of infringement to make, use, offer to sell, or sell within 
the United States or import into the United States a patented invention . solely for uses 
reasonably related to the development and submission of information under a Federal law 
which regulates the manufacture, use, or sale of drugs or veterinary biological products."); 
see also Merck KGaA v.lntegra Lifesciences 1, Ltd, 545 U.S. 193 (2005). 

16 The limitations of the existing patent term restoration authority under 35 U.S. C.§ 156 raise a 
number of questions concerning biological products. For example, biotech companies often 
obtain, using special accelerated approval procedures, a first approval of a new biological 
product for a relatively narrow indication that affects fewer, but desperately ill patients. This 
first approval, however, by statute, serves as the basis of any restoration period request. 
Thus, a company that conducts substantially longer, more complex and more expensive 
clinical investigations for the primary indication of a biological product cannot secure a 
patent term restoration corresponding to the much longer regulatory review period required 
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The parameters of the patent term restoration provisions of the Hatch

Waxman Act in 1984 reflect Congress' detennination that an effective patent tenn 

of 14 years following approval of the product is an appropriate period of patent 

exclusivity. 17 In enacting these provisions, Congress acknowledged that- unlike 

most other industries- the phannaceutical industry rarely benefited from the full 

length ofthe standard patent tenn (then 17 years from grant of the patent) due to 

the long development and regulatory approval process for drugs. Given that 

Congress has previously concluded that 14 years of patent protection is appropriate 

for dmgs and biological products, any statutory formula that allows for biosimilars 

should at least guarantee that same degree of etlective market protection- and, for 

the reasons discussed above, that protection can be accomplished most predictably 

through data exclusivity. 

C. Patents Alone Cannot Provide the Incentives Necessary to 
Encourage Today's Level oflnnovation and Clinical Development 
of Biological Products in a New Biosimilar Approval System 

Reliance on the patent system alone in a future system including a biosimilar 

pathway will prove insufficient to stimulate the scale of continued innovation and 

clinical development of biologic products that exists in today's system. A "patents 

only" approach also ignores past and ongoing changes in patent law and the 

for that primary indication. Patent term restoration rights are also limited to the rights in the 
"product." Some have questioned whether the patent term restoration rights would cover a 
biosimilar product that has a different molecular structure relative to the innovator product. 
Revisions to these provisions of 35 U.SC § 156 to preserve the intended functioning of the 
patent term restoration authority, or to permit greater latitude for biotech companies to select 
the basis of the extension, may be warranted incidental to review of a new follow-on 
biologics ("FOB") approval system. 

17 Extension is calculated by taking: Yz of the time spent diligently from the investigational new 
drug application effective date to new drug application ("NDA") submission; and the full 
NDA review period; patents cannot be extended by more than five years. The patent 
extension also cannot result in a patent that has a term of more than 14 years post-NDA 
approval. 
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fundamental changes to the biotechnology business model that would be 

implemented by an abbreviated approval pathway, and that patents and regulatory 

standards will interplay very differently under a biosimilar pathway compared to 

how they operate today under the Hatch-Waxman framework for generic small 

molecule drugs. 

Under the 1984 Hatch-Waxman Amendments to the Federal Food, Drug and 

Cosmetic Act, a generic version of a small molecule drug may be approved for 

marketing only if its active ingredient is the "same" as the innovator product. 18 

Thus, any patents that cover the innovator's drug molecule necessarily apply to the 

duplicate, generic version, and a generic may not enter the market until the 

innovator's patent expires. Indeed, the manufacturer of a generic drug may not 

have it both ways - it ca.tmot gain FDA approval of its product by demonstrating 

that the active ingredient is the same as the innovator product and then turn around 

a.tld claim in the patent context that it is different. 

Overall, the robust framework of patents, data exclusivity, and stringent 

generic drug approval standards under the Hatch-Waxman Act has resulted in a 

dyna.tnic, innovation-driven and highly competitive market for small molecule 

dmgs. In this market, through this combination of measures, im1ovator small 

molecule dmgs enjoy substantial periods before generic competition commences. 

The Congressional Budget Office found that the average period of time for 

marketing of a drug product with patent protection before generic competition 

begins is 11.5 years, 19 and new molecular entities, on average, are marketed in the 

U.S. for 13.5 years before the entry of generic competition 20 

" FDCA § 505(j); FDA, Critical Path Opportunities for Generic Drugs (May 2007) 
19 Congressional Budget Oftice, A CBO Study How Increased Competition from Generic 

Drugs Has Affected Prices and Returns in the Pharmaceuticallndustry, July 1998, Chapter 
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Under the statutory framework being considered for biosimilars, the same 

array of measures will not consistently produce equivalent periods for innovator 

biological products. Unlike a small molecule generic drug, a biosimilar will not be 

required to be the "same" as the innovator product. Instead, it will only have to be 

"similar" or "highly similar" to the innovator product. While the meaning of this 

standard may vary between legislative proposals, there is no question that it falls 

short of the degree of sameness required of generic drugs relative to their pioneer 

reference products. In fact, under some current legislative proposals, the 

requirements for similarity are defined in a way that would allow for approval of 

biosimilars with significantly ditTerent structures or other differences relative to the 

innovator product. 

As a result, under these proposed approval schemes, a biosimilar product 

will frequently achieve what has been expressly prevented by the design of the 

Hatch-Waxman Act; namely, a finding that the biosimilar product is "sufficiently 

similar" to the innovator biologic to justify reliance on the safety and effectiveness 

of the i1111ovator's clinical evidence (and thereby secure expedited approval of the 

biosimilar product), yet sufficiently "different" to avoid patent infringement. This 

paradox will pennit a biosimilar product to bypass the mechanisms that Congress 

has designed to encourage innovation and investments in clinical development of 

the i1111ovator product, and to thereby get on the market well in advance of 

innovator patent expiration at a fraction of the innovator's development costs. 

Four, "The Effects of the Hatch-Waxman Act on the Returns from Innovation." A more 
recent study found that this period is actually closer to 13 years. See Charles Clift, The value 
ofpatent term extensions to the pharmaceutical indust1y in the [!.'JA, 5 J. GEN. MFIJ. 201 
(2008). 

20 Henry G. Grabowski and Margaret Kyle, Generic Competition and Market Jixdusivity 
Periods in Pharmaceuticals, MANAGERli\.L AND DECISION ECONOMICS (forthcoming}. 
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The impact of a less stringent "similarity" approval standard is compounded 

by the fact that patent claims on biologics must often be narrowly drawn to the 

specific innovative aspect (e.g., a specific protein or nucleotide sequence) to be 

allowable. The unpredictability inherent in the biological products, in particular, 

leads to stringent applications of the patent law standards of utility, written 

description and enablement21 In tum, this prevents issuance of broad "genus" 

claims that cover a wide range of structural variations to the particular protein 

sequence discovered and tested by the innovator22 By contrast, a group of 

stmcturally related bioactive molecules (a so-called genus) that are the basis of 

most NDA drugs can often be covered by a single patent claim.23 

Due to a series of court decisions, the patent law is leading inexorably to 

even narrower patent claims. While this trend impacts all inventions, it has 

especially significant consequences for protecting innovator biologics in a new 

biosimilar regime. Developments that lead to narrower patent claims for biological 

products and how they are made will create wider gaps that may enable a 

biosimilar to exploit the innovator's investments in clinical development and 

21 See, e.g., F.lan Pharm., Inc. v. Mayo Found. forMed. F.duc. and Research, 346 F.3d 1051 
(Fed. Cir. 2003); in re laeek, 947 F.2d 488 (Fed. Cir. 1991). 

22 The "utility," "written description," and ·'enablement" requirements of the Patent Act are 
interpreted more stringently for biotechnology inventions than for most other technologies. 
Moreover, patents cannot claim something that occurs naturally. Because many biotech 
products are '·artificial" (recombinant) versions of naturally occurring proteins, the patent 
claims must be narrowly crafted (i.e., limited to specific isolated and purified DNA 
sequences, proteins, or clonal cell lines) in order to avoid encompassing naturally produced 
molecules. In contrast, most of the small medicinal molecules are synthetic, and because 
they these molecules were not pre-existing in nature, broader claims can be secured covering 
a range of structurally similar molecules. 

23 The active ingredient identity requirements in the FDCA approval procedures for generic 
drugs also lessens the necessity of broad "genus" patent protection in conflicts between an 
innovator and a generic drug manufacturer. 
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thereby receive regulatory approval while still eluding the innovator's patents 24 

Furthermore, the sheer size of biologic products- often several htmdred- or 

thousand-fold larger than small molecule drugs- increases the number of possible 

ways of altering the product such that it would be similar enough to the original 

product to qualify as "biosimilar" but different enough to be outside the scope of 

the patents on the original product. Disputes over patent claim coverage that are 

likely to arise from this situation would lead to an increase in litigation expenses 

and add to the uncertainty that biotechnology companies face. 

Because of differences in available patent protection and less stringent 

biosimilar approval standards, the mix of robust patents and data exclusivity 

periods currently provided to small molecule drugs will prove incapable of 

preserving the incentives necessary for discovery and clinical development of 

biologic products that exist today in the biotechnolOb'Y industry. Instead, 

significantly longer data exclusivity periods are needed to offset this patent 

uncertainty m1d preserve the balance that Congress found necessary to stimulate 

innovation in the small molecule pharmaceutical industry. 

In crafting a biosimilars regime, it is especially important to err on the side 

of incentivizing innovation due to the unique elements of the biotechnolOb'Y 

industry, which is largely comprised of small, unprofitable, privately-funded start

up cmnpmties without reliable revenue stremns. These compmties are heavily 

dependent on private capital to support their research and development activities. 

They must bear not only the enormous costs mtd high degree of uncertainty of fueir 

product development, but must make the case that they should be given, over and 

24 Bruce S. Manheim, Patricia Granahan, and Kenneth J. Dow. 'Follow-On Biologics': 
b1suring Continued Innovation in the Biotechnology Industry, filiAL III Afl' AIRS 

(Marchi April 2006). 
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over again, additional investments of private capital they need to continue their 

innovative research and development work. Thus, compared to the broader 

pharmaceutical industry, biotechnology companies are more vulnerable to factors 

that make securing investments more ditiicult, particularly those that could result 

from a poorly-crafted biosimilars regime. 

III. Addressing Issues Concerning Effective Data Protection and Patent 
Protection Measures in Biosimilar Legislation 

BTO supports the establishment of an appropriately balanced system for 

approval ofbiosimilar products. Of course, the devil is in the details. Intellectual 

property issues that must be resolved include the duration and stmcture of data 

exclusivity provisions, and the availability and nature of measures to resolve patent 

disputes prior to approval of the biosimilar product. 

A. BIO Positions on Pending Legislation Concerning Biosimilar 
Approval Procedures 

The two bills pending before the House (H.R. 1548 and H.R. 1427) reflect 

highly divergent perspectives on data protection and procedures for addressing 

patent conflicts. 

1. BIO Strongly Supports the Data Exclusivity and Patent 
Provisions in H.R. 1548 

As noted earlier, the data exclusivity measures in H.R. 1548 will provide an 

effective stmcture for and duration of data exclusivity for innovators. BIO 

strongly supports both the structure and duration of data exclusivity that would be 

provided under H.R. 1548 for innovator biological products. BlO believes those 

provisions will provide strong incentives to conduct both the original development 

of a new biological product, and to continue clinical research to extend use of the 

biological product to address additional unmet medical needs of patients. 
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H.R. 1548 also would establish balanced and inclusive measures concerning 

patents implicated by a biosimilar product. Significant features of this system, 

which BTO supports, include: 

A procedure that enables the BLA holder and third-party patent 
owners to identify relevant patents based on information provided by 
the biosimilar applicant under appropriate conditions of 
confidentiality25 This structure will permit small biotech companies 
and universities to participate in pre-marketing patent identification 
procedures, and will not require these entities to have their interests 
represented exclusively by the BLA holder. This makes sense, given 
that in many instances patents implicated by the biosimilar product 
will not be assigned to or subject to the control of the BLA holder. 

A requirement for the biosimilar applicant to take a position, as is 
done in the Hatch-Waxman Act, on each patent that has been 
identified which expires after the end of the data exclusivity period for 
the innovator's product. The biosimilar applicant must either request 
the FDA to defer grant of final approval until the expiration of a 
particular relevant patent, or assert that the patent is invalid or not 
infringed. Like the Hatch-Waxman Act, doing this creates the 
artificial act of infringement necessary to provide standing for suit, in 
light of the §27l(e) exemption, which exempts activity done to 
generate information for FDA review from infringement. 

A requirement that a patent owner commence suit within 60 days of 
receiving a certification adverse to the patent by the biosimilar. It also 
preserves the ability of a biosimilar applicant to commence a 
declaratory judgment action at an appropriate time during this process 

25 The FTC incorrectly suggests that requirement is unprecedented, and could lead to 
anticompetitive conduct. See Fed. Trade Comm'n, EMERli!NG HEALIH C'\Rb IssuEs: 
FOLLOW-ON BIOLOGIC DRUG COMPETITION (June 2009) at p. 57-59, arai/abfe at 
www.ftc.gov/os/2009/06/P083901 biologicsreport.pdf In reality, patent owners routinely 
obtain this type of information from patent defendants in litigation, subject to the terms of a 
protective order issued by a court. Moreover, current law already provides analogous 
procedures. Under the Hatch-Waxman Act, a generic drug applicant may make an offer of 
confidential access of its ANDA to the NDA holder during the 45-day period where the NDA 
holder must commence suit under any listed patents that the generic has challenged. See, 
e.g., FDCA § 505Q)(5)(C)(i)(III). The provisions of HR. I548 simply parallel these routine 
practices followed in litigation and under the Hatch-Waxman Act. 
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to resolve questions about any patents, which the patent owner has not 
asserted but in respect of which the biosimilar applicant made a 
certification. 

A regulatory linkage provision directing the FDA to defer approval of 
the biosimilar application until the date a patent found to be valid and 
infringed expires, provided that the district court does so prior to the 
date that the data exclusivity in the product has ended. 

Notably, H.R. 1548 does not include a provision imposing an administrative 

deferral of approval of a biosimilar application during the pendency of the patent 

litigation, as is done in the Hatch-Waxman Act. Instead, it provides a powerful 

incentive for patent owners to conclude the litigation as rapidly as possible. This 

incentive provides regulatory linkage for those entities that obtain a district court 

ruling on the patent prior to the expiration ofthe data exclusivity period. The 

structure of this provision will encourage the parties, particularly the patent owner, 

to promptly conclude the litigation. In addition, the structure of these provisions, 

which provides that the FDA will be able to grant final approval to the biosimilar 

application at the expiration of the data exclusivity period of the innovator, will 

ensure that ongoing patent litigation will not affect the timing of FDA final action 

on biosimilar applications. 

H.R. 1548 also does not contain measures that unfairly sanction patent 

owners who do not comply with administrative procedures relating to patent 

notification, or that unfairly tilt the litigation process in favor of one party at the 

expense of the other. Instead, under the structure ofthe bill, a patent owner that 

does not accurately identify patents or timely participate in the notification process 

concerning identified patents will not be able to secure regulatory linkage for those 

patents. The bill thus preserves the autonomy of the courts to manage litigation, 

and does not attempt to change well-established rules governing civil procedure, 

evidence and venue. 
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2. BIO Opposes the Data Exclusivity and Patent Provisions in 
H.R. 1427 

The data protection provisions in H.R. 1427, in contrast to those in H.R. 

1548, are extremely limited in duration and subject to conditional eligibility and 

post-approval developments. These measures will not provide effective incentives 

for initial development and approval of a new biological product or for the 

continued development of new indications of biological products. Indeed, under 

the bill's provisions, only those products that are "not similar" to existing products 

could receive any period of data exclusivity. Plainly, these provisions will not 

provide the certainty and clarity that biological innovators require hejiJre they 

commence the risky, expensive and difficult process of discovering and clinically 

developing a new biological product or treatment. 

The patent provisions in H.R. 1427 are similarly unbalanced and will prove 

ineffective in achieving the goal of identifying and promptly resolving patent 

disputes prior to approval and launch of a biosimilar product. These provisions 

would inappropriately limit and distort the standards goveming venue and standing 

in patent disputes, and impose harsh punitive sanctions on patent owners

including on patents expressly excluded from the patent notification procedures

to enforce compliance with administrative measures governing notice about 

patents. These administrative sanctions, would statutorily limit the exclusive tights 

conferred by the patent in unprecedented ways in American patent law. For 

example, a patent owner who attempted to timely comply with the administrative 

notification process, but failed, would be foreclosed from obtaining injunctive 

relief and would have its patent remedies limited to recovery of a reasonable 

royalty regardless of the actual harm caused by the infringement. The sanctions 

for administrative errors that would lead to a failure to identify a relevant patent-
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whether owned by the BLA holder or not- would result in a sanction that would 

entirely foreclose use of the patent against any infringer26 

These curtailments of the patent property right are unprecedented in 

American patent law and reflect an overt bias against the use of legitimate, 

constitutionally mandated patent rights. They also will operate to make 

biotechnology patents less effective in preventing the unauthorized use of the 

inventions that these patents are supposed to protect, which will run afoul of U.S. 

commitments under the WTO Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual 

Property (TRIPS). In particular, Article 27.1 of TRIPS prohibits discrimination in 

the availability and enjoyment of patents rights based on the field of technology of 

the invention. If these measures pass, they would single out biotechnology patents 

only for limitations that tmdoubtedly alter the capacity of these patents to prevent 

unauthorized use of the protected technology, and thus run afoul of this important 

international standard. 

H.R. 1427 also provides no incentives for patent owners to participate in the 

scheme that has been designed, including, critically, no reb'Ulatory linkage for the 

successful assertion of a patent against a biosimilar applicant. Instead, the bill 

expressly provides that the FDA is to approve the biosimilar application regardless 

of whether patent litigation has been commenced or concluded. Designing a 

process, which, on the one hand, acknowledges that valid patents may be infringed 

by a biosimilar product, yet, on the other hand, actually makes it harder to enforce 

or use those patent rights, provides no incentive for patent owners to expeditiously 

26 H.R 1427 takes the unprecedented step of entirely nullifying the patent property right to 
enforce the administrative notification provisions of the bill. Specifically, the bill proposes 
to add to the patent statute new §271(e)(6)(C), which would provide that "the owner or 
licensee of a patent that should have been disclosed [under the notification process of the 
bill] but that was not timely disclosed . may not bring an action under this title for 
infringement of the patent" 
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conclude litigation, nor does it remove uncertainty over the status of the biosimilar 

product in light of these valid patents. 

B. The FTC Has Made Radical Proposals Not Supported by 
Evidence or 30 Years of Experience of the Biotechnology Industry 

The FTC, in its recent report on intellectual property issues in biologics, has 

missed an opportunity to constructively advance the legislative discussions about 

intellectual property issues in a new biosimilar approval pathway. Instead, it has 

staked out radical positions that ignore the substantial experience of industry and 

the extensive economic evidence about development of biological products that 

was provided to the Commission. In addition, several of its critical assumptions 

rest on serious errors about the nature of biotech patent rights and the operation of 

data exclusivity provisions. 

The FTC reached two conclusions following its solicitation of public input: 

(i) no period of data exclusivity can be justified by the FTC's understanding of the 

economics of the bioteclmology industry, and (ii) no procedure should be provided 

to permit early resolution of patent conflicts before the actual commercial launch 

of a biosimilar product. In essence, the FTC takes the position that the nature of 

competition between innovator and biosimilar manufacturers in the future will be 

identical in character and effect as that which exists today between innovative 

biological producers. As a result, the FTC concludes that no changes are needed to 

accommodate what nearly all commentators recognized will be a fundamentally 

different competitive landscape in the biotechnology industry. 

BIO believes adopting legislation based on the FTC's flawed and unsound 

theories will fundamentally erode the incentives for developing new biological 
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products, for conducting clinical research to bring these products to market, and 

expanding their use to new indications. 

1. The FTC Has Incorrectly Portrayed the Nature and Effects 
of Competition between Biosimilar and Innovator 
Companies 

BIO recognizes that the nature of competition between an innovator and 

biosimilar producer in the future will not be the same as that which exists today 

between small molecule pioneer dmg manufacturers and generic dmg companies. 

For example, the requirement that the biosimilar producer conduct some amount of 

clinical investigations on its product, the higher overall costs and greater 

complexity of producing biological products, and critically, the lack of a current 

scientific basis for treating the biosimilar product as being interchangeable with the 

pioneer biologic, all will contribute to greater barriers to market entry for 

biosimilar manufacturers than those faced by generic drug manufacturers. 

Biosimilar manufacturers also will likely have to engage in some amount of 

marketing and promotion of their products, in addition to leveraging the lower 

costs of producing them, to achieve significant market penetration relative to 

generic drug products27 

The FTC, however, flips this point on its head, concluding that, because the 

nature of competition between innovator and biosimilar manufacturers will not be 

the same as that between innovator and generic drug manufacturers, somehow this 

means there will be no economic impact of an abbreviated biosimilar pathway 

27 Once patent and data exclusivity expires in a pioneer small molecule drug, conversion of the 
market to generic versions of the drug is essentially automatic. See, e.g, 
http://energycommerce.house.gov/Press _11 0/11 0-1tr.050208.respto040308.FTC.pdf 
(observing that as a result of the policies of public and private health plans and state 
substitution laws, generic manufacturers typically capture anywhere from 44 to 80 percent of 
branded sales within the first full year after launch oflower-priced generic products). 
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sufficient to justify creating any new incentive measures for biotech innovator 

compames. The FTC makes several fundamental errors in reaching this 

conclusion. 

The first, critical error the FTC makes is to equate the nature of future 

competition between biosimilar and i1movator manufacturers with the competition 

that exists today between only innovator companies. In reality, there will be a 

fundamentally ditlerent type of competition in the future when a biosimilar 

pathway is established. Indeed, to conclude otherwise, the FTC must assume the 

central objective of creating a biosimilar pathway (i.e., to substantially decrease the 

costs, risks and uncertainty of bringing a competing biological product to market) 

will fail. In other words, despite acknowledging that a biosimilar pathway will 

create an entirely new fonn of competition within the biotechnology industry, and 

will undoubtedly have a negative impact on the market of innovator companies, the 

FTC somehow concludes that no new incentives of any kind should be included in 

the new regime to preserve today's incentives for biotechnology innovators. 

The FTC also incorrectly assumes that patents alone are the means by which 

innovator companies justify their decisions to develop new biological products and 

treatments. They are not. Central to the decision of a biotech company to 

undertake development of a new biological product, or to continue clinical 

development of an existing product, is assessing the risk of a competitor 

developing a competing product. That risk today is defined in terms of an 

environment where every company faces the same level of risks and costs of 

development. Patents cannot today, and will not in the future, provide certainty 

regarding competition with these products. 
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Simply put, the picture created by the economic risks that first innovators 

see in today's market from competition from other innovators has no relevance to 

the picture they will see when a biosimilar approval pathway exists. Indeed, 

virtually no industry outside of pharmaceuticals does the government permit 

wholesale "free riding" on the investments of the first innovator to market, much 

less encourages it to promote price competition. How the FTC concludes that that 

there will be no impact on im10vation from this fundamental change to the nature 

of competition within the biotechnology industry is simply baffling. 

The FTC also phrases its question in a way that is destined to lead to the 

wrong answer. The question is not whether Congress should enact provisions that 

delay entry and restrict competition- of course, Congress should not. The proper 

question is what measures must Congress include in a system designed to facilitate 

creation of a fundamentally new type of competition in the biotechnology industry 

(i.e., between biosimilar and innovator biologics manufacturers) without 

substantially diminishing today's incentives for innovators to invent, develop and 

bring new biological products and treatments to market, for the benefit of patients. 

The answer, provided by rigorous, peer reviewed economic research, is a 

substantial period of 12 to 14 years of data exclusivity. Nothing other than 

conjecture supports the FTC's unfounded assertions. 

2. The FTC Incorrectly Describes the Capacity of Patent 
Rights Alone to Encourage Initial and Ongoing Clinical 
Research in a Biosimilar Market 

As noted above, while patent rights can be secured to protect biotechnology 

products, these patent rights tend to be narrow and centered on the specific product 

and features of the innovator biological product. A biotech company, or an 

investor considering supporting that company, evaluates the risk that these narrow 
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patents will not block competition by structurally similar biological products by 

assuming that few, if any, of those products will reach the market, and they will do 

so only after the first product has enjoyed a substantial period of commercial 

success. The considerable market barriers in today's innovator-only market thus 

operate to offset the risks created by these narrow or uncertain patent rights. If 

substantial data exclusivity provisions are not included in a future biosimilar 

approval system, there will be no "offset" to these patent risks. 

There is no question that biotechnolOb'Y companies assert their patents 

against competitors today to prevent the unauthorized use of the protected 

technology, and will do so in the future against biosimilar manufacturers. 

However, the capacity of these patents to prevent unauthorized use of the 

innovator's technology is uncertain. And it is this uncertainty, coupled with a 

fundamentally different form of competition that a biosimilar approval pathway 

will create, that demands additional measures to incentivize innovation, 

particularly data exclusivity. The FTC's conclusions to the contrary are based on 

its incorrect assmnptions about the scope and effectiveness of biotechnology 

patents. 

First, the FTC asserts that patent claims can be secured today that cover 

proteins or nucleic acid sequences that vary up to 30% relative to the innovator's 

product, asserting that "an FOB drug product's molecule could differ by up to 30 

percent and still infringe the patent protecting the pioneer product."28 In patent 

claim terms, this is a claim that would cover a polypeptide or nucleic acid sequence 

that is "70% homologous" to a reference sequence. 

2
R See FTC Report at 36-37, citing Chris Holman, 17 ALB. J.SC! & TioCH, I, 44 (2007). 
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The FTC is simply wrong in asserting that the PTO routinely grants patent 

claims conferring this breadth of protection. Importantly, the FTC does not 

provide any analysis from its sister agency, the PTO, about the PTO's actual 

practices in granting patents on protein or nucleic acid sequences to support these 

assertions. It also undertook no independent analysis of issued patents, whether 

historical or under current practices, and elected to ignore the extensive evidence 

provided by patent practitioners about their current experiences with PTO practices 

concerning "sequence homology" claims. This is surprising, given how important 

tl1e FTC's assmnption of effective patent protection being available is to its 

conclusion that no new measures will be needed to preserve incentives for 

biotechnology innovation once a biosimilar pathway has been established29 

What tl1e evidence shows is that the PTO historically has taken a very 

conservative stance on "homology" claim breadth. Indeed, the PTO, particularly 

after adoption of more stringent written description and utility standards in 2000, 

demands extensive evidence from applicants to justify protein or nucleic acid 

"genus" claims. Under these examination practices, claims are usually limited to 

the specific protein or nucleic acid sequence discovered by the inventor, or at best 

cover a narrow range of variants- usually proteins or nucleic acids that are 95% to 

98% identical to the reference sequence. 

This description of actual experiences before the PTO was clearly 

communicated by nearly every patent practitioner who participated in the FTC's 

hearings and public notice process. Inexplicably, the FTC not only chose to ignore 

this evidence, but relied on it being incorrect to justify a central assumption of its 

29 The PTO maintains a special office, the Patent Technology Monitoring Team (PTMT), to 
assist other agencies and the public in obtaining information on patenting trends and 
practices. The PTMT conducts analysis and publishes reports on patents, and patenting 
trends; See http://www.uspto.gov/web/offices/ac/ido/oeip/taf/tafp.html. 
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paper; namely, that broad patent protection is available now, will be available in 

the future, and will enable innovators to prevent the tmauthorized marketing of 

biosimilar products for decades to come. 

The FTC similarly dismissed argmnents from experienced patent litigators 

who identified challenges in using protein or nucleic acid sequence claims to 

prevent unauthorized marketing of biosimilar proteins. Instead, the FTC reviewed 

outcomes from litigation involving patents issued in the late 1980s and early 

1990s, which did not employ "homol06'Y" limitations, and generally did not 

involve relevant (if any) questions of infringement30 Somehow it concluded 

"biotechnology dmg product claims have been constmed so that accused products 

have been found to infringe even when they have varied from the patentee's 

corresponding product." 

Actual experience in litigating protein or nucleic acid patent claims refutes 

this central assumption of the FTC, and shows that substantial challenges do exist 

to proving infringement of a sequence claim even where the changes of the 

infringing product are relative minor31 The FTC thus compounded its errors about 

the nature of claims being issued today- which will be the only patents relevant in 

3° FTC Report at 37. Examples of cases the FTC cites to support its assertion include 
Genentech, Inc. v. Chiron, 112 F.3d 495 (Fed. Cir. 1997), which did not involve a question of 
infringement, but concerned the scope of claims involved in an interference proceeding; 
Amgen v. Chugai 927 F.2d 1200 (Fed. Cir. 1991), concerning a patent issued in 1987 (i.e., 
long before current written description and utility standards) and in which infringement was 
not a central issue. 

31 See Hormone Res. Found., Inc. r. Genentech, Inc., 904 F.2d 1558 (Fed. Cir. 1990); Novo 
Nordisk of North America, Inc. v. Genen/ech, Inc., 77 F.3d 1364 (Fed. Cir. 1996); Genen/ech, 
Inc. v. Wellcome Found. Ltd., 29 F.3d 1555 (Fed. Cir. 1994); Amgeninc. v. Hoechst Marion 
Roussel, Inc., 314 F.3d 1313 (Fed. Cir. 2003); Riogen, Inc. v. Rerlex l_ahs., Inc., 318 F.3d 
1132 (Fed. Cir. 2003); Genzyme Cm]J. v. Trcmskwyotic Therapies, Inc., 346 F.3d 1094 (Fed. 
Cir. 2003). These cases illustrate that courts have indeed sometimes taken a very a narrow 
view of biotechnology patent claims, under which even very 'close' products were 
determined not to infringe a valid patent. 
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fi1ture patent litigation concerning biosimilar products- by citing irrelevant cases 

and ignoring numerous decisions that illustrate the challenges and tmcertainty of 

proving infringement of proteins having even minor variations relative to a claimed 

protein or nucleic acid sequence32 Current PTO practices and experiences from 

past litigation thus show, contrary to this critical FTC assumption about patent 

certainty and effectiveness, that substantial challenges will be encountered by 

innovators attempting to use homology patent claims to prevent market entry by 

stmcturally distinct biosimilar products. 

3. Preventing Enforcement of Patents until after Marketing of 
a Biosimilar Product Begins Will Cause Undesirable 
Confusion in the Market and Undermine Patent Rights 

Nearly all stakeholders in the biosimilar debates support inclusion of 

procedures to identify and resolve patent issues before a biosimilar is approved and 

placed on the market. The reasons are simple; patent litigation commenced only 

after the biosimilar product is launched will lead to a longer period of uncertainty 

about patents and will cause greater market disruptions concerning the biosimilar 

product. Providing a way to start patent litigation before the biosimilar product is 

on the market (i.e., during the data exclusivity period of the innovator and while 

the biosimilar product cannot be marketed because it is tmdergoing review by the 

FDA) will benefit patients, physicians, insurers, follow-on manufacturers and 

innovators alike. Indeed, without such a mechanism, follow-on products will enter 

the market under a cloud of patent uncertainty, and, once on the market, patent 

32 The FTC also entirely ignored the challenges of proving infringement under the "doctrine of 
equivalents" under current law, where a claim amendment made before the PTO to narrow a 
homolotlY claim will create substantial obstacles to securing relief against a protein or 
nucleic acid sequence that lies outside the literal scope of the patent claim. See, e.g., Festa 
Corp. v. Shoketsu Kinzoku Kogyo Kabushiki Co., 535 U.S. 722 (2002). 
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disputes over such products will not allow patients, physicians, and insurers to 

assume there will be long-term availability of the biosimilar product. 

Congress has recognized the benefits of starting litigation to resolve patent 

disputes before generic drugs enter the market. In 1984, as part ofthe Hatch

Waxman Act, it created special procedures for starting patent litigation before 

generic small molecule drugs are approved. Under this system, patent owners 

identify patents that are relevant to its drug. Due to the "sameness" requirement 

integral to generic drug approval, those patents will be relevant to any generic 

version of the innovator's drug. Generic drug applicants then must take a position 

on those "listed" patents; either wait until they expire, or identify specific reasons 

why the patents are invalid or would not be infringed by the generic product. If the 

generic applicant challenges a listed patent, the patent owner may promptly 

commence suit, and litigate the patent. While this litigation is ongoing, the FDA 

will not grant final approval to the generic drug application, provided that litigation 

is concluded within 30 months of the generic drug providing notice about the 

patents. If the patent owner ultimately prevails, demonstrating its patent is valid 

and infringed by the generic drug, the FDA will defer the final approval of the 

generic drug application until the expiration of the infringed patent. 

The patent resolution provisions established by the Hatch-Waxman Act have 

generally served their intended purpose of reducing tmcertainty for innovators and 

generics alike, which helps explain why there is broad support among stakeholders 

for inclusion of similar procedures in a future abbreviated biosimilar approval 

system. Despite this broad support, the FTC argues that a pre-marketing approval 

patent litigation procedure should not be provided in a future biosimilar approval 

system. Like its other recommendations, this recommendation is based on flawed 

assumptions about patent litigation and the broader public interest. 
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One justification the FTC provides for its position is its conclusion that the 

rapid market erosion following generic drug entry with small molecule dmgs will 

not occur following the launch of a biosimilar product33 The Commission relies 

on this assumption of slow market erosion to assert, in essence, that patent owners 

will have plenty of time to litigate their patents while the biosimilar product is on 

the market before significant economic harm is caused to the innovator. This 

argmnent ignores the impact of patent uncertainty around the continued marketing 

and availability of the biosimilar product, the principle justification that has led 

most stakeholders to call for a pre-launch patent procedure. It also rests on shaky 

economic and market behavior assumptions that only the FTC has advanced34 

The FTC also somehow manages to conclude that patent owners will be able 

to effectively enforce their patents without any new procedures, attempting to 

analogize innovator-biosimilar patent disputes to those between biotech innovator 

companies, or between patent owners and infringers in other industries. The 

Agency's attempt to analogize biosimilar-innovator litigation to past litigation 

between biotech innovator companies is based on a flawed tmdersta.nding of the 

circumstances of those cases,35 and ignores the economic symmetry that existed 

33 See FTC Report at 52-53. 
34 The FTC data minimizes the potential market impact, based on early infonnation from 

biosimilar experiences and the 1 0-year scoring window used by most studies. The FTC uses 
this same argument to support the notion that patent design arounds, even if they occur, will 
not hann innovators sufficiently to support the need for data exclusivity. For the same 
reasons, that analysis is likewise flawed. 

35 The FTC mischaracterizes past cases involving biotech innovators, incorrectly suggesting 
that this litigation occurs only after the infringing product has been approved by the FDA. 
See FTC Report at 54 ("By contrast, iflitigation were to begin post-approval, the way in 
which branded biologic competitors resolve patent issues currently, .. "). In reality, most of 
the cases cited by the FTC involved situations where the product accused of infringement had 
not been approved at the time of the litigation. See, e.g, Amgen, Jnc. 1'. Chugai Pharm. Co., 
Ltd, 927 F.2d 1200 (Fed. Cir. 1991) (neither Amgen nor Chugai product approved at time of 
litigation); Amgen Inc. r. Hoffmann-LaRoche Ltd., 2008 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 77343 (D. Mass 
2008) (accused product not approved at time oflitigation). 
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between these innovator litigants, which will not exist in litigation between 

innovator and biosimilar manufacturers. The FTC also i6•nores the high frequency 

of patent settlements in biotech cases, which reveals the value innovator companies 

place on patent certainty after having made significant investments in product 

development. And, critically, the FTC fails to acknowledge that forcing patent 

disputes to commence only after a biosimilar has been placed on the market will 

undennine the value of patent exclusivity, because it will raise the prospect that a 

court will not enforce the exclusive rights of the patent by issuing an injunction 

preventing the continued marketing of the biosimilar, even if the patent is fotmd 

valid and infringed. 

The FTC's attempt to analogize innovator-biosimilar litigation to 

experiences of patent owners in other industries is similarly based on flawed 

understandings. Two significant factors differentiate innovator-biosimilar 

litigation from litigation in other industries. First, the Bolar exemption prevents 

many innovator and biosimilar manufacturers from litigating patent disputes where 

the biosimilar' s pre-approval activities are reasonably related to securing FDA 

approval for the biosimilar product, and thus are exempt from patent infringement. 

No such restraint is placed on patent owners in other industries, meaning that a 

patent owner can commence litigation to enforce its patent rights as soon as a 

patent owner becomes aware of the infringer's plans to connnence marketing an 

infringing product. Second, other industries do not operate within a statutory 

scheme that is designed to encourage copying of the im10vator's product and free

riding on the innovator's immense pre-market investments. And, the market 

disruption following removal of an infringing feature from a non-medicinal 

product, such as a consumer electronics product, cannot be compared to removal 

from the market of a biosimilar product. 
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The FTC also claims that a pre-approval patent notice and litigation 

procedure will be unlikely to succeed in providing patent certainty, citing a variety 

of theories. 

It asserts that innovators with "vulnerable" patents will benefit from a 
system where these patents will only have to be litigated after the 
biosimilar is approved, reasoning, in essence, that these "vulnerable" 
patents would not be invalidated or held not infringed as early as they 
would under a pre-approval challenge process.36 What this 
hypothetical actually demonstrates is that biotech innovators need a 
substantial period of data exclusivity to offset risks of inadequate 
patent estates. 

The FTC appears to believe that a patent owner will have different 
incentives in pre- vs. post-approval patent litigation, suggesting that 
only in the latter will patent owners assert their "strongest" patents 37 

In reality, biotech companies will have equal incentives in both 
situations to select those patents that will deliver the best outcome in 
the litigation. 

The FTC observes that an early start to patent litigation "does not 
guarantee that patent issues will be resolved earlier ... " citing the 
possibility that new patents will issue after the litigation starts or even 
after the biosimilar is approved 38 The FTC is wrong in a very 
important respect. An earlier commencement oflitigation will help 
resolve disputes sooner over the patents the innovator held before the 
biosimilar application was filed- which are the patents the FTC 
believes, in the absence of any data exclusivity for innovator 
biologicals, irmovators will base their investment decisions upon and 
encourage biotech companies to make the investments necessary to 
bring the innovator biological product to market. 

The FTC asserts that the availability of a pre-approval opportunity to 
assert patents will encourage biosimilar companies to challenge more 
patents held by the innovator39 In reality, the biosimilar manufacturer 

36 FTC Report at 54. 
37 FTC Report at 54-55. 
38 FTC Report at 55. 
39 !d. 
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will have to deal with all of the patents that it infringes if it elects to 
infringe those patents. Otherwise, the incentives that the patent 
system is supposed to provide im1ovators, and, again, which the FTC 
has placed such a heavy reliance upon, will not be realized by 
biotechnology innovators. 

Other comments in this section of the FTC Report reinforce the 

Commission's confusion about patent litigation realities. One significant concem 

raised is over the provision of the biosimilar application or information about the 

manufacturing of a biosimilar product to the BLA holder or other patent owners in 

order to enable the identification of relevant patents.40 The FTC fails to appreciate 

that these interactions between patent owners and potential infringers occur in 

every industry, and are integral to the process of deciding whether to commence an 

action for patent infringement. The FTC's misplaced concems over confidentiality 

and inappropriate use of information provided by a biosimilar manufacturer also 

are simply and routinely addressed today using standard confidentiality provisions 

that restrict access to and use of the infonnation to prevent the very type of harm 

that the FTC envisions. Indeed, current law expressly calls for the pre-suit review 

of an ANDA by the NDA holder incidental to the ANDA patent notification and 

litigation procedures of the Hatch-Waxman Act.41 

The FTC also criticizes the capacity of this type of process to identify and 

resolve all relevant patents before the biosimilar product enters the market. Of 

course, perfection is rarely achieved in patent litigation. The question is not 

whether a system can be devised that will resolve with 100% certainty every 

possible patent dispute. Instead, it is to create a way for motivated patent owners 

and biosimilar applicants to identify the patents each believes is most critical, and 

then to begin the process of resolving disputes over those patents as early as 

4° FTC Report at 58. 
41 See, e.g, FDCA § 505G)(5)(C)(i)(lll). 
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possible. The FTC's position, peculiarly, would maintain patent uncertainty for a 

much longer period, which somehow the FTC concludes would be beneficial to 

competition and consumers. 

Finally, many of the FTC's competition-related concerns over a pre

approval patent litigation procedure are actually addressed in H.R. 1548. As 

explained above, this bill adapts the Hatch-Waxman procedures to fit the tmique 

aspects of the biosimilar approval process (e.g, the lack of a requirement for 

identity between the innovator and biosimilar products, the larger array of entities 

holding relevant patents). This bill also addresses the FTC's historical 

apprehension over certain features of the Hatch-Waxman system- concerns that 

have been largely resolved through legislative and regulatory reforms over the past 

decade. For example, H.R. 1548 would not impose an administrative stay of 

approval of the biosimilar application to permit resolution of the patent litigation. 

Instead, it incentivizes patent owners to expeditiously resolve litigation over key 

patents, providing regulatory linkage only if the patent owner prevails in the 

district court before the data exclusivity period for the innovator's product expires. 

It also preserves the ability of the biosimilar applicant to seek declaratory judgment 

actions to resolve concerns over patents that have not been asserted. And, 

critically, it permits direct participation by m1y patent owner, rather thm1 attempting 

to funnel all potential patent disputes through the BLA holder. 

4. The FTC Incorrectly Asserts that Data Exclusivity under 
Hatch-Waxman Is Provided Only for Unpatentable Drugs 

The FTC asserts that data exclusivity provisions were implemented in the 

Hatch-Waxman Act to stimulate the development of new drugs when the drug 

molecule is not patentable, and that a longer data exclusivity period for biologics 
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would depart sharply from this basic trade-off because the biologic has already 

been incentivized through patent protection and market-based pricing42 

Initially, there is nothing in the legislative history of the Hatch-Waxman Act, 

or the statutory lanbruage of the FDCA, to support the FTC's creative re

interpretation of the Hatch-Waxman data exclusivity provisions. None of the data 

exclusivity provisions of the FDCA are made contingent on the absence of patent 

protection for a drug. Tn fact, the very design of the system of approval -which 

expressly incorporates patent resolution procedures- shows that Congress was 

fully aware that most drugs given data exclusivity protections will also be subject 

to patent rights. For example, the Act provides for early filing of an ANDA that 

references an NDA drug that is subject to listed patents and in which the ANDA 

applicant makes assertions that the listed patents are invalid or not infringed43 If 

only "unpatentable" dmgs were supposed to enjoy data exclusivity protection, why 

would the FDCA provide for early filing of ANDA' s that contain adverse patent 

certifications? 

The FTC's confusion about the role and purpose of existing data exclusivity 

provisions in the FDCA reveals how fundamentally t1awed its conclusions are 

about data exclusivity for biological products. Exclusivity provisions are available 

for small molecule drugs in addition to patent protection and market-based pricing, 

regardless of whether the dmg molecule is patentable or not.44 They do not restrict 

42 FTC Report at 44 ("Congress has implemented exclusivity periods to encourage the 
development of new and innovative drug product when the drug molecule is in the public 
domain, and therefore not patentable.") 

43 See, e.g, FDCA § 505(c)(3)(E)(ii). 
44 Notably, the FTC report only cites BTO and Harvard Professor Rain as the sources for its 

contrary assertion that data exclusivity is only necessary for unpatentable drugs. Both BIO 
and Professor Rain, however, were making the argument that the 5 years of data exclusivity 
provided by the Hatch-Waxman Act was insufficient to ensure the development of drugs with 
limited or questionable patent protection, and that over-reliance on the patent system 
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competition except in cases where the competitor seeks to free-ride on the 

innovator's investment in clinical research. And, substantial, peer-reviewed 

economic analysis shows that a substantial period of data exclusivity will be 

necessary to preserve the strong incentives that exist in today's system to invest in 

clinical trials and continue clinical development of biological products. Simply 

put, a substantial data exclusivity period for biologics will ensure that the best 

biologics will continue to be developed - not just the biologics with the best 

patents. 

IV. Conclusions 

BTO deeply appreciates the opportunity to present its views on intellectual 

property issues implicated by creation of a follow-on biological pathway. BIO 

believes that a strong case has been made that a substantial period of data 

exclusivity will be necessary to preserve the incentives that exist in today's 

bioteclmology industry to bring new biological products to market, and to continue 

clinical development of those products after they reach the market. BIO also 

supports inclusion of procedures within any new abbreviated approval procedure 

for biologics to permit identification and enforcement of patents, and to ensure that 

where valid patents are found infringed by a district comt, re~:,rulatory linkage will 

ensure that the biosimilar product is not approved and placed on the market until 

that valid and infringed patent expires. 

(particularly under a biosimilars regime) could create suboptimal public policy outcomes 
under which valuable drugs might not ever get developed due to unclear patent protection. 
See Rain, supra at n. 8, at p. 44 ("This gap in the patent system for drugs has created a 
pervasive problem in the pharmaceutical industry, causing firms to regularly screen their 
drugs during the research-and-development process and discard ones with weak patent 
protection. The harm to the public from the loss of these drugs is potentially quite significant. 
Congress can easily avoid this problem by ensuring that the successful completion of the 
FDA's rigorous clinical-trial process is rewarded with a lengthy exclusivity period enforced 
by the FDA). 
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BTO believes H.R. 1548 provides the soundest approach for implementing 

the incentives that are necessary to preserve continued innovation and development 

of biological products, and strongly encourages the Committee to support this 

legislation. 
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Bio 
BIOTECHNOLOGY 
INDUSTRY ORGANIZATION 

1.!<)1 MarylAnd Al'tnuc SW. Suite 9C>v. W~shington. DC 2(1014 
202-962-'1200, WW\1 .bio.org 

September 30. 2008 

Federal Trade Commission 
Oflice of the SecreTary 
Room H-135 (Anoex f) 
600 Pennsylvania Avenue. NW 
Washington, DC 20580 
[submitted at http://secure.commenrworks,comlftc-healthcarecomperitlon] 

Re: Emerging Health Care Competition and Consumer Issues - Comment, Project No. P08390 I 
(.Federal Register. September 3, 2008, Volume 73. Number 171, pp. 51479-51482. " Notice of 
Public Workshops and Roundtables and Opportunity for Comlllent'') 

Dear Sir/Madam: 

l'be Biotechnology Industry Organization (BIO) thanks the federal Trade Commission (F'fC} 
for the opportunity to respond to FTC' s questions regarding competition provided by developing 
a reb'lllatory approval pathway for follow-on biologic (FOB) drug~- BIO represents more than 
1.200 biotechnology companies. academic instinttions. state biotechoology centers and rel ated 
organizations across the United States and in more than 30 other nations. BIO members are 
involved in the research and development of innovative healthcare, agriculrural, industrial and 
environmental biotecboology products. thereby expanding the boundaries of science to benefit 
humanity by providing better healthcare. enhanced Mgriculture, renewable sources Qf energy. ancl 
a cleaner and safer environment, 

A. Hegulatorv Jixclusil'ities and Follow-on Biologic JJm~ Cotllti!JIItioll 

A I. Whul i~ 1he /lkf!ly cumpetiliw ejfoct o.flhe murke! en!ry c{ajollow-on biologic c:ompelifor? 
Are there empirical models /hal predit,;/ !/ie tiD/lire of this cQtllpr!lilion b~ed Qll existi11g 
hiologie drug prod11CI l 'OIIIf.l<'lilion'! How hctf C()IIJ[Jf!tifion developed befllteen rC'.furenced Cl/ld 
follow-on products In Etfl·op~tanmarhns? Would rt!fl!renced prod"''' mmm(ac;iurers lowcr 
their prices. offer discotmts, anc/Jor el/gage in e/1/lt11Wed marke1i11g activities? 

The Congressional Budget Ofllce (CBO) has estimsted the savings to t.he federal government of 
S- 1695, the Biologics Price and Competition and Innovation Act of2007, to be $5.9 bll lion over 

810 Comments to Project No. P083901 (Health Care Competition), September 30, 2008, p. 1 of 25 
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the 10-year scoring window. The findings of the study confinn many of the points made below 
in further response to this question. The CBO score can be found at: 
http 1/v.·wvv.cbo.gov/[tp_@cs/2::}2Q5.!.Q_Qc94961s l_Q~f. 

While BIO has not, itself~ analyzed what the competitive nature of a follow-on biologics market 
may look like, we believe that a framework developed by Henry Grabowski and the Analysis 
Group can help to inform this question. 1 

This paper explains that the competitive effect of the market entry of follow-on biologic 
competitors will reflect the impact of an expedited approval process on both prices and 
utilization of each affected reference biologic product. While there is considerable heterogeneity 
among these innovator biologics, the paper identifies a number of critical factors that will drive 
these market outcomes: 

The timing of patent expiry for these products and the nature of their intellectual property 
protection 

• The time required to develop a United States (U.S.) Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) regulatory scheme, testing requirements, and any product-class guidelines 
following passage of any legislation 
The time required for FOB manufacturers to obtain regulatory approval (three to five 
years for pre-clinical and clinical testing, and one-and-a-half to two years for FDA review 
and approval) and to bring manufacturing capacity on-line (four to six years, likely 
developed concurrently with product development schedule) 
The evolution of utilization of currently approved biologics, driven by: 

o Demographics, disease incidence, medical practice, and regulatory and 
reimbursement practice 

o The pace and extent of uptake of next generation patent-protected products in 
markets where follow-on biologics have entered (limiting longer-term uptake of 
follow-on biologics in markets with unmet medical need) 

The nature of the competitive model in markets for biologics that experience entry by 
follow-on biologics (likely to be driven by the marketing of branded, proprietary products 
rather than the "commodity" competition based on price alone seen among generic small 
molecule generic drugs), and its efiect on 

o The pace and extent of uptake of follow-on products for currently marketed 
branded products (likely slower and less extensive than for many small-molecule 
drugs, or 10% to 45% follow-on product share) 

o The price impact of entry by follow-on products (limited discounts of 10% to 
30% off brand, due to fewer likely market entrants than in generic drug market2

, 

among other factors) 

1 Grabowski. Henry. et al. ·'The Effect on Federal Spending of Legislation Creating a Regulatory Framework for 
Follow-on Biologics: Key Issues and Assumptions," White Paper. August 2007. See URL· 
bJW_i/Qj_Q~rlil~ll lt1lGIT~f!JLlQJ:I_Q_i}_Q_\.;:l~t' ~~1~01 ~-S_rr~illliJUL0IJQJ}_g_lYQD_bkt~0_!_1~_2_Q__c}f 

Due to the lugher expected de' elopment costs for a FOB product\ ersus a genenc drug, feY\ er market entrants are 
expected in the FOB market than in the generic drug market The higher de·velopment costs associated with the 
development of a FOB product include. but arc noL limited Lo. manufacturing costs. costs associated \vith clinical 
trials and potcnLially post-marketing surveillance. For a more dcLailcd dcscripLion. please sec Grabowski. Henry, ef 
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The paper concludes that, with respect to cost savings in the federal budget, the magnitude of 
such savings is highly uncertain and very sensitive not only to the specific legislative language 
that emerges, but also to a range of critical assumptions about scientific, regulatory, and clinical 
issues, the nature of competition in markets for specit!c biologics, as well as future intellectual 
property protection, and related litigation and the development of case law. 

For more detailed information, the study can be found at: 
http://bio.org/healthcare/followonbk<!/Fcderal Spendinil of t(Jllowonbkg200709.pdf 

In addition, BIO has critiqued two studies (PCMA and Express Scripts) that claimed large cost 
savings from a follow-on biologics pathway. The studies overestimated the savings due to, 
among other factors: 

Misguided estimates of the timing when savings would begin to accrue 
Unreasonable assumptions on interchangeability 
Mathematical errors 

BIO's critique may be found at: http://www.bio.org/healthcare/fo!lowon/20070222.pdf. 

A more recent study by Sonecon, which also suggested large savings, suffers from many of the 
same issues as the studies by PCMA and Express Scripts. Further, it contains a methodological 
error that results in an overestimate of savings of at least 110%. 

The discussion above focuses on the short term. In the long run, the savings estimates are more 
difficult to make and depend on a number of factors, including scientific advancement. 

Concerning, "How has r.:ompetition developed between referenced and foffow-on products in 
Jiuropean markets," the European experience to date may be of only limited value in informing 
what the U.S. experience will be due to the fact that very little time has elapsed since the 
introduction of the first biosimilar in Europe and the different ways that reimbursement occurs in 
Europe versus the U.S. 

Concerning the final part of the question, "Would referenced product manufacturers lmrer their 
prices, offer discounts, and' or engage in enhanced marketing activities?," as a trade association 
BIO cannot and does not discuss the strategic marketing and pricing decisions that individual 
member companies may or may not make. 

A2. What is the like6; impact of a foffow-on biologic product being designated 
"interchangeable" (i.e., receiving an approval that would permit pharmacists, without 

physician authorization, to{tff a prescriplionfor the referenced product rvith thefoffow-on 
product)? What are the prospects for the use of "authorized foffow-on biologics" in these 

a/. '"The Effect on Federal Spending of Legislation Creating a Regulatory Frame\vork for Follmv-on Biologics: Key 
Issues and Assumptions,'' White Paper, August2007. Sec URL: 
htlp:l;bio.org:1tcalthcarcHo1 to\\Onbkg/Fcdcral Spc1Jding of follov.:JitbLg200709 .pdC. 
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circumstances? Do the answers to these questions d!ffer based on the type ufbiologic 
product involved'? 

The degree of competition and potential cost savings arising from a follow-on biologics approval 
pathway is likely to be dependent on numerous factors, including product quality, cost of 
production, price discounting, market penetration, number of market entrants, potential market 
size for any given product, etc. For more detail, please see our answer in response to Question# 
1 above. 

With respect to designations of interchangeability, it is BIO's position that patients and their 
physicians should decide the proper course of treatment, including which medicine to take. All 
biologics should be dispensed as written and prescribed by brand name. We are urging Congress 
to ensure this approach in any legislation. Indeed, FDA recently stated: 

With protein products, as of today, the FDA has not determined how interchangeability 
can be established for complex proteins3 

The complex nature of biological manufacturing methods means that the manufacturing process 
used by a follow-on manufacturer will be different from the manufacturing process of the 
innovator. Because a follow-on manufacturer can never exact! y duplicate the innovator's 
process, ditierences in process may result in differences in the protein product and, significantly, 
different effects in the clinic. In fact, even when innovator companies make changes in their own 
manufacturing processes, unanticipated changes in the product can and have occurred. For 
specific examples of such situations, please see our comments to the European Medicines 
Agency (EMEA) and FDA, available at http://www.bio.J?!gil1calthcarc/followon/ (e.g., BIO 
Comments to 2004N-0355, "Scientific Considerations," December 13, 2004, pp. 18-37). Based 
on the experience of innovators, BIO agrees with FDA that it has not been determined how 
interchangeability can be established for complex proteins made by separate manufacturers. 

If pharmacists were able, without physician authorization, to substitute the follow-on product for 
the reference product, patients might not only be dispensed a follow-on biologic rather than the 
prescribed biologic, but they might be switched back-and-forth among several products over 
time. Although switching among the innovator small-molecule drug and its generic versions 
normally raises few concerns, switching among biologics that are "similar"- rather than the 
same- involves particular risks. As FDA notes: 

For many follow-on protein products- and in particular, the more complex proteins
there is a significant potential for repeated switches between products to have a negative 
impact on the safety and/or effectiveness. Therefore, the ability to make determinations 
of substitutability for follow-on protein products may be limited. 4 

'http://\nvw.fda.gov/cder/newsfblOsimilars.htm, Possible International Non-proprietary Name (INN) Policies for 
Biosimilars, September L 200G 
'http://www.fda.gov/ola/2007/protein32607.html, Statement of Janet Woodcock M.D., before House Connnittee on 
0\'crsight and Govcnnncnt Rcfonn. March 26. 2007 
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EMEA and certain member states of the European Union likewise have recognized the 
fundamental differences between drugs and biologics with respect to substitutability. Recently, 
EMEA issued a statement that "[s]ince biosimilar and biological reference medicines are similar 
but not identical, the decision to treat a patient with a reference or a biosimilar medicine should 
be taken following the opinion of a qualified healthcare professional." BIO believes that, 
consistent with the policies of EMEA and many European countries, patients should receive the 
product expressly prescribed by a physician. 

Tt is important to note that substitution has been a problem for certain small molecule generics. 
For example, levothyroxine, the generic form of certain medications treating hypothyroidism, is 
only safe and effective at a very narrowly defined dose. The American Thyroid Association has 
issued a public statement noting that patients should be alerted by their physicians or pharmacists 
that their levothyroxine preparation might be switched at the pharmacy, that patients should ask 
to remain on their current levothyroxine preparation, and that they should inform their physicians 
if their thyroid hormone is changed to a generic preparation because, following such a switch, 
thyroid function should be re-checked. This concern is even more relevant for biologics, which 
are often hundreds or thousands of times larger and more complex than traditional chemical 
drugs. The kinds and sizes of studies that would have to be done to address doubts about 
substitutability- including the risks of switching- would be so large that the dataset presented 
for approval would likely be larger than that required to be presented by an innovator. 

As Secretary Leavitt noted in a letter to Senator Kennedy: 

[I]n light of the current scientific limitations on the ability to make determinations for 
interchangeability, and because it is critical to protect patient safety, the Administration 
believes that patients should not be switched from the innovator biological product to a 
follow-on biological product (or vice versa) without the express consent and advice of the 
patient's physician, and legislation should not allow for determinations of 
interchangeability at this time5 

Finally, we caution that the term "interchangeability" is not defined by FDA and has no settled 
legal or regulatory meaning at this time. We note that some use this word to describe products 
that are not "substitutable" or "therapeutically equivalent," but which, under a physician's 
supervision, could be used to treat the same disease or condition in the same patient. 

Concerning the question, "What are the prospectsjor the use of·authorizedfollow-on biologics' 
in these circumstances?, " as a trade association, BIO cannot and does not discuss the strategic 
marketing and pricing decisions that individual member companies may or may not make. 

A .J. How would the prospect of competitionfi·omfollow-on biologic drugs infTuence research and 
development for new biologic drugs, improvements to existing biologic drugs, and the timing 
and rollout of new and (Jr improved biologic drugs? Does the market experience with non
biologic generic pharmaceutical drug products provide insights into these issues? 

5 Letter from HHS Secretary Michael 0. Leavitt to Senator Edward M Kennedy. June 26, 2007 
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When discussing future innovation, it is helpful to understand what biotechnological innovation 
has accomplished to date. Biotechnology has created hundreds of new therapies and vaccines, 
including products to treat cancer, diabetes, HN/ATDS and autoimmune disorders, and many 
other rare and unmet medical conditions. In fact, between 1995 and 2005, 160 ditl'erent 
medicines were approved to treat rare diseases that atl'ect 200,000 or fewer patients. 
Biotechnology also is responsible for hundreds of medical diagnostic tests that keep the blood 
supply safe and detect other conditions early enough to be successfully treated. 

This spectacular innovation depends on an environment where companies can attract the capital 
needed to continue massive research and development (R&D) investment. Over the past 25 
years, the average R&D intensity (R&D spending to total firm assets) for biotechnology was 
38%. By comparison, the average R&D intensity for all industries was only about 3%. 6 

According to Ernst and Young, "Global Year in Review 2006," the biotechnology industry has 
increased the amount of money it devotes to R&D by more than 120% since 19947 

Biotechnology is one of the most research-intensive industries in the world. The U.S. biotech 
industry spent $19.8 billion on research and development in 2005 alone. 

In this regard, it bears emphasis that the biotechnology industry in the U.S. is still relatively 
nascent and largely unprofitable: the companies that comprise it are primarily small, private 
start-ups heavily reliant on venture capital and years away from product commercialization. It is 
these small companies- many of which will never see a product come to market or turn a profit 
-that are undertaking the bulk of early development gambles, challenging the boundaries of 
current medical knowledge toward new and exciting mechanisms of disease treatment amid 
overwhelming odds. lnfi:rct, small biotechnology companies (all biotechnology companies hut 
the top 10) accountfor two-third~ of' the industry 'sji1ture clinical pipeline. x 

This enormous reservoir of biotech innovation is critically important to the future ofhealthcare, 
the U.S. economy, the biotechnology industry, and, of course, patients. Thus, in crafting a 
follow-on biologics approval pathway, it is important to err on the side ofincentivizing 
innovation, particularly in light of the unique elements of the biotechnology industry. These 
companies already bear enormous costs and a very high degree of uncertainty, not only in 
product development and manufacturing, but also in raising the necessary capital to fund 
innovative research- which is particularly difficult in the current economic environment. Thus, 
as compared to the broader pharmaceutical industry, biotechnology companies are more 
vulnerable to the type of changes in investment incentives that could result from a poorly-crafted 
follow-on biologics regime 

The statistics speak to the challenges this emerging industry faces. Biologics research and 
development is a high-risk endeavor, with higher capital costs, higher material costs, greater 

'Golec, Joseph H. and Jolm A. Vernon. ·'Financial Risk in the Bioteclmology Industry:· NBER Working Paper 
13604. 

EmsL & Young LLP. ammal bioLechnology industry reports. 1993-2006. Financial data based primarily on fiscal
) car financial staLcmcnLs of publicly -traded compm1ics: constant 2005 dollars. 

8 The Boston Consulting Group: Rising to the Produeti\itv Challenge, July 2004. 
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manufacturing costs and uncertainties, longer development times, and lower late-stage success 
rates than compared to small molecule drugs. Tn fact, from 2001-2005, the success rate of a 
Phase TTl trial for the average biotechnology product was just slightly more than 50%9 These 
failures occur at the last stage of product development- after years of research and hundreds of 
millions of dollars may have been spent. 

The industry's heavy reliance on private equity also is notable. In 2005, there were 1,415 
biotechnology companies in the U.S., but only 329 were publicly traded. In aggregate, even the 
publicly traded companies have not yet turned a profit: 10

· 
1 

Year 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 

Net 
Loss 3.6 4.1 4.6 4.5 4.1 4.4 5.6 4.6 9.4 5.4 6.8 14 3.5 

($B) 

This situation is very much unlike the situation involving the traditional small molecule 
pharmaceutical market at the time that the Hatch-Waxman Act created a generic drug pathway in 
1984- a market that was dominated by mature and profitable companies with substantial 
revenues to reinvest in pharmaceutical R&D. Thus, the risk of driving research investment out 
of the industry, and quite possibly out of the US., is substantial if a follow-on biologics approval 
pathway does not contain sutlicient incentives for continued innovation. 

Given these unique challenges, patent protection alone (even including patent term restoration 
under current law) is not sutlicient to ensure such adequate incentives under a follow-on 
biologics regime. Under a statutory framework allowing for follow-on biologics, there is a very 
real potential that the manufacturer of a follow-on product may be able to secure regulatory 
approval based at least in part on the innovator's prior approval, and, at the same time, avoid 
intiinging patents that protect the innovator's product That likelihood exists because of the 
confluence of critical factors not present in the Hatch-Waxman Act construct for generic small 
molecule drugs. Unlike a generic drug which must be the same as an innovator product, a follow
on biologic will only be required to be ··comparable," "similar' or "highly similar" to the 
corresponding innovator product Compared to generic drugs, the emerging follow-on biologics 
framework thus provides applicants with significantly more leeway to design around the patents 
that claim the reference product and make products that are sutllciently ditl'erent to avoid patent 
infringement, but sufficiently similar to get abbreviated regulatory approval. 

9 Parexel's Bio!Pharmaceutical R&D Statist1cal Sourcebook 2006/2007. 

10 Emsl and Young LLP. annual biolcchnology induslry rcporLs, 1995 - 2007. Financial dala based primarily on 

fiscal-year financial statements of publicly-traded companies. 

11 Only about 20 biotech companies are currently profitable Parexers Bio/PharmaceutJcal Statistical Sourcebook 

2006/2007, pg. 39. 
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In light of this increased risk due to the scientific and regulatory facts related to biologics, data 
exclusivity must be substantially longer than the five years currently afforded to small molecule 
drugs under the Hatch-Waxman Act. Failure to provide substantial data exclusivity would 
fundamentally alter the ability of biotechnology companies to continue to innovate because these 
companies, in order to secure the necessary resources from venture capital firms and other 
funding sources, must have some certainty that they can prevent free-riding on their investment 
in the development of new breakthrough therapies for a substantial period of time. Without 
sutlicient data protection, companies and investors will have a great deal of uncertainty as to 
whether they will be able to recoup the- on average- $1.2 billion in research and development 
costs that are necessary to bring a biologic to market. 12 This large amount of uncertainty will 
cause companies and investors to direct their investments to other areas where there is a higher 
degree of certainty that they will obtain a fair return on their investment. 

This decrease in biotechnology R&D investment will be detrimental not just to biotechnology 
companies, but also to American universities, as less of their cutting-edge research and fewer of 
their technologies will be licensed because companies will not be able to recoup the R&D 
investment necessary to take a licensed technology from the laboratory to the marketplace. 
Investors will turn to other less risky ventures, and cutting-edge research (including the 
substantial public investment in basic research through the National Institutes of Health) will sit 
on laboratory shelves, as it often did prior to the Bayh-Dole Act and the Hatch-Waxman Act 
patent term restoration provisions. 

If this occurs, society as a whole will suffer. New treatments in the pipeline hold the promise of 
continued progress against our most pressing medical challenges. At present, more than 400 
biotechnology medicines and vaccines are in development, targeting more than 200 diseases, 
including various cancers, Alzheimer's disease, heart disease, diabetes, multiple sclerosis, AIDS, 
and arthritis. Specifically, there are: 

210 for cancer and related conditions 
22 for cardiovascular disease 
15 for diabetes and related conditions 

These innovative treatments include: 

Monoclonal antibodies to treat asthma, Crohn's disease, and lupus 
Therapeutic vaccines for AIDS 
Recombinant proteins to treat autoimmune disorders 

Without adequate incentives these- and many other- breakthrough cures and therapies for 
cancer, Alzheimer's, Parkinson's, AIDS and many rare or unmet medical conditions may either 
take longer to come to fruition or not come to be realized at all. 

1 ~ DiMasi, Joseph and Henry Grabowski. ·-The cost ofbiopharmaceutical R&D: is biotech differentT Managerial 
and Decision Economics 28(4-5), pages 469-479 (2007). 
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A properly developed follow-on biologic pathway will ensure that the incentives needed to 
encourage research and development of new, innovative therapies remain in place. BTO believes 
that, to accomplish this result, the best data available support a 14-year period of data exclusivity 
for biologics under a follow-on biologics regime. We emphasize that data exclusivity does not 
interfere with the existing competition among biologic innovators today, and we are not seeking 
"marketing exclusivity" to prevent such competition. Rather, data exclusivity only prevents, 
during this time period, a follow-on manufacturer from short-circuiting the normal FDA 
approval process by basing its FDA application on the safety and efticacy of the innovator 
product rather than its own full application. 

Several independent factors support BTO's position on the appropriate data exclusivity period. 
First, we know that the breakeven point for return on investment in a biologic occurs after it has 
been on the market between 12.9 and 16.2 years, 11 and thus competition from follow-on 
biologics prior to that time period would clearly undermine incentives for such investment in the 
first place. Second, in 1984, Congress enacted patent term restoration provisions to provide 
pharmaceuticals with up to 14 years of patent protection following marketing approval. This 
time period was selected so that "research intensive companies will have the necessary incentive 
to increase their research and development activities. "14 As a result, the average period of time 
for marketing a drug product with patent protection now is 11.5 years, 15 and new molecular 
entities are, on average, marketed in the U.S. for 13.5 years before the entry of generic 
competition. 16 A similar length of protection should be available for biologics. For a fuller 
discussion of these data and the justification for 14 years of data exclusivity, please visit the 
following URL: 

In addition, a follow-on biologics pathway must maintain incentives for the development of 
second-generation products. 17 A second-generation product must go through the same rigorous 
FDA approval process as a first generation product. lt requires development and submission of 
full clinical safety and etlicacy data to support FDA review and approval of the complete 
marketing application (Biologics License Application (BLA) or New Drug Application (NDA)) 
Accordingly, FDA approval of a second-generation product should be rewarded with full data 

1
' Grabm:vsk1, Henry. ""Data Exclusivity forNeY\. 810logical Entities," Duke University Department of Economics 

Working Paper. Jtme 2007 

1
' H.R. Rep. No. 98-857. at 41 (1984). 

15 Congressional Budget Office. A CBO Study- How Increased Competition from Generic Drugs Has Affected 
Pnces nnd Returns in the Phnrmnceutical Tndustry, July 1998, Chapter Four, .. The Effects of the Hatch-Wn'\man Act 
on the Returns from TnnoYation.--

16 Grabm:vskl, Henry and Margaret Kyle ... Generic Competition and Market Exclusi·vity Penods in 
Phanmtcenticals:- Managerial and Decision Economics 28(4-5)_ pages: 491-502 (2007) 

... second-generation products- those '"·ith structural differences designed to improve performance \Vhile 
maintaining the same mechanism of action as the original product - are not conventionally considered as follow-on 
products.'' Woodcock J.. "The FDA's Assessment of Follow-on Protein Producls· A HisLorical PerspecLi,e,'' 
Nalurc Reviews Drug Discovcrv 6· 437-442. June 2007. 
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exclusivity as well. Such exclusivity is necessary to enable manufacturers to invest in the 
development of such innovative second-generation products and to enable patients to benefit 
from these treatment advances. Simply put, without sufficient data exclusivity of their own, 
second generation products will not be developed if a follow-on biologics pathway is enacted. 
Such a result would be a ''lose-lose-lose" situation. A loss for innovators who would not pursue 
product improvements, a loss for follow-on manufacturers who would not have second
generation products to select from, and most important, a loss for patients who would not have 
the benefit of improved products. 

For new indications, there should be an additional data exclusivity period for the original 
innovative product (e.g., 2 additional years) as an incentive for innovators to invest in such 
advances. Data exclusivity for new indications is critical in areas such as cancer research, where 
initial marketing approval generally focuses on late-stage disease, and research and development 
activities for early-stage or adjuvant therapies most often occur much later in time. Without this 
additional exclusivity, there would be little incentive to research and obtain approval for these 
new indications. 

BIO notes that data protection for a second-generation product will in no way afiect the ability of 
a follow-on biologic to enter the market based on the original innovative product. The success of 
the second-generation product will depend on its benefits for patients and price compared to the 
follow-on and other competitive marketed products. If the second-generation product's benefit 
is minor in comparison to existing products, then it is unlikely- particularly in today's price
sensitive payer market- that granting data exclusivity to the second-generation product will 
impact the marketplace in any meaningful way. However, without any separate data exclusivity 
for second-generation products, major advances will be stymied. 

A6. How are the patent portfolios claiming biologic drugs similar or dissimilar to the palet!l 
portfolios that claim small molecule (non biologic) drugs approred under the federal Food, 
Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FDCA)? 

There is less public information available about patent portfolios for biologics than for small 
molecule drugs. However, certain inferences about such patent portfolios can be drawn from 
current biotechnology patent practice, and from biotechnology patents known to cover existing 
FDA approved biologics 

Like small molecule drugs, biologics are protected by different classes of patent claims, but there 
are critical distinctions: 

(a) Compound claims. Claims to the active molecule, such as a specific peptide or antibody, exist 
for biologics, as they do for small molecule drugs. The way in which these active molecules are 
claimed, however, is often significantly different. For example, unlike small molecules, 
biologics are often claimed with reference to specific amino acid and/or nucleic acid sequences, 
and more often include functional claim limitations. 18 

1*' For example, an antibody claim that includes a sequence limitation in addition to multiple flmctionallimitations 
could be drafted in Lhe following form: 
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(b) Claims to methods of treatment (use of the compound in a specific indication; dose, route, or 
schedule of administration, etc.) exist, as they do for small molecule drugs. 19 

(c) Drug product claims (formulation, dosage form) exist, as they do for small molecule drugs 20 

(d) Product by process claims are more prevalent and important in biotechnology than in small 
molecule medicinal chemistry. In a biotechnology product-by-process claim, the claimed 
molecule is defined not (or not solely) by its molecular structure or by its function, but as the 
product resulting from following the steps of a biotechnological process. Such claims are useful 
in cases where important characteristics of the claimed molecule depend on the process by which 
it was made (see below), but where it may not be possible or feasible to otherwise describe all 
such characteristics in structural and functional terms. This is sometimes the case for inventions 
that comprise complex mixtures of di±Ierent compounds (e.g., a vaccine) 21 

(e) Claims that protect manufacturing technology: Process claims. Claims to manufacturing 
processes are more important in biotechnology than they are in the small molecule space. 22 The 

·'.ln isolated human antibody, or an antigen-binding portion thereof, that thssociates.from human {anfigenj -u)th a 
Ka of lx J(f

8 ,,{or less and a Koffrate constant of lx I o-3 or less, hoth determined h_y surface plasf!Wil resonance, and 
neutra!tzes human {antigen! cytotoxici(v in a standard in vitro !.929 assay with an !C50 of /x/(f ,1{ or less, said 
anrihm~v comprising a he my chain variah!e region comprising a contiguous sequence fi·om ( 'TJR I through ( TJR3 as 
represented m.)'F.Q JTJ .\/(): 1-1.' 

In such a clam1. the reader \\'Onld consult the attached patent specification to identify the specific sequence of amino 
acids that nwl\_e up Lhe criLical portion of the claimed anLibody. 

19 An example of a biotechnology claim to a method of treatment could be drafted in the following form: 

·' .1 method for inhibiling the gruwth (~(human wmor cells that express human [factor! receptors and are 
miwgenical~'y' stimulated by [(actor/, the method comprising administering an effective amount(~( an anti-neoplastic 
agellf and an effective amount of a monoclonal amihOL~Y to a human cancer patient hm·ing scud twnor cells; (i) 
1rherein said antihody hinds to the extra-cellular domain of the human [factor/ receptor r~fsaid tumor cell: (ii) 
1rherein the antihody is not COI?iugated to the anti-neoplastic agent; and (iit) wherein the antihody inhihits the 
hmdmg of[factor] to the [factor] receptor. " 

~0 An example of a bJOlog1cal composition claim could be as follo·ws 

·'A pharrnaceulical cornpositwn fiJr parenteral administration lOa human patient comprising human fenzymej wllh 
cafa~}'lic acfh/i~y and in a lherapeutlca[/}' effective dosage lO I real a palienf Sl~jJeringjrom (~)mdrome j; and a 
pharmaceutical carrier, the composilion being free of other human proteins presenl in its nalllral environment." 

" An example of a biological product,by,proccss claim could be: 

·'.·1 hacterin-toxoid vaccine against {hacterial strain/ infection produced l~v culturing {hactertal strain/for a time 
st~fficient.for said culture to reach the late-logarithmic phase rif grmrth; harvesting culture supernatant therefrom 
compnsmgleukotoxtn, capsular anttgen, soluhle anilgens, and [hacterwl] cells at a denst~V rangmgfrom ahout !03 

to ahout 108 cells per ml; and adding an inactivating agent.·· 

"An example of a biotechnological process claim could be drafted as follows· 
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processes by which biologics are made are highly specific, complex, and detennine many of the 
biologic's functional and structural characteristics, such as the way the protein is folded; the 
presence and position of sugar or fatty acid side chains; the way proteins aggregate; the way both 
ends of the protein's amino acid chain are truncated or extended; the presence of protein 
isoforms in the tina! preparation, or its impurity profile, and the like. Such product 
characteristics can often be expected to affect the product's safety, purity, and efficacy profile, 
and thus are integral to the approval of the product itself Thus, many important inventions are 
made as biologics manufacturers work out optimal processes to reliably and reproducibly make, 
purify, and process a biologic molecule. In contrast to the Hatch-Waxman Act, which does not 
permit listing of process patents and excludes them from the Act's patent resolution procedures, 
FOBs legislation should contain adequate provisions to account for the importance of process 
patents in the biologics space, and allow for the pre-marketing resolution of disputes over such 
patents. 

(f) Claims that protect manufacturing technology: Non-process claims. The high importance of 
process technology is also illustrated by the existence of patents on inventions that must be 
practiced as part of the technology platform necessary to make and use the biologic, such as 
claims to the isolated and purified DNA or RNA polynucleotide that encodes the recombinant 
protein, to the vector used to insert it into host cells, to the host cell that secretes it, to the 
promoter that drives its expression, and the like. The existence and importance of such claims 
relate to the way biotechnology inventions are made as the technology progresses through 
clinical and process development to market approval. The discovery of a new receptor on certain 
cancer cells, for example, may lead to the isolation and purification of the receptor protein and 
the sequencing of its amino acid sequence and of the gene that encodes it. To transfonn such 
basic discoveries into real-world therapeutic products, biologics manufacturers must develop a 
technology platfonn that can involve a number of independently patentable inventions, such as 
hybridoma cells that secrete antibodies to the drug target, the construction of vectors useful to 
transfer it to cultured cells, techniques to regulate its expression, and the like. This way, 
developing, making and using a biotechnology product can involve multiple patentable 
inventions that all must be practiced together. Patents on such inventions play a more prominent 
role in the portfolios that protect biologic drugs compared to the small molecule sector. 23 Despite 

"A process ofmaking a COJ?fugate that comprises a [protein] gl_vcoprotein having an S-terminal alpha-amino group 
and one poly( ethylene glycol); said process comprising: a) expressing andfermenting a recombinant [protein] that 
has an N-tenninal pcptidic extension that includes a protco(vtic cleavage sequence, b) protecting the .cpst!on.
amino groups, c) profeo~ylical~-y cleaving theN-terminal peplidic exlension, d) pet,rylaling the _,_V-terminal.alpha.
amino group, and e) deprofecfing the .epsilon.-amino groups oft he fprofemJ glycoprotein: wherein the recombinant 
{protein! comprises a sequence selectedfrom the group comisting of the amino acid sequences SFQ JTJ ,\'0: 1, S'F.Q 
1TJ XO: 2, ST'Q JD NO: 3, ST'Q JD :VO 4: and ST'Q JD NO: 5." 

~3 Examples of DNA or host cell claims that are part of the technology platfom1 for manufacturing a therapeutic 
protein could be drafted as follows· 

"An isolated Dl\~'-l molecule encodmg a protein comr;rising a 
consisting of amino actds 1-1-1] of.)EQ ID NO: 1 and amino 
capable ofbmding [receptor].·· 

r?famino acids selected.fi·om the group 
1-226 of SEQ ID :VO: 3, wherein said protein is 

·'.1 eukaryotic hosl cell containing D~\~1 encoding an antibody molecule, smd antibody bemg capable(~( being 
expressed in said eukaryotic host by said D;\~1, wherein said antibody has spec(fici(y.fi;r the antigen bound by the 
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their importance to the protection of biologics process technology today, it is possible that the 
relevance of such patents would be diminished under a FOBs regime where many FOB products 
would be produced overseas, as more fully explained in BTO's answer to Question #3 in the 
patent section, below. 

Deposits of biological material are another aspect without correlate in the small molecule space. 
Every patent must contain a technical disclosure sufficient to enable other skilled persons to 
make and use the invention without undue experimentation. In biotechnology, however, 
inventions may not always be easily reproducible. For example, during a transfection experiment 
(a fonn of experimental gene transfer) it is not possible to predict exactly where, and how, a 
piece of foreign DNA will be integrated into the chromosomes of the host cell. Each successfully 
transfected cell will be unique in its own way, and may be near impossible to exactly reproduce 
by repeating the experiment. Other biotechnology inventions involve complex biological 
materials that cannot sufficiently be described by words alone. In such situations, the patent law 
requirement that a patent "enable" other skilled persons to make and use the invention can be 
satisfied by providing a sample of the biological material to a depository that is approved by the 
World Intellectual Property Organization, such as, for example, the American Type Culture 
Collection, where it can be accessed and studied by others. Some biologic drug claims that 
reference deposited biologic materials are narrowly limited in their scope to only what was 
deposited 24 

Other aspects of patent law, too, impact the way biologic drugs are claimed and the amount of 
experimental work that must be done to obtain comprehensive patent protection. Patent 
applicants who seek broader biotechnology claims must often conduct more experiments, do 
more work, and provide more in-depth explanation of the underlying biological processes and 
structure-function relationships than their colleagues in the small molecule field. This work must 
be done to satisfy the so-called "written description" and "enablement" requirements- a task that 
can be particularly difficult in biotechnology, where the unpredictability of biological processes 
may not allow other scientists to extrapolate from just a few described examples to the full scope 
of a broadly-claimed invention, and to practice it across its full scope without undue 
experimentation. Many biotechnology patent practitioners feel that the "written description" and 
"enablement" requirements operate to limit the breadth of claims available to patent applicants 25 

Stringent application of these requirements by patent examiners may also force patent applicants 
to retreat from an initially broader claim scope to a much narrower claim scope during the course 
of patent examination. Because such surrendered claim scope can be difficult or impossible to 

ami body produced ~Y' hybrhlorna (i/ i // J as deposited ·with the ~1TCC, and wherein said ana body has c_vto~ytic 
aciivi~y." 

~-'~An example of a bJOtechnology claim that includes a limitntJon ton specific deposlt could be drafted as follows: 

"A meihodJOr treatment r?f[spec{(tc cancer] compnstng the step of admtntstenng a therapeuttcally e.ffecftve amount 
ofimmunologically active anii-[aniigen] antiho£~V to a patient in need thereof said anrihody heing derivedfrom a 
hyhridoma as deposited with the,'-/ T('(', deposit numher [f:r-i+i+}." 

~~For a recent interpretation of the so-called ·-\\Titten description'- requirement, see Carnegie .:.\fi?llon [Tmvasit_y I?! 

a/. v. Hoffmann-La Roche Inc. ct a/., Cir. Sept. 8, 2008)~ available at: 
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regain during enforcement in later litigation, patentees may find themselves confined to the 
literal limits of their issued claims, and unable to assert that even a close equivalent of their own, 
patented product infringes the patent26 

In summary, while sharing some common features with small molecule patents, biologics patents 
more commonly include functional claim limitations, may be limited in scope to specific 
deposited biological materials or specific recited sequences, and often face unique challenges in 
meeting the written description and enablement requirements. When viewed as a whole, the 
patent portfolios that protect biologic drugs today are often more complex than those found in 
the small molecule space. These differences cannot be disregarded when crafting any follow-on 
biologics approval pathway. However, for the reasons set forth in BlO's answer to Question #3 
in the patent section, below, it does not follow that higher complexity in the innovators' patent 
estates would always translate into more complex patent litigation. Instead, differences in the 
way patent disputes would be resolved would predominantly be grounded not in portfolio 
complexity, but in the way these portfolios operate under different approval standards for generic 
drugs and FOBs. In the small molecule space, a patent that claims an innovator's new molecular 
entity almost certainly also covers the generic drug applicant's molecule, because both must, by 
law, be "the same.'' Under a follow-on biologics regime, FOB products would likely be 
approvable under a less stringent standard that may provide FOB applicants with significantly 
wider latitude to design around innovator patents, and to manufacture FOB products that are 
ditl'erent enough to avoid patent infringement, yet similar enough to benetit from the reference 
product's safety and efficacy record and obtain abbreviated approval. Thus, the differences 
between patent portfolios that claim small molecule drugs and biologics must always be 
examined in the regulatory context in which these portfolios will be brought to bear. This context 
must be taken into account when designing patent resolution procedures in any FOBs regime. 

A 7. Are the regulatory excfusivilies currently provided to pharmaceutical drug products in the 
fDCA appropriate for new biologic drugs and or significant improvements to existing 
biologic products? Are they appropriate for specific types of biologics? Why or why not? 

BlO believes that the balance between innovation and generic competition struck by the Hatch
Waxman Act can provide valuable insights for the development of a follow-on biologics 
approval pathway. The Hatch-Waxman Act provides innovators and generic competitors a range 
of statutory, patent, and litigation-based incentives that, as described in response to a previous 
question, operate to create de facto protection against generic competition for, on average, 13.5 
years. However, to achieve that same balance in the follow-on biologics context, the law must 
reflect the differences between small molecule drugs and biologics and differences between 
generic drugs and follow-on biologics. Under the 1984 Hatch-Waxman Act, a generic version of 
a small molecule drug may be approved for marketing only if its active ingredient is the "same" 
as in the innovator product Thus, the patents that cover the innovator's active ingredient 
generally will apply to the generic version. Accordingly, the generic drug manufacturer cannot 

26 For a recenL discussion of developmenls in the patent law doclrines relating Lo prosecution history estoppel m1d 
equivalence, sec, e.g .. Jolm R Allison and Mark A. Lemley. The (UnnoLiccd) Demise or Lhc DocLrinc or 
Equivalcnls, 59 SLan. L. Rev. 955 (20ll7) 
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gain FDA approval of its product by demonstrating that the active ingredient is the same as the 
innovator product and then claim in the patent context that it is different from the innovator's 
drug. Tn addition, the Hatch-Waxman Act contains provisions that can extend the term of an 
innovator patent to cover a period of 14 years following approval of an innovative drug. As 
noted above, new molecular entities today do not face generic market competition untill3.5 
years post-FDA approval on average, evidencing that the mix of policy tools employed by the 
Hatch-Waxman Act has come remarkably close to achieving the 14-year mark deemed 
appropriate under the Act for innovators to recoup their substantial investments prior to generic 
entry. 

In contrast, under the various statutory frameworks being considered for follow-on biologics, a 
follow-on will not be required to be the "same" as the innovator product due to the high degree 
of complexity of biologics. Instead, the follow-on product will only have to be similar or highly 
similar to the innovator product. This similarity standard for follow-on biologics creates a 
significant risk that a follow-on competitor will circumvent or "design around" the innovator's 
biotech patents- meaning that the follow-on may be outside of the scope of the innovator's 
patent claim. As a result, a follow-on biologic may be sufficiently similar to the innovator 
biologic to rely to some degree on the safety and effectiveness of the innovator product and thus 
receive abbreviated regulatory approval. Yet, it may still be different enough from the innovator 
product to avoid a patent infringement claim and, thus, reach the market well in advance of 
innovator patent expiration. For these reasons, patents may provide less comprehensive 
protection for innovative biologics under a follow-on biologics regime than they do for small 
molecules in the generic drug context. 

Accordingly, if data exclusivity in a follow-on biologics regime were limited to the 5 years under 
the Hatch-Waxman Act, it would severely undermine incentives to invest in biotech innovation. 
Instead, BIO believes that a 14-year period of data exclusivity should be granted for biologics in 
any follow-on biologics regime. Such an approach would ensure that biologics receive the same 
degree of effective market protection from follow-on competition that small molecules receive 
today from generics, as described above. For more detailed information, please see BIO's 
response to Questions #4 above and #8 below, as well as our white paper on exclusivity and 
patent protection in a follow-on biologics regime, found at the following URL: 

hrtp//bio.org/healrhcare/followonbku/FOBS'V!arket exclusivitv 20070926.pdf 

A8. What are the appropriate factors to consider when determining the optimal length of 
regulatory exclusivity periods for biologic drug products? Do these factors change based on 
the type of referenced product involved, the extent ofcompetitionji:tcing the referenced 
product, or patent portfolios claiming the referenced product, and ifso, how? 

The biotechnology industry in the U.S is still relatively nascent and largely unprofitable: the 
companies that comprise it are primarily small, private start-ups heavily reliant on venture capital 
and years away from product commercialization. It is these small companies -many of which 
will never see a product come to market or turn a profit- that are undertaking the bulk of early 
development gambles, challenging the boundaries of current medical knowledge toward new and 
exciting mechanisms of disease treatment amid overwhelming odds. In fact, smaff biotechnology 
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companies (all biotechnology companies butt he lop len) account for two-thirds· of the industry's 
.fitture clinical pipe liner 

This enormous reservoir of biotech innovation is critically important to the future ofhealthcare, 
the U.S. economy, the biotechnology industry, and, of course, patients. Thus, in crafting a 
follow-on biologics approval pathway, it is important to err on the side ofincentivizing 
innovation, particularly in light of the unique elements of the biotechnology industry. These 
companies already bear enormous costs and a very high degree of uncertainty, not only in 
product development and manufacturing, but also in raising the necessary capital to fund 
innovative research. Thus, as compared to the broader pharmaceutical industry, biotechnology 
companies are more vulnerable to the type of changes in investment incentives that could result 
from a poorly-crafted follow-on biologics regime. 

The industry's heavy reliance on private equity also is notable. In 2005, there were 1,415 
biotechnology companies in the U.S., but only 329 were ~ublicly traded. Tn aggregate, even the 
publicly traded companies have not yet turned a proftt: 2

L
9 

Year 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 

Net 
Loss 3.6 4.1 4.6 4.5 4.1 4.4 5.6 4.6 9.4 5.4 6.8 1.4 3.5 
($B) 

Given these unique challenges, patent protection (including patent term restoration under current 
law) is not sutlicient to ensure adequate incentives for biotech innovation under a follow-on 
biologics regime. Rather, any statutory pathway for follow-on biologics must establish a 
substantial period of data exclusivity to preserve incentives for research, development, 
manufacture, and approval of new biologic therapies. As discussed in response to Questions #4, 
6 and 7, this is necessary because, under a statutory framework allowing for follow-on biologics, 
there is a very real risk that the manufacturer of a follow-on product may be able to secure 
abbreviated regulatory approval based at least in part on the innovator's prior approval, and, at 
the same time, avoid infringing the patents that protect the innovator's product That likelihood 
exists because of the confluence of critical factors not present in the Hatch-Waxman Act 
construct for generic small molecule drugs. Unlike a generic drug which must be the same as an 
innovator product, a follow-on biologic will only be required to be "comparable," ''similar' or 
"highly similar" to the corresponding innovator product Compared to generic drugs, the 
emerging follow-on biologics framework thus provides applicants with significantly more 
leeway to design around the patents that claim the reference product and make products that are 

The Boston Consulting Group: Rising to the Productivity Challenge, July 200~. 

~x Emst and Young LLP, Annual biotechnology industry reports, 1995- 2006 Financial data based primarily on 
fiscal-year financial statements of publicly-traded companies. 

~<,l Only about 20 biotech companies are currently proiltable: Parexel· s 810/Phannaceutical Statistical Sourcebook 
2006/2007, pg. 39. 
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sufficiently different to avoid patent infringement, but sufficiently similar to get abbreviated 
regulatory approval. 

In light of this potential gap in patent protection for biologics under a follow-on biologics 
regime, data exclusivity must be substantially longer than the five years currently a±Torded to 
small molecule drugs under the Hatch-Waxman Act. Failure to provide substantial data 
exclusivity would fundamentally alter the ability of biotechnology companies to continue to 
innovate because these companies, in order to secure the necessary resources from venture 
capital firms and other funding sources, must have some certainty that they can prevent free
riding on their investment in the development of new breakthrough therapies for a substantial 
period of time. Without sufficient data protection, companies and investors will have a great deal 
of uncertainty as to whether they will be able to recoup the- on average- $1.2 billion in 
research and development costs that are necessary to bring a biologic to market."' This large 
amount of uncertainty will cause companies and investors to direct their investments to other 
areas where there is a higher degree of certainty that they will obtain a fair return on their 
investment. lfthis occurs, society as a whole will suffer, as fewer cures and therapies for cancer, 
Alzheimer's, Parkinson's, AIDS and many rare or unmet medical conditions will be developed. 

As stated above, BlO believes that the best data available support a 14-year period of data 
exclusivity- not an "exclusive marketing" period- for biologics under a follow-on biologics 
regime. Several independent factors support this position. First, we know that the breakeven 
point for return on investment in a biologic occurs after it has been on the market between 12.9 
and 16.2 years,31 and thus competition from follow-on biologics prior to that time period would 
clearly undennine incentives for such investment in the first place. Second, in 1984, Congress 
enacted patent term restoration provisions to provide phannaceuticals with up to 14 years of 
patent protection following marketing approval. This time period was selected so that "research 
intensive companies will have the necessary incentive to increase their research and development 
activities'' 32 As a result, the average period of time for marketing a drug product with patent 
protection now is 11.5 years,33 and new molecular entities are, on average, marketed in the U.S. 
for 13.5 years before the entry of generic competition34 

30 DiMasi, Joseph and Henry Grabowski. '·The cost ofbiopharmaccutical R&D: is biotech diffcrcnr?" Mmwgcrial 
and Decision Economics 28( 4-5), pages 469-479 (2007). 

'
1 Grabmvskl, Henry. ""Data Exclusivity forNe\v 8Jolog1cal Entities," Duke University Department of Economics 

Working Paper. Jtme 2007 

"H.R. Rep. No. 98-857, at 41 (1984). 

'' Cont,rressional Budget Office. A CBO Study: How Increased Competition from Generic Drugs Has Affected 
Prices and Returns in the Phannaceutical Industry. July 1998. Chapter Four ... The Effects of the Hatch- Waxman Act 
on the Relums fromhmm·ation." 

GrabowsLi. Henry and Margaret Kyle ... Generic Competition and Market Exclusivily Periods in 
PhannaccuLicals," Managerial and Decision Economics 28(4-5). pages: 491-502 (2007). 
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Thus, any statutory fonnula that allows for follow-on biologics should at least guarantee the 
same degree of effective market protection that Congress found necessary to maintain incentives 
for innovation in small molecule drugs- and, for the reasons discussed above, that protection 
can be accomplished most predictably through data exclusivity. Indeed, if the data exclusivity 
period for biologics is less than the number of years available to drugs under patent term 
restoration (that is, 14 years), then, because of the potential patent protection gap and the higher 
risks of biologics development, it will skew investment away from biotech innovation. Because 
data exclusivity would run concurrently with the patent term for the product, it therefore would 
create actual protection only in those instances where the follow-on manufacturer would be able 
to work around the patents held by the innovator but still gain abbreviated approval of its 
product. 

For a fuller discussion of these data and the justification for 14 years of data exclusivity, please 
visit the following URL: 

A9. How does the European Medicines Agency's approach to regula/my exclusivilies in its 
abbreviated regulatory approval pathway for follow-on biologic:s inform the U.S. approach? 

As we state in our answers above, we believe that a 14-year base period of data exclusivity is 
necessary to avoid undermining incentives for the development of innovative biologics. And for 
the reasons explained more fully below, anything less would jeopardize the U.S.'s leadership 
role in producing innovative biotechnology medicines for the patients who need them. 

The European Union provides eight years following innovator approval during which a generic 
or biosimilar application cannot be submitted, two further years (i.e, 10 years total) during 
which a generic or biosimilar cannot be marketed, and one further year if, during the first eight 
years of data exclusivity, the holder of the reference product obtains an authorization for new 
therapeutic indication(s) which bring(s) significant clinical benefit in comparison with existing 
therapies. While we believe that the length of data exclusivity provided in the European Union 
would be inadequate in the U.S. context, we strongly agree with the provision of a further 
exclusivity period for new indications, and we also note that the European Union provides 10 (or 
11 if appropriate) years of data exclusivity to next- or second-generation products. (See BTO's 
Response to Question #4 above). We also strongly support the protection against the filing of 
biosimilar applications too soon after innovator approval, for the reasons described more fully in 
response to Question# I below in the patent section). 

We believe that if the U.S. adopts incentives for innovation in biologics that are substantially less 
than those a±Iorded in Europe, the result will be substantially less investment in biotech 
innovation. Because the U.S. leads the world in this area, the economic impact of reduced 
investment will be particularly acute here in the U.S. The latest data from Burrill & Company 
show that the U.S. continues to dominate the biopharmaceutical market, whether the measure is 
sales, R&D, employees or public companies: 
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US, European, Canadian, Japanese, Canadian, and Australian Biotech: Global Activity Measures 
(2005, U.S. dollars) 

U.S. Europe Japan* Canada Australia 
Sales/Revenue $71.5 B $7.5 B $0.82 B $1.7 B $1.0 B 
Annual R&D $18.5 B $4.2B - $0.6B $0.1 B 
# of Companies 1,473 1,878 464 470 226 
#of public companies 363 96 22 81 58 

# of employees 146,100 32,470 4,171 7,440 6,393 
*Japan- pubhc compames only 

The U.S.'s per capita biotech R&D expenditures are 574% higher than the European Union's 
(EU's) per capita biotech R&D expenditures35 It also should be noted that: 36 

The biotechnolO!,,'Y industry's U.S. trade surplus grew from $593 million in 2000 to $1.8 
billion in 2004- an increase of almost 200%. Over the same period of time, overall U.S. 
trade in advanced-technology products decreased by more than 200% --going from a net 
surplus to a net deficit 
The biotechnology industry's U.S exports grew from $1.7 billion in 2000 to $3.7 billion 
in 2004 - an increase of more than 1 00%. 
Between 2000 and 2004, U.S jobs in the biopharmaceutical industry rose by 8.3%. 
The biopharmaceutical industry expands U.S. gross domestic product by at least $27 
billion annually, on a permanent basis, for every one-time R&D investment of $15 
billion. In 2005 alone, the U.S biotechnology industry invested nearly $20 billion in 
R&D. 

Thus, a follow-on biologics pathway that does not preserve the necessary incentives for 
innovation (that is, 14 years of data exclusivity) would disproportionately and negatively affect 
the U.S., the world leader in biotechnology innovation, and would drive investment towards less 
risky ventures, including those outside of the U.S. 

B. l'atent Dispute Resolution issues 

B 1. Would it be important to hm ·e the litigation of any patent di;putes proceed concurrently with 
the ahhreviated FTJA approml processjiJrfiJllmf'-on biologics'! Why or why not? What has 
heen learnedfrom the experience under Hatch-Waxman about the incefllives necesswy to 
encourage early resolution of patent issues? 

It would be important to resolve patent disputes concurrently with the approval process, and 
prior to launch of, a follow-on biologic, because premature launches of such products carry 
numerous risks that significantly impact the public as well as the private interests of the parties. 

"R&D figures are from Parexel's Bio/Phannaceutical R&D Statistical Sourcebook 200G/2007. Population figures 
estimated as of July 2006. 

3rJ Sec URL · bttp'/.h,.v\\ \v.ns[gov/sl3.tistic:s/scindl)(i/c6llt06-0J.htrn --last accessed on February 1. 2008. 
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A judicial determination of patent infringement for a prematurely-launched FOB product would 
raise significant concerns about therapeutic disruption for patients. Tn fact, consistency of 
product availability is of great importance to patient health and physician prescribing practices 
and such consistency would be jeopardized by a premature launch without patent resolution. 

Premature marketing would not only create unnecessary confusion among physicians, patients, 
payers and other market participants- it would also lead to great business uncertainty for both 
parties. From the reference product sponsor's perspective, a premature follow-on biologic 
launch may lead to a loss of market share and price erosion that cannot be reversed even if a 
court subsequently were to find the asserted patents valid and infringed. From the follow-on 
applicant's perspective, a judicial detennination of patent infringement could lead to very 
significant damages awards which may or may not exceed the applicant's financial capacities. 

Seen this way, launches offollow-on biologics prior to patent resolution entail huge business risk 
not only for the innovator, but also for the follow-on applicant- a risk that is exacerbated by the 
considerable financial investment in FOB development (much larger than the investment 
required for a generic drug submission) that would already have been made at that point It 
stands to reason that only the biggest, financially strongest FOB applicants would tolerate the 
risk of losing their investment or facing large infringement damages awards. Thus, a FOB 
framework that routinely envisions patent resolution after FOB market entry would selectively 
disadvantage smaller, financially weaker FOB applicants and operate to create FOB markets that 
are dominated by only a few, financially strong players and FOB products. 

Sutlicient time for resolution of patent disputes prior to follow-on biologic approval must 
therefore be provided. Ideally, patent disputes would be resolved by the time the innovator 
statutory exclusivity period expires. This way, the patent resolution could take place without the 
need for special stays pending litigation during a time when the FOB product could otherwise be 
launched. Such timing of patent resolution would provide business certainty that a risk-tree FOB 
launch could occur at a fixed point in time. Timing of patent resolution prior to the expiration of 
the innovator's statutory exclusivity period would also encourage full resolution of patent 
validity questions on the merits, rather than through settlement, thus providing more patent 
certainty for subsequent FOB applicants. 

However, while patent resolution should be timed so as to be concluded within the innovator's 
statutory exclusivity period, it should not be timed so as to begin too early. The FOB applicant 
must be far enough down the road of developing its comprehensive data package, as well as its 
detailed manufacturing processes, needed for the FOB regulatory submission and for a full 
exploration of relevant patent-related issues. Further, in order to properly evaluate a FOB 
application and the heightened concerns regarding immunogenicity in the biologics arena, the 
FDA will need sufficient experience with the reference product in the marketplace. 

Tt also must be kept in mind that the earliest date on which a FOB application can be submitted 
during an innovator's data exclusivity period should not be set so early that its final approval, 
upon expiration of the innovator's exclusivity, is so remote in time that the data on which it relies 
have become inapposite to the final FOB product due to, for example, subsequent changes to the 
FOB process technology used in commercial manufacturing. Finally, the likelihood that any 
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given FOB application would be approvable will be lower than it is today for generic drug 
applications, and the possibility that the Secretary may require additional clinical studies is 
greater. Thus, patent litigation would be premature if it were allowed to commence before a 
determination that the FOB application in question is complete and in condition for review 
without additional clinical studies. 

A focus on triggering "patent challenges" at the earliest possible opportunity, possibly 
complemented by valuable regulatory exclusivity incentives for doing so, could thus lead to 
premature litigation as well as premature submission of FOB applications. The focus should be 
on incentivizing the timely submission of complete, high-quality, approvable FOB applications, 
not to reward the first "patent challenge." Experience under the Hatch Waxman Act confinns 
that incentives for early resolution of patent disputes must be crafted carefully to avoid 
unintended consequences. Premature litigation, both with respect to timing and with respect to 
the merits, is commonplace today in the small molecule space. For example, a survey of active 
NDAs for New Molecular Entities (NMEs) approved after March 2000 for which a paragraph IV 
certification could have been submitted after March 200437 shows that about 42% of all NMEs in 
this sample faced a paragraph IV challenge between the fourth and the seventh year following 
NDA approval (average 4.6 years). This, it is submitted, is an extraordinarily high litigation 
burden on both innovators and generic drug applicants that should not occur within just a few 
years after NME launch, and need not occur at all under a FOBs regime. A rational FOB 
framework would instead create incentives for timely patent dispute resolution within the 
innovator's statutory exclusivity period, to proceed in parallel with the FOB approval process, 
and would account for judicial determinations of patent validity and infringement by making the 
approval of the FOB application e±Tective on the date of patent expiration or expiration of the 
innovator's statutory exclusivity period, whichever occurs later. 

B2. How long might/he approval processfor a follow-on biologic application take? What 
factors might influence this timing? 

It has been estimated that the time required for follow-on biologic manufacturers to obtain 
regulatory approval likely will be three to tive years for pre-clinical and clinical testing, and one
and-a-half to two years for FDA review and approval.3

g Note that it also takes four to six years 
to bring manufacturing capacity on-line (likely developed concurrently with product 
development schedule) 

Following passage of any legislation, FDA will need to create a regulatory scheme, testing 
requirements, and product-class guidelines. However, we note that, in most cases, the European 
Union has completed product-group-specitic guidance in 12-18 months. While FDA must 
conduct its own guidance development process, it will have the benefit of what has been and can 
be learned from the European Union and, in some cases, this may allow FDA to complete 
guidance in a shorter time. Furthermore, there are administrative processes FDA will have to put 

'' The time for which Paragraph IV certlficallon dates are available from the FDA at 
http://www.fda.gov/cder/ogd/ppiv.htm 
38 Grabowsb.i. Henry, el a/. '·The EJTect on Federal Spending of Legislation Creating a Regulatory Framework for 
Follow-on Biologics: Key Issues and Assumptions." White Paper, August2007. Sec URL · 
htLD:!Ibio.crg/hcalthcarc/~ollov,onbkg/Fcdcra: Spcttding of fol1ov .. onb:lg."2007C19.pdl' 
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in place prior to approval of follow-on biologics; these will be separate from any guidance 
requirement. A guidance requirement would run concurrently with the establishment of these 
processes and thus would not create any additional delay. 

B3. How might differences between patent portfolios for sma/1 molecule drugs and biologics 
affect patent litigation invol1'ing.follow-on hiologics:J Hmf' long might patent litigation 
inmlving afollow-on biologic product take? 

Compared to patent litigation under the Hatch-Waxman Act, biologics process patents would be 
expected to play a more prominent role in conjunction with other patents in the portfolio that 
protect the reference product. The main differences in the way in which patents would be 
litigated would, however, not be grounded in portfolio complexity, but in the way small 
molecule and biologics patent portfolios operate under different approval standards for generic 
drugs and FOBs. For example, because the reference product and the follow-on product would 
likely not need to be identical, there would be more frequent litigation of questions of 
noninfringement, doctrine of equivalents, and prosecution history estoppel. Claim construction 
would therefore be an even more important aspect of follow-on biologics patent litigation. In 
addition, it can be expected that the affirmative defenses of patent invalidity and unenforceability 
would be asserted at the same frequency at which they today occur during Hatch-Waxman 
litigation 

Tn another distinction from Hatch-Waxman litigation, biologics patent portfolios do not lend 
themselves to an Orange Book listing process of the kind relied on as the starting point for 
generic drug litigation today. Because a FOB product would likely not need to be the same as the 
reference biologic, and would invariably be made by a different manufacturing process, the 
innovator should not be forced to "guess" which of its product or process patents would probably 
cover a future FOB product and which ones might not, with potentially dire consequences for 
having guessed wrong. Instead, a mechanism that provides confidential access to follow-on 
product and process data for the sole purpose of identifying relevant patents would seem to be a 
more rational and practical approach. 

Additional questions arise with respect to third parties who are likely to get involved in FOB 
patent litigation. Patent owners (such as university licensors) who have licensed relevant patents 
to the reference product sponsor, but who have reserved their patent enforcement rights, may 
need to be included in the patent resolution process. Early inclusion of such third party plaintiffs 
would seem to be necessary for a patent resolution process that provides legal certainty for 
innovators, patent holders, FOB applicants, and market participants prior to marketing of a FOB 
product. 

It is not clear, however, that a relatively high degree of complexity of biologics patent portfolios, 
or the inclusion of third party patentees, would necessarily translate into a higher rate of 
litigation, or length of litigation, in the FOBs context. Industry experience over more than two 
decades of biotechnology patent litigation has shown that, while litigation involving biologic 
products can indeed be complex, such litigation has not been vastly more complicated than other 
high-stakes commercial litigation over other valuable products. Biotechnology patent disputes 
today can be adjudicated within a relatively stable doctrinal framework that is expected to 
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solidify further as biotechnology matures both as a science and as an industry. Further, some of 
the aspects that add complexity to biologics patent estates would not necessarily all come to bear 
in FOBs patent litigation. For example, composition-of-matter patents claiming the DNA that 
encodes the biologic protein, the host cell used for making it, or the promoter sequence used to 
drive its expression, etc, may not be relevant in U.S. patent litigation if the follow-on product is 
imported from India, China, or Europe. Third, the sheer rate of litigation per reference product is 
likely to be lower for biologics than it is for small molecule drugs. In the Hatch-Waxman 
context, a single reference product can fet involved in multiple patent infringement suits against 
eight or more generic drug applicants 3 Due to the complexities and cost inherent in developing 
biologic products, including FOBs, the number of potential FOB competitors - and the amount 
oflitigation over multiple follow-on applications all referencing the same innovator product
will likely be smaller overall for at least a number of years. Finally, the length of reference 
product data exclusivity will be an important determinant of the numbers of"relevant" patents, 
because only patents that have a tenn longer than the reference product data protection would 
need to be adjudicated. It stands to reason that substantial periods of reference product data 
exclusivity would have the beneficial, if incidental, effect of simplifying litigation by taking 
those patents that expire during the innovator's data exclusivity period "off the table." 

No good predictions can be made with respect to length oflitigation. Patent litigation length 
depends on many factors that are highly specific to the parties, the legal issues in the case, the 
caseload of the court where the action was brought, the way the case is managed by the court, the 
individual judge to whom the case was assigned, and the like. To be sure, patent litigation 
generally does consume a lot of time. Experience from the small molecule sector, for example, 
suggests that the 30-month period envisioned by the Hatch-Waxman Act is not always sutlicient 
to fully litigate a patent case on the merits. Tn any event, substantial reference product data 
exclusivity periods would likely be helpful in providing a litigation timeframe in which all key 
patent disputes could play out prior to FOB approval. 

B.f. When is it in the interest of a referenced biologic drug manufacturer to resolve patent issues 
prior to marketing hy afollow-on applicam:J When is it in the interest ofafollml'-on biologic 
applicant to resolve patent issues prior to marketing itsfbllow-on biologic? When is it in the 
interest of either party to resolve patent issues fof lowing commerc:ial marketing of the folfow
onproduct'? 

For the reasons stated in BTO's answer to Question# 1 in the patent section above, both 
innovators and follow-on applicants would normally be expected to want to resolve patent 
disputes prior to launch of the FOB. For a more complete discussion of the disadvantages of a 
process that routinely envisions patent resolution after FOB launch, see BIO's answer to 
Question# 1 in the patent section as well. 

39 Sec. e.g., mulLiplc infringement acLions filed on Augusl 12. 2008 by HoHmann-La Rochc.lnc. against Cobalt 
Pham1aceuticals Inc., 2·0R-cv-O-J.05-J.; Gate Pharmaceuticals, 2:0R-cv-0405R; Mutual Pharmaceutical Company. Inc. 
2·08-c\r-04060: Genpham1 Inc. 2:0R-cv-O-J.052; TeYa Pham1aceuticals USA, Inc. 2:08-cv-04059: Orchid Chemicals 
& Phannacenticals Ltd 2 08-cv-0-!051. Apotex Inc. 2 08-cv-0-!051; Dr Reddy's Laboratories, Ltd. 2 08-cv-0-!055. 
in the U.S. District Court for the District of Ne\v Jersey relating to defendants- Paragraph IV certifications as part of 
AND As to manufacture generic versions of Roche 1s Boniva1J{ (ibandronate sodimn) once-monthly tablets. 
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R5. What are the legal impedimentsji:tcing ajollow-on biologic applicant that has not been sued 
for infringement to obtaining a declaratory judgment on patent it?fringement or invalidity 
issues prior to commercial marketing of itsfo!!ow-on product? 

Appropriate follow-on biologics legislation would provide opportunities for innovators to protect 
their intellectual property rights - and for both parties to resolve disputes over them -before the 
FDA allows a follow-on product on the market By making the filing of a FOB application an 
act of infringement, innovators and patentees would have a cause of action for infringement. 
Likewise, FOB applicants who have a justiciable case or controversy could seek legal and 
business certainty under the available Article TTl jurisdiction, as interpreted by the Supreme 
Court and the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit By ensuring that these two 
complementary mechanisms would operate during the innovator's statutory exclusivity period, 
patents that claim the FOB product could be tested in litigation, thus ensuring patent and 
business certainty for the FOB applicant and innovator, and market certainty for patients, 
providers, and payers. 

B6. Are regu!atmy exc!usivities needed to encouragefo!!aw-on biologic applicants to cha!!enge 
patems? Why or why not? 

The emphasis should not and need not be on "challenging patents." The 180-day exclusivity 
under the Hatch-Waxman Act was designed to incentivize generic drug applicants to take on the 
cost of patent litigation because of free-rider concerns over other generic drug applicants that 
would benefit from this litigation investment While it can fairly be asked whether the benefit of 
being able to exclusively market a first generic drug without significant price erosion for six 
months is commensurate with the cost of patent litigation, 40 many believe that the 180-day 
exclusivity has created an unnecessarily litigious environment by placing a high premium on 
bringing the earliest possible patent challenge, often by multiple filers who cannot afford to cede 
valuable generic exclusivity for a profitable drug to their generic competitors. 180-day 
exclusivity rewards the earliest possible challenge, not the one with the highest merits. In BIO' s 
view, the award of regulatory exclusivity or similarly powerful incentives merely for 
"challenging patents" carries a significant risk of operating in multiple unintended ways that, in 
the Hatch-Waxman context, have already led to significant litigation, regulatory scrutiny, and 
legislative intervention. 

BIO cautions against the creation of such misguided and unwise patent litigation incentives. 
FOB legislation should encourage and facilitate investment in bringing FOB products to market 
rather than "challenging patents." The logic for creating special patent challenge incentives 
under the Hatch-Waxman Act does not apply to FOBs because no two biologic drugs made by 
ditTerent manufacturers using ditTerent processes will be identical. Therefore, patent litigation 
over one FOB product will not necessarily apply to another FOB product, and the risk of 

'
10 This question can even more squarely be posed in light of the MMA .A.mcndmcnls of 2003. \vhich confer 1g0-day 
exclusivity for the mere firsl filing of a paragraph IV certification. regardless of \\hcLhcr litigaLion ensues. 
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litigation free-riders faced in the generic context will be much diminished under a FOB 
framework. 

Further, compared to a generic drug submission, the data package that will need to be assembled 
for a follow-on biologic application will be much more comprehensive and expensive. Also, 
regulatory approval of a follow-on biologic application will likely be less certain than it is for an 
average generic drug application, and further investment may be necessary to conduct any 
additional studies the Secretary may require, whether pre- or post-approval. In short, having 
made a very significant investment in its follow-on biologic technology, a follow-on applicant 
will be sufficiently motivated to challenge any patent barriers to entry even in the absence of 
artificial "patent challenge" incentives. 

While it is thus unlikely that FOB applicants need special incentives to challenge patents, if 
Congress were to decide that a special regulatory exclusivity incentive is appropriate, the 
conditions under which such exclusivity would be triggered or forfeited would need to be 
carefully defined. In any case, such incentives should be designed to stimulate investment in 
FOB development and the submission of quality, approvable FOB applications, not the 
submission of naked patent challenges at the earliest possible opportunity. 

Conclusion: 

BIO appreciates this opportunity to respond to FTC's questions regarding competition provided 
by developing a regulatory approval pathway for follow-on biologic drugs. We would be 
pleased to provide further input or clarification of our comments, as needed. 

Sincerely, 

/s/ 

John M. Taylor, III 
Executive Vice President, Health 
Biotechnology Industry Organization 
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Bio 
BIOfECHNOLOGY 
1/loOUSlRY ORGAKI"lAHON 

A FOLLOW-ON BIOLOGICS REGIME W ITHOUT STRONG DATA 
EXCLUSJVITY1 WILL STIFLE Til E DEVELOPMENT OF NEW MEDICINES 

BTO recognizes the importance of providing the fi'\Jits of sciMce and innovation in 
healthcare for the bcoelir of all American citizens. BIO represents both small. and laJ1le 
biotechnology companies: some with products already on the market and most with their 
lead prmlucts still at the development stage with many years ahead of them before they 
can e;o(pect markeri11g approval, B.IO's goals are to ensure that those companies with 
approved products are able to receive an appropriate return on their investment a1td that 
the development stage com panics can· conti nue to fi nnnce their operations through 
accessing the venture and equity markets with the opportunity for an appropriate return in 
the future. This enormous reservoir of innovation is cri tically important to ihe future of 
healthcnre. the U.S. economy, 1he biotechnology industry, and, of course, patients. 

Central to achieving lhesc goals, any statutory pathway for follow-on biologic products 
("FOBs") must establish a substantial period of data exclusivity to preserve inc.entives tbr 
research, development, manufacture. nnd approval of new biologic therapies. This is 
pecessary because. under a statutory framework allowing for FOBs, there is a very real 
potential that the manufacture.r of a FOB may be able to se.cure abbreviated regulatory 
approval based at least in part on the innovator' s prior approval, and, at the same time, 
avoid infringing pateniS that prot~;:ct the innovator's biotech product. That likel ihOOd 
exists because of the confluence of two critic<tl factors no1 present in 1he-Hatch-Waxman 
construct for generic small molecule drugs. First, unl ike a generic dn1g which must be 
the same as an innovator product, a FOB will only be requ1red to be "similar' or "highly 
similar" to the corresponding innovator product. Second. because oftbe nature of 
biologic products- large molecules produced by living cel ls and organisms- patent 
protection is often narrower and easier to "design around" than that afl'orded to small 
molecule dnJgs. 

In light of tl1is potential gap in patent protection tor biologics, data exclus[,~ty in a FOB 
regime must be substantially longer than the five years currently afforded to drugs under 
the Hatch-Waxm<m Act Biotechnology compHnies must have some c.ertainty that they 
cn.n proteot their investment in the development of new breakthrough therapies foro 
substantial period oftime in order to secure the necessary resoltrces from venture capital 
firms and other funding sources. As described below, that period should be no less than 
14 years if biologics are to receive 1he same length of effective market protection as 
drugs. and thus avoid skewing lnvestment away from higher risk biologics research and 
development. Indeed, in striking tlte appropriate balance. Congress should err on the side 

1 Dcliniuon or data C.'(chtsi,'ity ' the time pcnod after appro,·ol of Jhc hmovator·s product duling"hlclllllc 
FDI\ may 1101 appro\'e 11 fotlo11 ·on biologic producl rei) ing 10 ru1~ degree on ll1c s:Jfely and offectivene.ss of 
the iiUIO\'ator producJ. 
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of protecting incentives for biomedical innovation because, as compared to the broader 
phannaceutical industry, the biotechnology industry is largely comprised of small 
companies that are, for many reasons discussed herein, more vulnerable to changes in 
investment incentives. 

The Need for Substantial Data Exclusivity for Innovator Biologics in any FOB 
Statutory Scheme 

The Problem: The Similaritv Standard (or FOBs Creates a Gap that Mar Allow fiJr 
Regulaton• Approval without Adequate l'atent Protection 

Under the 1984 Hatch-Waxman Amendments to the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic 
Act, a generic version of a small molecule drug may be approved for marketing only if its 
active ingredient is the "same" as in the innovator product. Thus, the patents that cover 
the innovator's drug molecule necessarily apply to the duplicate, generic version, and a 
generic may not enter the market until the innovator's patent expires. Indeed, the 
manufacturer of a generic drug may not have it both ways- it cannot gain FDA approval 
of its product by demonstrating that the active ingredient is the same as the innovator 
product and then tum around and claim in the patent context that its product is different 
from the innovator's drug. In this respect, the Hatch-Waxman exclusivity provisions 
work in concert with the patent system to provide market protection to innovator drugs. 

In contrast, under the statutory framework being considered for FOBs, the same level of 
protection will not be available to innovator biological products. Unlike a small molecule 
generic drug, a FOB will not be required to be the "same" as the innovator product. 
Instead, it will only have to be "highly similar" to the innovator product While the 
meaning of"highly similar" may vary between legislative proposals, there is no question 
that it falls short of the degree of sameness required of generic drugs. In fact, under one 
current legislative proposal, "highly similar" is defined in a manner that would allow for 
approval of FOBs with potentially significant differences from the innovator product. As 
a result, a FOB may be sufficiently similar to the innovator biologic to rely to some 
degree on the safety and effectiveness of the innovator product and thus receive 
abbreviated regulatory approval. Yet, it may still be different enough from the innovator 
product to avoid a patent infringement claim and, thus, get on the market well in advance 
of innovator patent expiration- undermining incentives to invest in innovation. The pace 
of medical advancement and the patients who stand to benefit from it would likewise 
suffer. 

The (iap in Protection fiJr Innovator Biologics Will Widen as Patent hnv Yield' 
Jncreasinglv Narrow Palen/ Claims 

Because of the nature of biologic products- produced by living cells and organisms
patent protection is different from and may be weaker than that afforded to small 
medicinal molecules 2 First, because of current limitations of patentability of naturally 

2 This is so because the so-called ·'utility,-· .. written descript10n,"· and .. enablemenf" requirements of the 
Patent Act are interpreted more stringently for biotechnology inventions than for most other technologies. 

2 
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occurring substances, many biologics are protected only by process patents that may be 
easier to "design around." Moreover, under rules of patentability specific to 
biotechnology inventions, patent claims on biologics must often be narrowly drawn to the 
specific innovative aspect (e.g., a specific protein or nucleotide sequence) to be 
allowable. By contrast, patents on small medicinal molecules can often claim a whole 
class (a so-called genus) of related molecular structures and thereby provide a 
"penumbra" of patent protection covering the innovator small molecule. 

These distinctions in patent protection for biologics are especially significant because, 
through a series of court decisions, the patent law is leading inexorably to narrower 
allowable claims. While this trend impacts all products, it is especially relevant to 
questions surrounding protection of innovator biologics in a FOB regime. That is 
because narrower patent claims for such products will result in a wider gap through 
which a FOB may be able to receive regulatory approval while still eluding an 
innovator's patents3 Furthermore, the sheer size of biologic products- often several 
hundred- or thousand-fold larger than small molecule drugs- increases the number of 
possible ways of altering the product such that it would be similar enough to the original 
product to qualify as a FOB but different enough to be outside the scope of the patents on 
the original product. Disputes over patent claim coverage that are likely to arise from this 
situation would lead to an increase in litigation expenses and add to the uncertainty that 
biotechnology companies could protect their investment. 

Strong Data Exclusivitv WiTT Preserve the Balance that Congress Found Necessarv to 
Stimulate innovation in the l'harmaceuticaf Jndustrv 

With passage of the Hatch-Waxman Amendments in 1984, Congress recognized that 
normal patent protection alone is insutlicient to provide small molecule pharmaceutical 
innovators with sufticient market exclusivity to allow them to recoup clinical research 
and development costs. To address this problem, Congress established a period of data 
exclusivity for drugs, and it created a mechanism allowing for the extension of patents on 
innovator drugs and biologics for up to 14 years following approval of the product.4 Tn 
providing for patent extensions of up to 14 years, Congress acknowledged that- unlike 
most other industries- the pharmaceutical industry rarely benefited from the full length 
of normal patent protection (then 17 years) due to the long development and regulatory 
approval process for drugs. Given that Congress has previously concluded that 14 years 
of patent protection is appropriate for drugs and biological products, any statutory 

Moremrer. patents cannot clai111 something that occurs naturally. Therefore, because many biotech products 
arc "artificial" (rccombinanL) \'Crsions ofnaLurally occurring proteins. the patent claims musl be narrowly 
craflcd (i.e .. limited to specific isolated and purified DNA sequences. proteins. or clonal cell lines) in order 
to avoid encompassing naturally produced molecules. In conLrast, most of Lhc small medicinal molecules 
arc synthetic. lL is in parL because Lhcy nc\cr existed before innaLurc that the claims to such synthetic small 
molecules may be draflcd more broadly than claims lo biolechnology producls. 
3 Manheim, Granahan. and Dmv. "·Follmv-On Biologics'· Ensuring Continued Innovation in the 
Biotechnology Industry." Health Affairs. March/April2006 
4 Extension IS calculated by takmg: Y, of the time spent diligently from TND effective dote to NDA 
submiss10n~ and the full NDA review period: patents cannot be extended by more than 5 years. The patent 
e;...--rension also cannot result in a patent that has a tem1 of more than 1-+ years post-NDA approval. 
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fonnula that allows for FOBs should at least guarantee that same degree of effective 
market protection -and, for the reasons discussed above, that protection can be 
accomplished most predictably through data exclusivity. 

The presence of substantial data exclusivity also would serve as an additional incentive to 
research and prove the safety and effectiveness of new indications for existing biologics. 
Data exclusivity for new indications is critical in areas such as cancer research, where 
initial marketing approval generally focuses on late-stage disease, and research and 
development activities for early-stage or adjuvant therapies most often occur much later 
in time. Tt is important to provide substantial exclusivity for the original treatment in 
order to support the expensive further development for these later indications, as well as 
an additional period of exclusivity -no less than two years beyond the standard 14 year 
period- to provide the proper incentives to research and bring to market the vibrant 
pipeline of treatments that can allow cancer patients to live longer and healthier lives. 

lt also is important to note that this length of data exclusivity for innovators in any FOBs 
regime would not operate as an extension of exclusivity. Rather, the period of data 
exclusivity would run concurrently with the patent term for the product, which itself may 
run at least 14 years. Data exclusivity would create actual market protection for the 
innovator product only in those instances where the follow-on manufacturer is able to 
work around the patents held by the innovator but still gain approval of its product as a 
follow-on. Tn this respect, a 14-year period of data exclusivity serves essentially as an 
insurance policy that provides the innovator with some certainty of protection, given that 
a FOB can be approved on the basis of a less stringent standard of similarity. Thus, 14 
years of data exclusivity is an essential component of a balanced statutory pathway for 
FOBs, making possible their introduction and use in the market while appropriately 
safeguarding incentives for biotechnolob'Y innovation. 

Empirical Data Support a 14-Year Period o{Data ExcTusivitv for Biologics 

Tn 1998, the Congressional Budget Office found that the average period of time for 
marketing of a drug product with patent protection is 11 Y2 years5

, and new molecular 
entities, on average, are marketed in the U.S. for 13.5 years before the entry of generic 
competition6 Further, the breakeven point for a biologic occurs after it has been on the 
market between 12.9 and 16.2 years 7 As described below in more detail, biotechnology 
companies bear enormous costs and risk to develop life saving products. As a result, it is 
essential that the period of efl'ective market protection for drugs- 14 years -be extended 
to biologics. Indeed, if the data exclusivity period for biologics is less than that, then, 
because of the higher risks of biologics development, it will skew investment options 
away from biotechnology. 

5 Congressional Budget Office. A CBO Studv: How Increased Competition from Generic Drugs Has 
Affected Prices and Returns in the Phannaccutical Industrv. July 1998. Chapter Four. '·The Effects of the 
Hatch-Waxman Act on the Rctums from Tnnoyation." 
6 Grabmvski. Henry and Margaret Kyle. '·Generic Competition and Market Exclusivity Periods in 
Phannnceuticals:· Manngenal and Decision Economics (fin·thcoming). 
~ Grabmvski, Henry ... Data Exclusi·vity for New Biological Entities.'' Duke University Department of 
Economics Working Paper. June 2007. 

4 
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Strong Protection for Innovative Biologic Products Is an Essential Incentive for 
Investment in Biomedical Innovation 

ln crafting a FOBs regime, it is important to err on the side of incenti vizing innovation 
due to the unique elements of the biotechnology industry, which is largely comprised of 
small, privately-funded start-up companies without reliable revenue streams. These 
companies already bear enonnous costs and a very high degree of uncertainty, not only in 
product development and manufacturing, but also in raising the necessary capital to fund 
innovative research. Thus, as compared to the broader pharmaceutical industry, 
biotechnology companies are more vulnerable to the type of changes in investment 
incentives that could result from a poorly-crafted FOBs regime. 

Riotechnologv Companies Rear J\normous Costs and High Uncertainty 

Cost of Capital The cost of capital for small biotechnology companies is much 
higher than the cost of capital for large pharmaceutical firms. While large 
pharmaceutical companies have product revenue streams that they reinvest in the 
research and development of new pharmaceuticals, the vast majority of 
biotechnology companies, as shown below, do not have any marketed products 
and have very limited revenues. 

The lack of a product revenue stream coupled with risk of early product 
development drives up biotechnology companies' cost of capital: 

o Whereas the cost of capital for a large pharmaceutical company averages 
15. 7%, biotechnology companies with at least one drug approved have an 
average cost of capital of 18.7% 

o Biotechnology companies with only a drug candidate in clinical phase 11 
or TTT trials have a cost of capital averaging 27.4%8 

The higher cost of capital coupled with failure to give an adequate data 
exclusivity period to biotech products could result in shifting investment away 
from small, innovative biotechnology companies. 

Production Costs: Biologics, as opposed to pharmaceuticals, are produced using 
biologic processes such as cell cultures or fermentation and are then puritied. 
Indeed, cell culture facilities: 

o Take on average three to five years to construct 
o Cost between $250 million and $450 million 
o Must often be constructed before drugs enter clinical testing9 

8 Grossmann, Martin. Entreoreneurshm in Biotechnology, Physica-Verlag Ne\YYork, 200J. 
9 Grabmvski, Henry, lain Cockbum and Gema Long. "The Market for Follow-On Biologics: How Will Tt 
Evolve·' .. Health Affairs. 25(5). 

5 
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Further, the cost of materials to produce a biologic is 20 to 100 times more than 
the materials used to produce a small molecule phannaceutical. 1 0 

Manufacturing Uncertainties: Biologics manufacturing necessitates far more 
planning, investment and skilled personnel and, thus, can be much riskier than 
small-molecule manufacturing." ''A typical manufacturing process for a 
chemical drug might contain 40-50 critical tests. The typical process for a 
biologic, however, might contain 250 or more critical tests ... Consequently, 
construction and validation of new facilities is disproportionately expensive and 
time-consuming." 12 

Late-Stage Failures: The success rate for late-stage biotechnology products is 
lower than for pharmaceuticals. From 2001 - 2005, the success rate of a Phase III 
trial for the average phannaceutical was 65% to 75%; whereas, the success rate of 
a Phase lll trial for biotechnology produces was 54% to 58%. 13 These failures 
occur at the last stage of product development- after years of research and 
hundreds of millions of dollars have been spent 

lhe Biotechno/ogv Jndusfn; is Comprised Mostlv of Small, Start-ups 

The biotechnology industry in the U.S. is still relatively nascent: the companies that 
comprise it are primarily small, private start-ups heavily reliant on venture capital and 
years away from product commercialization. It is these small companies-many of 
which will never see a product come to market or turn a profit-that are undertaking the 
bulk of early development gambles, challenging the boundaries of current medical 
knowledge toward new and exciting mechanisms of disease treatment amid 
overwhelming odds. In fact, small hiotechnology mmpanies (all hiotechnology 
companies hut the top ten) accountfor two-third~ of the indu.my 's clinical pipeline. 14 

The statistics speak to the challenges this emerging industry faces: in 2005, there were 
1,415 biotechnology companies in the U.S., but only 329 were publicly traded. In 
aggregate, even the publicly traded companies have not yet turned a profit: 15

·
10 

Year 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 

$BNet 
3.6 4.1 4.6 4.5 4.1 4.4 5.6 4.6 9.4 5.4 6.8 4.1 

Loss 

1 ''US Bancorp Piper Jaffrey. ·'The Road Ahead for Biologics Manufacturing." January 1, 2002. 
11 Lal'-shmikanthan. Jaymlt. ·'Oulsourcing: Biologics Manufacturing· The CMO Advantage:' lntcmaLional 
BioPharm, Feb. 1, 2007. 
12 Wcbslcr. ChrisLophcr. el al. "Can There Be an AbbrcviaLed ApplicaLions. Generics or Follo\\-On 
Producls?" BioPhann lnLemaLional. July 2003. 
u Parcxel's Bio/Phannaceulical R&D SLaLisLical Sourcebook 2006/2007. 
14 The Boston Consulting Group: Rising to the Productivitv Challenge. July 2004. 
''Ernst and Young LLP, Annual biotechnology industry reports, 1995-2006. Financial data based 
primarily on fiscal-year financial statements of publicly traded companies 
16 Only about 20 biotech companies are currently profitable: Parexers Bio/Pham1aceutical Statistical 
Sourcebook 2006/2007, pg. J9. 
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A 2006 Biotechnology lndustry Organization (810) representative survey ofJOO small 
biotech companies showed: 

35 00 

31l.(l() 

~5.00 

JOOO 

lS.OO 

Hl •~l 

5.1111 

ooo 

Company Size: 65% of the companies surveyed have fewer than 50 
employees. 40% ofthe respondents reported that their company' s revenue 
from all sources was less than $150,000 in the previous year, and 66% had 
revenues under $1 million annually. Additionally, of tbose companies rhat do 
have revenue, the only revenue streams for the vast majority of the cmnpanies 
were milestone and royalty payments. 

Product Oevrlopment: Of the companies surveyed, less than 10"/o have a 
product on the mnrket. The chart below sl1ows the distribution of latest phase 
of I ead product develop111enl wn\ch represents each individual cou1pany 's 
most fUlly developed product. 

Late.<r Ptuuc of u ad Product 

---- 1- --
,----. 

-
,....-

- --

- -- -- --
r-"' 

- ·- -- f- --n-
Prc~linil:ll Phase l'hnsc Plul$1! Ontli~ Don· 

nmrket Know/Refuse 

Thus, while the biotechnology industry continues to grow and e)(pand, the vast majority 
lilfC emerging enterprises, relying on the investment community and the talents of their 
dedicated employees to bring much-needed treatmeJtts to fruition . Failure to provide 
substantial data exclusivity could fundamentally alter the ability of these small 
compatlies to conti nue to >nnovate. 

U.S. l'ubhc flo/u;v Should Encourage a C..iro\1'/Jig 11tot<Jdll!ologtt lndustrv 

The U.S. leads the world in biotechnology .innovation; 

I u.s. I Europe I Canada I Australia 
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Annual $18.5 B $4.2B $1.7 B $lOB 
R&D 
No. of 1,473 1,878 470 226 
Companies 
No. of 363 96 81 58 
Public 
Companies 
No. of 146,100 32,470 7,440 6,393 
Employees 

Source: Burnll & Company, Ernst & Young 

Indeed, the per capita biotechnology R&D is 574% higher in the U.S. than in the 
European Unionn U.S. public policy thus should support this important U.S. industry 
and employer and encourage its grmvth through effective market protection from unfair 
and premature competition by generic companies. Only in this way will the U.S. 
continue to lead the world in biotechnology innovation. 

Conclusion 

Continued US. leadership in biotechnology innovation, made possible through sound 
public policy as outlined here, will enable further progress in the research and discovery 
of breakthrough therapies to improve the health and lives of patients across the globe. 
Today, as the legislative framework for follow-on biologics comes into view, it is critical 
that data exclusivity of no less than 14-years be included as a central component of that 
framework, given the uncertainties of effective patent-based protection and the higher 
risks associated with investment in biotechnology. 

1 ~ Based on EU's population of approximately -+57 million people and the U.S. population of 29R million 
people- both figures estimated in July 2006. 
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1. SUMMARY 

Recent discussion, including at the November 21, 2008 Federal Trade Commission 

Roundtable on Follow-on Biologic Drugs, has addressed the question of the appropriate duration 

of data exclusivity (also called data protection) for innovative biologics. This paper proposes 

that the breakeven financial analysis outlined in an earlier paper is an appropriate framework for 

the assessment of different data exclusivity periods being proposed in the context of an 

abbreviated regulatory approval pathway for biosimilars. 1 Among the key parameters in this 

model are: the cost of capital; 2 expected margins produced by marketed biotech products 

(contribution margin); 3 and other financial parameters such as required pre-marketing and post-

marketing R&D investments. Applying this model led to the conclusion that a representative 

portfolio of biologics would "break even" or just cover its costs of development, manufacturing 

and sales, together with the industry's cost of capital, in 12.9 to 16.2 years, thereby providing 

support for a substantial data exclusivity period. 

A recent critique, which adopts the same model and framework for its assessment of the 

appropriate duration of data exclusivity periods, suggests that alternative values for the cost of 

capital and contribution margin parameters are more appropriate and that, applying them 

1 Grabowski, H., ''Follow-on Biologics: Data Exclusivity and the Balance between Innovation and 
Competition, .. Nature 1/.evtews Drug Discovery, 7, 479- 488 (2008). 
' The cost of capital is the annual rate of return that an investor would require on average in order to make 
a given investment. In the case of biologics, this accounts for the risks associated with potential failure to 
develop or market the biologic candidate product successfully. 
3 The contribution margin is a measure of how much a company earns in sales, after subtracting costs for 
labor and materials (cost of goods sold). and selling, general and administrative expenses. Contribution 
margin is not equivalent to profit margin, which also subtracts the costs of R&D, and interest, taxes and 
all other expense items. 

Page 1 
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supports a lower breakeven period, and therefore, a lower data exclusivity period 4 It also 

considers the effects on breakeven periods of different assumptions for innovator product share 

and price impacts resulting from biosimilar entry. This paper corrects computational problems 

and inconsistencies in Brill's critique of the breakeven period. Furthermore, it disputes his 

claim that a I 0% cost of capital and an average 60% contribution margin assumption are 

reasonable and appropriate baseline valves, and performs a number of sensitivity analyses using 

a range of input values. Together, these analyses suggest that limiting the data exclusivity period 

to less than 12 to 16 years results in failure of the representative portfolio of biologics to break 

even within an extended period, under reasonable assumptions. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: 

Section 11 discusses the importance of data exclusivity to biologics, including why 
patents alone may be insufficient to provide protection for biologics; 
Section 111 summarizes why the portfolio cash flow approach adopted in this paper is an 
appropriate framework for analysis of the impact of data exclusivity limits on investment 
and competition in the biotech industry; 
Section IV summarizes the key points in a recent critique of the previous "breakeven" 
analysis published in Nature Reriews Drug Discovery (hereafter referred to as the Nature 
model) and identifies four problems and implausible assumptions in this critique; 
Sections V and VI refute key assumptions from this critique, including the a cost of 
capital that is too low (Section V) and contribution margins that are too high (Section 
VI); 
Section VII notes that the critique fails to take into account other countervailing 
assumptions in the prior Nature analysis that tend to understate expected breakeven 
periods; 
Section VIII extends the previous Nature analysis to incorporate other impacts 
associated with biosimilar entry, and summarizes the results of sensitivity analyses on the 
extended model; 
Section TX summarizes the overall results of the additional analysis in this paper; and 
A brief Appendix addresses the critique's computational inconsistencies 

"Brill, A., ''Proper Duration of Data Exclusivity for Generic Biologics: A Critique," unpublished 
manuscript, November 2008. 
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II. THE IMPORTANCE OF DATA EXCLUSIVITY TO BIOLOGICS 

Data exclusivity is the period of time between FDA approval and the point at which an 

abbreviated tiling for a biosimilar relying in whole or in part on the innovator's data on safety 

and efficacy can receive flnal approval. Data exclusivity is designed to preserve innovation 

incentives, and recognize the long, costly, and risky process necessary for the innovator to gain 

FDA approval. Data exclusivity is a critical issue for the future of biologics, with different 

provisions for data exclusivity in recent legislative proposals ranging from zero to 14 years. All 

bills other than H.R. 1038, sponsored by Representative Henry Waxman of California, proposed 

combined periods of at least 12 years. 5• 
6 

Data exclusivity periods are essential to compensate for some important shortcomings in 

patent protection for biologics. Data exclusivity extends from the date of product approval, and 

this protection period runs concurrently with any remaining patent term protection for the 

biologic. That is to say, data exclusivity provides additional protection to the innovator when the 

remaining patent length is shorter than the data exclusivity period at the time of approval (which 

can occur due to lengthy preclinical and clinical research required to obtain FDA approval), or to 

5 Although H.R. I 038 contains no data exclusivity period at all. its absence did not necessarily indicate 
opposition to a provision, according to coverage at tbe time, but rather a desire to hold off on backing a 
specific figure until more was leamed about what an appropriate period should be. See summary in Tnside 
Health Policy, "Boston University Study Criticizes Exclusivity Measures in Biogenerics Bills," 
September 30, 2008. Access October 29, 2008 at 
W\\" .insidchealthpolicy .com/sccurc/healtb _ docmun.asp?f~hcaltb _ 200 l.ask&docnunF9302008 _boston& 
DOCID~9302008 boston. 
' Recent legislatiie proposals for establishing an abbreviated pathway for biosimilar entry consider both 
permissible tiling dates and overall market protection periods. For example. tbe bill S.l695. sponsored by 
Senator Kennedy, allows for four years before au abbreviated filing can occur, during which the FDA 
cannot rely on innovator-s data on safety and efficacy to review an abbreviated biosimilar apphcation, 
followed by an additional eight years during which FDA review of the application can take place but tbe 
application cannot be approved, for a total of 12 years of data exclusivity. 
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the extent that the patent is circumvented by a biosimilar prior to its expiry. Patent protection 

alone may be insufficient for biologics in the context of biosimilars for two primary reasons: 

(1) The standard for FDA approval of biosimilars is likely to be based on similarity 

rather than sameness, allowing for greater differences between the biosimilar and the reference 

product than are allowed between an AB-rated generic small-molecule drug and its reference 

product. As a result, development of a biosimilar may allow for greater deviations from the 

reference product and greater opportunity to deviate slightly from the patented technology, 

thereby sidestepping patent infringement while still benefiting from an abbreviated FDA 

application process. In 2007 remarks before the Committee on Oversight and Government 

Reform, Dr. Janet Woodcock of FDA noted, "Because of the variability and complexity of 

protein molecules, current limitations of analytical methods, and the difficulties in manufacturing 

a consistent product, it is unlikely that, for most proteins, a manufacturer of a follow-on protein 

product could demonstrate that its product is identical to an already approved product." 7 

(2) Patents for biologics, unlike for small-molecule drugs, do not typically protect the 

entire molecule or class of related molecular structures. Biologics are much more complex than 

small-molecule drugs, and the patents protecting biologics tend to focus on certain aspects of the 

protein or ways of producing the protein rather than on protecting the entire molecule." 

Data exclusivity provides investors with an "insurance policy'' against the potential 

failings of patent protection for biologics. Recent evidence suggests that the etl'ective marketing 

7 Woodcock J. ""Follow-on Protein Products" Statement before the Committee on Oversight and 
Government Refonn, U.S. House of Representatives, 26 March 2007, FDA web site (online), 
http:i/www.fUa.gov/ols/2007/roiem32G07.html. (2007). 
'Manheim, H., Granaham, P., and Dow, K. '·Follow-on Biologics: Ensuring Continued Innovation in the 
Biotechnology lndnstry."' Health Affairs, 25:394-404 (2006). 
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exclusivity period for small-molecule drugs (the time between launch and first generic entry) is 

approximately 12 years on average. 9 Data exclusivity for small-molecule drugs is generally not 

the constraint on generic entry (although in recent years, it has become increasingly important 

for small molecules due to the rise of Paragraph IV challenges under the Hatch-Waxman Act), 

whereas it is expected to be more detenninative for biologics due to the nature of their patent 

protection. 10 

lll.A PORTFOLIO DISCOUNTED CASH FLOW APPROACH IS AN APPROPRIATE 

FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYSTS OF THE IMPACT OF DATA EXCLUSIVITY LIMITS 

ON INVESTMENT AND COMPETITION IN THE BIOTECH INDUSTRY 

In evaluating the impact of data exclusivity periods of different durations on the 

incentives for innovation, an appropriate perspective to adopt is that of a potential investor who 

weighs alternative investments, together with their expected risks, costs and returns. Venture 

capital and private equity are the primary sources of early stage investment in biotech start-ups, 

which account for many new pipeline biologics. Venture capital-backed firms constitute 40 

percent of employment in biotechnology. 11 Such investors account for the low probabilities of 

success of any individual opportunity by investing in a long-term portfolio of opportunities, most 

of which ultimately will not succeed, but one or two of which may earn significant returns years 

later. Larger established finns, as well as venture investors, need to take a portfolio approach, 

9 Grabowski. H. and Kyle, M., "Generic Competition and Market Exclusivity Periods in 
Pharmaceuticals,'' Managerial and Decision Economics, 28: 491-502 (2007). For drugs with first-generic 
entry in 2005, the average market exclusivity period (MEP: the time between product launch and first
generic entry) was 11.5 years (drugs with sales greater than $100 million) to 13.0 years (all drugs). 
10 Grabowski. H. ''Are the Economics of Pharmaceutical R&D Changing? Productivity, Patents, and 
Political Pressnres, PharmacoFconomics. Vol. 22. Suppl. 2. 2004, pp. 15-24. 
11 Lawton R. Burns. Michael G. Housman. and Charles A. Robinson. ''Market Entry and Exit by Biotech 
and Device Companies Fnnded by Venture Capital,'' Health Affilirs 28, no. I (2009): w76-w86. 
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given the low probability of success for new biological candidates, and the skewed distribution 

of sales revenues for approved marketed candidates. Venture capital firms use discount rates 

that vary by stage of investment, and account for a decreasing level of risk as products approach 

launch and commercialization. An empirical analysis of this issue found that discount rates vary 

from 70% down to 25%, depending on stage of finance (start-ups to lPOs). 12 Similarly, 

established biotech or pharmaceutical tirms apply a portfolio approach to their selection of which 

candidate molecules to advance in development and to the valuation oflicensing and acquisition 

opportunities, using a risk-adjusted cost of capital, as discussed below. 

This approach was outlined in an article recently published in Nature Reviews Drug 

Discovery (Grabowski, 2008; henceforth referred to as the Nature article). In a recent 

unpublished white paper, Alex Brill utilizes the same framework to comment on the optimal data 

exclusivity period. Brill accepts the basic premise of the Nature article, namely that data 

exclusivity times should be guided by the time necessary for a representative new biological 

entity to just cover its expected R&D, sales and marketing investments, together with the 

industry-wide cost of capital. This is defined as the "breakeven lifetime" in the parlance of 

economics and tinancial studies. 

Brill also accepts the appropriateness of a portfolio approach to evaluating R&D 

investment decisions, like the one performed in the analysis in the Nature article. Accordingly, 

12 Sahlman,W.A., 'The Structure and Governance of Venture-Capital Organizations:' Journal of 
Financial Fconomics, 27(l990)pp. 473-521, Table 6 atp. 511. 
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he also focuses on the returns for a representative biological product from a portfolio based on 

the historical distribution of R&D costs and revenues. 13 

TV. BRILL'S ANALYSTS 

As discussed, the analysis presented in the 2008 Nature article results in breakeven 

returns for the representative biologic between 12.9 years and 16.2 years. This is depicted in 

Exhibit 1, which is Figure 7 from the Nature article. This diagram shows the cumulative net 

present values over a 30-year period from the beginning of the R&D investment period through 

market launch and over the product life cycle. As shown in this diagram, it takes 12.9 years after 

launch, at a discount value of 11.5%, for the cumulative net present value (NPV) to become 

positive in terms of value from cash flow, and 16.2 years for breakeven at a discount value of 

12.5%. Alternatively stated, it takes 12.9 to 16.2 years for the firm to earn a rate of return which 

is just equal to its risk-based cost of capital. 

A. DESCRIPTION OF BRILL'S ANALYSTS 

In his white paper, Brill makes three changes from the analysis presented in the Nature 

article that affect the breakeven point calculation: 

ll In particular, his basic inputs include average R&D inwstment from DiMasi and Grabowski, 2007 
(DiMasi, J .. and Grabo"ski, H., "l11c Cost of Biophamlaccutical R&D: Is Biotech Diftercnt"" 
Manar;erial and Decision Economics, Vol. 28, Issue 4-5. pp. 469-479), sales revenue distribution for 
biologics based on Grabowski, 2003 (Patents and New Product Development in the Phannaceuticals and 
Biotechnology Industries .. , Science and Cents, edited by John Duca, Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas. 
2003, pp. 87-104), and post approval R&D costs and product launch expenditures based on Grabowski, 
Vernon and DiMasi. 2002 (Grabowski, H .. Vemon. J.. DiMasi, J.. "Retums on Research and 
Development for 1990s new Drug Introductions." Pharmacoeconomics, Vol. 20, Supplement 3, 2002, pp. 
11-29). 
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(1) First, he assumes that the innovator's product will retain a significant share of its 

pre-entry sales after the market entry ofbiosimilars, and bases his estimates in this regard on 

recent assumptions from the Congressional Budget Office (CB0). 14 

(2) Second, he utilizes a 10% baseline real cost of capital for the representative 

biotechnology firm, compared to the 11.5% to 12.5% range utilized in the Nature article. 

(3) Third, he utilizes a 60% contribution margin for the representative biologic 

product, compared to a 50% baseline value in the Nature article. 

The Nature article estimates a breakeven lifetime of between 12.9 and 16.2 years for the 

representative biological product. With the above changes in assumptions, Brill claims that 

relatively short exclusivity periods would still be compatible with significant innovation 

incentives. In particular, he claims that a seven-year data exclusivity period with subsequent 

biosimilar entry would still allow firms to break even in just over ten years. 

However, Brill's analysis is subject to computational problems and inconsistencies, as 

well as implausible assumptions. When these are corrected and accounted for, his implication 

that short data exclusivity periods, coupled with rapid biosimilar entry, still provide strong 

innovation incentives is not valid. In this paper, we perform alternative sensitivity analyses on 

particular inputs and assumptions, and confirm the importance of a substantial data exclusivity 

period for biologics. 

14 Congressional Budget Office, Cost Estimate: S.l695 Biologics Price Competition and Innovation Act 
of2007. June 25, 2008. 
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B. CRITIQUE OF BRILL'S ANALYSIS 

Exhibit 2 is taken from Brill's white paper (it is Figure 3 in his paper and appears with 

results uncorrected). This exhibit uses the same framework as Exhibit 1, but reflects the changes 

Brill implemented to incorporate biosimilar entry (including his calculation errors and 

implausible assumptions). In particular, for the specific case presented in this exhibit, there is a 

hypothesized data exclusivity period of seven years, after which biosimilars are assumed to 

enter. Brill relies on a discussion of shares and prices from the CBO bill-scoring document to 

make assumptions on innovator share and price erosion following biosimilar entry. Brill 

assumes that, on average, biosimilars will capture a 10% share of the market in the first year of 

entry, growing to a steady state of 35% within 4 years. He further assumes that price (sales-

weighted) would decline by 20% in the first year, and reach a steady state of a 40% price 

discount by the fourth year. The analysis is also performed under Brill's assumption of a 10% 

cost of capital and a 60% contribution margin. As shown by the dotted line in this diagram, Brill 

finds the finn can still break even in year 10, and earn increasingly positive cash flow values 

after that point. 

The four problems and implausible assumptions in Brill's analysis are: 

( 1 ) Brill',~ calculation,~ include a ,~ignificant computational problem and 

inconsistency in incorporating assumptions matle by the L130 in its scoring o.ffollow-on 

biologic,~ billS. 1695 into the Nature model; correcting these problems does not yield his 

results tts reported anti does not support a seven year data e.-.:dusivity period. Since the 

publication of the Nature article, the CBO has published a bill-scoring estimate that includes 

some discussion of potential market shares and price discounts with biosimilar entry. Brill 

references the CBO discussion in his assumptions ofbiosimilar shares and price discounts, which 
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are used to evaluate whether particular data exclusivity periods are compatible with eventual 

breakeven returns. ln doing so, however, the treatment of price discounts and margin changes in 

Brill's analysis are inconsistently incorporated into the investment returns model in the Nature 

article. This in turn results in a significant underestimation ofbreakeven times. 

(2) BriTT's assumption on the co.5t of capital is not reasonable and is at odd5 with 

most current best thinking on the subject ant! with other commonly used industry metrics. 

Indeed, the most sophisticated analysis in the current literature, together with accepted published 

industry metrics, suggests real costs of capital for biotech firms are well above the 11.5% to 

12.5% assumed in the Nature article. (Golec and Vernon, 2007; Ibbotston Annual Cost of 

Capital Yearbook, 2008)15 Brill also fails to acknowledge the large subsample of private and 

public biotech firms without marketed products that need to rely on venture funding and 

financial instruments at very high costs of capital. 

(3) BriTT's assumption for the average contribution llutrgin relies on results from 

,,i.: lif.the most pr<ifitable biotech firm.,, and fails to consider the high degree lifvariability in 

profits even among this small, upwardly biased sample. His approach also puts inordinate 

weights on two of the most successful biotech firms 16
• As a result of these sample selection 

issues, his 60% margin can be viewed as being an extreme value, or upper bound, rather than 

being a plausible baseline value. 

15 Golec. J, and Vernon, J.. ''financial Risk in the Biotechnology Industry.·' Journal of Applied 
Economics and Health Policy, forthcoming; also NBER Working Paper# 13604, November 2007. 
Ibbotson, Cost of Capital Yearbook, Momingstar, 2008. 
1
' Together, Amgen and Genentech alone receive 67 percent of the ow rail weights in Brill's calculation 

of the average. 
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( 4) Brill ignores counten'ailing assumptions alre([(ly reflected in the Nature article 

brettkeven analysis, which have the effect of producing estimated breakeven periods that are 

shorter than likely actual breakeven periods. For example, the representative portfolio modeled 

ret1ects the mean values observed for only the top four ranked quintiles of the sales distribution 

of established biotechnology drugs, with the bottom quintile excluded. Excluding all biologics 

in the lowest tail of the distribution biases breakeven periods downward. In addition, the Nature 

model assumes that firms can use existing plant assets to produce the biologics in the modeled 

portfolio at commercial scale and that capital costs are captured fully by depreciation charges 

subsumed in the contribution margin. This approach also biases breakeven periods downward, 

as some new plant construction or retrofitting would be required. The cost of a new multi-

product manufacturing plant for large-scale commercial production is substantial. It has been 

estimated elsewhere that a new manufacturing plant can take three to five years to construction 

and can cost $250 million or more. 17 Even retrofitting existing plant assets can cost between $50 

and $100 million. Finally, the Nature model assumes a 3.5% reduction in branded biologic share 

each year, beginning in the 1Oth year to account for therapy obsolescence. Vigorous dynamic 

competition in the therapeutic areas with high unmet need (such as rheumatoid arthritis, 

oncology and other areas) typically served by biologics, and the high numbers of pipeline 

products in these areas suggest actual rates of share attrition may be higher in the coming years. 

17 Molowa, D.T. The State of Biologics Manufacturing. J.P. Morgan Securities, Equity Research 
Hea1thcare Note. 16 Feb mary 2001 
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C. CORRii:CTING LOGICAL INCONSISTENCIIi:S IN BRILL'S ANALYSIS 

Brill's first point concerning innovator sales after biosimilar entry can be viewed as a 

logical extension or sensitivity analysis to the breakeven analysis. In the Nature article, various 

qualifying points that had countervailing effects on the breakeven lifetime were presented." 

One such qualifying point was that, for the foreseeable future, innovative firms may retain 

significant shares of the market after the entry of biosimilars. This is in contrast to the current 

experiences of small-molecule drugs, where as behavior under Hatch-Waxman has evolved over 

the years, high sales products now often lose 90 percent of the market to generics within just a 

few months (Grabowski, 2004; Silver, 2008). 19 Over time, the markets for biosimilars may 

evolve to more closely resemble the now intensely competitive ones for generic chemical entities 

(Grabowski, Cockburn and Long, 2006)20 ln the meantime, however, current biologics may be 

able to earn potentially significant revenues after biosimilar entry, prolonging the innovative 

product's life beyond the expiration of data exclusivity periods. Therefore the impact of 

innovator sales and price erosion on the breakeven calculation needs to be further investigated. 

Brill's analysis of these issues, however, has inconsistently implemented how the price 

erosion assumption will affect the model results presented in the Nature article. ln calculating 

changes in contribution margins, Brill assumes that the innovator will discount the price of the 

brand biologic in response to biosimilar entry, by the same amount as the sales weighted price of 

18 Most oftl1c oilier qualifYing points in Grabowski (2008) operate in an opposing manner as discussed 
below, and these points were ignored by Brill. 
19 Grabowski. H .. ''Are the Economics ofPhannaceutical R&D Changing? Productivity, Patents and 
Political Pressures,'' Pharmcoeconomics, Vol. 22, Suppl. 2, 2004. pp. 15-24. Silver, R, "A Wall Street 
Perspective on Generics.'' 2007 GPhA Annual Meeting, March 1-3,2007, available at 
http://www.gphaonline.org/AM/CM/ContentDisp1ay.cfhl"ContentFi1eTD=593. 
"'Grabowski. H .. Cockburn, I., Long, G., ''The Market for Follow-On Biologics: How Will it Evolve?,'' 
HealthAjfairs. 25.no. 5 (2006), pp. 1291-1301. 
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the biosimilar entrants. However, he fails to correspondingly reduce the level of assumed brand 

biologic sales in his modification to the model by the same price discount. This inconsistent 

computational approach means that he multiplies margins that take the price erosion assumptions 

into account by revenues that do not. 21 

As discussed in the sensitivity analysis later in this paper, Brill's interpretation of the 

CBO assumptions on the brand's price response is open to question. The CBO report states that 

biosimilar entry will constrain innovator prices, but does not specify by how much it will do 

so. 22 Hence, this is a subject for further sensitivity analysis that we undertake in Section VTTT. Tn 

this section, however, we examine the e±Tects of the logical inconsistency in Brill's analysis, 

given his interpretation that the innovator price will be the same as the sales weighted average of 

the biosimilars. Further details and an illustrative example of this computational problem are 

presented in the Appendix. 

Correcting Brill's computational problems and inconsistencies has a substantial impact 

on his findings. Applying his overstated baseline profit margin assumption of 60% and 

understated baseline cost of capital assumption of 10% to the corrected model, and maintaining 

his assumption of a seven-year exclusivity period results in a breakeven period of over 13 years, 

not the just over 10 years that he reports. Furthermore, he erroneously states that even with a 

cost of capital of 11.5% and a seven-year exclusivity period (and his other assumptions 

21 T11csc issues arc discussed more specifically in the Appendix to this paper. In the updated Nature 
model calculations presented in this paper, we assume that costs are reduced proportionately with 
reductions in output. 

In a telephone conversation on December 22nd, CBO confirmed that the appropriate interpretation of 
the assumption in their report that the availability of biosimilars will constrain brand-name prices is that 
brand-name prices will be lower than they would otherwise be without any biosimilar entry. However. 
the CBO has not released any quantitative assumptions in this regard and are still analyzing the issue in 
light ofnev.' infonnation. 
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unchanged), a breakeven period (of unspecified magnitude) results. In fact, when his calculation 

error is corrected, there is no breakeven period in the first 50 years when applying an 11.5% cost 

of capital assumption and a seven-year breakeven period 2
J 

D. SENSITIVITY OF BRILL'S RESULTS 

After correcting for calculation problems and inconsistencies, Brill's findings are 

extremely sensitive to small changes in his assumptions. Exhibit 3 uses the same framework as 

Exhibit 2, but corrects for Brill's calculation error. Using reasonable assumptions, a seven-year 

exclusivity period is insufficient 

Keeping all of his assumptions unchanged but reducing the margin assumption from 

60% to 55% results in no breakeven period wit/tin tltefir.5t 50 years. 

Similarly, increasing just his cost of capital assumption from 10% to 11.5% (and keeping 

his margin assumption at 60%), again results in no hreakeven period wit/tin the .first 50 

years. 

Even if Brill's margin and cost of capital assumptions were reasonable, which they are 

not, such high sensitivity in findings to small changes in those assumptions would be of 

significant concern. 

Tt is also important to keep in mind that while biosimilar penetration rates and/or brand 

price discounts may be modest in the near term (as reflected in estimates for existing products by 

"Whether or not a breakeven period exists beyond 50 years following launch of the brand was not 
investigated, as it is unlikely that investors will consider projects with such a lengthy term to break even 
regardless of the discount rate. 
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the CBO or others), they could very well exceed those assumed by Brill in the longer run24 

Data exclusivity provisions are focused on innovation incentives for the long-tenn. Many of 

these molecules will not reach the market for a decade or more, and biosimilar entry will be even 

further removed in time from market launch. Over time, attrition rates may increase for 

biologics as the FDA develops a larger experience base, and private and public reimbursement 

systems evolve for biosimilars. 

Even if one accepts Brill's cost of capital and contribution margin assumptions, 

increasingly aggressive biosimilar entry following the expiration of data exclusivity periods 

would result in longer breakeven periods over time or no breakeven period at all over a 

reasonable timeframe. 

V. 10 PERCENT COST OF CAPITAL IS NOT CREDIBLE FOR BIOTECH FIRMS 

The Nature article's estimates of the real cost of capital, 11.5% and 12.5%, are 

substantially below reliable broad industry estimates of the cost of capital for biotech R&D 

investments. These original estimates were based on a small group of biotech firms that had 

multiple FDA-approved biologics and a history of positive operating profits over the past decade, 

and understate cost of capital for the industry more broadly, which includes smaller biotech firms 

with few or no biologics on the market. As noted in the Nature article, for these reasons, the 

values used for the real cost of capital are conservative, meaning they are below those faced by 

most tirms. In addition, recent best academic literature estimates the real cost of capital for 

'
4 The CEO's estimate focuses on a 10-yeartimeframe beginning with the present when the initial 

implementation of a regulatory pathway for biosimilars would be developed and implemented and the 
first biosimilars would enter the market. 
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biotechnology firms to be no lower than 13.25%, and in some cases much higher when the focus 

is small to mid-size biotechnology firms: 

Golec and Vernon (2007) estimate costs of capital for the biotechnology industry 

generally, relying on a three-factor Fama French model (as opposed to a CAPM model), 

which is the generally accepted, appropriate methodology for estimating cost of capital. 25 

Golec and Vernon (2007) estimate a nominal cost of capital of 16.75% for biotech R&D 

investment, and Vernon recently noted that this corresponds to a real cost of capital of 

13.25%, significantly higher than the 11.5% and 12.5% figures used in the Nature 

models 26 

Ibbotson's Cost of Capital 2008 Yearbook, a widely accepted general industry source for 

cost of capital estimates, reports a similar nominal three-factor Fama-French estimate of 

17.49% for the median publicly-traded company within the biotechnology SIC code 

(2836). Assuming a 3% annual inflation rate, this figure would correspond to a 14.07% 

real cost of capital. 

" fama-frcnch three factor return models arc considered to be far superior for estimating cost of capital 
in industries such as biotechnology. As noted in Golec and Vernon (2007), the finance literature has 
established that ''lsJingle factor models such as the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) do not capture 
all of the types of systematic risk that influence firm cost of capital. In particular, the CAPM does not 
reflect the empirical eYidence that supports both a size-related and a book-to-market related systematic 
risk factor." 
20 As estimated by Vernon in comments filed with the FTC during its comment period. This is consistent 
with Myers and Shyum-Sunder, 1996 (Myers_ S __ and Shyum-Sundcr, L., "Measuring Phan11aceutical 
industry risk and the cost-of-capital:' In: RB Helms. editor. Competitive Strategies in the Pharmaceutical 
Jndusfl)', Washinb>-ton, DC, AET Press ( 1996), pp. 208-237), who estimate a 14% real cost of capital for 
seven medium-sized publicly traded biotech and pharmaceutical ±irms for 1989. Brill cites this paper. but 
neglects to mention the 14% estimate in the paper or their corresponding analysis of "small'' firms 
(including Biogen. Cetus and Genentech, along with other finllS like Scherer and Myhm, with lower 
average betas than the true biotechs); the small firm sample had real equity costs of capital of 16.1% (p. 
228), and higher if one just used biotech finns. 
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Grossman (2003) estimates the cost of capital for smaller biotechnology firms and finds 

that biotechnology firms without a marketed product but with one or more biologic 

candidates in Phase II or Ill trials have an average nominal cost of capital of27.4%27 He 

also estimates a nominal cost of capital for biotechnology firms with at least one biologic 

approved of 18.17%. 28 Again assuming a 3% annual inflation rate, these tigures would 

correspond to real costs of capital of 23.69% and 15.24%, respectively. 

Consistent with these findings, many small biotechnology finns rely heavily on venture 

capital for financing, which typically implies very high cost of capital requirements, and 

biotechnology tirms are facing increasing difficulties obtaining this tinancing in the face of the 

current credit crunch29 Table 1 summarizes biotechnology industry cost of capital figures from 

a wide range of sources. 

Brill relies on a real cost of capital of 10%, which is far lower than estimates typically 

reported in the academic or trade literature for the biotechnology industry. His results are also 

highly sensitive to increases in this estimate30 Brill claims to substantiate his 10% cost of 

"Grossmann. M., £ntrepreneurship in Biotechnology. Physica-Vcrlag New York, 2003. 
28 Myers and Howe ( 1 997) similarly find that smaller biotech firms had much higher betas (measures of 
risk) than larger biotech companies. which would result in substantially higher cost of capital for smaller 
firms. T11ey estimate an average beta in 1992 of 1.38 for ''mature" biotech firms. 2.38 tor biotech firms 
with drug candidates in advanced stages of clinical testing, and 2.17 for biotech f1rms without drug 
candidates in advanced stages of clinical testing. 
" See for example, Boyle, C.. '·Credit Crunch Threatens Investment in Medicines," TimesOnline. October 
27.2008. 
30 Brill's claim in footnote 9 of his paper that breal<even still occurs with a cost of capital ofll.5% and a 
7 year data exclusivity period is not accurate (even if one relies on his assumed 60% profit margin). Prior 
to correcting for errors in Brilrs calculations. his model yields a 17 year breakeven period with a cost of 
capital of 11.5% rather than 10%; after correcting the calculations in his model but keeping all inputs 
other than cost of capital unchanged there is no breakeven in the first 50 years. 
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capital assumptions by citing the paper, DiMasi and Grabowski (2007), along with Myers and 

Shyam-Sunder (1995), and by citing a website maintained by Damodaran: 

Brill's interpretation of DiMasi and Grabowski,(2007) as being consistent with a I 0% 

cost of capital is not correct. The 10% estimate is the lowest of several estimates found 

(other estimates included 12 and 12.5%) and reflects a period of! ow risk-free rates and 

risk premiums. Investors will consider long-term investment conditions, however, and 

the lower observed short-term period of risk-free rates and risk premiums are unlikely to 

be a reliable guide as to long-term future rates and premiums. Furthermore, the estimate 

is based on relatively large, publicly traded biotech and pharmaceutical companies and 

does not reflect the cost of capital of small or mid-sized biotechs. 

In discussing DiMasi and Grabowski (2007), Brill also cites Myers and Shyam-Sunder 

(1995), but ignores their 1989 analysis of"small" firms that finds a real equity cost of 

capital of 16.1 %, or even higher if one examines just biotech firms. Their "small" finn 

sample actually includes several well-established companies that are now leaders in the 

biotech tield 31 

Using data on a website maintained by Damodaran, Kotlikotl' (2008) tinds the real cost of 

capital as of January 2008 to be 12.7% for biologic finns. To calculate this cost of 

capital he uses a risk-free rate based on US. Treasury inflation protected securities 

("TIPS") of 2%. Brill relies on the same data but estimates a real cost of capital of 

10.25%, apparently suggesting that Kotlikoff's estimates are overstated. To arrive at a 

lower cost of capital than Kotlikotl it is likely the case that Brill is assuming a lower 

31 Such as Biogen and Genentech, along with other firms like Scherer and My ian with lower average 
betas than the true biotechnology firms. 
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risk-free rate and a lower equity premium. In fact, Brill's risk-free rate would need to 

approach zero to account for the difference between his and Kotlikoff's cost of capital 

estimates, as the other input data currently available from Damodaran's website appear to 

be unchanged from those relied on by Kotlikofl'32 Biotech firms and early stage 

investors cannot and do not change their R&D investment decisions based on monthly 

changes in US. Treasury rates, however, as would be suggested by Brill's analysis of the 

Damodaran data. ln comparison, the 13.25% real cost of capital estimate found by Golec 

and Vernon (2007) reflects a superior approach that is longer-term in focus and less 

susceptible to such volatility. 

Relying on cost of capital inputs that do not accurately reflect the actual biotech industry 

cost of capital to determine an exclusivity period risks adverse effects on financing. This would 

severely restrict investment in the development of new therapies and have a potentially strong 

negative effect on competition. As discussed earlier, the costs of capital for firms without 

marketed products exceed the industry average substantially and would be particularly adversely 

affected. 

32 The sample of companies that Damodaran relies on for the biotechnology industry includes a number of 
finns that are not true biotechs for the pmposes of this paper, including: Luminex. a bioassay testing firm: 
Martex Biosciences, which markets supplements; Ista, primarily focused on small molecule opthamalic 
products: and Mamatech, which develops breast tumor detection products. 
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VI. CONTRIBUTION MARGINS OF 60 Pli:RCii:NT ARii: TOO HIGH AND Rli:FLECT 

THE EXPERIENCE OF ONLY A FEW OF THE LARGEST AND MOST SUCCESSFUL 

FIRMS 

The Nature article simulations rely on a 50% contribution margin, 33 which is based on 

the contribution margins realized by the eight largest biotech firms with multiple products on the 

market. However, few biotech companies are actually profitable, and the universe of biotech 

firms is populated with development-stage companies whose principal assets are their human 

capital and intellectual property. These companies would be expected to experience lower 

contribution margins than a finn with an established line of approved products as represented by 

the sample that reflects even a 50% margin. 

Brill argues for a much higher contribution margin of60%, which is not reflective of the 

expected profit potential for most biotechnology products. He bases this estimate on a market-

capitalization-weighted average oflarge and very successful companies, which has the effect of 

biasing his figure upward and is not representative of the sector. 

Brill's use of market-capitalization weighting means that his average margin primarily 

reflects just two biotech firms with large market capitalizations relative to the other firms in his 

sample. Even among Brill's six highly successful companies, many of them earn margins well 

below his 60% average, and there is considerable variation in margins from 43.4% to 63.7%. 

33 As noted earlier, the contribution margin is a measure ofho'Y much a company eams in sales, after 
subtracting costs for labor and materials (cost of goods sold). and selling, general and administrative 
(SG&A) expenses. It is expressed as a ratio of sales, less cost of goods sold and less SG&A, to sales. 
Contribution margin is not equivalent to profit margin, which also subtracts the costs of R&D. and 
interest, taxes and all other expense items. All calculations of the contribution margin in this paper were 
based on publicly available sources. 
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Furthermore, three of the six tirms identified by Brill earn margins of 50% or less over the 2001 

to 2007 time period that he examines. 

Two of the largest biotechnology not identified in Brill's sample that quality for inclusion 

and were independent tirms during the time period examined earned average margins of 36% 

and 35%, respectively, during the 2001 to 2007 period, substantially lower than Brill's 60% 

margin assumption. 34 Including these two additional firms, the range in margins over the time 

period would be 33.6% to 63.7% with five of the eight biotechnology finns reviewed earning 

margins of 50% or less. 

Not only do a number of highly successful biotech companies fail to earn contributions 

margins consistent with his 60% assumption, but contribution margins for medium and smaller 

biotechnology companies would also be far lower than 60%. 

Relying on Brill's overly optimistic contribution margin assumption to determine 

appropriate exclusivity periods for biologics would result in estimated breakeven periods that are 

too low. If these tigures are used to determine data exclusivity period limits, it would have the 

effect of making investment in some potentially important innovative biotech products too 

unattractive to warrant the cost and risk of investment.. 

VII. BRILL HAS IGNORED OTHER COUNTERVAILING ASSUMPTIONS IN THE 

PRIOR NATURE ANALYSIS 

The Nature analysis imposes a number of countervailing assumptions that are likely to 

overstate expected revenues and understate expected costs, resulting in breakeven periods that 

err on the side of being shorter than what would actually be experienced in the biotechnology 

3
-l- These fim1s are Medlmmune and Chlron. 
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industry. Brill fails to note any of these countervailing assumptions in his critique, or the fact 

that reasonable alternative assumptions result in longer breakeven periods, and potentially no 

breakeven point using his cost of capital, contribution margin, and seven-year data exclusivity 

assumptions. These countervailing assumptions include: 

(1) The lowest quintile ofsale.s is excluded when e.stimating the e.J:pected average 

revenue stremn. Excluding the lowest quintile results in estimates that potentially overstate 

expected revenues, and understate expected breakeven periods. 

(2) A very low rate o_fproduct obsolescence from new biologics is assumed. 

Specifically, the Nature model assumes no product obsolescence in the tirst 10 years following 

release, and only a 3.5% annual reduction in sales after 10 years. The recent surge in the 

biologic product pipeline and R&D growth for biologics suggests that a faster rate of new 

product introduction, and therefore a higher rate of obsolescence (shorter product life cycles) 

may apply than that assumed in the Nature model. Currently, over 600 biologics are in 

development. 35 This low rate of product obsolescence further serves to potentially overstate the 

expected revenue stream from successful biologics. Including the effect of more robust brand-

to-brand competition would produce longer required breakeven periods. 

(3) Finally, the Nature nwdel assumes that firms are able to utilize existing plants 

with no retrofitting costs. The Nature model assumes that product validation costs are the only 

costs required to produce successful biologic products. ln actuality, many firms may face 

35 The Phammceutical research and Manufacturers of America (PhRMA). Medicines in De\'elopment
Biotechnology 2008. PhRMA web site (online), 
h_ttp:/ lwww .]21mna.org!im:1ge_:;/ 11 030R%20biog;_,;}l%20200JLJ!!if (2008). 
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substantial uptront capital investment costs. The model may therefore understate expected costs 

of bringing a biologic product to market and, thus, understate expected break even periods. 36 

VIII. SOME FURTHER EXTENSIONS AND SENSITIVITY ANAL VSIS OF THE 

NATURE MODEL 

Data exclusivity periods should be established that are robust to alternative reasonable 

assumptions for contribution margin, cost of capital, biosimilar share, and brand price discounts 

in response to biosimilar entry. Brill relies on the following assumptions: 

Contribution margin of 60% 

• Biotech cost of capital of 10% 

• Biosimilar shares increasing from 10% in the first year to 35% by the fourth year of 

biosimilar entry 

• Brand price discounts increasing tram 20% in the first year to 40% by the fourth year 

ofbiosimilar entry. 

This section presents the results of sensitivity analyses on a range of potential values for 

each of these key assumptions. 

A. SENSITIVITY ANALYSES ON COST OF CAPITAL AND MARGIN 

ASSUMPTIONS 

Table 2 presents the results of sensitivity analyses on breakeven period findings for 

different cost of capital and contribution margins, and also includes Brill's cost of capital and 

3
(' Altematively, this approach is akin to assuming production is outsourced \Vith a contract manufacturing 

charge equal to book depreciation charges. This also would be a conservative assumption since 
contractors ·would have to obtain a margin above depreciation costs to be a viable business. 
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data exclusivity assumption for comparison. The breakeven periods are reported for data 

exclusivity periods of 7 years, I 0 years, 12 years, 14 years, and 16 years. The results reflect the 

same biosimilar share and brand price erosion assumptions that Brill uses (i.e., a biosimilar share 

of 10% in the tlrst year ofbiosimilar entry, increasing to 35% by year 4, and a 20% brand price 

discount in the first year of biosimilar entry increasing to 40% by year 4, reflecting a branded 

competition model). Results indicate that a data exclusivity period of 12 to 16 years is required 

for breakeven periods of less than 50 years, under reasonable assumptions. 

The cost of capital and margin assumptions applied in the sensitivity analyses include: 

The best current estimate now available of the cost of capital for the biotechnology 

industry is 13.25%, as supported by Golec and Vernon (2007). Breakeven periods are 

estimated under cost of capital assumptions including the 11.5% and 12.5% assumptions 

from the Nature article, Golec and Vernon's tlnding of 13.25%, and a real cost of capital 

estimate of 14.1% based on Ibbotson's median three-factor Fama-French measure. As 

stated, the 11.5% and 12.5% assumptions are lower than the best current estimates for 

cost of capital in the biotechnology industry, and therefore would have the etl'ect of 

understating breakeven periods. 

A contribution margin of 50% is reasonable based on large successful biotechnology 

companies. Half of the companies in the sample of very successful biotechnology 

companies used by Brill earn contribution margins of 50% or less. Furthermore, small 

biotechnology companies typically have margins that are substantially lower. As a result, 

50% likely overstates the margin that would be earned by an average biotechnolO!,,'Y 

company. The sensitivity of findings is tested by applying average contribution margins 

of60%, 55%, 50%,45%, and 40%. 
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The cost of capital and contribution margin sensitivities are reported relying on the same 

biosimilar share and brand price erosion assumptions that Brill implements (his interpretation of 

the CBO's assumptions in its cost estimate of S. 1695). In addition, sensitivities with respect to 

alternative biosimilar share and brand price discount assumptions are also calculated in the next 

section. 

In general, results confirm the importance of a substantial data exclusivity period to R&D 

returns. Notably, with an exclusivity period of7 years, the onTy combination of assumptions that 

yields a breakeven point of less than 50 years is the one used by Brill (i.e., a cost of capital of 

10% and a contribution margin of 50% or lower). Even with a 12-year exclusivity period, 

reasonable breakeven periods are possible only under the more extreme assumptions (e.g., if the 

best current estimate of the cost of capital of 13.25% is assumed, breakeven is achieved only 

when the contribution margin assumption is 60%, and breakeven is achieved at 17 years). 

Exhibits 4(a), 4(b) and 4(c) present the results for cumulative net present value over time 

for selected data exclusivity periods, assuming costs of capital of 11.5%, 12.5% and 13.25%, 

respectively, and a 50% average contribution margin. Exhibit 4(a) shows that the cumulative net 

present value of returns to the innovator approaches a value just above zero when a cost of 

capital of 11.5% is assumed and a 12-year exclusivity period is applied. The innovator fails to 

break even if a cost of capital of 12.5% is assumed under either a 12-or 14-year data exclusivity 

period (Exhibit 4(b)), and if a 13.25% cost of capital is assumed, the innovator does not break 

even with a 12-, 14-or even a 16-year data exclusivity period (Exhibit 4(c)). 

Exhibits 5(a), 5(b) and 5(c) present the same sensitivities as in Exhibit 4 but assume a 

55% average contribution margin. With the higher assumed contribution margin, the innovator 

would be able to break even with a 12 year data exclusivity period but only if the cost of capital 
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is 11.5% or 12.5% (Exhibits 5(a) and (b)). In this regard, breakeven is achieved for the 

combination of a 12.5% cost of capital and 12 year data exclusivity period in approximately 17 

years (Exhibit 5(b)). Assuming instead the preferred Golec Vernon-derived 13.25% cost of 

capital, the innovator breaks even only with a 16-year data exclusivity period, but fails to do so 

with shorter exclusivity periods of 12 and 14 years (Exhibit 5(c)). 

B. SENSITIVITY ANALYSES TO ALTERNATIVE BIOSIMILAR SHARE AND 

BRAND PRICE EROSION ASSUMPTIONS 

1. Biosimilar Share and Brand Price Erosion Assumptions 

In this section, we report alternative assumptions on biosimilar share and brand price 

erosion reported in the literature. We calculate the impact of some alternative assumptions on 

breakeven results in a series of sensitivity analysesJ7 Before presenting these calculations, as 

background, it is useful to review the CBO report assumptions, together with other studies that 

have considered the competitive effects ofbiosimilar entry. 

Table 3 shows the peak market penetration and biosimilar price discount estimates from 

four recent studies. Each of these studies is focused on established biologic products that could 

experience biosimilar competition over the next several years. Most studies generally 

acknowledge that biosimilar penetration rates are expected to increase as markets evolve from a 

regulatory, scientific, and reimbursement perspective. Hence, these estimates tend to 

underestimate penetration rates for the products which are now in discovery and development. 

Peak biosimilar penetration rates reflected in various recent studies range from 35 to 60%, with 

37 All of the assumptions in the sensitivity analyses are guided by the existing literature, economic theory, 
and the judgements of the authors. 
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the CBO estimate being the most moderate. Some of these figures reflect biosimilar penetration 

rates only among the largest selling products, however, while the CBO estimate is described as a 

sales-weighted average. All of the studies are based on comparators that may be imperfect 

predictors of the future biosimilar market. 

Table 3 also displays the corresponding assumptions on biosimilar price discounts 

relative to the pre-biosimilar entry price of branded products. In this case, the CBO estimate is 

generally consistent with other sources at least in terms of initial year price discounts. All of the 

studies shown expect discount rates to reach at least 25 percent over time, especially for larger-

selling products where more entrants are expected. 

In tenns of the branded products' competitive response to biosimilar entry, only one of 

the sources in Table 3, Avalere, provides an initial estimate of expected branded product's price 

impacts. 38 In general the A val ere study predicts that the reference brand will decrease prices in 

response to biosimilar entry39 Economic theory suggests that a competitive price response on 

the part of the innovator is expected, where there is a small number of entrants in these 

markets. 40 

Given these considerations and possibilities, further sensitivity analyses appear warranted 

on biosimilar share and the brand's price response. 

38 Ahlstrom, A .. et aL ''Modeling Federal Cost Savings from Follow-On Biologics. White Paper, Avalcre 
Health. April. 2007 < 
http://www.avalerehealth.net/research/docs/Modeling_Budgetary_Tmpact_of_FOBs.pdf>, accessed 
December 20, 2008. 
39 Avalere has indicated they are refining their estimates on branded share and price impacts as new 
infom1ation becomes available. 
""Grabowski. H .. Ridley, D., and Schulman, K., '·Entry and Competition in Generic Biologics," 
Managerial and Decision F.conomics. 2007, 28(4-5), pp. 439-451. 
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2. Results of Sensitivity Analyses 

Table 4 presents the breakeven period findings for alternative assumptions on biosimilar share 

and brand price erosion. Specifically, we test the following brand share and price erosion 

assumptions: 

Bio.similar .~hare is assumed to be 10% in the first year of entry regardless of scenario, 

but we test alternative steady-state biosimilar shares in year 4 of 25%, 35%, 45%, and 

55%. The 35% assumption is consistent with Brill's assumptions; other values are 

associated with other recent estimates shown in Table 3. 

Brand price erosion is assumed under three scenarios: to be 0% in all years (i.e., no 

increase or decrease in real brand prices from the point ofbiosimilar entry); to be a 10% 

brand price decrease in year 1, increasing to a steady-state decrease of25% by year 4; or 

to be a 20% decrease in year 1, increasing to a steady-state decrease of 40% in year 4, 

relative to real prices at the point ofbiosimilar entry 41 The scenario that assumes brand 

price erosion increasing from 20% to 40% in the first four years is consistent with Brill's 

assumptions. 

As shown in Table 4, a 10 year data exclusivity period is consistent with breakeven only 

in the extreme case where both the cost of capital and margin assumptions fall beyond the best 

baseline estimates. 

All of the above described sensitivity analyses reflect a cost of capital of 13.25% and a 

contribution margin of 50%. The breakeven periods are reported for data exclusivity periods of 

41 Since over time nominal prices for biologics are expected to be adjusted for inflation and other factors, 
reductions have been reflected on a real, or inflation-adjusted, basis in the Narure model. Assuming no 
real price changes implies nominal price \Vill increase only \Vith inflation. 
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7 years, 10 years, 12 years, 14 years, and 16 years. As in the earlier sensitivity analyses, the 

results for these brand share and price erosion sensitivity analyses suggest that limiting the data 

exclusivity period to less than 12 to 16 years results in failure of the representative portfolio of 

biologics to break even within an extended period of time, under reasonable assumptions. 

As a further sensitivity analysis, Table 5 presents results for similar calculations as those 

presented in Table 4, but assuming a lower cost of capital of 12.5% and a higher contribution 

margin of 55%. The results in Table 5 are likely to understate breakeven periods as the cost of 

capital is lower than the best estimate for biotechnology investments and the contribution margin 

is higher than for many biotechnol01,>y companies. Nevertheless, data exclusivity periods ofless 

than 12 to 16 years are still associated with long, or no, breakeven period. For data exclusivity 

periods of 7 years, breakeven periods of less than 50 years only occur with no brand price 

discounts and limited biosimilar shares. For data exclusivity periods of 10 years, breakeven 

periods of less than 20 years only occur with no brand price discounts; and breakeven periods of 

less than 50 years occur with moderate brand price discounts (10% to 25%) and limited 

biosimilar shares. 

The analysis presented by Brill and the sensitivity analyses that are presented in this 

paper are based on worldwide revenues, and it should be noted that these worldwide revenues 

will be affected by variation in data or market exclusivity periods worldwide. In a review of top 

selling biologic drugs, the US. market is by far the most significant, varying substantially 

depending on where the drug is in its life cycle. 42 As a result, because volume is a key driver, 

"'According to a December 12, 2008 telephone call with a Sanford C. Bernstein & Co. analyst, in 2008, 
U.S. sales as a percentage of world-wide sales for all tracked biologic products are expected to average 
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US. data exclusivity periods are likely to have the most significant impact on biologic revenues 

and investor decisions. 

IX. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Identifying an appropriate data exclusivity period for biologics is an important 

component of any bill meant to establish an abbreviated regulatory pathway for biosimilar entry. 

The data exclusivity period is an essential component in allowing investors to earn a market 

return on biotechnology investments. As a result, continued investment in biotechnology 

research, and the valuable new products that such investment will produce, is dependent upon the 

establishment of an appropriate data exclusivity period in conjunction with any legislation 

establishing an abbreviated biosimilar regulatory approval pathway. 

Appropriately modifying the Nature article breakeven model to consider the effects of 

biosimilar entry on market shares and prices indicates that limiting the data exclusivity period to 

less than 12 to 16 years results in failure of the representative portfolio of biologics to break even 

within an extended period, under reasonable assumptions. An adequate exclusivity period is 

necessary to maintain incentives to invest in the development of innovative new biologic 

products. 

This finding is in stark contrast to the seven-year data exclusivity period suggested by 

Brill and others, and reflects the correction of errors in Brill's application of the model and the 

sensitivity of Brill's results to small changes in the key assumptions. 

66%. Danzon and Furukawa (2006) previously report that U.S. biologics spending represented 63% of the 
ten countries examined in 2005. 
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As discussed in the earlier Nature article, analyses of break even lifetimes, based on 

historical cost and revenue data, are only one guidepost for selecting appropriate data exclusivity 

periods. The future environment for biologic innovation may differ from the past in many 

important ways- including the cost of development, prices and sales revenue, and the intensity 

of competition from branded therapeutic alternatives and from biosimilars. Nevertheless, a 

substantial data exclusivity period also appears to be consistent with a few core principles and 

facts that were outlined in that article and the introduction to this paper: 

Biologic introductions have been among the most novel therapies directed at life 

threatening and disabling diseases and offer hope for many important unmet medical 

needs for thousands of patients. 

There is currently a rich pipeline of product candidates in discovery and development 

from a spectrum of small start-up firms to larger established entities. Most of this 

pipeline emanates from finns without marketed products whose investors are very 

sensitive to expected future returns and risks, as many product candidates never make it 

to market, and there is no guarantee that those that do will be successful. Even for larger 

finns, the risk and investment associated with biologics research and development is 

large. 

The nature of patent protection for biologic products necessitates a strong complementary 

data exclusivity form of protection. 

Given the tremendous potential benefits to patient from new biologics, setting a sufficient 

data exclusivity period to maintain investment incentives under a range of reasonable 

assumptions about expected returns should be an important consideration. 
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Appendix- A Note on Brill's Computational Inconsistencies 

The sales and price erosion assumptions that Brill relies upon require three modifications 

to the model presented in the Nature article based on the time of biosimilar entry: 

(1) Brand biologic revenues must be reduced based on the assumed brand price 

discount in response to biosimilar entry, and according to the time path of assumed price 

discounting. This adjustment reflects the fact that even if the same number of units of the brand 

product are sold, those sales generate less revenue due to the price discount. 

(2) The assumed protit margin earned by the brand biologic must be adjusted to 

reflect the fact that brand price discount results in a smaller margin. Moreover, in computing 

margins one also expects costs to decline given changes in output and sales. It is reasonable to 

assume that production and other costs will decline in proportion to output reductions. 

(3) Brand biologic revenues must be reduced by the assumed share of sales that the 

biosimilar is assumed to capture, and according to the time path of assumed biosimilar 

penetration. This adjustment reflects the fact that fewer units of the brand may be sold following 

biosimilar entry. Similarly, non-R&D production costs must be adjusted proportionately. 

Brill makes the second and third of these modifications, but fails to implement the first. 

As a result, he overstates the level of brand biologic revenues following biosimilar entry that 

would be implied by his assumptions. 
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As an example for purposes of illustration, assume the following set of facts, and perform 

the associated calculations: 

Assume brand revenues in absence ofbiosimilar entry are $1,000. 

Further assume that with biosimilar entry, the biosimilar captures 35% of unit sales and 

the brand reduces its price by 40%. 

Brand revenues for determining cash flow in the presence ofbiosimilar entry are then 

$390, calculated as $1,000 x (I- 35%) x (I- 40%) ~ $390, to which one would then 

apply the appropriate profit margin. Assuming that after taking account of the price 

changes, the appropriate margin in this illustrative example of 50% , the total margin 

contribution would be $195. 

Brill's calculation error would instead yield the incorrect figure of $650 in brand revenues, 

calculated as $1,000 x (l - 35%), and $325 in total margin contribution, again assuming a 50% 

• -13 marg1n. 

43 The margin is assumed to not be affected by the share penetration of the biosimilar: that is, the share of 
unit sales captured by the biosimilar is assumed to reduce costs and revenues proportionally. Conversely, 
the brand price decline is assumed to reduce revenues but not costs~ resulting in a lm:ver margin. 
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Table l 

Cost of Capital Estim:1tes for the Biotechnology Industry 

SOUI'Ct 

Golec & Vemon (2007) 
Ibbotson [ 1] 
Gros~man (2003) [2] 

Myers and Shyani-Sunder ( l 995) 
Grabowski (2008) [3 j 

Noles: 

Sectoi'/Group 
Biotech indtastr:y-wide 
Median 
Large drug companies 
Biotech with ;::1 drug approved 
Biotech drugs in phase U or ill trials 
Medium-sized publicly traded 
Smalllim1s 
Biotech industry-wide 

Model 
Fama-Frencl1 
Fama-Frenoh 
CAPM 
CAPM 
CAPM 
CAPM 
CAPM 
CAPM 

Cost of Capital 
Nominal Re11l 

16.75% 13.25% 
17.49% 
15.70% 
18.70% 
27.40% 

19% 

14.07% 
12.33% 
15.24% 
13 69% 

14% 
16% 

11.5%-12.5% 

Highlighted cells hldical~ calculated CSIIIll!ltes-of real oost of capital based on rcpon.SS no.llliJl!l.ll'tllUes und assuming 113% ttnmu~ inOntion r.nc. 
II] Tllc1~pol1eduultlbcr is rorUJC WACC, lbbQ(sou iuctudl'S 73 lin11S in SIC 2K5~ 
f2j OrosSJtcul (2003) relics on a nomiMl risk free mtcof6.8%aud n ri1·k premirun of8.6%. 
131 Gr;alx!wski (200KI estlu~tl<" 11ru b:15ed on DiMnsi <~ •ld Gmbowski (2flQ7). 
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Table 2 
Breakeven Periods in Years 

Alternative Cost of Capital and Contributions Margi.n Assumptions 
Seven-and Ten~ Year Data Exclusivity Periods 

7-Ye:w Data Exclusivi~ Pel'iod: 

60% 

10% 13.5 

1 t.s•.r. >.!\0 

I:Z.5% >.511 

13.25% -'50 

14.1% ~n 

JO-Y ear Data Exchlsh•ity Peoiod: 

~ 

0 u 

S~ · • IJ\lC:.-" 

11.5% 

12.5% 

13.25% 

1.4.1% 

6()% 

lO.<i 

)7.4 

>.!\0 

>511 

55o/o 

~j(l 

>!j(J 

>50 

>50 

~0 

55% 

14.5 

--50 

5>511 

>.50 

ontn uti on C .b . M lll Ill 

50'Yo 45% -IO'l'o 

>5(1 >5{1 .,_so 
:>.5([ >50 >50 

>50 >:!ill >j(l 

>5\l >51) "-5(1 

..:>5(1 >511 ,,0 

c ontoibuiion Mao in 

50% 45% -10% 

>5!1 ~511 ,!10 

>511 >5U >50 

~·50 >5(J '-50 

>:!ill >5tl >SU 

fll CDJculnaiol'l ':l ~-,1.14 011 1he ~Wu~ mruJ<=-1 3.nJ fi ti lr-.,nlcq.trcr.nhnn \'l l CHO ~unwtt(1J1 "' llv owrkic:.! ~t~.rr Md price-dcciH•c 
12t Rc.al tust.S uf,apitnl: 

II . :S~ ~~ :md 12, 5';, • Grolxm!ib 120d8) 

IJ .lSoto- Gnlc\! lll'd V~:rll •lQ (!0(17) uod Vcmol\(1oOX) 

1 -·t. • ~~~. fbbol!icln rncJiun Furt11J:-freuct'l VlACC rm SIC 2&.Ui. IL'I~Uftl; 11g.l(p~ lnll:ili.An. 

~ 
ll f t:cJI) fljgi)J t~hlc:J m yc:JIOW tc lh~<ll ~ b~tke:Vt:lljtt:r!Odnrwtd4't .ill Yt:lll"'f, 

r2J CfJI:s flighhgiHc:J "in piuk rcfl.cd lit ' brculr..t.\'Cit whhi11 ~50 ~lt period, 
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Table 2 (Continued) 
Breake\'en Periods in Years 

Alternative Cost of Capital and Coott·ibutioos Margin Assumptions 
Twelve-, Fourteen-, and Sixteen-Year Data Exclusivity Periods 

ll·Ve~~r Outa EHiu ~ivhy l'eriodl 
Contr ibution !\'la•""in 

6U'Yo 55'Yo 50% -l5%, ~U% 

11.5% 10.4 11..1 IU .>5V >11• 
12.5% 11.9 17.3 >50 J SII p jt) 

13.25% 17.1 >!'0 >50 >50 >SO 
1~. 1% !>511 >311 >.511 >1U >50 

14-Year O>~ta E.clu~ivily Period: 
C'ontribulion Mar2in 

601Yu 55%; 50% 4.5% ~OlYo 

11.5% lOA ti..l 12.9 ...t50 >:S() 

U.S% I Ll! 13.5 >5!1 ~~~ :>5() 

13.25% G.fi >50 >Sil ">51! ">Sll 

14.1% '!511 >$1) >SOJ >~ >S\1 

16-Year Data Exclusivity Period: 
0 ontrihulion Mur: in 

60% .5.5% 50% 4:i% -10% 

II.!\% l(IA IIA 12.9 l5A >.:S() 

12.5% I 1.9 13.5 J6J >5U >'SO 

13, 25% 13'.6 16A >SCI '>511 >5ll 

14.1% 18.Y ">_5'11 >511 ,.3t, ,.jj) 

~ 
11 I c .. ktlhl~ bi!IC:d Of) lh;: AlWm-r cnodd und Bull'- llllefl!ICI.ilion of('BO {KWmpliON> rctrtD"'I>d C:h!IR ood prii)C dcol lll~ 

111 K>:~l ~·· cl ~pilfjl : 
11. 11111 nt1d 1 2-.S'"t~ · Gnlbo'"':~~U (2tl08) 
1;\ 2'11.., ... (.\.,lc:¢WI-IJ V«'-on ("::fWil).,td VctoOO \ J.t(ll$) 

I ••• I "•t • ll\h.~M 1\l,."\Jiftll .f>IJII'I,..f,ru..:t• \VAl'"(" tVI $ 1(" :!.836. il'l$41.1rllJte,3 .... l•l lllltKIO, 

~ 
1 I I C.',;<l(, t!i~lll ij!lll~"' yd lt\wrefl.: .. •,. ~)."0\·Cf! r.:rio:ld 4f ~tlltr-·W )a;lf't, 

1.!1 (.'cu ... tu~.hli!ht«<.,. ptnl; r<OQo;t oot"'"''c\~ "il.h.ID o , n ,~ ~.W 
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Table 3 

Biosimilat· Assumptions 
ln Several Recent Studies 

Source Ill Peuk BiOsim ilar Basis Blosimi'laJ· Price 
PenetJ'ation Rate Discount 

(Relative to Pre-Entry 
Brllnd Price) 

CB0(2008) I 0% (year I) to JS% Similar market 20% (year I) to 
(year 4) situations 40% (year4) 

Grabowski. et. al . 10-45% Higher esJimates I 0% • JO% (year I) 
(1007) cmrespond to 

complex small 
molecules 

E)( press Scripts 49% Thempeutic 15°1o (year l) 
(2007) alternatives 
Avalere Health 60%" Average small 20% (year l) to 
(2007) [2] molecule generic 51% (yearJ) 

Notes. 

drvg pcnetrariou 
rates 

Congressional Budget Ollice. Cost Estimate: S. l695 Biologics Price Comp~ti tion and 
Innovation Act of2007, June 25, 2008. 
Grnbowski, H.,Cockburn, 1 .. Long. G. and Mortimer. R. "The Effecr on Federal Spending 
of Legislation Creating a Regulatory Framework for Follow-on Biologics: Key Issues 
and Assumptions,'· Duke Uni versity, Department of Economics Wt1rking Paper, August, 
2007. 
Miller. S., and Houts, J.. "Potential Savings of Biogenerics in the United States,'' 
whitepaper, Express Scripts, February 2007. 
AIJistrom. A., el ol ~ "Modeling Federal Cosr Savings from Follow-On Biologios.n 
whitepaper, Avalere Health .. Apri l, 2007 

2. This estimate is for largest selling products. Avnle.re Health is conducting furth!!r 
analysis. 
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Table4 
Breakeven Periods in Years 

Sensitivity of Findings to Price and Share Assumptions 
13.25% Cost of Capital and 50% Contribution Margin 

.Brand Price Discount (Year I to Year J and bc1·ondl 

No Price Decline 
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>111 >50 

>SII >10 
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.>51) >5tl 

"0 =·~0 
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Table 5 
Breakeven Periods in Years 

Sensitivity of Findings to Price and Share Assumptions 
12.5% Cost ofCa11ital and 55% Contributiou Margin 

Bmnd Pritt Discount (Ycun I to Ycnr 4 and beyond) 

No Price Decline 

1· Yc.1r Datu E.ulu~h•ity Pcr.iotl: 
15% 16.9 
35% 19.6 
-t5o/o 27.1 
55% ::>511 
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25% 14.5 
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-15% 15.5 
55o/., 16.4 
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55°/o 135 
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45ry_. IJ 5 
$5% 13.5 

~uur~L .... 
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.:>SO ' ~~~ 
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1~5 IK. I 
14.6 19A 

13.5- 13.5 
135 13,5 
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D5 13.5 
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13.5 13 5 
13.5 13 .5 
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Exhibit 1 

C umul:llive Net Present Va lue of Cash Flows for ReJwe.~entative Biotech Drug 
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Exhibit 2 

Cumulative Net Present Value of Cash Flows for Representative Biotech Drug 
Brill Representation 
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Exhibit 3 

Cumulative Net Present Value of Cash Flows for Representative Biotech Drug 
Brill Representation 
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Exhibit 4(a) 

Sensitivity Analysis of Cumulativ~ NPV of Ca~h Flows fo•· Rep•·esentative Biotech Drug 
(50% Ave•·age Contribution Mn•·gin, 11.5% Cost of Capital) 
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Exhibit 4(b} 

Sensitivity AnAlysis of Cumulnlive NPV ofC:ub Flows for Rept•esenlative Biotech Drug 
(50% Average Conlrib.ution .Margin, 12.5% Cost of CapilaJ) 
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Exhibit 4(c) 

Sensitivity AnRiy-sis of Cumulative NPV of Cash Flows for Repr•esentnlive Biotech Drug 
(50% Average CorltJ'ibution Margin, 13.25% Cost ofCnpital) 
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Exhibit S(a) 

Sensitivity AnAlysis of Cumul•llive NPV of Cash Flows for Rept·esenlalive Biolecb Drug 
(55% Average Conlrib.ution .Margin, 11.5% Cos t of CapilaJ) 
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Exhibit 5(b) 

Sensitivity AnAlysis of Cumulnlive NPV ofC:ub Flows for Rept•esenlalive Biotech Drug 
(55% Average Conlribution .Margin, 12.5% Cos t of CapilaJ) 
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Exhibit S(c) 

Sensitivity AnAlysis of Cumulalive NPV of Cash Flows for Rept·eseniA(ive Biotech Drug 
(55% Average Contl'ibution Margin, 13.25% Cosl of Capital) 
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FTC BIOSIMILARS REPORT REBUTTAL 

FTC: Given that biosimilar competition with a pioneer biologic drug is likely to resemble brand
to-brand competition among biologics, the question arises whether provisions that "delay" 
biosimilar entry and "restrict competition" arc necessary to benefit consumers. No economic 
arguments suggest that such provisions are necessary to foster pioneer dmg innovation. 

FACT: We agree with the FTC that the marl<ct dynamics of biosimilars are more akin to 
brand-to-brand competition in terms of likely number of entrants, price competition, and 
market share erosion, at least for the short-term. But this is NOT brand-to-brand 
competition in one critical respect that the FTC report all but ignores. Brand competitors 
have to engage in the same lengthy and costly R&D process, from basic invention, through 
proof of concept, through clinical trials, and full regulatory review and approval, that the 
initial brand innovator did. Biosimilar manufacturers, on the other hand, will he given a 
scientific and regulatory short-cut that, while still more demanding than small molecule 
generic drug entry, will be considerably shorter and cheaper than the process that the 
initial innovator had to go through. There is a huge difference between the $1.2 billion that 
is invested on average to produce true innovation, versus the $100-200 million (or less over 
time) that the FTC suggests a biosimilar manufacturer would have to invest. In no other 
industry outside of pharmaceuticals do we affirmatively permit (let alone encourage) such 
"free riding," and to suggest- as the FTC does -that this fact is essentially meaningless in 
terms of economic incentives for future innovation is baffling. The FTC also phrases its 
question in a way that is destined to lead to the wrong answer. It is not whether the 
Congress should enact provisions that delay entry and restrict competition- of course, 
Congress shouldn't. The proper question is at what point Congress should, when enacting 
a new pathway designed to facilitate additional competition from biosimilars, allow follow
on manufactures to "free ride" off the work of pioneer companies. 

PTC: Nothing about the introduction ofbiosimilar drug products changes the relationship of 
pioneer biologic drug products to the patents protecting them. As a result, patent protection 
should continue to incentivize biotechnology innovation, even after enactment of an approval 
process for biosimilar drugs. 

FACT: In the small molecule, generic drug context, patents do provide the incentives for 
continued innovation and the period of data exclusivity is less important, because the 
regulatory approval standard for generics ("sameness") and the patent system (with 
appropriate term extensions permitted under Hatch-Waxman) work in concert to provide 
protection against premature generic competition- on average for 12-14 years, as the FTC 
notes. However, the regulatory approval standard for hiosimilars creates a "patent 
protection gap" that may allow for abbreviated regulatory approval of a biosimilar which 
docs not infringe an innovator's patents. That likelihood exists because of the conllucncc or 
two critical factors not present in the Hatch-Waxman construct. First, unlike a generic 
drug which must he the same as an innovator product, a biosimilar will need only be 
"similar' to the conesponding innovator product. Indeed, some of the proposed legislation 
would permit the approval of products that arc not very similar to the innovator biologic at 
all. For example, H.R. 1427, introduced by Energy & Commerce Committee Chairman 
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Henry Waxman, has a very broad and undefined view of similarity. While the Waxman bill 
provides for approval of a biosimilar that is highly similar structumlly and has the same 
mechanism of action, dosage form, and strength, it also expressly allows for any or all of 
these requirements to be waived. Accordingly, the biosimilar product could be quite 
dissimilar from the innovator's product in structure, in route of administration, 
mechanism of action, dosage form or strength- or in all of these characteristics -yet still 
theoretically gain abbreviated approval. This uncertainty will raise substantial questions 
about the effectiveness of innovator patent protection- a fact that is completely ignored by 
the FTC report. Second, because of the nature of biologic products- large molecules 
produced by living cells and organisms tht·ough highly specific processes- patent 
protection is often narrower and easier to "design around" than that of small molecule 
drugs, and the trend is towards increasingly narrow biotech patents. 

FTC: There is little empirical evidence that patent design-arounds have occurred in biologics to 
any greater degree than with respect to small molecule drugs. 

FACT: There is currently no abbreviated biologics approval pathway, and hence much 
less financial motivation to develop competing "me too" products specifically designed to 
exploit gaps in the innovator's patent protection. The cost and risk of such an approach in 
to day's market is high, and thus it is unsurprising that there arc not many existing cases of 
biotech patent work-arounds. Yet even without the major incentives of an nbbrcviatcd 
approval pathway, successful biotech design-m·ounds have occurred (see Hormone Res. 
Found. v. Gcncntech, 904 F.2d 1558; Novo Nordisk v. Genentech 77 F.3d 1364; Geneutech, 
Inc. v. Wcllcomc Foundation Ltd., 29 F.3d 1555; Amgen v. Hocchst Marion Roussel, 314 
F.3d 1313; Biogen v. Berlcx, 318 F.3d 1132; Genzyme v. TKT, 346 F.3d 1094). These cases 
illustrate that courts have indeed sometimes taken a very a narrow view of biotechnology 
patent claims, under which even very 'close' products were determined not to infringe a 
valid patent. The FTC report focuses on what has happened to date, while ignoring the 
fundamentally changed incentives once a biosimilar pathway is created. 

FTC: Even if the biosimilar manufacturer were to design around the patents claiming a pioneer 
biologic drug product and enter prior to patent expiration, the pioneer manufacturer will continue 
to earn significant revenues aflcr biosimilar entry; thus, the effect on the pioneer manufacturer 
caused by biosimilar entry is not nearly as great as it is with small-molecule generic drug entry 
and there is no need lor data exclusivity to prevent tl1e earlier competitive entry. 

F'ACT: A peer reviewed, published study by Duke University Professor Henry Grabowski 
looked at this precise question, and found that, even with expected smaller market erosion 
based on Congressional Budget Office estimates, innovators will not be able to recoup their 
investment in a reasonable period of time without 12 14 years of data exclusivity. While 
the FTC report offers a critique of this study on other grounds, it never offers any 
economic data or support for its conclusion that, simply because innovat.ors will still receive 
substantial revenues after biosimilar entry, there is no need for data exclusivity protections. 
The FTC report never addresses the fundamental questions raised about the impact of 
premature biosimilar entry on investment incentives. 
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Mr. JOHNSON. Thank you. 
Mr. Brill, please proceed with your testimony, sir. 
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TESTIMONY OF ALEX M. BRILL, RESEARCH FELLOW, 
AMERICAN ENTERPRISE INSTITUTE (AEI), WASHINGTON, DC 
Mr. BRILL. Thank you. 
Thank you, Chairman Johnson, Ranking Member Coble, and 

other Members of the Committee for the opportunity to appear be-
fore the Committee today to testify on an important matter cur-
rently before Congress, creating a pathway to allow for more com-
petition within the biologic drug sector. 

My name is Alex Brill, and I am a research fellow at the Amer-
ican Enterprise Institute. 

Biologic drugs offer great promise for improving outcomes in 
health care. While it is costly and risky to produce products for de-
velopment, they offer some of the best hopes for treating some of 
the Nation’s most deadly and debilitating diseases. 

As you noted in your opening statement, Mr. Chairman, cur-
rently there is no expedited process by which a biogeneric product 
could enter the U.S. market. While many experts who discuss the 
expected market dynamic for biogeneric competition make ref-
erence to small-molecule drugs and generic small-molecules that 
emerged after enactment of Hatch-Waxman legislation, it is impor-
tant to understand the critical differences between traditional 
pharmaceutical and biologics drug markets. 

Not only are there scientific differences between these drugs, as 
Congresswoman Eshoo described in her testimony, but because of 
the cost, uncertainty and complexity in biologic drug development, 
a competitive biologic drug market will be very different than the 
market for small-molecule generics. 

As described in the recently released FTC report on this issue, 
‘‘Competition from follow-on biologic drug entry is likely to resem-
ble brand-to-brand competition rather than generic drug competi-
tion. Branded manufacturers are likely to continue to reap profits 
after follow-on biologic entry.’’ 

As the FTC reports, high barriers to entry will limit the number 
of generic competitors to only a few. The result, according to FTC, 
will be price declines for biogenerics of 10 to 30 percent. However, 
in small-molecule drugs, generic prices typically decline up to 80 
percent. These more modest price effects on a percent basis relative 
to small-molecule drugs means that the need for additional market 
protection for biologic drugs facing competition is weaker as inno-
vator drug companies will continue to be able to profit from their 
innovations after a follow-on competitor has entered the market. 

The additional protections granted by the Hatch-Waxman legisla-
tion for small-molecule drugs gives innovators greater confidence 
that they would have sufficient time to generate the necessary 
rents to recoup their R&D costs. This additional protection was 
deemed necessary due to the particular dynamics of that industry. 

However, the FTC argues that biologic drug patents are collec-
tively stronger than small-molecule drug patents, making the need 
for additional protections unnecessary. In the eyes of the FTC, 
none of the problems inherent to small-molecule drug patents apply 
to biologic drugs, and they advocate no additional protection be-
yond that given by the patent system. 

I do not take as strong a stand against an exclusivity period as 
does the Federal Trade Commission. The cost of providing modest 
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additional intellectual property rights to drug originators will likely 
outweigh the potential costs. 

Research I conducted demonstrates that an exclusivity period of 
7 years is sufficient to ensure that innovator drug companies con-
tinue to earn the necessary economic rents. Modeling included in 
the recent FTC report further extends that model and finds sup-
port for the view that 7 years of market exclusivity will be suffi-
cient. Proposals that establish a long period of market protection 
will lead to unreasonably large rent for originator drug companies 
and provide no additional benefit to consumers. 

Ultimately, it is a balancing act, promoting innovation by shield-
ing the company from market competitors, and promoting innova-
tion and price competition by allowing market entrance. 

Yet as these proposals have become more complex, another im-
portant issue has come to the fore, that of tiered exclusivity. Post- 
launch R&D involves costs, albeit less than the original develop-
ment costs, and should be encouraged, since it only stands to rea-
son that a drug’s original developer has the best knowledge of their 
own invention. 

However, when thinking about the optimal amount of protection 
to give an improvement to an existing drug, we must once again 
return to the basic question of the particular market dynamic. An 
improvement that enlarges market share would increase profits 
further, thereby mitigating the amount of needed exclusivity. Fur-
thermore, the more exclusivity that is expected to be attached to 
a drug for its improvements, the shorter the period that needs to 
be given to a newly approved drug initially. In my view, the total 
exclusivity period, including extensions, should be close to 7 years. 

Thank you. That concludes my statement. I look forward to your 
questions. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Brill follows:] 
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Chairman Johnson, Ranking Member Coble and other Members of the Committee 

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before the Committee today to testify on an 

important matter currently before Congress, creating a pathway to allow for more competition 

within the biologic drug sector. My name is Alex Brill and lam a research fellow at the 

American Enterprise Institute (AEI). 1 My testimony will address 4 topics: 

l. The size, scope and importance of the biologic drug industry; 

2. A framework for understanding the likely market dynamics for biogenetic competition; 

3. An economic model for understanding the appropriate amount of exclusivity to provide 

innovator biologic drugs; 

4. Views on proper data exclusivity, tiered exclusivity schemes and the negative 

consequences from granting "too much" exclusivity 

To avoid the building of any undue suspense, I will begin with my conclusion. Biologic 

drugs otier great promise for improving outcomes in healthcare. While they are costly, time 

consuming and risky products to develop, they offer some of the best hopes for treating some of 

the nation's most deadly and debilitating diseases. 

A properly designed pathway for biogenetic entry will, over time, lead to additional 

market entrants, lower prices, increased access to drugs and a few billion dollars a year in 

reduced spending. The largest single purchaser of biologic drugs is the federal government and a 

large share of total savings will be taxpayer dollars 

It is important to ensure adequate incentives for innovative drug companies to undertake 

the risk and expense of developing new drugs and a market exclusivity period can be a well 

1 The opinions expressed in this testimony arc solely mine and do not necessarily represent AEL or any 
other individuals or organi7ations 
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designed tool for that purpose. Excessive exclusivity that needlessly blocks competition is a 

government built monopoly that unduly interferes in the marketplace. 

The Market for Biologic Drugs 

Biologic drugs are large, complex molecules derived from living organisms 2 Recently, 

U.S. sales of biologic drugs exceed $40 billion annually3 and global sales were over $112 

billion4 Sales are concentrated among a few blockbuster products as just 27 biologic products 

represent approximately 87 percent of total biologic drug sales5 While a biologic drug may 

compete with other brand biologic products, there is currently no expedited process by which a 

biogeneric product could enter the U.S. market6 

Biologic drugs contains the promise to fight some of our most dangerous diseases, 

including anemia, hemophilia, cancer, diabetes, HIV, rheumatoid arthritis and thrombosis. Top 

selling biologics include Avastin and Herceptin (cancer); Enbrel, Remicade, and Humira 

(arthritis); and Epogen and Procit (anemia). However, biologic drug development is a costly 

process, with an expected development expense of about $1.2 billion for an approved product7 

Similarly, the cost of purchasing a biologic drug is also often very expensive and annual 

treatment costs frequently are tens of thousands of dollars. 

2 According to Department ofHealU1 and Human Services. a biologic drug is defined as follo"s: ''A 
biological product subject to licensure under the Public Health Service Act is any virus, therapeutic semm, toxin. 
antitoxin. vaccine. blood, blood component or derivative. allergenic produce or analogous product applicable to the 
prC\'Cnlion. treatment or cure of diseases or injuries to humans. Biological products include. but arc not limited lo, 
bacterial and viral vaccines, hmnan blood and plasma and their derivatives, and cenain products produced by 
biotechnolob'Y- such as interferons and erythropoietins." See: "What is a Biologic? 1

' at 
http://www .hhs.gov/faq/drug/drugs/414.html (accessed July 12, 2009). 

1 Federal Trade Commission. ·'Emerging Health Care Issues: follow-on b10logic drug competition,'- FTC 
Report. Jtme 2009. p. 3 

4 FTC 2009, p. -1 
' Ibid 
6 A pathway for biosimilars docs cxisL in other marl..cLs including Lhc EU 
""Average Cost to Develop a New Biotechnolob'Y Product is $1.2 billion ·Tufts Center for the Study of 

Drug DcvclopmcnL RcccnL News, November 9_ 2006. 
[http://csdd tufts edu/NewsEvents/NewsArticle asp?newsid~69] 
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The Market Dynamic for Competition in Biologics 

As noted above, an approved biologic drug in the U.S. market currently faces no direct 

competition. But, brand biologic drugs may compete with other brand drug products or other 

treatment modalities. In general, however, brand biologic drugs enjoy strong monopoly pricing 

power. 

While many experts who have discussed the expected market dynamic for biogenetic 

competition make reference to the market development in small-molecule drugs that emerged 

after enactment ofHatch-Waxman legislation, it is important to understand critical differences 

between traditional pharmaceutical and biologic drug markets. Because of the cost, uncertainty 

and complexity in biologic drugs (both for discovery and manufacturing), a competitive biologic 

drug market will be very different than a competitive small-molecule market. 

While competition results in price declines of up to 80 percent8 and over 10 new entrants9 

for a popular small molecule drug, biologic drug competition can be expected to be quite 

different 

As described in the recently released FTC report, t-·merging Health issues: Follow-on 

Biologic Drug Competition, "Competition from FOB drug entry is likely to resemble brand-to-

brand competition rather than generic drug competition .. Branded manufacturers are likely to 

continue to reap profits after FOB entry." 10 

As the FTC reports, high barriers to entry, will limit the number of generic competitors to 

only a few and only among relatively large markets. The result, FTC estimates, will be price 

8 Federal Trade Commission, "Prepared Statement," United States Senate. Committee on the Judiciary. 
Hearing on: Anticompetitive Patent Settlements in the Pharmaceutical Industry: the benefits of a legislative solution, 
January 17. 2007, p. 8. Jhllp://www.lkgov/spccchcs/lcibowi!L/070117anLicompclilivcpalcnlsclllcmcnls_scnalc.pdfl 

9 David Reiffen and Michael R. Ward_ "Generic Drug Industry Dynamics," Revie·w of Economics and 
SLalisLics 87 (!). 37-49. 

10 FTC 2009. pp 13-14 
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declines of 10 to 30 percent The Congressional Budget Otlice estimates that follow-on prices 

will decline as much as 40 percent compared with branded prices. 11 These more modest price 

effects (on a percent basis) relative to small molecule drugs means that the need for additional 

market protection for biologic drugs facing competition is weaker, as innovator drug companies 

will continue to be able to profit from their innovations after a follow-on competitor has entered 

the market 

Protecting Innovators from Competition 

Determining the optimallellb>th of market protection is a crucially important reb'lllatory 

problem. Too little market protection has the potential to make drug companies unwilling to take 

costly risks to develop life-saving drugs, while too much allows branded drugs the opportunity to 

obtain excessive monopoly rents, driving up prices for patients in need and healthcare costs to 

the U.S. government. 

As University of California, Berkeley economist, Professor Richard Gilbert, and his co-

author Alan Weinschel note, "[I]nnovators need to be compensated for their innovative efforts, 

and this sometimes requires practices that may exclude potential competitors. At the same time, 

one must be careful not to lean too heavily on practices that focus on rewards to innovation, 

because these practices incur costs in the short run by limiting the use of innovations and 

possibly in the long run by raising the costs for future innovators who use protected innovations 

as inputs into their own innovative efforts." 12 

11 Congressional Budget Office. S. 1695: Biologics Price Competition and Innovation Act of 2007 
Congressional Budget OlTice Cost Estimate. June 25. 200S. lhllp'//ww\\ .cbo.govlftpdocs/94xx/doc9496/sl695.pdfl 

"Richard I. G1lbert and Alan I. Weinschel. .. Competition Policy for Intellectual Property balancing 
compelition and reward." University of California al Berkeley Worb.ing Paper. September 2007. 
[http://repositories cdl ib.org/cgi/viewcontentcgi'1 article~ 1 078&context~iber/cpc] 
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Before entering into a specific discussion on the balance of promoting innovation and 

promoting competition in the biologic drug market, I would like to describe the right way to 

think about the problem of market protection, more generally. A common refrain in the debate 

over an exclusivity period is the concern over being able to "free ride" on the innovator's data. 

However, I want to stress that free-ridership is certainly not always a problem. A follow-

on product-- in any industry-- takes advantage of the research and development of their 

predecessors, and we don't always identify this "free-riding" as problematic. It is through this 

process that products are improved upon and retined, in the end making everyone better oti. A 

2003 report by the Federal Trade Commission notes, titled J(J l'romole innovation: The Proper 

Balance of Competition and Patent Law Policy notes, "[l]n the real world, innovation is an 

ongoing process, with one invention frequently providing a building block for the next." 13 

When a person shares a ride home with a neighbor, they are (literally) free riding. The 

alternative would be that each person drive themselves separately, thereby consuming twice as 

much gasoline. Free riding is only a problem when, due to the potential lessened profits of the 

originator product caused by expected competition from a follow-on product, the originator 

product itself is expected to be unprofitable. We typically combat this problem through the 

patent system, which is intended itself to create the incentives to innovate by granting exclusive 

rights for a limited time. 

Pharmaceutical R&D and Market Dynamics 

The Hatch-Waxman legislation grants innovator, small molecule drugs an exclusivity 

period beyond the protection granted by the patent system to give innovators greater confidence 

13 Federal Trade Commission . .. To Promote Innovation· the proper balance of compcLiLion and patent law 
and policy, .. FTC Report, October 2003. p 32 [http://www.ftc gov/os/2003/10/innovationrptpdf] 
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Mr. JOHNSON. Thank you, Mr. Brill. 
Next, Mr. Lasersohn, please proceed. 

TESTIMONY OF JACK W. LASERSOHN, GENERAL PARTNER, 
VERTICLE GROUP, ON BEHALF OF NATIONAL VENTURE CAP-
ITAL ASSOCIATION (NVCA), ARLINGTON, VA 

Mr. LASERSOHN. Mr. Chairman, thank you for inviting me to tes-
tify today on behalf of the National Venture Capital Association, 
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which represents nearly 500 venture capital firms who in turn in-
vest more than 90 percent of all venture capital in the United 
States. 

Last year, we invested over $3 billion in over 100 new bio-
technology companies and currently manage over 1,000 bio-
technology companies in our portfolios. 

It is probably not well-known that the venture community is the 
primary founder and funder of biotechnology in the United States. 
Indeed, it is not an exaggeration to say that venture capitalists 
founded the biotechnology industry in the 1970’s and 1980’s. For 
example, both Amgen and Genentech were founded by venture cap-
ital firms, and even today supply nearly all of the capital for early- 
stage biotechnology companies. 

In turn, our entrepreneurial biotechnology companies discover 
and develop the overwhelming majority of new biological drugs in 
the world. I cannot emphasize this point enough. The last time we 
looked at this, these companies were responsible for 80 percent of 
the new biological drugs in the entire pipeline of biotechnology de-
velopment. 

While we have been actively involved in this behind the scenes, 
we have in fact not participated in testimony before the Congress 
before, and we did not have an opportunity to testify to the FTC. 
If we had, we would have said the following: 

We absolutely support a well-designed FOB process that will ulti-
mately lower prices and improve access for biologicals for con-
sumers while preserving investment in discovery and development 
of revolutionary new biotechnology drugs. 

The FOB system endorsed by the FTC will absolutely not accom-
plish these goals. Instead, it will result in a dramatic reduction in 
our ability to fund new drug discovery, leading to a Pyrrhic victory 
in which we have very cheap versions of old biologics and a vast 
reduction in the pipeline of new drugs which have the potential to 
revolutionize medicine. Both goals are important. 

Now, this may sound like a rehash of arguments against Hatch- 
Waxman in 1984, but this really is different. First, the current bio-
technology industry bears no resemblance to the pharmaceutical in-
dustry in 1984. Most small-molecule drugs were discovered by large 
pharmaceutical companies in those days, and still are today. 

As I said, in contrast, virtually all new biological drug develop-
ment today are discovered by small, private, VC-funded start-ups. 
This is an absolutely critical difference. These companies have no 
cash flow and depend entirely upon us for financing. We in turn 
invest in these incredibly risky, illiquid and very long-term invest-
ments, and usually lose money on about 50 percent of them. 

To justify this risk and time, we must produce a return that is 
much higher than you can get from less risky investments and 
much higher than large biotechnology and pharmaceutical compa-
nies need to make. If we don’t get those returns, in turn our inves-
tors will not give us money to invest in biotechnology, and indeed, 
that is already beginning to happen. 

This return is our cost of capital and is much more than the 10 
percent that has been assumed by supporters of other more aggres-
sive FOB systems. In fact, it is over 20 percent, as a new Harvard 
and Boston University report showed that was just published last 
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week. All of the published models demonstrate that with a 20 per-
cent cost of capital, or even a blended cost of capital of 10 to 12 
to 15 percent, we cannot break even on these enormously risky in-
vestments if generic follow-on biologicals competition can enter the 
market immediately or as little as 7 years after our drugs. If we 
cannot break even, we cannot invest. 

The second difference is how patents work in this system as com-
pared to the generic biological system. The difference is obvious 
and simple. Under Hatch-Waxman, a simple composition-of-matter 
patent gives you enormous certainty that you can preclude generic 
competition during the life of the patent. It gives you a reasonable 
period to recoup your investment. Under an FOB system, you have 
no such certainty, because an FOB does not have to be identical 
with the approved drug. So a composition-of-matter patent, which 
is the strongest type of patent, may be completely irrelevant and 
unprotective. 

The FTC dismisses this point by arguing that other biological 
patents may offset this risk. Unfortunately, this is just speculation 
with which many experts disagree. And what matters to us most 
is it creates uncertainty, which is what actually affects our invest-
ment decisions, venture capital investment decisions. I can tell you, 
despite the what the FTC argues, that I and other VCs cannot rely 
on patents alone to continue to make investments in early-stage 
biotechnology companies. 

The data exclusivity period of 12 years that we are requesting is 
merely insurance against the possibility the FTC and the pro-
ponents of more radical FOB systems are wrong in their specula-
tions about how strong patents will be. If they are correct, patents 
will give us 12 years anyway and the data exclusivity will be com-
pletely irrelevant. But if they are wrong, the data exclusivity will 
simply give us the same period to recoup our investments that the 
pharmaceutical industry already has under Hatch-Waxman. This 
seems to us like a prudent compromise to avoid the enormous unin-
tentional—unintended damage to our entire entrepreneurial bio-
technology industry. 

Thank you for your attention, sir. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. Lasersohn follows:] 
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Notional Venture Capital Association 

House Committee on the Judiciary 
Subcommittee on the Courts and Competition Policy 

Hearing on BiO'Iogics and Biosimilars: Balancing Incentives for Innovation 
July 14, 2009 

Jack Lasersohn, General Partner, Vertical Group 
Board Member, National Venture Capital Association 

Chairman Johnson, Ranking Member Coble and Members of the Stlbcommlttee, my name is 
Jack Lasersohn and I am a partner at The Vertical Group, a ventl.Jre capital firm based in 
summit, New Jersey and Palo Alto, California that focuses Investment In the life sciences sector 
I was originally trained as a physicist and have been an actlVe venture capital investor since 
1981. I am also a Board Member of the National Venture Capital Association (NVCA), which 
represents over '160 venture firms across the country. It is my privilege to be here today and to 
have the opportunity to share the view of the venture capital community on the crucial role that 
bioslmtlars legislation will play in future Investment and development of biological products. 

As Congress considers the creation of a biosimilars approval pathway at the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA), the central question is how to balance the public's Interest In lower prices 
for biological drugs, with continued vigorous Investment In the development of new medical 
treatments and cures for patients suffertng from debilitating diseases such as cancer, 
Parkinson's and multiple sderosls. 

NVCA supports the principle of a biosimilars approval system to reduce excessive costs of 
biologic drugs, particularly arisfng from innated earnings streams extending far beyond the 
reasonable expectations of market exdusivlty. However, in seeKing this result, NVCA believes 
that we must also carefully balance the countervailing need to ensure continued development of 
and patient access to innovative biologic therapies. 

Venture Caoitallnvesting is Critical to Innovation 

For the last four decades, the venture capital community has served as a founder and builder of 
companies, a creator of jobs, and a catalyst for innovation In the United States. This 
contribution has been achieved through high-risk, long-term investment of considerable time 
and dollars into small, emerging growth companies across the country and across Industry 
sectors, including information technol'ogy, communications, biotechnology, medical technology 
and more recently the "cleantech~ Industry. According to the econometrics firm Global Insight 
2009 study, venture"backed companies accounted for 12.1 million jobs and $2.9 trillion in 
revenue In the United States In 2008 representing 11 percent of U.S. priVate sector 
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employment. In fact, it was the venture capital industry that created the biotechnology 
industry including companies like Genentech and Amgen. 

In addition to providing early stage funding to young biotech businesses, venture capitalists 
also take an active role in guiding these companies through their start-up and expansion 
phases. Accordingly, we have a valuable perspecb"ve on the hurdles that these emerging 
businesses confront and the environments that promote or stifle growth and innovation. Given 
the role that we play at various points in a biotech company's life cycle, venture capitalists have 
the opportunity to provide a unique perspective on the importance of providing adequate 
incentives for innovator products in biosimilars legislation. 

My testimony today focuses on the critical role that "data exclusivity" in biosimilars legislation 
will play in the development of the next generation of innovator biological products. If an 
adequate period of data exclusivity is not included in the legislation, the "return on capital" 
(expected return that the provider of capital actually earns on their investment) will be too low 
to support continued VC investment in the biotech industry. This will stifle, perhaps even 
cripple, the emerging biotech industry, and delay the development of life-saving therapeutics. 
This is especially true when one considers that patent protection on biologics is simply too 
uncertain to sustain, by itself, VC investment in the biotech sector. 

The Cost-of Capital for Biotech Drugs Supports a Lengthv Period of Data Exclusivity 

The NVCA believes that in determining the appropriate period of data exclusivity, it is critical to 
understand what factors affect investment in new drug development, including, in particular, 
the "cost of capital" of the innovation sector of the biotechnology industry. Prior attempts to 
address this question have failed to recognize two key issues: 

First, ih contrast to the pharmaceutical sector, the biotechnology industry is overwhelmingly 
comprised of private, venture capital funded, small, entrepreneurial companies. Thus, 
conclusions about how a biosimilars system will affect innovation in this sector cannot be drawn 
directly from experience with Hatch-Waxman in the pharmaceutical sector. In other words, one 
must carefully examine the unique circumstances involved in biotech investment and innovation 
when crafting biosimilars legislation. 

Second, one of the most importanf'dlstinctions between the pharmaceutical and biotech sectors 
is their respective "cost of capital." The cost of capital is the minimum required return that the 
provider of capital needs to earn on their investment. Because data on actual cost of capital for 
the srnall1 privately held biotech companies which comprise the majority of the biotech industry 
is proprietary, current estimates about the cost of capital in the biotech industry are based on 
publicly traded companies. This substantially understates the cost of capital for the small public 
and privately held firms because large public companies are intrinsically more mature and less 
risky than the average private VC funded company, and also because such a sample introduces 
"survivor bias" by excluding from the data all the private companies who do not survive to 
become public. 

A recent study from professors at Harvard Business School and Boston Universily School of 
Management found that the cost of capital of the small private biotech VC funded sector is at 
least 20% and is likely higher. This is in sharp contrast to the 10% assumed in all prior 
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analyses. The report also found that 44% of VC investments in biotech result in either partial or 
total loss of capital. Most disturbing, the report concluded that the VC fundraising rate for all 
sectors has declined by 50% in 2009, but that the VC biotech investment rate has declined by 
75% in 2009. 

Since the clear goal of any biosimilars system is to produce lower prices for biologics, it follows 
that such a system will reduce the flow of earnings from an innovator biologic as compared to 
what it would be in the absence of a biosimilars system. If the reduction in the expected flow 
of earnings reduces the value of the earnings stream below the "cost" of inventing the drug, no 
one will invest to invent the drug in the first place. That is obvious and simple. 

If the biosimilars legislation has the intended result of reducing the stream of earnings from a 
future biological product, the key question is whether the value of that "return" has been 
reduced below the relevant investor's cost of capital, in this case the biotech segment of the 
venture capital industry. In its recent report on follow-on biologics drug competition, the 
Federal Trade Commission never even raised this question, let alone attempted to answer it. 
However, this question is the central issue in this debate. 

The cost and return of capital analysis has been examined in numerous academic studies, 
including one commissioned by tl1e generic drug industry, 1 a strong supporter of the proposed 
biosimilars system. That study assumed a biotech cost of capital of 10%, based on publicly 
traded biotech companies, and determined that on average a "data exclusivity" period of seven
years would permit an investor with a 10% cost of capital to make a positive return on its 
investment in the development of new biologics. That means that with a seven year data 
exclusivity period, an investor with a cost of capital of 10% or less would continue to make 
investments in new drug development. Unfortunately and more importantly, it also means that 
investors and companies witll cost of capital above 10%, including the small, privately owned, 
VC-backed biotech sector (20% cost of capital), will drastically reduce investments and shift 
remaining funds to less risky and less innovative opportunities. In other words, VCs will invest 
in something other than the development of innovative biologics that will be used to treat those 
with unmet medical needs. 

In short, recent studies showing that the cost of capital for the majority of the biotech industry 
is higher than previously expected indicate that a lengthy period of data exclusivity (at least 
greater than seven years) is necess"~iy to support continued biotech innovation. For the 
reasons outlined below, NVCA believes that 12 years of data exclusivity is needed for innovator 
biologics. 

12 Years of Data Exclusivity Protection Is Necessanr to Sustain Innovation 

NVCA believes that no less than a 12 year data exclusivity period for innovator products is 
critical to preserving biotech innovation. The recently released Federal Trade Commission (FTC} 
report entirely dismisses the need for data exclusivity by concluding, in part, that existing 
patent protection will provide equivalent or even stronger barriers to entry for biological dnugs 
as compared to small molecule pharmaceuticals.' However, in the absence of an assured 

1 Brill, Alex M. "Proper Duration of Data Exclusivity for Generic Biologics: A Critique/' November 2008. 
2 federal Trade CortJJ..uission, Authorized Gcneiics: An Interirn Report, June 2009, available at 
www.ftc.gov/opa/2009/06igenerics.shtm. 
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period of data exclusivity, patent protection is not sufficient to sustain innovation in the biotech 
sector. 

The FTC's conclusion is largely based upon past examples of biologics innovator-on-innovator 
patent litigation where patents have been successfully asserted. The report acknowledges that 
there have been examples to the contrary but concludes that, on the whole, substantial data 
exclusivity is not needed because there is no evidence that past biologics patents have been 
designed around more frequently than those claiming small molecule drugs. Also, the FTC 
found no evidence that biologics have suffered from a lack of patentability, or that market 
forces have been insufficient to incentivize the development of new biologics in the past. The 
flaws of this logic are obvious: the question is not whether patent protection and market forces 
have stimulated biotechnology innovation in the past- the question is whether reliance on 
patents alone continues to be justified even under a new abbreviated biologics approval 
pathway that completely alters the business incentives for pioneering developers and 
subsequent competitors alike. 

With no abbreviated approval pathway today, biologics developers have little incentive to incur 
staggering development costs only to create me-too biologics til at are marketed as merely 
"similar" to existing products with no opportunity for product differentiation. The creation of an 
abbreviated approval pathway would change that- it would create powerful incentives for 
biologics competitors to identify and exploit gaps in each others' patent portfolios that could be 
filled with "similar" products, developed at a fraction of today's costs. In other words, "patent 
pressure" will increase by orders of magnitude - pressure on originators to develop only those 
biologics that have the best patent protection, and pressure on subsequent competitors to tear 
down or design around these same patents. Thus, it is by no means assured t!1at a patent 
system that enables abundant biotechnology innovation today will continue to do so under a 
biosimilars system that incentivlzes biologics competitors to invade rather than avoid each 
others' patent space, and to develop similar rather than different products. The answer to 
whether reliance on patents alone is justified under such a new system allows no margin for 
error. 

In concluding that patents alone are sufficient, the FTC glosses over the most relevant point 
with respect to patent protection for biologics under a biosimilars system. Unlike under Hatch
Waxman, biological biosimilars will JOt need to be identical to the pioneer drug. As a result, 
composition of matter patents are fess likely to protect against biosimilars competition as they 
do in the case of Hatch-Waxnian. In the small molecule drug space, composition of matter 
patents are usually extremely strong and easy to enforce because proof of infringement is 
rarely an issue. This most potent patent protection is much more easily avoided in the 
biosimilar·s context because the biosimilar developer has more design alternatives, i.e. greater 
opportunities to modify the innovator's molecule in ways that avoid the patent but are still 
similar enough for abbreviated approval. Regardless of how one weighs all the other intangible 
patent questions, it is clear that this factor alone will make the patent rights of pioneer 
developers much less certain compared to their rights under Hatch-Waxman. 

Even if one could conclude that the increased uncertainty of patent rights is somehow offset by 
the greater diversity of typical biotechnology patent portfolios, as tihe FTC seems to do, the FTC 
conclusion that this eliminates the need for data exclusivity completely ignores the fact that the 
proposed exclusivity is not additive to patent protection, it is merely a parallel right. The patent 
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Mr. JOHNSON. Thank you, sir. 
Last, but not least, Ms. Rea—Mr. McNeely. I am sorry. 
Mr. McNeely, please proceed. 
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TESTIMONY OF LARRY McNEELY, HEALTHCARE REFORM AD-
VOCATE, U.S. PUBLIC INTEREST RESEARCH GROUPS 
(USPIRG), WASHINGTON, DC 
Mr. MCNEELY. Not last, but perhaps least. We will see. I suppose 

you will judge. 
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Ranking Member, and 

to Members of the Committee, for the opportunity and really the 
honor to testify here today. 

My name is Larry McNeely. I am the health care advocate for 
USPIRG, U.S. Public Interest Research Group. USPIRG is a fed-
eration of State-based public interest research groups. It is a non-
profit, nonpartisan public interest advocacy organization. 

I think much has been made about the truly miraculous results 
of some of these new biologic drugs, and I think, you know, that 
is a value that we all hold. But the one thing that hasn’t changed 
with these new, more complex biologic drugs we are here to dis-
cuss, the laws of economics haven’t changed. It is still true that 
those with the monopoly are going to continue to fight to keep that 
monopoly, whether it is in the marketplace or in the halls of public 
policy. 

Now, I suppose the Members of this Committee and Congress 
have a balancing act to strike here, to reward those who invested 
in the innovator drugs, the pioneer drugs, and also to encourage 
competition. And to give you that balance, I would like to actually 
return to where we started today, with the cancer biologic drug 
Herceptin. 

Approved by the Food and Drug Administration in 1998, this 
amazing medication, produced by Genentech, helps women fight off 
a particularly tough form of breast cancer. I believe it is related to 
the protein HER2. 

Herceptin has made a serious difference in that fight. Its use in-
creases the disease-free survival rates of this type of breast cancer 
by 12 percent. And it did cost its maker—well, I say on average 
biologics like this cost their makers $1.2 million to bring a drug to 
market. And, frankly, with that kind of risk, Genentech should, the 
maker of the drug, should profit for bringing a product to market 
that saves lives. 

But there is a serious danger in conferring too much intellectual 
property protection. In Herceptin’s case, every year the drug manu-
facturer benefits from high monopoly prices conferred by exclu-
sivity will cost patients both in dollars and in lives. Herceptin’s 
high monopoly prices make it less likely and more expensive for in-
surers to cover it, and thus fewer patients with breast cancer have 
access to this life-saving medicine. 

Herceptin’s patent protections, the legal mechanism that protects 
intellectual property in most industries, expired in 2005, but 
Genentech continues to enjoy effective monopoly pricing power. 
They certainly made the most of it, charging $48,000 a year whole-
sale for their Herceptin treatment. 

So, how should a law strike a balance between access and future 
innovation on one hand and the manufacturer’s need to profit from 
its investment in a great product? Rather than looking at research 
from one industry group or another, to fine the right balance, we 
examined an independent source, the Federal Trade Commission’s 
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report on follow-on biological drug competition. The report found 
that the patent system has a proven record of protecting and stim-
ulating biotechnology innovation. In fact, they found in some ways 
biologic patents are stronger than chemical drug patents. In sum-
mary, FTC found that the pioneer biologic drug manufacturers can 
earn significant revenues many years after follow-on biologic entry, 
obviating the need for the 12- and 14-year exclusivity period. It is 
far too long. 

Finally, USPIRG’s recommendations. The Hatch-Waxman Act es-
tablished the generic drug program at FDA for chemical drugs and 
conferred patent extensions and 5 years exclusivity—forgive me. 

It makes sense to learn from those successes. USPIRG believes 
that an approach such as that included in the Promoting Innova-
tion and Access to Lifesaving Medicine Act of 2009 represents the 
best option before Congress today. 

Mr. Chairman, we need a strong, vibrant markets for biologic 
drugs in this country, but we need markets that drive innovation, 
not those that reward monopoly. 

Thank you for the opportunity to testify. 
[The prepared statement of Mr. McNeely follows:] 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF LARRY MCNEELY 
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TESTIMONY 
By Larry McNeely, Health Care Advocate 

U.S. Public Interest Research Group 
Before the Courts and Competion Sub-Committee 

House Judiciary Commillee 
US. Housel?{ Represenlalives 

July 14, 2009 

US. PIRG, the federation of state Public Interest Research Groups, is a non-profit, non
partisan public interest advocacy organization. U.S. PlRG's mission is to deliver 
persistent, result-oriented public interest activism that protects our health, encourages a 
fair, sustainable economy, and fosters responsive, democratic government. We uncover 
threats to public health and well-being and fight to end them, using the time-tested tools 
of investigative research, media exposes, grassroots organizing, advocacy and litigation. 

In recent years, medical and pharmaceutical science has produced a new, powerful class 
of medicines, known as biologic drugs. Rather than a chemical admixture like most 
drugs on the market, these medicines are developed using biological materials and 
processes. Often, biologics can only be manufactured using very expensive, state of the 
art processes. 

This new class of drugs has already otiered hope to millions of patients suffering from 
previously untreated diseases. Yet because they were excluded from the procedures to 
incentivize generic versions of prescription drugs contained in the 1984 Hatch Waxman 
legislation these already expensive drugs are rendered more expensive. As health care 
costs skyrocket and biologic drugs gain a greater share of the phannaceutical market, 
many now advocate for a pathway to create generic diseases. Opponents suggest that 
such a pathway would stifle innovation within this vibrant business sector and slow 
invention of new biologic medicines. 

In our view, the best way to understand how to best incentivize innovation and balance 
other policy goals is to look at an example. Consider the cancer biologic drug Herceptin. 
Approved by the FDA on September 25th 1998, this amazing medication, produced by 
the biotech finn Genentech, helps women fight off a particularly tough form of breast 
cancer that is positive for the protein HER2. 

Herceptin has made a serious difference. Tts use increases the disease-free survival rates 
of this type of breast cancer by 12%1 Doctors estimate that it can save 7000 women from 
relapse in a yearii 

On average it costs $1.2 billion to take a biologic drug to market, and companies like 
Genentech should be rewarded for that investment. Genentech should profit from 
bringing a product to market that saves lives. Tn fact, they have recouped their 
development costs and much more, earning $5.5 billion from 2003-2008 alone. iii 

But there's a catch. Herceptin' s patent protections, the legal mechanism that protects 
intellectual property in most industries, expired in 2005. The available evidence, namely 
Genentech' s enonnous annual profits, suggests that the patents on the drug provided an 
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ample incentive for the important research that Genentech did on this drug. Yet today, 
without a pathway for follow-on biologics, Genentech continues to enjoy monopoly 
pricing power. They have certainly made the most of it, charging $48,000 a year 
wholesale for the Herceptin treatmenev Some reports have indicated that some 
consumers paying twice that amount or more.v But under current law, it's unlikely that a 
generic company will introduce a cheaper version of the drug anytime soon, and 
Genentech recognizes that 

Intellectual property protection is important The success that Herceptin brought 
Genentech will encourage other manufacturers to make the long-term investments needed 
to produce the drugs that can vanquish cancer and other diseases. 

All the available evidence is that the patent system provides adequate protection for 
innovator biologics and provides an adequate incentive to raise capital for investments 
everywhere in the world. 1 recognize that the biotech companies argue that 14 years of 
exclusivity is necessary for them to invest in these products. But it is obviously in their 
interest to get the maximum amount of exclusivity to maximize their profits. Thus it is 
important to look to an independent source to evaluate the validity of the biotech 
industry's argument that 14 years is essential to create a sufficient incentive for investing 
in these products. A recent report by the Federal Trade Commission provides a very 
helpful evaluation. As you know the FTC is an independent federal regulatory agency. Tt 
does not always side with the generic or brand companies. Recently it has vigorously 
argued against patent settlements, a position which the generic companies vigorously 
dispute. 

The FTC studied the issue of generic biologics and issued a comprehensive report in June 
2009, Emerging Hea1th Care Issues: Follow-on Biologic Drug Competition. ln its report 
the FTC examined the question of whether the existing patent system provides adequate 
intellectual property protection to biologics. Tt found that "The patent system has a 
proven record of protecting and stimulating biotechnology innovation." (p. 35) 

Interestingly, the FTC concluded that in some ways biologics patents are stronger than 
patents on chemical drugs. It stated that "pioneer biologic drugs are covered by more and 
varied patents than small-molecule branded products, including manufacturing and 
technology platfonn patents." (p. 26) Thus the FTC stated that "there is no evidence that 
patents claiming a biologic drug product have been designed around more frequently than 
those claiming small-molecule products." (p. 26; seep. 36) Tn summary, the FTC found 
that the pioneer biologic drug manufacturer can continue to earn significant revenues 
many years after FOB entry. (p. 26 ). 

The FTC's conclusions are important because chemical treatments have flourished 
without the 12 or 14 years of exclusivity that the biologics manufacturers are demanding. 
Under the Hatch-Waxman legislation, enacted 25 years ago, chemical drug manufacturers 
are entitled to only 5 years of exclusivity. Because patents almost always run longer than 
5 years, the purpose and effect of this exclusivity is to provide market protection for the 
unusual products for which patents have expired or which have less than 5 years of patent 
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protection remammg For most chemical drugs, it is the patent system which provides 
the basic intellectual property protection. 

The basic compromise that led to the enactment of Hatch-Waxman was not the 5 years of 
exclusivity. Instead the brand companies demanded and received patent extensions to 
compensate patent time lost as a result of the FDA drug approval process, which includes 
both the time needed to test the drugs and the time the FDA takes to approve products. 
Under Hatch-Waxman, companies are eligible for a patent extension of up to 5 years as 
long as the extension does not extend patents to more than 14 years. Importantly, these 
patent extensions already apply to biologics. Thus, even though Hatch-Waxman did not 
establish a generic program for biologics, it did give biologic innovators the same patent 
extensions that it gave to the chemical brands. 

Hatch-Waxman has been a tremendous success. It gave the medical research industry a 
sunicient incentive to innovate and it established a safe and etiective generic drug 
program. 

But there is a serious danger to conferring too much intellectual property protection. In 
the case of a drug like Herceptin, every year the drug's manufacturer benefits from the 
high monopoly prices conferred by exclusivity will cost patients both in dollars, and in 
lives. Herceptin's high monopoly prices make it less likely and more expensive for 
insurers to cover it And thus, fewer patients with breast cancer have access to this life
saving medicine. 

lt is also significant that every year that Herceptin is enjoying monopoly profits is one 
more year that Genentech has no overriding incentive to develop additional products. 
Instead Genentech's principal incentive is to preserve the market for its most profitable 
drugs, including Herceptin. 

Rewarding yesterday's innovation too much can prolong the day that we see the next life 
saving biologic drug. By granting additional protection to biologic products, above and 
beyond the manufacturer's patent, we not only keep the drug expensive and out of reach 
of many Americans. We strip away the incentives to develop the next generation of life
saving drugs. 

What is true ofHerceptin is even more true of other biologic blockbuster drugs: 

US PIRG's Recommendations 

In determining where to strike the balance on this issue: we encourage you to keep 
focused on three important considerations: 

• the affordability of these drugs to consumers across the country; 
• the impact of your actions on the efficiency of the American economy; and 
• the incentives you're creating for innovation for the next generation oflife-saving 

drugs. 
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The original Hatch-Waxman legislation successfully addressed all these priorities, and it 
makes sense to learn from those successes. U.S. PIRG believes that an approach such as 
that included in the Access to Life Saving Medicine Act of 2009 sponsored by 
Representative Henry Waxman and Senator Chuck Schumer represents the best option 
before Congress today. This bill is modeled on the Hatch-Waxman Act, which 
established the generic drug program at FDA for chemical drugs and which conferred the 
patent extensions and the five-years exclusivity described above. 

Evaluation of the Alternatives 

Several alternatives to this approaches have been advanced. These approaches would 
combine longer periods of exclusivity for generic biologic drugs with additional steps to 
protect the original manufacturer of the pioneer drugs. 

Proponents of more protection for pioneer drugs claim that biologics are different from 
chemical drugs. They argue that the investments needed in sophisticated manufacturing 
and development of biologics would render patents or even Hatch/Waxman style 5 year 
exclusivity periods inadequate. 

In fact, if their position was true, we should first consider extending protection to 
industries who face the greatest cost of capital. But that would mean providing 
monopoly power to investing in several industries with higher capital costs long before 
we got around to biotechnology. These dubious arguments serve primarily to defend and 
preserve the monopoly position enjoyed by a few powerful manufacturers. 

It's no wonder recent Federal Trade Commission argues clearly that a short exclusivity 
period strikes a better balance. They find that" 

lhe potential harm posed by such a period [if 12-14 years} is thatfirms will 
direct scarce R&D dollars toward developing low-risk clinical and safety datafor 
drug products with proven mechanisms of action rather than toward new 
inventions to address umnet medical needs. Thus, a new 12- to 1-1-year exclusivity 
period imperil.~ the efficiency benefits of a FOB approval process in the firs/ 
place, and it risks ol'er-inveslmenl in wel!-ti11ed areas. vl 

So when it comes to encouraging innovation, we can only conclude that the industry is 
selling a cure that's worse than the disease. Fundamentally, the choice before Congress 
this year is whether to reward yesterday's life saving innovation or tomorrow's. 

We need strong vibrant markets for biologic drugs in this country. But we need markets 
that drive innovation not those that reward monopoly. We urge you to make the right 
choice. 

Thanks you for the opportunity to testify. I would be happy to answer any questions. 
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'MSNBC Health, Drug Found Effeclive Against Early Breast Cancer, October 2005 
li Ibid. 
'" AARP Public Policy Institute. Biologics in Per.1peclive: The Case for Generic Biologic Drugs, May 2009 
"MSNBC Health. Drug Found Effective Against Ear~y Breast Cancer, October 2005 
'The Assertive Cancer Patient, The True Costo(Herceptin, March2007 
"Federal Trade CommisioJL Emerging Health Care Issues: Follow-on Biologic Drug Competition. I1111c 
2009. 
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Mr. JOHNSON. Thank you, Mr. McNeely. 
Last, but not least, Ms. Rea. Please. 

TESTIMONY OF TERESA STANEK REA, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN 
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW ASSOCIATION (AIPLA), 
WASHINGTON, DC 

Ms. REA. Thank you. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Ranking Memberand 
Members of the Subcommittee, I am Teresa Stanek Rea, the presi-
dent of the American Intellectual Property Law Association. 

For purposes of my testimony today, I represent the AIPLA, and 
I am not speaking on behalf of my firm or any firm clients. I am 
pleased to have the opportunity to present the views of the AIPLA 
at this hearing. 

As outlined in my biography, I have spent a good portion of my 
legal career working with patents related to biotechnology and 
pharmaceutical chemistry. I am also a registered pharmacist in the 
State of Michigan and have worked for many years as a hospital 
pharmacist. I think that this experience provides me with a unique 
perspective to discuss the issues before the Subcommittee today. 

AIPLA believes that should Congress create an abbreviated regu-
latory approval process for a follow-on biological product, it is es-
sential that such a process contain a patent enforcement mecha-
nism that preserves the value of intellectual property by including 
five specific provisions. 

First, a timely and confidential information exchange between 
patent owners and the biologic follow-on companies. 

Second, a streamlined, efficient litigation mechanism that en-
courages prompt resolution of patent infringement claims. 

Third, a corresponding opportunity for a follow-on product appli-
cant to seek declaratory judgment. 

Fourth, procedures which apply the existing law of venue. 
And, five, have all remedies available to both parties, including 

damages and injunctive relief. 
The development of a new pharmaceutical or biological drug 

product is both expensive and unpredictable. Pharmaceutical and 
biotech companies depend on patents to protect their innovations 
and to provide some expectation that they can recoup their invest-
ments in high-risk research and costly clinical trials. 

The value of a patent is undermined if there is no effective mech-
anism to enforce it. 

With the Hatch-Waxman Act, Congress recognized the critical 
role of patents by creating a mechanism by which an innovator 
could enforce its patent before a generic product obtains FDA ap-
proval and is launched into the marketplace. The pending bills in 
the House attempt to develop procedures parallel to the Hatch- 
Waxman Act. They include mechanisms for prelaunch patent dis-
pute resolution, which is the primary focus of my testimony today. 

If there were no procedures, or ones adopted were inefficient, this 
may undermine the value of valid patent rights and potentially 
cause an unnecessary drain on the resources of all parties as well 
as the judiciary. With these thoughts in mind, I would like to share 
some specific observations regarding the patent dispute resolution 
procedures proposed in the two bills. 
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We believe that H.R. 1548 would encourage efficient, streamlined 
prelaunch patent litigation that would cover the follow-on product 
and employ procedures that would be less subject to gamesmanship 
and abuse. 

This bill addresses the need for an exchange of information con-
cerning the follow-on product to allow a preliminary infringement 
analysis. The notice and certification provisions in H.R. 1548 would 
limit the patents that may be challenged to those which the patent 
holder believes are infringed by the follow-on product. 

This bill would also allow the follow-on applicant to bring a de-
claratory judgment action if an infringement suit is not filed on a 
timely basis. 

Conversely, H.R. 1427 has the potential to weaken the value of 
biotechnology patents by limiting the ability of the referenced prod-
uct holder to assert its patents prior to market launch of a follow- 
on product. 

We believe that the bill lacks sufficient mechanisms for ref-
erenced product holders or third-party patent owners, such as uni-
versities, to obtain access to product and manufacturing informa-
tion necessary to determine whether there is a good-faith basis for 
asserting an infringement claim. 

At the same time, H.R. 1427 would appear to expand declaratory 
judgment jurisdiction to create opportunities for interested parties 
to challenge patents which may not cover either the referenced 
product or the planned follow-on biotech product. 

Lastly, the patent notification procedure in H.R. 1427 includes 
ambiguous standards with severe penalties that may encourage ad-
ditional patent challenges and create uncertainty in subsequent in-
tellectual property transactions and litigation. 

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to present these 
views, and I look forward to any questions the Subcommittee may 
have concerning the observations and comments that I have pre-
sented. 

Thank you. 
[The prepared statement of Ms. Rea follows:] 
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF TERESA STANEK REA 
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Mr Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, 

T am pleased to have the opportunity to present the views of the American Intellectual 

Property Law Association (AlPLA) at this hearing on "Biologics and Biosimilars Balancing 

Incentives for Innovation." Let me first express our appreciation for your interest in this very 

important topic. 

AlPLA is a national bar association of more than 16,000 members engaged in private and 

corporate practice, in government service, and in the academic community. AIPLA represents a 

wide and diverse spectrum of individuals, companies and institutions involved directly or 

indirectly in the practice of patent, trademark, copyright, and unfair competition law, as well as 

other fields of law affecting intellectual property. Our members represent both owners and users 

of intellectual property, and therefore have a keen interest in an eftlcient and smoothly tunctioning 

patent system. 

As outlined in my biography, I have spent a good portion of my legal career working with 

patents related to biotechnology, pharmaceutical chemistry, medical devices, immunology, and 

specialty chemicals, as well as polymers and nanotechnology. I am also a registered pharmacist in 

the State of Michigan and worked for years as a hospital pharmacist I believe that this experience 

provides me with a unique perspective to discuss the issues before the Subcommittee today. 

AlPLA believes that, should Congress create an abbreviated regulatory approval process 

for a "follow-on" biological product, it is essential that such a process contain a patent 

enforcement mechanism that preserves the value of intellectual property. Such a regime should 

include: 

2 
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I. a timely and confidential information exchange sufficient to allow the reference product 
holder and third-party patent holders to determine whether they have a good faith basis to 
assert a patent infringement claim; 

2. a streamlined, efficient litigation scheme that encourages resolution of patent infringement 
claims by the reference product holder as well as by third-party patent holders before FDA 
approval of the follow-on product; 

o. a corresponding opportunity for a follow-on product applicant to seek a declaratory 
judgment of non-infringement, invalidity or unenforceability as to patents that it believes 
in good faith may be asserted against the follow-on product, if the patent holder does not 
bring a timely infringement action before product launch; 

4. procedures that apply the existing law of venue; and 

5. all available remedies, including damages and injunctive relief, should patent infringement 
be found 

General Background 

Patent rights play an important role in promoting and protecting biotechnology innovation, 

and the available enforcement mechanisms for these rights can significantly a±Iect patent value 

and the ability to obtain investment for further research. In addition to creating an abbreviated 

regulatory approval pathway for biologics, the pending bills (H.R. 1548 and H.R. 1427) would 

create a mechanism for pre-launch patent dispute resolution. It is this mechanism that is the 

primary concern of AIPLA and the primary focus of this testimony. AIPLA submits that the 

patent dispute resolution mechanism should operate prior to FDA approval of the biosimilar 

product and should not unduly create additional rules that increase the cost and complexity of 

litigation or otherwise undermine the value of valid patent rights in biotechnology inventions. 

TheUS. patent system stimulates technological innovation by providing legal protection 

to inventions and by disseminating useful technical information on which others can build. In 

essence, patents fuel research and development, which is particularly true in the biotechnology and 

pharmaceutical industries. The fact that the biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries rely 
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more heavily on patent protection than any other industry was recognized by the Federal Trade 

Commission in its 2003 Report entitled, "To Promote Innovation: The Proper Balance of 

Competition and Patent Law and Policy." 

The development of a new pharmaceutical or biological drug product is also very 

expensive and unpredictable. Pharmaceutical and biotech companies depend on patent protection 

to protect their innovations and to provide some expectation that they can recoup their investments 

in high-risk research and costly clinical trials. This reliance on patent protection arises long before 

a product is available to patients. Much of the early biotechnology research is conducted in 

academic institutions or in small technology firms that then seek to license to larger entities for the 

next, more costly, stage of research. Often, there are several transfers of rights for this purpose, 

and the availability of enforceable patent rights can determine the value of these transactions and 

the availability of any additional investments. In essence, the value of a patent is the right to 

exclude competitors from practicing the claimed invention for the life of the patent. Today, that 

generally means 20 years from the date when the patent application was filed. The value of a 

patent is undermined if there is no effective mechanism to enforce the patent and keep others from 

infringing that patent during its life 

Without question, an abbreviated regulatory approval pathway for biological drugs needs 

an etTective pre-launch mechanism for resolving patent disputes to provide certainty as to the 

effect of patent rights to both biosimilar manufacturers and innovators. Without such a 

mechanism, patent disputes in this area would strain the federal judiciary by requiring --in 

preliminary injunction proceedings- resolution of the complex legal and scientific questions 

involved with each biosimilar product launch. Those circumstances would require quick decisions 

4 
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on claims of patent infringement and invalidity in a pressurized context and without the benefit of 

a complete evidentiary record. 

As explained below, A IPLA believes that H.R. 1548 achieves the objective of establishing 

an effective pre-launch mechanism for resolving patent disputes, and avoids many of the concerns 

raised by H.R. 1427. 

Hatch-Wax man Model. Congress expressly recognized the critical role of patents in 

fostering innovation and the need to resolve patent disputes before FDA marketing approval in 

1984 when it enacted the Drug Price Competition and Patent Term Restoration Act, commonly 

known as the "Hatch-Waxman Act." 

As a first step, the Hatch-Waxman Act requires a reference product holder to list all patents 

which cover the reference product in the FDA's Orange Book. 1 Unless the generics manufacturer 

agrees to defer launch until after the expiration of a listed patent, the reference product holder is 

given statutory authorization to file a patent infringement action to enforce any of the listed 

patents prior to the FDA's approval of the generic manufacturer's abbreviated new drug 

application. When such an infringement action is commenced, FDA approval of the generic 

product is stayed for 30 months to allow for resolution of patent disputes before market launch of 

the generic product. 

1 Consistent with tllC prevailing view of stnkcholdcrs that there should be no "'Orange Book· equivalent in the follow·
on contc'-'1, neither bill would establish any sort of registry' requiring the reference product holder to identify patents 
covering lhe reference producl or its methods of manufaclure_ The "Orange Boo I-.,. procedure \-\-as created by the 
Halch-Wa\.man Act for small molecule compounds. Under 21 U.S.C. § 355(b)(l), the reference product sponsor must 
list all patents \Yhich claim the dmg or method of using tire drug with respect to tYhich a claim of patent infringement 
could reasonably be asserted if nn unlicensed person engaged in tllC nlflmLfncturc. usc or sale of the dmg. Bccnusc 
there is no ·'Orange Book'' equivalent, there is a need for information exchange sufficient to allmv patent holders to 
detem1ine whether the biosinular prodttct or its method of manufacture may be mfringmg their patents. 
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fu other words, when it authorized a regulatory pathway for generics, Congress at the same 

time created a statutory mechanism permitting developers of innovative drugs to quickly resolve 

patent disputes, and developers of innovative biologic drugs should be able to do the same. 

Need for Patent Dispute Mechanism. The specific procedures of the patent dispute 

mechanism which have been proposed deserve careful consideration. fu addition to undermining 

the value of valid patent rights, inefficient or ineffective procedures will cause an unnecessary 

drain on the resources of the judiciary and will increase costs to the parties. fudeed, recent 

initiatives to reform the patent law have been driven in part by the spiraling cost and complexity 

associated with enforcing patent rights. 

AIPLA conducts a nationwide survey of our members every two years on the cost of patent 

litigation. fu 2007, we reported that the median cost of a patent infiingement suit was $1,600,000, 

if$1 million to $25 million was at risk. The cost rises significantly as the stakes increase. The 

median average cost of a patent infringement case involving more than $25 million dollars was 

about $5,500,000. Patent law is a complex, dynamic field oflaw, and the technologies at issue in 

these patent litigation suits have become increasingly sophisticated. Patent litigation places a 

significant burden on the federal judiciary, which by and large relies on generalist judges and lay 

juries. 

For these reasons, care should be taken to ensure that the proposed patent dispute 

resolution procedures do not impose additional burdens on litigants or otherwise increase the 

complexity and uncertainty of enforcing these patents. Doing so would only exacerbate the 

problems that the ongoing patent law reform efforts aim to address. 

With these thoughts in mind, I would like to share AIPLA's analysis of the patent dispute 

resolution procedures proposed in H.R. 1548 and H.R. 1427. 
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I. H.R. 1548's Patent Enforcement Provisions. 

Information Exchange Provisions. H.R. 1548 would provide a reasonable, balanced 

procedure to exchange information. The reference product holder would be entitled to access to 

the follow-on product's abbreviated application as well as information about the product and its 

method of manufacture. Third-party patent holders would be entitled to notice of the abbreviated 

application filing, with the right to request information. The bill would require that all such 

information be treated as confidential by the recipients. Reference product holders and third-party 

patent holders could then conduct informed analysis about whether their patents cover the follow

on product and its method of manufacture. In order to begin enforcement proceedings before 

market launch, they must provide the basis for their intiingement contentions to the follow-on 

applicant 

Scope of Pre-Market Launch Patent Litigation. Under H.R 1548, the patents available 

for litigation would be limited to those patents that the reference product holder or third-party 

patent holder identifies as "covering" the follow-on product. This scope is much narrower than 

the categories of patents that may be challenged under H.R. 1427, and is consistent with 

declaratory judgment law and the requirements of Article III of the Constitution. 

Opportunity for At-Risk Launch of Follow-On Product. H.R. 1548 would provide a 

balanced approach for interested parties to initiate suit before FDA approval, although in some 

situations the bill may not sufficiently protect the interests of a follow-on applicant seeking 

resolution of patent issues before FDA approval and launch. In particular, the bill would give the 

reference product holder and/or patent holder the opportunity to bring an infringement action 

within 60 days of receiving the patent certification from the follow-on applicant If no suit is 
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brought within this time frame, then the FDA's approval of the follow-on product may not be 

precluded on patent grounds. However, there is still the possibility that a "late" patent 

infringement proceeding could be brought and a preliminary injunction could be obtained to 

preclude market launch of the follow-on product, despite FDA approval. 

H.R. 1548 would also provide the follow-on applicant the opportunity to bring a 

declaratory judgment action, in the event that the reference product holder or patent holder fails to 

bring suit within the 60-day period. However, the bill does not allow such an action to be brought 

until3 years before expiration of the reference product's data exclusivity period. The assumption 

that a patent infringement litigation can be resolved in 3 years may not necessarily hold true. If 

patent reform legislation passes allowing interlocutory appeal of claim construction rulings, we 

can expect that a hard-fought patent litigation will not be completed within 3 years. We therefore 

recommend that this particular section of H.R. 1548 be revisited in the event that the patent law 

reform efforts succeed. 

Venue of the Pre-Launch Litigation. Unlike H.R. 1427, H.R. 1548 does not attempt to 

alter the law of venue. As a result, the courts would have discretion to transfer and consolidate 

pre-launch lawsuits as appropriate. We believe this is a better approach than a blanket rule 

allowing a particular category of litigant to make the final determination of venue. 

Multiplicity of Litigation and the Abuse of Litigation Process. Under H.R. 1548, there 

is the possibility for multiple litigations brought separately by the reference product holder and 

third-party patent holders2 For example, because the third-party patent holder has more time to 

provide its patent list to the follow-on applicant than the reference product holder has, it is 

:::There is also the possibility that a patent issues or the reference product holder in-licenses a patent after the initial 
certification process, \\hereupon the reference product holder or thud-party patent ovmer could begm another lav.smt 
to enforce that ·'new·' patent. 
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possible that the follow-on applicant could face separate lawsuits initiated at different times by 

each third-party patent holder. However, jurisdiction over the follow-on applicant would likely be 

limited because the follow-on applicant would not yet be marketing an approved product. 

Moreover, under the existing venue law, the follow-on applicant could move to transfer and 

consolidate patent intiingement actions, if it chose to do so. 

Effect on Third Party Patent Owners. H.R. 1548 has several provisions that recognize 

and attempt to balance the interests of third-party patent owners, including the requirement of 

notice that the follow-on application has been filed. The bill includes a procedure that would 

allow the third-party patent owner(s) to gain confidential access to information about the follow

on product, and a pre-launch litigation process that would allow a third-party patent owner to 

enforce its patent before FDA approval. The bill also includes a time-limit requirement if a third

party patent owner wishes to enforce the patent for the purpose of delaying FDA approval until 

after the expiration of the patent in suit. The bill would further create a mechanism by which a 

follow-on applicant may bring a declaratory judgment action. 

II. H.R. 1427's Patent Enforcement Provisions 

Information Request Provisions. H.R. 1427 would create an information request process 

that would allow any party to request that the reference product holder provide a list of"all those 

patents owned by, licensed to, or otherwise under the control of, the holder of the approved 

application that the holder believes in good faith relate to the reference product." 

Importantly, the bill does not define "relate to," but expressly includes "patents that claim 

the approved biological product, any formulation of such product, any method of using such 

product, or any method or process that can be used to manufacture such product or component, 
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regardless of whether that method or process is used to manufacture the reference product." This 

standard would require more than just an identification of patents owned or controlled by the 

reference product holder that cover the reference product. It would seem to require the reference 

product holder to review its entire patent portfolio, as well as all patents it has in-licensed for any 

purpose, to determine whether those patents ''relate to" the reference product. In practice, this 

obligation would become most onerous with respect to methods that "can be used to manufacture" 

the reference product. This disclosure obligation would continue for 2 years after the date of the 

request, and may be extended by a subsequent request by the follow-on applicant. 

The bill also includes forfeiture provisions directed against patent holders. If a "relevant 

patent" that "should have been disclosed" was not disclosed as required, then the owner of the 

patent or licensee of the patent may never sue for infringement of that patent. In etiect, the patent 

would lose all value. This forfeiture provision would create uncertainty for all parties involved, 

harsh consequences for third-party patent owners who license their patents to others developing 

commercial products, and increased likelihood of complex, expensive litigation- all of which 

discourage continued investment in biomedical research and development3 

3 
Given the high stakes im:olvcd in the potential fo:rfciturc of the right to enforce fl patent" tllC ambiguity of 

the phrase ··relate to'· vmuld liJ;..ely create an entirely nen· unenforcesbility defense that would parallel the inequit.able 
conduct defense Tn terms of the amount of discovery required. Accused infringers would be encouraged to seck 
discovery from every entity that controlled the patent over time, including third parties, in an attempt to make an 
argumeullhatthe patent should have been disclosed in response to a patent notice request provision. In addition to 
e>..tensive fscl discovel)' _ including inquiries into the subjective intent of reference product holder employees. each 
party would hire one or more expe1ts to address tire question of '0\'hether tire patented process ''relates to'' tire reference 
product. Would the inqui1y be whether one of ordinary skill in the art belie,'ed timt the patent process '·rebted·- to the 
reference product at any time during the 2-year obligation to list period? What if the process ·was "obvious to try'· but 
no one had done so? To complicate matters. the use or the phrase ·'in good raith'" suggests that the inquiry is the state 
of mind of the patent onner during the 2-year Lime period. In Lhis conte.:d. \'l.hich employees· slate of mind is/are 
relevant? Does the belief of a single scientist employed by the reference product holder that the patented process 
could have been used to nmke the reference product at a L1b bench constitute such "good faith'"? This subjective 
standard would create a new unenforceability defense, similar to the often maligned inequitable conduct defense, but 
w1th even less certamty about hmv the inqml}· should be perfonued. 
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Moreover, because the forfeiture provision apparently attaches to the patent itself, rather 

than limiting the enforcement right of the particular reference product holder or licensor with 

respect to the particular proposed follow-on product, it could have profound implications in all 

litigation involving biotechnology patents, not just the pre-launch provided by H.R. 1427, as well 

as in all transactions involving the sale or license of biotechnology patents. Any party against 

whom a biotechnology-related patent was asserted could request discovery of all communications 

with follow-on applicants by any owner or licensee of the patent at issue as well as discovery 

directed to the "good faith belief' of the owner or licensee during the obligation-to-list period, 

regardless ofwhetherthe owner or licensee is a party to this litigation. In addition, potential 

purchasers or licensees in transactions involving biotech patents would be forced to engage in 

time-consuming and expensive diligence to determine whether the patent(s) involved in the 

transaction may be rendered valueless by this new form ofunenforceability defense. 

At the same time, H.R. 1427 does not provide the reference product holder with any access 

to information to determine whether the follow-on product likely intiinges any of the reference 

product holder's patents. The reference product holder who receives a patent statement from a 

follow-on applicant, which may represent that the applicant does not infringe, must sue for 

infringement of its patents within a specified and very limited time period or else forfeit its 

opportunity to obtain injunctive relief. Yet, the reference product holder has no ability under the 

tenns of the bill to obtain information sufficient to provide a good faith basis to make 

infringement allegations under Rule 11 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. The reference 

product holder may ultimately determine, after expensive discovery and the intervention ofthe 

courts, that there is no infringement. This would be a waste of court and party resources. 

11 
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Scope of Pre-Market Launch Patent Litigation. Under H.R 1427's patent enforcement 

procedures, the follow-on applicant would have the ability to determine which and how many 

patents owned or licensed by the reference product holder would be litigated before follow-on 

product launch. The follow-on applicant's patent notice must provide a detailed statement of the 

factual and legal bases for the applicant's belief that the cited patents are invalid, are 

unenforceable, or will not be infringed by sale of the follow-on product. However, the bill does 

not require the follow-on applicant to include such notice for all the patents identified by the 

reference product holder, nor does it require the follow-on applicant to request patent information 

at all. Only the patents included in the follow-on applicant's patent notification are subject to 

litigation before the follow-on product launch. 

fudeed, H.R. 1427 would amend 35 U.S. C.§ 271(e) to detine the follow-on applicant's 

patent notice as an act of infringement only as to a patent identified in that notice. The reference 

product holder must then bring suit within 45 days of receiving this patent notification. Failure to 

do so would limit the patent holder's available remedies to a "reasonable royalty." This is neither 

an equitable nor efficient method of identifying patents for resolution before launch. The patent 

owner would lack any certainty concerning whether relevant patents can be enforced before the 

launch of the follow-on product. 

Significantly, the follow-on applicant may identify patent(s) that it would like to challenge 

for any reason, regardless of whether there is a colorable argument that the follow-on product 

would intiinge the patent. For example, the follow-on applicant could send a notice challenging 

the validity of any patent listed by the reference product holder as ''relating to" the reference 

product, even if the patent does not cover the proposed follow-on product. The follow-on 

applicant's notice could state that the patent will not be infringed and is invalid. If the reference 
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product holder agrees that the patent is not infringed on the basis of the information provided, it 

would lack any basis to sue. However, the follow-on applicant could still seek a declaratory 

judgment that the patent is invalid, in the hope of obtaining freedom to practice the patent with 

respect to other products or operations. This provision is counter to declaratory judgment 

standards, which require an actual case or controversy, may violate Article III of the U.S. 

Constitution, and could burden the federal judiciary with needless patent cases. 

Opportunity for At-Risk Launch of Follow-On Product. Under H.R. 1427, pre-launch 

litigation of any patent is entirely within the control of the follow-on applicant, despite patents 

held by the reference product owner that cover the follow-on product or its method of 

manufacture. For example, under paragraph (18)(B), a follow-on applicant may, at any time after 

submitting its application, provide ''patent notification," which serves as the trigger for pre-launch 

litigation 4 However, nothing in H.R. 1427 would require the follow-on applicant to trigger the 

pre-litigation process before launch of its follow-on product. The bill expressly recognizes the 

''discretion of applicants" and provides that an applicant is not required by this bill, nor can it be 

required by court order or otherwise, to initiate the patent notification or litigation procedures 

under paragraph (18). 

fu etiect, H.R. 1427 would enable the follow-on applicant to pursue an "at risk" launch, 

i.e., launch without resolution of infringement of any patents owned or licensed by the reference 

product holder. Unlike under the Hatch-Waxman Act, which provides for an automatic 30-month 

stay of approval when an infringement suit is brought, the reference product holder would be 

4 The .first step in the litigation process is the "Pslenl Notification" step. under n hich the follo\\· -on applicsnl provides 
notice to the reference pmduct holder and, in ce1tain circumstances, the third-party patent o'vner (if tlmt patent o'Yner 
W<'IS previously identified in an optional information cxclmngc bch\-·ccn the reference product holder and the follow-on 
applicant). Within -1-5 days of receiving notice, the reference product holder or third-party patent owner may bring an 
mfnngement action. As noted above, failure to bring suit m45 days results m a forfeiture of the right to ii~JllllCh\e 
relief and limits damages to a '·reasonable royalty.'· 
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limited to seeking preliminary injunctive relief through the courts. This likely will impose a 

significant burden on the federal court system to consider and quickly make preliminary injunctive 

relief determinations. Such determinations will require an analysis of the likelihood of success on 

the merits of the patent infringement claim as well as the invalidity and unenforceability defenses 

asserted in connection with each patent in suit. In addition, whatever the district court decides, the 

decision would be immediately appealable to the Federal Circuit. 

If the reference product holder does not obtain a preliminary injunction preventing launch, 

once the product is available and being administered to patients, the follow-on applicant likely 

would argue, even if the patent is found to be valid and infringed, that the Supreme Court's 

decision of eBay Inc. v. MercExchange, L.L.C. requires trial courts to consider the effect on the 

public health ofremoving a drug from the marketplace. Unless the newly approved follow-on 

product is determined to be "interchangeable" with the previously reference product by the FDA, 

which is unlikely in the near term, the follow-on applicant likely would argue that the public 

would be harmed by the removal of the follow-on product from the market because, due to lack of 

substitutability, the patients taking the follow-on product cannot simply switch to the licensed 

product if the follow-on product is removed from the market This mechanism, with no stay of 

approval during litigation and no ability of the patent holder to resolve a patent dispute in advance 

of product launch, would undermine the value of patents covering the reference product 

Venue of Pre-Launch Litigation. H.R. 1427's venue provisions appear to give follow

on applicants an unfettered ability to transfer infringement cases away from the forum chosen by 

the reference product holder (and third-party patent owner) into whatever district the follow-on 

applicant prefers, allowing for forum shopping and strategic separation of related cases that could 

otherwise be consolidated to maximize efficient use of judicial resources. The venue provision 
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would amend 28 U.S.C. § 1404 to allow the follow-on applicant who has been sued for 

infringement to move to transfer the action to any other jurisdiction in which venue is proper. The 

proposed amendment further provides that, in ruling on any motion to transfer, "the greatest 

weight shall be given to 

adjudicated expeditiously 

the interest in identifying a district court in which the case will be 

[and] the strong public interest in obtaining prompt judicial 

resolution " This provision would constrain the district court's discretion to consider other 

traditional factors such as the convenience of the witnesses and parties, and the interests of justice, 

which would otherwise be relevant to such transfer motions under 28 U.S.C. § 1404. 

Multiplicity of Litigation. H.R. 1427 appears to neither limit nor streamline the pre

launch litigation process. Because there is no streamlined process requiring a review and 

certification of all relevant patents at one time, one possible consequence is that there would be 

multiple litigations pending at the same time. For example, the follow-on applicant could make a 

strategic decision to "divide and conquer," sending patent notices to the reference product holder 

and third-party patent holders in a seriatim manner. Because of the requirement that a patent 

holder or reference product holder must bring suit within 45 days of receiving that notice, there 

could be separate, serial proceedings over a lengthy period of time. It is unclear whether, even if 

the cases were all brought over time against the follow-on applicant in the same district, those 

cases could be consolidated as related cases. Indeed, under the bill's venue provision, the follow

on applicant could decide to move to transfer to another jurisdiction and the district courts appear 

to have no discretion to override the follow-on applicant's decision, even if the patents in suit were 

related. In sum, these provisions would create opportunities for strategic use of multiple, separate 

lawsuits that would result in an inefficient use of judicial resources and cause undue diversion of 

the resources of the reference product holders and third-party patent holders. 
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Effect on Third Party Patent Holders. The complexity of the proposed process 

increases when patents owned by third parties are involved. This is often the case with patents 

covering biotechnology products, which may have originated in academic research and been 

licensed to the reference product holder. Correspondingly, the burdens on these third parties, who 

may have limited resources to engage in litigation, are greatly increased. For example, there is no 

absolute requirement that the follow-on applicant send its patent statement to third-party patent 

owners. If the follow-on applicant has not requested infonnation from the reference product 

holder in advance of sending a "patent notification" to the reference product holder, then the 

follow-on applicant can list a patent that the reference product holder has non-exclusively licensed 

from a third-party, yet the follow-on applicant has no obligation to send a notice to the patent 

owner/licensor. Because the patent owner would not have received notice from the follow-on 

applicant, it would not have the right to sue under the patent enforcement litigation provisions of 

this bill. However, under the Federal Circuit's standing law requirements, the patent owner may 

be a necessary party without whom the reference product holder could not bring an infringement 

action. As a result, both the reference product holder and the patent owner could be deprived of 

any remedy for infringement other than a reasonable royalty, i.e., no injunctive relief and no 

recovery oflost profits. 

H.R. 1427's patent enforcement procedures could create significant problems for third 

party patent holders, many of whom are universities, research organizations or small 

biotechnology companies with little or no resources available for litigation. The follow-on 

applicant could use a combination of seriatim proceedings and venue changes to put pressure on 

third-party patent owners with limited budgets. The follow-on applicant could, through the 

·'patent statement" procedure, bring separate lawsuits at different times on ditferent patents. This 
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would multiply the burden of discovery: university inventors, who are research scientists and 

medical doctors, could be forced to engage in time-consuming and duplicative document 

production and depositions in each case. These cases may be pending in different jurisdictions, far 

from the university, adding to the expense and burden on the researchers' time. 

fu addition, the forfeiture provision's potential effect on third-party patent owners is 

troubling. Many biotechnology products are covered by patents originally developed and licensed 

by universities and research institutions. Under H.R. 1427, a reference product holder that is a 

non-exclusive licensee of a university patent covering platform biotechnology could forfeit the 

university's right to enforce the patent against any party, even if the university never received the 

follow-on applicant's patent notification statement, and even if the reference product holder is not 

using the licensed method in its reference product or for any purpose. fu short, as a result of 

actions or omissions of its non-exclusive licensee, the university could in effect forfeit all of its 

patent rights and lose its entire royalty stream. The university's other non-exclusive licensees 

could then stop paying royalties to the university on the ground that the patent has been rendered 

unenforceable. Moreover, there is a strong argument that, since the request for information is 

directed only to the reference product holder (and not third-party patent owners), forfeiture of the 

owner's right to enforce the patent based upon the reference product holder's failure to list the 

patent would violate the patent owner's constitutional right of due process. 

Conclusion 

In our view, the patent enforcement provisions of the H.R. 1427 would likely weaken the 

value of biotechnology patents by severely limiting the ability of the reference product holder to 

assert its patents prior to market launch of a follow-on product. The bill lacks sutlicient 
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Mr. JOHNSON. Thank you, Ms. Rea. 
And at this time, I will commence with my questions. 
Mr. Leicher and Mr. Kushan, in the Hatch-Waxman Act data ex-

clusivity and patents work together to provide guaranteed market 
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exclusivity for about 7.5 years. After that period, continued market 
exclusivity is contingent solely on the strength of the patents. 

Why wouldn’t a similar system work in the biosimilar context? 
Mr. LEICHER. We believe a similar system would work in the bio-

similar and biogeneric context. Maybe it is worth taking a step 
back for a moment because there has been a use of the word bio-
similar but not biogeneric this afternoon. We discussed this at the 
FTC as well. One of the things we believe Momenta is doing and 
many other biologics companies will begin to do over the next sev-
eral years is develop the technology, and it’s really the next genera-
tion of biologics, to characterize what happens in a cell after a pro-
tein is created from its gene, is understanding the black box that 
exists today in biologics manufacturing that’s often referred to as 
post-translational events. 

I don’t want to get too detailed, but that’s what we have done 
at Momenta with the work with Heparin. We believe that once you 
are able to use this new technology, you are going to be able to 
characterize proteins and biologics with the same kind of specificity 
that one sees today with drugs. And that’s what we have done in 
the heparin world. 

And so it’s important to distinguish the two pathways. And the 
reason I bring that up is, I am very concerned, and we are very 
concerned, that if we adopt a law for the next 25 years, we are 
going to put in place a roof on the advancement of science. We need 
to have the pathway so that there’s a reason for venture capitalists 
to invest in biotech companies to actually develop this new tech-
nology. And if we limit the world to biosimilars, we are going to 
fall behind in the global race in the biotech industry. 

Mr. Kushan. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
It’s a very good question. The context for this debate, really is, 

when you center on Hatch-Waxman is, what is the expectation of 
the innovator regarding the time between the launch of the inno-
vator drug and the time the generic competition begins? And that, 
in the Hatch-Waxman system, is predicated on the strength and 
the certainty that patent rights in that product will deliver. 

So when you are thinking, from an investment and pre-innova-
tion points of view, the Hatch-Waxman system is designed to pro-
vide, you know, the period that the patent will deliver for exclu-
sivity. 

When you look at the statistics, that period is around 12 to 14 
years at this point. So for small-molecule drugs, you are seeing ge-
neric competition start 12 to 14 years. 

Now, the big difference when you shift over into the biosimilar 
environment is that there’s a loophole that has been created. And 
that loophole is simply, unlike Hatch-Waxman, where it is prohib-
ited to do this, a biosimilar manufacturer can essentially skirt the 
patent rights but then get the benefit of the clinical data to get on 
to the market much faster. 

And it’s that character of the biosimilar product that creates the 
risk that is answered and addressed by a data exclusivity period 
that essentially provides a backstop for the patent rights. 

Now, one important perspective on this, I think Representative 
Eshoo pointed to this, if you have the system work as it has been 
designed, if you have it work as the FTC hopes it would work, 
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where patents are delivering their intended purpose of 12 years or 
so of effective protection against biosimilar competition, then data 
exclusivity that is co-extensive with that period has no impact be-
cause the patents are working the way they should. 

The concern that is driving the call for a stronger data exclu-
sivity period is precisely the uncertainty that exists that we can, 
as innovators, know that our patent rights will give us that protec-
tion, and that’s essentially the major difference. You have in the 
Hatch-Waxman system, the ability to kind of get around the pat-
ents. You are similar enough, but not so similar to not rely on the 
clinical data. 

Mr. JOHNSON. Thank you. 
Mr. Brill, you suggest that 10 percent is the right value for the 

cost of capital. 
And Mr. Lasersohn, you suggest the figure should be closer to 20 

percent. 
Can you both briefly explain this concept of the ‘‘cost of capital’’ 

and how you came up with different numbers and how they should 
affect data exclusivity? 

Mr. BRILL. Thank you. The cost of capital is, without question, 
an important component into the calculation that investors would 
make when looking forward at a potential investment in a biologic. 
And it’s also an important component into the modeling work that 
I have done, the FTC has done, and Henry Grabowski, a professor 
at Duke University, has done. 

The difference between 10, 11 or 12.5, which are cost-of-capital 
estimates that I use in my modeling, and higher numbers, such as 
the 20 percent figure that was cited earlier, has to do with where 
in the process that cost of capital applies. 

Without question, the hurdle rates in venture capital are signifi-
cantly higher than they are in later-stage development of biotech, 
but that’s only one stage of the process. The proper cost-of-capital 
rate to consider is the average across the entire development proc-
ess of a biologic drug. The cost of capital is very expensive at the 
beginning, but as a product develops and moves forward through 
the system, the risks decline and the cost of capital declines as 
well. 

So it may be expensive at the beginning to get funding, but many 
of our biologic drugs are provided by enormously large corporations 
that have access to equity markets as well as sophisticated debt 
markets, and cost of capital later in the process is much lower, 
thereby reducing the average cost of capital. 

Mr. LASERSOHN. I think the simplest way to think about this is, 
there are two key points. The first is cost of capital is equivalent 
to going to a bank and borrowing money at 10 percent. If you bor-
row money from a bank at 10 percent and invest it at 9 percent, 
you will be bankrupt. 

If you invest it at 11 percent, you will have positive cash flow. 
And so the rate of return that you need to make on an investment 
is related to what your cost of capital is. 

The problem with Mr. Brill’s analysis is that, in fact, we have a 
chain of development that starts from universities, goes to the ven-
ture capital community, and then later goes to large pharma-
ceutical companies. 
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If you break that chain at any point, if at any point in the cost 
of capital, the return on capital doesn’t meet the requirements of 
whoever is supplying capital at that point, in particular, at that 
early linking of the chain, the chain is broken, and nothing gets de-
veloped; nothing ends up in the hands of large pharmaceutical com-
panies. 

So that is really the key, the point that we are trying to make. 
If that chain is broken, which it indeed will be, if we have a data 
exclusivity, for example, if, in fact, our exclusivity is much less 
than what we think it needs to be, for example, under Hatch-Wax-
man, of 12 years, that chain will be broken, and there will be noth-
ing left for the large pharmaceutical companies to buy and invest 
in because we will not have invested in them. 

Mr. JOHNSON. Thank you both. 
Thank you, Mr. Lasersohn. 
We have got one vote on the House floor in about 10 or 11 min-

utes. So what we will do is have a brief recess so we can go over 
there and take care of that business, and we will be back quickly 
in about 15 or 20 minutes. Thank you. 

So we will stand in recess. 
[Recess.] 
Mr. JOHNSON. We are back in session, and Mr. McNeely is com-

ing back; correct? I see some papers there. 
All right, what I would like to do is, Ms. Rea, I would like to ask 

you a question. 
You indicate that H.R. 1427 permits biosimilar makers to launch 

their products at risk. And if they do, is there not the potential for 
treble damages if a patent has been found valid and infringed? And 
isn’t this a substantial enough risk to keep biosimilar products off 
the market until their patent has expired? 

Ms. REA. I can’t speak on behalf of all generic follow-on biologic 
companies, but the opportunity to launch at risk is rarely under-
taken by most generic companies at this time. 

Business certainty is something that everyone wants, whether 
you are the patent holder or you are the follow-on biologic appli-
cant. Yes, if there is litigation, there is the potential for treble dam-
ages. You run a potential risk that maybe the payment of treble 
damages—- it may be difficult to pay treble damages, depending on 
the economics of any particular company. So even if a patent hold-
er succeeded in litigation and obtained treble damages, the likeli-
hood of recovery is not something that would be guaranteed. 

Mr. JOHNSON. Okay. Thank you. 
Last, I would like to ask Mr. McNeely, most analysts, Mr. 

McNeely, believe that biosimilar market entry will only result in 
modest price increases. And, if so, how much would consumers and 
the Federal Government really save? 

Furthermore, will these savings be worth any uncertainty we 
may cause in the biotechnology company financing? 

Mr. MCNEELY. Mr. Chairman, thank you for the question. 
I would say that, especially given the value that the current mar-

ket is putting on these high-tech biologic medicines, that, in fact, 
there is quite a bit to be saved. If, I believe the FTC’s number was, 
if you will correct me, 10 to 30 percent reduction in prices due to— 
or 10 to 30 percent market penetration if there is a generic compet-
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itor, and that that, one, would not have the effect of the generic 
competitors that now consume about—take about 70 percent of the 
chemical market when they come in. 

But the reality is, when you are talking about a drug like 
Herceptin, with $48,000 a year wholesale and we have seen reports 
of a lot more being charged to consumers, every little bit helps, and 
it helps a great deal in that respect. 

I am sorry, can you repeat your second question, Mr. Chairman? 
Mr. JOHNSON. Yes, I can. Will the savings that would be gen-

erated be worth any uncertainty we may cause in the biotechnology 
financing? 

Mr. MCNEELY. Sir, the biotech industry, while made up of small 
firms, certainly, is an extensive industry and a large industry, an 
important one. The reality is that the benefits of enhanced innova-
tion that would come through a pathway, along the lines of what 
Hatch-Waxman did for chemical drugs, could actually benefit the 
industry as a whole over the long term and certainly would benefit 
consumers. 

Mr. JOHNSON. All right. 
And, Mr. Brill, would you respond to that part of the question? 
Mr. BRILL. Thank you. I wanted to comment on the potential for 

cost savings from a competitive market for biologics. 
As was noted, the FTC and as well the Congressional Budget Of-

fice have made estimates of how much prices will decline. And it 
is far less than it does, than the price declines and the savings per 
drug that we see in small-molecule drugs. 

In aggregate, the savings will be quite substantial. It could be 
billions of dollars a year for the Federal Government and an equal 
amount for private payers. But because the prices won’t collapse to 
the same extent they do for small molecules, that means that there 
are still opportunities for the innovator drugs to earn profits. They 
have a very large initial expense from developing this drug, over 
a billion dollars to bring a drug to market initially. 

We need a structure that ensures they can earn back profits to 
cover that expense. What’s different in this market is that, even 
after we have generic entry, we will still have an opportunity for 
the innovator drug to make enough profit to help pay off that fixed, 
that sunk cost, that fixed cost. That is one of the differences in the 
dynamics of the market. 

It doesn’t mean that there won’t be savings, but there is a trade- 
off between the price decline effects and data exclusivity. So the 
less the prices are expected to decline, the less important it is, or, 
rather, the shorter duration of data exclusivity that we can have. 

Mr. JOHNSON. Thank you. 
Mr. Lasersohn. 
Mr. LASERSOHN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I would just like to respond. I, with respect to the issue that in-

creased generic or FOB competition, or that those competitors will 
be innovators, is something I have to admit I have heard over and 
over again, and I don’t understand. 

It is absolutely the case that the FOB companies will produce 
price reductions, which may benefit consumers, but they have 
never been innovators. And I don’t think they are suggesting, in 
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fact, none of the ones I talked to suggest there are going be 
innovators in developing new drugs. 

That is my first point. Innovation will continue to come from 
branded, innovative, small entrepreneurial VC-backed companies. 

The second point is that the FTC’s analysis was based, on what 
the effect of competition would be, it was based on many assump-
tions, which I have to say, I don’t understand. One critical assump-
tion is that their cost of entry would be very, very high, and that 
it is much higher than generic drugs, small molecules, and that 
they would have to make that return back. And this was in part 
based on the idea that they would have to spend $100 million or 
$200 million building plants to manufacture these drugs, which I 
can tell you is just not the case. 

I mean literally this morning we were approached, our firm was 
approached, by the Chinese-Taiwanese government with an offer to 
subsidize us to the tune of $50 million to build a bioreactor that 
could be accessed by the biotechnology, biosimilar industry. In es-
sence, many governments around the world are going to build these 
plants essentially for nothing at their nickel. This is already hap-
pening in Singapore, Taiwan, Japan and in China. 

And the biosimilar companies are not going to have spend that 
kind of money. As a result, they are not going to have to make that 
money back, which means that they have much greater flexibility 
to reduce prices, far beyond what the FTC has assumed. 

So our group, the venture capital community, has looked at this 
very, very carefully. And we simply don’t agree with that conclu-
sion. 

Mr. JOHNSON. Thank you, sir. 
Mr. Leicher, did you have something you wanted to add also? 
Mr. LEICHER. Yes, I just would like to comment, and that is, as 

I noted earlier, we really probably just disagree with the comment 
that the follow-on biologics industry is not an innovative industry. 
In fact, that is exactly what we are doing at Momenta and, we be-
lieve, at other companies. 

And that that data exclusivity actually works against that inno-
vation, both on the brand side and on the innovator side. Let me 
just take a minute to say how. If you set up an excessively lengthy 
data exclusivity period, it is great from an investor point of view 
because it allows you to invest in lower-risk development activities, 
and that is what is being talked about when people are saying 
biosimilars have a patent loophole. 

If you invest in developing the second, third, and fourth version 
of an existing mechanism of action, all the hard science to discover 
the mechanism of action has already occurred. And what you are 
doing is essentially a drug development program, and that is a 
much lower-risk product. And you are not developing a new cure. 

And that was the beauty of Hatch-Waxman. What Hatch-Wax-
man did was it said to the brand industry, stick to your knitting, 
go out there and find new cures and get strong patent rights that 
lets you get the exclusivity you need. 

And it said to the generic industry, apply your science to find out 
how to make generic copies so that they can deliver affordable 
products that perform what the maturing biotech products today 
should be able to do in years to come. 
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And if we are shortsighted enough, and this is what concerns us, 
to pass a law that assumes that we are only going to have 
biosimilars and assumes that it is not possible to advance this 
science, then we are going to make ourselves captive to what is 
happening in China because they will move ahead of us, and we 
will be competing with China. 

If we build our technology base in the United States and actually 
own the science here in our biotech industry for innovative bio-
generic products, we really create an opportunity that keeps us 
ahead of the rest of the world. 

Mr. JOHNSON. This has turned into a spirited debate. 
I don’t want us to take this too far. And I see a second round 

has been requested, but the water—I don’t want to go near the 
water. 

So I am thinking probably now would be a good time to turn it 
over to the Ranking Member, Mr. Coble. 

Mr. COBLE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
And I thank the witnesses for appearing today. 
Mr. Brill, you mentioned it was costly and difficult to produce. 

It is indeed costly and difficult to produce. I don’t know that the 
average person appreciates this, but if a chemical pharmaceutical 
company brings a state-of-the-art drug to market, it is going to 
incur a cost of about $800 million, give or take, give or take a dol-
lar or two. It costs even more for a biotech firm to do the same 
thing in excess of a billion dollars. So you are talking about a 
whole lot of money, a heap of money as they say down home. 

Mr. Kushan, let me—strike that. I was going to get into the 12 
versus 7 years, but I think that has pretty well been plowed 
through. 

Mr. Kushan, you don’t endorse the findings of the 2009 FTC 
study on biosimilar drug competition. Explain briefly, if you will, 
why the study, in your opinion is flawed. 

And did you and other representatives of the innovator industry 
attempt to contribute to the study? 

Mr. KUSHAN. I will take the second half of that question first. We 
did, I mean, a number of companies, both biosimilar companies and 
innovator companies and a lot of different people spoke to the FTC 
and the process they were in. And it was a little bit surprising they 
didn’t listen to any of us when they came up with a number of 
their assumptions that they then built a series of recommendations 
on. 

I think one of the things we take away from their report is that 
they believe, because patents will deliver 12-plus years of market 
security before biosimilars come on to the market, that justifies not 
providing any special data exclusivity period. 

And so that is the foundation of kind of why they—why they are 
saying, we don’t need to create this data exclusivity period of 12 
years. 

When I look at that, and then you kind of dig down into why 
they think there is no problem with patents, that is where I think 
the problems arise. They have looked at the patent standards in 
kind of an abstract way that doesn’t reflect what actually happens 
in the patent office. 
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One of the big issues we have flagged was that what we see in 
our current practices under current patent law standards is that, 
if a company does a research on a protein and you put that in a 
patent application and you send it to the patent office, the patent 
office will say, well, you can have that protein as your patent claim. 

And then you go back and forth, and you try to stretch out your 
claim to cover variations from this protein that you actually did 
your research on, and the PTO pushes back. 

And what that process ends up doing is giving you a relatively 
small number of alterations covered by a typical protein patent 
claim. 

Now, the FTC looked at the standards, and they said, oh, well, 
we think you can get variations up to 30 percent of the reference 
sequence. And that is where, they heard so many different people, 
practitioners, talking to them and saying this is not what is hap-
pening; we are seeing numbers in the 98, 95 percent as a common 
one. And they just disregarded that. 

I think the other thing they failed to do was to really understand 
the impact of the loophole that we have been talking about today. 
What they said, again, their assumption, we don’t need data exclu-
sivity periods up to 12 years, is resting on the assumption that 
these patents are going to be protecting us. 

The design of the systems, the biosimilar systems, is they are 
being designed now to allow the proteins to change, the biosimilar 
to be different enough from the reference protein so that you don’t 
have to infringe the patents, but you can still get the benefit of the 
clinical data that supported the innovator. 

And that is the hole that I think they didn’t see that was commu-
nicated to them, and that is where I think our ultimate disappoint-
ment sits. 

Mr. COBLE. Thank you, sir. I need to move along to meet the 5- 
minute rule. 

Ms. Rea, what is the best way to resolve a patent dispute in a 
world that includes biosimilar competition? 

Ms. REA. The best way to resolve the patent dispute in a world 
that involves biosimilar competition? 

Mr. COBLE. Yes. 
Ms. REA. I think that it is critical to have timely and confidential 

information exchange between all of the parties, prelaunch, in ad-
vance of any FDA approval of the drug product. You need a 
streamlined efficient litigation mechanism to make sure that every-
thing can be resolved in an efficient manner. 

We need things like declaratory judgment, actions being avail-
able to the follow-on applicant. I think our existing law of venue 
would be very good. And I would like all remedies to be available 
to both parties whether it is in terms of damages or injunctive re-
lief. 

Mr. COBLE. Thank you. 
Mr. Chairman, if I may, one more question. 
Mr. Lasersohn, there are two competing bills, as we all know, 

that would create a pathway for biosimilars, the Waxman bill and 
the Eshoo bill. The economy, as we all know, is shaky now at best 
with unemployment hovering at around 10 percent. In light of 
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these economic conditions, Mr. Lasersohn, is one bill more likely to 
be a job loser as opposed to a job creator? 

Mr. LASERSOHN. Well, obviously, a very difficult question. 
We do support Representative Eshoo’s bill that has a 12-year 

date exclusivity period in it. We believe that that is the most rea-
sonable compromise, which is, of course, what this is, between the 
interest of consumers for low prices versus innovation. 

As it affects jobs, the biotechnology industry does employ signifi-
cant numbers of people. And our company specifically employs hun-
dreds of thousands of people; that is our venture-backed bio-
technology start-up companies. And our view is that data exclu-
sivity of much less than 12 years will jeopardize continued invest-
ments. 

So I would have to say that Ms. Eshoo’s bill is more likely to pro-
tect the jobs than the alternative Waxman legislation. 

Mr. COBLE. Thank you all. 
Mr. Chairman, I yield back. 
Mr. JOHNSON. Thank you, Mr. Coble. 
Mr. Issa is ready to proceed. 
Mr. ISSA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I would like to ask unanimous consent that three submissions be 

put in the record. The first one is the California Healthcare Insti-
tute’s position. California Healthcare Institute represents more 
than 250 of my constituent companies. 

[The information referred to follows:] 
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CALIFORNIA HEALTHCARE 

INSTITUTE 

Statement of the 
California Healthcare Institute (CHI) 

Submitted to the 
U.S. House of Representatives 

Subcommittee on the Courts aud Competition Policy 

Hearing ou: 
Biologics and Biosimilars: Balancing Tnceutives for Innovation 

Tuesday, July 14,2009 

The California Healthcare Institute (CHI) appreciates the opportunity to present 
our views on the issue of biologics and biosimila1·s for this impmtant hea1·ing. 

CHI represents more than 250 of the state's leading biotechnology, 
pharmaceutical, and medical technology companies, venture capital firms. and premier 
academic research institutes and universities. CHI's mission is to identify and advocate 
for policies to promote biomedical research, development and innovation in California. 
The California life sciences industry, employing over 270,000 workers, is responsible for 
medical breakthroughs that are improving and extending the lives of millions in the 
United States and around the world. 

While focused on the development of the next generation of innovative 
medicines, we understand that the increasing cost of health care is a growing burden for 
private-sector and government budgets. In the long term, competition among biosirnilar 
products is likely to yield savings within the U.S. healthcare system. Considering the 
complexity of la1·ge molecule product development and manufacturing. CHI believes that 
it is possible to develop a successful, science-based FOBs approval pathway. This 
pathway must employ the best science to make sure that products are safe for patients, 
encourage price competition among manufacturers, and provide ample incentives and 
intellectual property protections to encourage continued private-sector investment in the 
next generation of breakthroughs. 

CHI has endorsed H.R. 1548, the Pathway for Biosimilars Act, introduced by 
Representatives Anna Eshoo (D-CA), Jay lnslee (D-WA), and Joe Barton (R-TX) as best 
retlecting these important principles. 
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Follow-On Biologics: Enhancing Development of New Biologics Introduction 

The term "biologics" refers to a broad range of therapeutic biological products, 
typically large, complicated molecules produced by biological processes.' The 
introduction of biologics has greatly affected the treatment of a wide anay of diseases, 
including cancer, arthritis and autoimmune diseases and holds great promise for future 
therapeutics. However, these therapeutic agents can be very expensive. To address the 
expense of biologics and provide access to consumers. Congress is considering 
legislation that would create an approval pathway for biosimilars, or Follow-On 
Biologics ("FOB'') -products that are claimed to have similar properties to existing 
biologics. FOBs are thus analogous to the generic version of a traditional chemical 
pha1maceutical. However, biologics are produced by cultUiing living cells as compared 
to traditional "small molecule" pharmaceuticals that are synthesized chemically. As 
such, an FOB could never be identical to the existing biologic it attempts to copy. 

The development of biologics requires input of large amounts of time and money 
for the initial development and the lengthy clinical trials required to bring the product to 
market. Without a system to protect the investments necessary to develop biologics, 
companies and universities maybe averse to inventing and commercializing new 
biologics. A traditional mechanism for protection of intellectual property (I P) has been 
the patent system. However, patents covering biologics are typically more limited in 
scope than those granted for traditional pharmaceuticals and seem insufficient to protect 
the full scope of investment by biologics innovators. To foster development of emerging 
biologics, an FOB regulatory approval system put in place by Congress should provide 
sufficient protection to provide strong incentives for biologics innovators to invest time 
and money into developing biologics. It is this regulatory system that will provide for the 
avenue for continued innovation in critical future therapies while also providing for 
increased price competition. 

Approval of Generic Drugs 

The Hatch-Waxman Act provides for a regulatory approval scheme for generic 
versions of innovators' pharmaceuticals, which are typically small molecules, produced 
chemically to be exact copies of the approved drug2 When filing an Abbreviated New 
Dmg Application (ANDA), the applicant must show that the generic version of a 
pharmaceutical has both pharmaceutical equivalence- same active ingredients, strength. 
and dosage fmm- as well as bio-equivalence to the innovator phmmaceutical.3 Upon 
such showings, the ANDA applicant is pe1mitted to rely upon the safety and efficacy 
testing performed by the innovator producer. The Hatch-Waxman Act provides for five 

1 Section J5l(i) of the Public Health Service Act (PHS Act) defines a biological product as "a vims, 
therapeutic semrn, toxin, antitoxin, vaccine, blood, blood component or derivative, allergenic product, or 
analogous product, or arsphenamine or derivative of arsphenamine (or any other trivalent organic arsenic 
compound." 
'21 U.S.C. 505(j) 
l21 C.F.R. §314.92 
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years of data exclusivity 4 following approval of an innovator's drug,5 during which time 
the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) will not allow an ANDA applicant to rely on 
an innovator's clinical et1icacy and safety data. This regulatory scheme was designed for 
small molecules. as is clear ti·om the requirement that a generic product must have the 
same active ingredient as the innovator's product- something that is not possible with 
biologics. 

Currently, most biologics are regulated through the Public Health Service Act, 
which does not provide for an abbreviated application process such as that for small 
molecules under the Hatch-Waxman Act. Thus, there is no equivalent for the approval of 
an FOB as a ''generic'' version of a biologic. Multiple bills have been introduced in 
Congress to provide such a regulatory approval process 6 While each bill differs in the 
pmticulars, most bills recognize the need for different treatment of biologics fi·om the 
Hatch-Waxman scheme. 

As a consequence of the differences between small molecule drugs and biologics. 
two key issues have surfaced for any follow-on biologics legislation: I) what showings 
are necessary to establish similarity to the biologic to permit use of the FOB instead of 
the approved biologic (interchangeability and/or biosimilarity), and 2) for what period of 
time is the FOB not pe1mitted to use the data that was generated by the innovator to gain 
FDA approval of the biologic (period of data exclusivity). 

Biosimilarity 

Generics of small molecule drogs are exact chemical duplicates of the approved 
innovative pha1maceutical. However, it is unlikely that a manufacturer of an FOB will be 
able to produce an identical active ingredient to an approved biologic due to the 
complexity of biologics and the resulting changes in the biologics stemming from innate 
differences between the cells and growth conditions utilized to produce biologics. 
Indeed. biologics such as proteins are vmiable and complex and are difficult to 
consistently manufacture. Because of these difficulties, an FOB manufacturer attempting 
to produce an FOB identical to an approved biologic would be unable to do so. 7 Thus, a 
major difference between the proposed legislation and the Hatch-Waxman Act is that 
FOBs, unlike generic small molecule drugs, need only show "biosimilarity," not 
complete identity with the innovator's biologic. For a biosimilm·, small differences are 
likely to exist in prope1ties such as pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics. and 
immunogenicity profile. Exactly what showings will be required- how similar the FOB 
must be to the approved biologic, and whether or what clinical trials will be necessary to 

-+The period of time during which a generic/ FOB manufacturer may not refer to the pre-clinical and 
clinical trial data of the originator, usually beginning after approval of the innovator's product. Under 
Article 39.3 of the TRlPs Agreement, data exclusivity is considered an intellectual property right 
5 Tllis period may be shortened to four years if a Paragraph IV certification is filed. 
6 These bills include: 1) the "Access to Life Saving Medicine Act" (S. 726 and H.R. 1427); 2) "The 
Pathway forBio>imilar> Act" (H.R 1548). 
7 

Woodcock, ''Follmv-On Protein Products," 2007 (statement before the Committee on Oversight and 
Government Reform, U.S. House of Representatives) available at 
http:/.1\vww .fda.gov /ola/200 7 /protein3 260 7 .html. 
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establish biosirnilarity, safety and approval of interchangeability- is an issue to be 
resolved, Because the FOB and innovator's product will not be identical, they will not be 
"interchangeable'' or will not be substitutable one for the other without the approval of a 
physician, at least initially, 

The difference between ''biosimilarity" in the proposed FOBs approval legislation 
and chemical identity under the Hatch-Waxman regulatory scheme, affects the ability of 
innovators to fully protect investments using the patent system. Because an FOB would 
not be identical to the approved biologic and need only show biosimilarity, an FOB 
would have significant latitude for slight molecular changes that would retain 
"biosimilarity" but fall outside the scope of the patents covering the approved biologic. 
The more dissimilar the FOB is to the innovator's biologic, the less likely that patent 
infringement could be proven. The large size of biologics increases the likelihood that an 
FOB will contain a di!Ierence that would preclude a finding of inti·ingement. For 
example, if an innovator's patent claims cover a protein with a par1icular amino acid 
sequence, numerous changes could be made to that sequence while retaining biological 
equivalence or biosimilarity, but could avoid inti·ingement of the innovator's patent.' 

Patent Protection for Biologics 

As with many areas of innovation, patent protection for biologics is important for 
fostering investments in the research and development of potentially life-saving 
biophmmaceuticals. However, a number of factors diminish the ability of patents to 
provide a level of coverage adequate to ensure continued investment in and development 
of the critically important biological pharmaceuticals. One factor is that the patent 
protection currently being afforded to biologics has become limited in scope and 
challenging to obtain. Additionally, the length of enforceability atier lengthy prosecution 
before the United States Patent and Trademm·k O!Iice (USPTO) and FDA approval can 
significantly reduce the time for recouping development costs. Another factor is that the 
patent enforcement provisions of the Waxman biosimilars legislation bill would 
undermine the value of biologics patents that m·e obtained. 

Limited Patent Scope 

Although biologics can potentially be protected by a multitude of patents covering 
products, methods of making the biologics, and methods of using the biologics, claims to 
the precise biologics have become increasingly nanower. Patent claims to small 
molecules frequently can cover a pm1icular molecule and a large genus encompassing 
that molecule, thus providing protection for the drug and numerous variants. Such broad 
genus claims typically are not available for biophannaceuticals, and an innovator may 

~The Doctrine of Equivalents, which allows for a finding of infringement where an accused product does 
not literally infringe the claims, but comprises only minor de;,.iations has been strongly curtailed by the 
Supreme Court and the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit. See, e.g., Festu CmJJ. v. Slwkel.•;u Kinzuku 
Kogyo Kahushiki C'o., Ud., 535 U.S. 722 (2002) (holding that narrm.ving a claim for reasons related to 
patentability causes the patentee to lose equivalents to the limitation narrm:ved, except those unforeseen at 
the time of the amendment). 
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need multiple patents to cover a fraction of the scope available for small molecules. ln a 
typical prosecution at the USPTO, a broad genus claim to a biologic will be nan·owed to 
a more limited genus or species by restriction and/or rejection as being too broad and 
failing to provide an adequate disclosure to suppo1t the claims to the broad genus. In 
order to obtain some protection for the biologic, applicants will often accept quite nanow 
claims and then refile continuations or divisionals to prosecute broader claims or claims 
drawn to another aspect of the invention. The amendment to nanow the claims may 
surrender the broader concepts and reduce or eliminate the ability of patentee to later 
assert during litigation that a biosimi Jar or close equivalent inf1inges the claims. 

These differences in scope of protection between small molecules and biologics 
result from the application of the patent laws as interpreted by the courts and the 
examination practices in the USPTO, including restriction or limitation of the claims to a 
single claimed invention. In many cases, a biotechnology invention includes a protein, 
the DNA encoding the protein, the cloned protein and a monoclonal antibody which 
binds to the protein. However. through restr·iction of claims, the USPTO usually permits 
the coverage of only one of these facets of the innovation per patent, thus resulting in 
multiple patents if the innovator wishes to cover each facet. Additionally. unlike small 
molecules, typically the innovator is not able to claim a genus consisting of a large 
number of molecules within any of these groups. This result arises from court 
interpretations of the law concerning written description' and enablement.10 and the 
amount of disclosure necessaty to suppmt the claims. While these rejections are being 
applied by the examiners in the USPTO more fi·equently in all technologies, they are 
applied routinely and stringently in biotechnology. 

One reason for this may be that biologics are often claimed in terms of function, 
while small molecules are claimed as a structure. For example, a claim might be 
directed to an isolated DNA that encodes a polypeptide with at least 85% amino acid 
identity to sequence X, wherein the polypeptide has activity Y. Such a claim will be 
rejected by the USPTO as lacking adequate w1itten desc1iption of the genus unless there 
is significant disclosure concerning a stmcture-function relationship between the 
necessary stmcture of the variations of sequence X which still retain the function or 
activity Y. Thus. without sometimes extensive additional experimentation and examples 
of specific changes that may be made to the amino acid sequence or detailed explanations 
of the stmctures necessary for the functions and those areas of the sequence which may 
be changed, the applicant will be limited to a narrow scope of disclosed sequences. In 
contrast, a small molecule is frequently claimed as a genus chemical formula with 
numerous variations of substituents on the core chemical structure with the USPTO 
raising written description or enablement concerns much less often. Thus, patent claims 

9 To satisfy the \Yritten description requirement of 35 U.S.C. § 112, first paragraph, a patent specification 
must describe the claimed invention in sufficient detail that one skilled in the art can reasonably conclude 
that the inventor had possession of the claimed invention at the time of filing the patent application. 
10 35 U.S.C. § 112, first paragraph requires that a patent application describe the invention in such terms 
that one skilled in the art can make and use the claimed invention, thereby insuring that the invention is 
communicated to the public in a meaningful way. 
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for biologics with limited scope provide limited protection for innovators and may allow 
opportunities for avoiding infdngement. 

Length of Enforceability 

Several factors play a role in diminishing the period of patent enforceability for 
biotech patents. These factors include: (1) evolutionary development of biologics and the 
20-year patent term, (2) significant prosecution time for patent allowance, and (3) FDA 
approval time. In biotechnology, it is common for the original innovations to occur in 
academia and subsequent developments to occur with a company licensing the patent(s) 
obtained by the university. For example, the original patent may disclose a protein or 
biomarker associated with a disease, the DNA encoding the protein, and cloning of the 
protein. The company licensing the foundation patents or another larger company may 
then develop advances on the original innovation, such as specific antibodies to the 
protein for therapy of the disease. Dming this period of development, the 20-year patent 
term is running fi·om the original patent filing. For subsequent evolution and 
development of treatment of other indications or improvements, a new patent te1m may 
exist. 

It often takes a considerable amount oftime to prosecute an application to 
allowance, sometimes requiring a number of continuation applications to reach 
agreement with the examiner as to allowable subject matter. As noted above, the 
application of the enablement and written description rejections against the claims 
necessitates extensive arb'Uments and often evidentimy showings to establish 
patentability. This takes considerable amounts of time, all while the clock is ticking on 
the patent term. 

Also, for both biologics and small molecules, significant time is required for all of 
the analyses and clinical trials required for FDA approval. While it is possible to recover 
up to 5 years of patent term for these regulatory delays, there may not be an adequate 
period to recoup the costs of the research and development of the biologic. The cost of 
performing the research and development necessmy to produce a biopharmaceutical is 
very high. One analysis has estimated that the total out of pocket expenses for preclinical 
and clinical trial periods for a new biological entity range from$ I .24 to $1.33 billion. 11 

Additionally, the period from initial discovery of a biological disease target through 
discovery and testing of a biologic to approval by the FDA can take decades. One well
described instance of this lengthy pe1·iod involves the biopharmaceutical Avastin®. From 
the initial discovery of Avastin's® target (vascular endothelial growth factor) to the 
approval of Avastin® by the FDA, fifteen years elapsedn As a consequence even with 
the patent term extension provision of up to five years, patents may be inadequate to 
provide the necessmy period of exclusivity needed to incentivize investment in this area. 

11 Capitalized costs adjusted for intlation oYer time. DiMasi and Grabowski, "The Cost of 
Biopharmaceutical R&D: Is Biotech Different?" /Vfanagerial and JJecision r.:crms., 28: 469-479 (2007). 
''Flanagan, "Avastatin's Progression" Bio Cenlurv, 14( 11 ): Al-AS (2006). 
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Patent Enforcement 

Currently, there are legislative proposals for developing an FOB regulato1y 
scheme, including proposals by Representatives Waxman and Eshoo, These bills differ 
in some particulars, including several aspects that may affect patent value. One such 
aspect is the time period during which the FDA could accept abbreviated applications
under the Waxman bill an application could be filed at any time, whereas under the 
Eshoo bilL an application could be filed only after four years have passed since the 
innovator product was approved. Another aspect is the length of time for data exclusivity 
-the Waxman bill provides a period of 3 or 5 years and the Eshoo bill provides for 12 
years. Other aspects include provisions for multiple indications- the Waxman bill would 
allow use of the FOB for all indications even if the FOB applicant sought approval for 
one indication, whereas the Eshoo bill would require approval for all indications- and 
would require product nomenclature. Wbile each of these differences affect the potential 
value of patents held or licensed by the innovator, the differences in the patent 
enforcement provisions of the two bills would result in drastically different effects on 
such value. 

The Waxman bill's patent enforcement provisions are skewed in favor of the FOB 
applicant and would allow an FOB applicant. or prospective applicant, to request patent 
information from the innovator as to all patents owned or licensed which the innovator 
"believes in good faith relate to the reference product." Any patent enoneously not listed 
in response is thereafter unenforceable against anyone, even ifthe patent is held by a 
third pmty- in effect, the patent loses all value. Unfortunately, the Waxman bill does not 
define what the term "relate to'' means. Furthermore, under the Waxman bill, the FOB 
applicant would determine, based on the listing by the innovator, which and how many of 
the patents would be litigated. Thus, under the bill's provisions, the FOB applicant could 
challenge a listed patent for any reason, even if that patent would not actually block the 
FOB. The Waxman bill also allows an FOB applicant to seiially respond to the 
innovator, potentially resulting in multiple patent suits. Timing of litigation (i.e., pre
launch litigation) and venue would also be entirely under the control of the FOB 
applicant. Such a system, far fi·om streamlining and simplifying the litigation process, 
would allow for excessive gamesmanship on the part of an FOB applicant. Additionally, 
potential abuse of the Waxman enforcement procedures could create serious problems for 
third-pmty patent holders- such as universities and small biotech companies- who could 
lose all rights in their patents and, thus, lose an important research revenue stream. 

Tn contrast, the Eshoo bill provides that those patents held or licensed by the 
innovator which would be available for a declaratory judgment action would be limited to 
those identified by the innovator or third-party patent owner as covering the FOB. A 
determination of which patents "cover'" an FOB would be determined by the innovator or 
the third-pmty after analysis of the abbreviated application, information about the product 
and it's method of manufacture. All such infmmation would be treated as confidential 
and the analysis would be provided to the FOB applicant. The innovator and/or third
party would have 60 days to file suit. If no suit is filed, then the applicant could file a 
declm·atmy judgment action, if there are three years or less remaining in the approved 
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product's exclusivity period. In short, the Eshoo bill more strongly recognizes the 
importance of maintaining patent rights. 

Encouraging investment in innovators 

In order to foster investments in the discovery and development of new biologics, 
biotechnology companies must have some certainty that innovative biologics they 
produce will yield a return on initial investments. including costs and some profit. 
Cunently, most U.S. biotechnology companies are small stmt-up companies that do not 
have a product on the market and thus have little or no revenue stream. In a recent 
survey of small biotech firms conducted by the Biotechnology Industry Organization. 
65% of the companies had fewer than fifty employees and 40% had revenues less than 
$150,000. 13 For many such companies, their intellectual property- in the form of patents 
or data exclusivity- is the only asset of real value. Such companies rely heavily on 
venture capital investments to produce the innovative biopharmaceuticals that are the 
cutting edge of medical treatment. Often eventually acquired by a larger company, these 
small companies have become the source of the impmtant biologic pharmaceuticals and 
innovation. 

To provide incentives for companies and their venture capital financers to engage 
in such high-risk new biologic development. it is necessary for there to be some certainty 
of retum on investments. In other words. a biosimilars regulatory scheme needs to 
supply some ce1tainty regarding the protection provided by the innovator's patents and, 
potentially, further safeguards. Without sufficient patent protection and reasonable patent 
enforcement for innovators. FOB producers will be able to establish biosimilarity, rely on 
the innovator's data for FDA approval, and avoid infringing the innovator's patents. 
Such results would lead to fewer investments in new biologics because of the lengthy 
time that it takes to get a biologic approved after the initial discovery is made and the 
staggering costs of developing biologics. 14 

Conclusion 

The cost of cutting-edge biopharmaceuticals can be prohibitive for some patients. 
To address this concern, Congress is considering developing a regulatory scheme to 
allow for the approval of "generic'' biopharmaceuticals, more accurately known as 
biosimilars or follow-on biologics. While the need exists to lower patient costs and 
provide more people with access to biophannaceuticals, it is also important to protect the 
investments oftime and money by innovators so that new biologics, and new uses for 
existing biologics, continue to be discovered and developed. The patent system may not 
provide sufficient protection to these innovators because of limitations on scope and 

13 Avoilable at http://www.bio.org/healthcare/followonbkgiFOBSMarket_exclusivity_20070926.pdf 
I..J Expenditures in excess of one billion dollars on average must be made for new biologic development, 
despite the fact that biologics. have a lmver probability of success in Phase III trials, higher discovery and 
pre-clinical expenditures, and longer clinical development times than traditional small molecule 
pharmaceuticals. Grabowski, "Data Exclusivity for Ne\\' Biological Entities," June 2007; available at 
http://\vww.econ.duke.edu/Papers/PDF/DataExclusivityV./ork:ingPaper.pdf. 
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Mr. ISSA. Secondly, I would like to ask unanimous consent that 
an article from bloomberg.com—thank you. 

[The information referred to follows:] 
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Mr. JOHNSON. Without objection, those two. 
Mr. ISSA. The first and second. 
And then the third one is simply a table of estimates that I am 

relying on for the return rate on pharmaceutical and R&D invest-
ments, the 15-year, if you will, basis. 

Mr. JOHNSON. Without objection. 
[Mr. Issa subsequently decided not to submit this material for 

the record.] 
Mr. ISSA. I thank the Chairman. 
I would like to take a slightly different tack in my questions, be-

cause I am concerned about the future of patents as well as the fu-
ture of bio follow-ons. 
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So, Mr. Kushan, if I could start with you, from BIO’s standpoint, 
assume for a moment that contract or, sorry, patent historical sanc-
tity went away and you had zero patent protection. 

In the BIO-type developments, these large complex proteins of 
molecules, wouldn’t it be possible to protect in perpetuity, or nearly 
in perpetuity, using complex series of trade secrets? In other words, 
if we failed to protect through patent, isn’t it certainly possible that 
the bargain that we have enjoyed for decades of, you tell all, you 
make a duplicatable product; we agreed to a limited period, a de-
fined limited period; and, when exhausted, or as it is exhausting, 
generics come on? 

Isn’t that one of the risks if we don’t get it right in either one 
of these pieces of legislation? 

Mr. KUSHAN. You are correct in several respects. The historical 
trend of restricting patent protection has been to push innovators 
to kind of keep their innovations secret. And that will have impacts 
on things like manufacturing technology or the ways that we make 
proteins, the way we enhance their properties. There are a lot of 
things that in kind of the business of making our products that will 
probably be hit by that kind of a practice. 

The other, you know, the molecule patents and things like that, 
as a practical matter, we won’t be able to use trade secrets to pro-
tect because they will be publicly known and in circulation. And 
how you use them to treat new diseases, obviously, those proce-
dures will be publically known. 

I think one general point to appreciate about the biotech indus-
try; this industry grew out of the university community, and there 
is a cultural bias against keeping things confidential. It is hard for 
me to quantitate this, but if you had a discussion with a scientist, 
telling him not to publish something, so you could file a patent ap-
plication, you will know what I mean. 

There is just a real culture of disclosure, which I think ulti-
mately has helped our industry. 

Mr. ISSA. And I appreciate that, although that is a culture of dis-
closure at our universities. That is not true in China, is it? 

Mr. KUSHAN. No. I think what my comment is really focused on 
just the practice, and it is also against a backdrop of having that 
patent protection available. 

Mr. ISSA. Ms. Rea, when you look at the history of patents and 
the benefits versus those countries who either don’t respect or don’t 
have them, in general, isn’t ultimately the trade secret route the 
only thing you could advise a client if they could not get a strong 
and durable patent? 

Ms. REA. It if it was impossible to get a strong and valid pat-
ent—— 

Mr. ISSA. I like the term durable, because valid doesn’t keep 
them from ripping you off. 

Ms. REA. Okay, durable patent. I agree trade secrets would be 
the only alternative. 

But, in this day and age, it is difficult to maintain things as 
trade secrets with the very mobile work force we have today. But 
I guess you could do sequences of trade secrets in difference places, 
and thereby, unless somebody could put all the pieces of the puzzle 
together—— 
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Mr. ISSA. Everybody but the CIA manages to keep at least some 
secrets. 

Mr. Brill, biosimilar, from a standpoint, this is a Committee that 
cares about patent. Our hook for today’s legislation is our constitu-
tional obligation for patents. 

But aren’t we inherently heading toward, if we are not careful, 
similarity being defined as close enough, but you take your chances 
on the medical similarity actually not causing a problem? Isn’t that 
inherently the problem? If the entire technology string of both the 
patented item and all of the know how involved, if that isn’t passed 
on in some transparent way, aren’t we essentially going to end up 
with, as I held up a couple of years ago in committee, a Rothschild 
wine being replaced by Mogen David? 

Mr. JOHNSON. And before you respond, I will say, Mr. Issa, that 
Ms. Eshoo was here earlier, and she would have appreciated your 
comment about the CIA. 

Mr. ISSA. You know, everybody except Mr. Waxman did. He 
cringed when I held up these various California wines and said, not 
all California wines are created equal, but they are all California 
wines. 

Mr. BRILL. Thank you, Congressman. 
I may know more about wine than I know about some of the sci-

entific aspects of the complexity of developing biologics. 
Mr. ISSA. If you know enough to know that there is such a thing 

as a Cabernet and something that you cook with, but they are both 
called Cabernet, then you probably know about some of my con-
cerns. 

Mr. BRILL. And I think that the scientific issues are important 
given the significantly greater degrees of complexity for the prod-
ucts that we are talking about here. 

With regard to the importance of ensuring that we have the in-
tellectual property protection, I would echo a similar comment from 
Mr. Kushan, which is that the data exclusivity period can help en-
sure that protection. But I would also add that there is a period 
of which that protection is excessive and that the key here is to 
balance these factors. 

Mr. ISSA. And just one last question that hasn’t been asked, if 
I could, Mr. Chairman. 

It is not currently in either bill, but if this Committee wanted to 
find a fair compromise between the bills, if we provided, for exam-
ple, Ms. Eshoo’s period, but strengthened or, let me rephrase that, 
but made a bargain that in order to take advantage of it, you must 
have exhausted all of your, if you will, similar patent claims so that 
small changes, incremental changes, the bar would rise at the pat-
ent office, and to get that protection, you essentially forego later 
patents still in the process. 

Now whether we set that at 2 years or 30 years, really it doesn’t 
matter. Is that something that any of you foresee being part of the 
bargain, meaning, if I am going to give you 15 years from the day 
your product is approved, can I expect that your continuations that 
are still coming and—Ms. Rea, you are laughing, because you know 
how many of those sometimes are stacked up behind, is that, in 
fact, part of the bargain that, if you will, if you get something ex-
traordinary separate from the normal patent period, this Com-
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mittee may have to consider whether or not that is a terminal dis-
claimer, so to speak, of some or all of your claims? 

I am not proposing it. I am just asking about it. 
Ms. REA. I do not think that it is a good idea. But, even so, to 

change the entire patent office and how all patent applications are 
followed, just to try to come out with a compromise in this area in 
the manner that you suggested, I think is not viable and would be 
difficult to implement and is not appropriate. Our patent system 
has existed the way it has for 220 years. It has worked well. I 
think it is why innovation drives our economy and we are where 
we are today. 

So I don’t think a compromise on the order that you suggested 
would be viable. Thank you. 

Mr. ISSA. And by the way, I hope you feel the same on the patent 
reform that we are wrestling with in this Congress, but I know you 
might not be quite with us on that. 

Yes, sir. 
Mr. LASERSOHN. I just wanted to add that there is, in fact, a pro-

vision that relates to this and these bills would have to do with the 
idea of evergreening. 

In other words, what is entitled to data exclusivity, to additional 
data exclusivity, and in fact, it is very restricted. They really are 
new drugs, new indications. It is not just tweaking this and tweak-
ing that or a slightly different root of administration. So that had— 
in particular, in the Senate bill, that was looked at very, very care-
fully. And I think a very reasonable balance was struck there. 

Mr. ISSA. Yes, sir. You are the last one, because the Chairman 
will cut me off. 

Mr. KUSHAN. Thank you, I will try to be quick. 
I think that approach would be a very bad approach for the way 

the biotechnology industry innovates today because you shouldn’t 
think of biotechnology innovation as being limited to making new 
proteins that become blockbuster drugs. It is a whole environment, 
you know, of innovation that has a lot of opportunities at various 
levels. 

That issue should not be a problem. What happens typically is 
that innovations will be incremental. They will have limited protec-
tions, and you can work around them, such as manufacturing tech-
niques. And I think that is essentially the self-solving problem for 
those later issuing patents. 

Mr. ISSA. Thank you all for clearing that up. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. SHERMAN. [Presiding.] I will now recognize the gentlelady 

from Texas. 
Ms. JACKSON LEE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
And I want to thank Chairman Johnson for doing a real good 

balancing act. I think we have a team that can represent the issues 
that have been expressed by the Eshoo bill and the Waxman-Hatch 
bill very well. 

Let me anecdotally say that this Judiciary Committee room 
seems to be the bastion or the holding place for tensions between 
disparate but very important issues. For those of you who are 
aware of something called the Performance Rights Act, H.R. 848, 
you would believe on the surface that the legislation is all about 
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pop artists and maybe reflecting on the man in the mirror, and 
against radio stations. 

But, Mr. Chairman, as you well know, we have worked for a very 
long time to recognize that both of those entities are needed and 
that they are working together and coming together to resolve how 
you would best effectuate a response to the art and talent of a per-
formance artist, and as well, how would you respond to cham-
pioning radio stations which provide an important and powerful 
service? 

But the record is clear, for those of us who are supporting that 
legislation, that we want to strike a balance. Now we have come 
full circle on questions that you are concerned about, which are 
represented in the legislation by a very dear colleague, Congress-
woman Eshoo, and, as well, interesting points that are being made 
by the Waxman bill as well. 

So my interest is to find that balance. I think we did it well, as 
you well know, that we were working on patent reform. And there 
was this whole tension on how you account for the work that has 
been put into patent, and how do you, in essence, assess the mone-
tary value of a patent? How do you determine that a patent has 
not been copied, using layman’s terms? So we have had that chal-
lenge here in Judiciary, and I think we have clearly worked 
through it. 

For that reason, let me try to raise these questions quickly. 
The National Venture Capital Association asserts that, without 

12 to 14 years, the cost of capital will drive away venture capital 
investment from biotech and derail innovation. 

Mr. Leicher, would you tell me whether that is correct as we look 
at this effort to balance? Would we drive venture capital away, 
which is, the big pharmaceuticals might make that argument? 

Mr. LASERSOHN. Yes, is the short answer. And the question is, 
how much? Our view is that, at the extreme that the FTC took, for 
example, where there would be no data exclusivity and the ability 
for a, quote,generic biosimilar to be introduced the day after a new 
drug was approved, that that would have a devastating impact. 

At 12 years, we believe we can manage it. That is what we have 
under Hatch-Waxman. We have lived with it. Obviously, some in-
vestments are not being made because of that under Hatch-Wax-
man, but we have learned to live with 12 years. 

And at 7 years, the models, for example, Mr. Brill’s model, other 
models that we have run when we used the real cost of capital of 
the innovation sector of this industry, which is the venture, the 
small entrepreneurial venture-backed sector, relatively few drugs 
can break even. 

It doesn’t mean there might not be some investment continuing 
in the most extraordinary breakthroughs, but the volume of that 
investment activity will clearly decline substantially even at 7 
years. 

Ms. JACKSON LEE. Mr. Leicher, why don’t you give me an answer 
on that question? Remember, you are talking to someone who real-
ly does believe we can get into a room and address this question 
that brings balance to what we are all trying to do, but let me not 
put words in your mouth. 

Mr. LEICHER. Thank you for the opportunity. 
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And let me start with the first basic point, and it was a point 
that was brought up earlier that I think there is some disagree-
ment on the panel, and that is the notion that there is a patent 
loophole. 

I actually believe that if we engage Mr. Kushan to file patents 
for us on some of our novel products in the biologic space, I have 
no doubt they would be strong, effective, and work as long as we 
were operating at the novel end of developing new mechanisms of 
action that really provide new cures. And we would be able to get 
patents that cover not just the product, which is what he was talk-
ing about earlier, but patents covering portions of the product, pat-
ents covering the biologic pathway, patents that would cover the 
whole range of biologic activity that could provide a lot of exclu-
sivity and well more than—potentially more than 12 years in the 
experience of biologics. 

And what I think everyone is missing is, if we provide an exces-
sive exclusivity period, we are going to create a huge incentive for 
the biotech industry to derisk their portfolios, because now, without 
having to innovate, without having to get patents, you can get a 
product developed and, by virtue of getting it approved by the FDA, 
guarantee 12, maybe 14 years of exclusivity. 

Ms. JACKSON LEE. And that kills innovation? 
Mr. LEICHER. I think it kills innovation. 
Ms. JACKSON LEE. What about investment? 
Mr. LEICHER. I think it would hurt—it might not kill investment. 

What it might do—but let’s talk about that over the long term. It 
is a little puzzling to me, in 2009, you know, in the year that GM 
declared bankruptcy and perhaps declared bankruptcy because it 
stopped innovating in the 1990’s and focused on high-margin SUVs 
as opposed to innovative cars—and I am concerned, having lived in 
biotech for 20 years, that we are going to push biotech from the in-
novative scale and the leadership in the world to the non-innova-
tive scale. 

And if you step back from a historical point of view, look at what 
it was—— 

Mr. SHERMAN. We thank you for your answer. 
Ms. JACKSON LEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
We may have to revisit this again. 
Thank you very much. I will look forward to visiting with you. 
Mr. SHERMAN. Without objection, I will enter into the record a 

Bloomberg article about Mylan’s recent deal with India’s biggest 
biotechnology company for the development, production, and mar-
keting of biosimilars. 

[The information referred to follows:] 
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Mr. SHERMAN. By contrast, the innovative biotechnology industry 
is uniquely American, and most of its companies are based in the 
United States. In fact, most of them are based in our best State, 
California. 

As the U.S. is struggling with the highest unemployment num-
bers in recent memory, now is not exactly the right time for Con-
gress to be taking actions that would imperil future jobs in the 
United States. 
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Mr. Lasersohn, I realize a similar question was asked, I just 
wasn’t here for the answer. And, actually, before I ask that ques-
tion, I will start with an observation. 

There has been talk about the biotechnology industry being able 
to recover its sunk costs on a particular drug. And if they can’t re-
cover their sunk costs on that drug, obviously, there will be no 
more innovation. I think this massively understates the situation, 
because the vast majority of drugs are—the vast majority of drug 
development projects are failures. 

And even when they lead to success, they may be outmarketed 
by some other cure for that disease. So unless an innovator is able 
to recover double, triple or quadruple its sunk costs on the success-
ful drug, we can basically pack up this industry and say we are not 
going to have any more innovation. 

Now, Mr. Lasersohn, I think that venture capital is the lifeblood 
of this industry, particularly some of the smaller and newer firms, 
and there is no denying that a lot of that investment is based on 
strong patent laws. 

In your view, is data exclusivity absolutely critical for the con-
tinuing development of biotech products, and, if so, how long 
should that period of exclusivity be? 

Mr. LASERSOHN. The easy part of the answer is, yes, I do think 
it is necessary. The hard part is, how long? I guess we believe that 
12 years is something that we have learned to live with. Our best 
guide here is Hatch-Waxman, small-molecule development has con-
tinued to exist under Hatch-Waxman. 

When we run our analysis of our cost of capital, making exactly 
the point that you have just made, Mr. Chairman, that we must 
recover all of the losses that we also take on drugs, 12 years ap-
pears to give us a reasonable chance to break even. 

I might just add one other thing about data exclusivity. I think 
there is a real misunderstanding. It is not market exclusivity. This 
doesn’t prevent anybody from competing at all. It just means that 
they can’t free-ride on the data produced by the innovator. 

Mr. SHERMAN. They can’t copy the innovator’s product or infringe 
on the innovator’s patent and use their data. They can just go out 
and perhaps develop an entirely different way of curing that same 
disease. 

Mr. LASERSOHN. Or agreeing to clinical trials. 
Mr. SHERMAN. Yes. 
Mr. LASERSOHN. And if we did, and the other key point is that 

the data exclusivity is merely a backstop for the patents. The ques-
tion to ask yourself is, what if the FTC is wrong in their analysis? 
I mean, they are just speculating about what’s going to happen 
with all of the patent laws. I mean, what if they are wrong? If they 
are wrong, and we don’t have data exclusivity, and they just turn 
out to be wrong about how good these patents really are, we are 
in deep trouble. 

If, on the other hand, we have data exclusivity, it doesn’t add 
anything more to the 12 years that the FTC is saying we should 
have. It simply ensures that we actually get it. It is just an insur-
ance system. 

Mr. SHERMAN. Mr. Leicher, as I understand my good friend Con-
gressman Waxman’s bill or Chairman Waxman’s bill, the bill pre-
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vents a patent holder from getting an infringed patent off the mar-
ket even after a court has found the patent is valid, the patent is 
enforceable, and the patent has been infringed. And it does so if 
the suit was not initiated within the narrow window determined by 
the infringer. 

Now how does this compare with all other litigation in America, 
and particularly patent litigation? Would this impose upon the 
biotech industry a patent-minus as compared to every other kind 
of patent that is issued? 

Mr. LEICHER. I don’t believe it would impose a patent-minus. I 
think there is a trade-off in the Waxman approach versus the cur-
rent Orange Book approach in the current Hatch-Waxman statute. 
The trade-off is, because we have a complex web of biologics pat-
ents that are often embracing the pathway and the biology, it re-
quires more of a process of identification, and it is not as suscep-
tible to an Orange Book, which was the criticism raised by some 
in developing the bills. 

There is an opportunity to the bring the suit, and we don’t see 
that as an issue. It actually provides an opportunity to clear pat-
ents that are invalid, and move forward with some innovative 
biogenerics. 

Mr. SHERMAN. Let me hear from somebody from the bio-
technology industry. I believe Mr. Kushan is raising his hand, and 
I believe he will be our last speaker. 

Mr. KUSHAN. Yes. I think I can say, obliterating a patent right 
is a patent minus. The procedures that they have laid out essen-
tially result in a loss of the patent right. And whether you call it 
a limitation on the recovery or just a lack of ability to enforce it, 
hinging that kind of a sanction on an administrative error is un-
precedented in U.S. law. 

And I think it is important to also appreciate, this will change 
patent rights in a way that I think go against our international ob-
ligation. We are not supposed to make patent rights in biotech 
weaker compared to patent rights in other areas. 

Mr. SHERMAN. So if we pass this kind of law, other countries 
could question all U.S. patents, and industries not even realizing 
we having a hearing today could be subject to lawsuits in other 
countries saying, well, the United States is in violation of the inter-
nationally accepted rule that patents come in one flavor, one level 
of strength, if you will. 

So there are a lot of people not here who could be hurt by that. 
Mr. Brill. 
Mr. BRILL. Yes. If I could just very quickly address the comment 

about the sunk costs, the fixed costs, and the modeling, and as well 
the differences between the industries. 

Mr. SHERMAN. If you can do it in 30 seconds. 
Mr. BRILL. Okay. Very quickly, the costs assumed for bringing a 

biologic to market, generally discussed to be over $1 billion, that 
number includes the cost of failure, not just the cost of the success-
ful drug. 

The modeling that I have done, that Professor Grabowski has 
done, BIO has done, all includes the cost of that failure. In addi-
tion, that modeling work also assumes that the only protection pro-
vided is the data exclusivity. The models that the FTC, that 
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Grabowski and I have all used, do not model the existence of the 
patent. It is a very conservative assumption in that regard. 

Mr. SHERMAN. Yes, although, it would be hard to figure out why 
we would try to protect a patent one way but not protect it another 
way; it would be an odd policy for us to say, well, we want to en-
courage copying and we want to prevent copying both on the same 
bill. 

I would also point out that I believe the Waxman bill has limits 
on the forum in which the suit can be brought. And this Committee 
gets bills limiting where plaintiffs can bring lawsuits all the time, 
and 99 percent of those proposals this Committee does not adopt. 

I don’t know if we have ever adopted anything quite as strict as 
Congressman Waxman’s bill. 

With that, I would like to—and at the same time, I want to voice 
again not only my affection but my incredible respect for Chairman 
Waxman and his knowledge of health care and pharmaceuticals in 
particular. 

I would like to thank all witnesses for their testimony today. 
Without objection, Members will have 5 legislative days to sub-

mit additional questions which we will forward to the witnesses 
and ask that you answer promptly in writing and that will be 
made—your answers and the questions, of course, will be made 
part of the record. 

Without objection, the record will remain open for 5 legislative 
days for the submission of any additional materials. 

With that, we stand adjourned. I would like to talk to the wit-
nesses, but I have got to rush off to the floor. Thank you. 

[Whereupon, at 4:30 p.m., the Subcommittee was adjourned.] 
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MATERIAL SUBMITTED FOR THE HEARING RECORD 
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RESPONSE TO POST-HEARING QUESTIONS FROM BRUCE A. LEICHER, SENIOR VICE 
PRESIDENT AND GENERAL COUNSEL, MOMENTA PHARMACEUTICALS, INC., CAM-
BRIDGE, MA 
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1984 by the pha1maceutical industry at the time Hatch-Waxman \Vas proposed. As noted 
by the FTC, the pharmaceutical industry did not suffer but \Vas spurred on to innovate the 
next generation of cures. Rather than experience a decline in innovation. investment in 
early stage innovative research flourished, including substantial investment in high risk 
projects in the biotechnology industry that launched the first generation of recombinant 
proteins. All of this investment relied principally on patents to provide extraordinary 
retum for extraordinarily risky discoveTy research and development. 

The teaching of Hatch-Waxman is that the sieve of patent driven exclusivity 
motivates research and development and long term industrial competitiveness as it selects 
for survival of the fittest2

• My testimony sets forth the basis for this vie\v. and these 
supplemental comments \vill ans\ver a number of statements made by counsel for BTO 
and by the representative from the National Venture Capital Association ("NVCA"). 

I. Biogenerics not only Biosimilars are possible and will drive investment in 
safety enhancinu research as \veil as novel development of ne\v cures. 

Supporters of the Eshoo-Barton bill have asse1ted by implication that the science 
of biologics has achieved its end game3

, that biosimilars4 are all that are possible, and 

scientific experti::,e. 
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that biogenerics are at best theoretically possible5
• This is a Yery troubling assumption 

for a science based industly; pruticularly because legislative policy will impact research 
and development for the next 25 years and result in a law that effectively enacts a freeze 
on scientific advancement. We should reach for the moon at a time 1vhen 1ve need 
research most to reduce health care costs \Vhile discoYering ne\v cures. As noted in our 
testimony, Momenta Pharmaceuticals has already thoroughly characterized low 
molecular \veight heparin. a biologic-like drug that is made in cells and has the same 
complexity as biologics in terms of understanding its structure. its potential for 
immunogenicity and its variability. It was similarly asserted that this type of scientific 
analysis \Vas not possible by the brand manufacturer. in pmt. because. as they asserted, 
they have not been able to thoroughly characterize their own product. Momenta was able 
to finance and partner this program because there \Vas an ANDA abbreviated path\vay for 
approYal of the gene1ic product; making it an attractive investment for a high 1isk 
venture. The same incentives should be available for biogenerics so that the same 
breakthroughs can be made as we better understand biologics to make them safer, better 
and more affordable. 

Because Momenta Pharmaceuticals 1vas able to thoroughly characterize heparin, it 
was also able to apply its tools to assist MIT and other academic centers in a 
collaboration 1vith the FDA to identify the contaminant in Chinese Heparin. A task the 
brand manufacturers asse1t was not possible. The approach we used is very similar, if not 
the same, as the process 1ve are developing to characterize brand biologics (and 
subsequently better understand, perhaps even better than the brand company, stmcture 
and stmcture-function relationships. in order to develop both biogeneric and potentially 
improved novel therapies). This activity demonstrates the quality and safety enhancing 
potential of having a lmv that promotes the development ofbiogenerics. If the Eshoo
Barton language is enacted, we expect that we and others will not have an opportunity to 
use science and technology to compete with the larger branded biopharmaceutical 
companies and that our funding potential along with other biogeneric competitors could 
be seriously impacted. 

Based on the progress \Ve have made to date and continue to make on a daily 
basis, we are confident that biogenerics are possible in the not too distant future, and that 
if a pathway is made available, investors \vill finance the development of technology to 
create biogenerics and achieve the dual purposes ofHatch-Wax:man: make mature 
biologics affordable as biogenerics and encourage extraordina1y returns for extraordinary 
1isk for novel drug discovery and the invention of patentable new cures. 

2. BIO's arguments regarding patent 1ights are misleading because thev assume 
biogenerics are not possible and fail to mention that (a) the purnorted narrmvness 
ofbiologic patent rights relate more to the non-innovative nature of the inventions 
at issue and (b) the complex web available for patentim! biolo!!ic intellectual 
mopertv more than makes up for any possible uncertainty of biologic product 
patent claims. 

facility 
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If one assumes that only biosimilars are available (i.e .. that it is not possible to 
thoroughly characterize a biologic) then one can better put in context BIO's arguments. 
Essentially, BTO argues tirst that biogenerics are either impossible or second that they are 
only theoretically possible. BIO's argument that the products are only biosimilar. and not 
the same, do not apply to biogenerics because, by definition, they "\vill be the same. As a 
result the patents would be just as broad and as strong (and probably stronger in the 
aggregate) than they would be "\Vith regard to novel small molecule drugs. The major 
reason biologics patents would potentially be narrower is if, as is the case with a small 
molecule. they are a 2nd. 3rd or 4th version of an existing mechanism of action. and the 
novelty of the claims are already taken by the patent claims of the first biologic in the 
releYant mechanism of action class. This is not a flaw in the patent system. Rather it is 
the fuel that encourages funding or early stage research for discove1ing and developing 
new cures or mechanisms of action by brand companies. and assigns through this 
incentive to biogene1ic companies a reason to develop "me-too'' biogene1ics when the 
pioneer's patents expire. 

Next BTO argues that patents today are somehow narrower than they used to be 
and they will not provide protection against biosimilars, even if they are a fmmidable 
defense against biogenerics. This arh,rument sets aside. "\vithout addressing, the complex 
web of biotechnology patent rights available to protect biologics cited in my testimony. 
Not only are patents sought covering the biologic itself ("\vhich were the only so-called 
narrow patent rights cited at the Hearing), but patents are generally pursued that cover 
much of the biology, including its structure-function relationship in medicine or in 
manufacturing, fmmulation, or dosing. As a result, today, biologic exclusivity during 
brand life generally exceeds dmg exclusivity during brand life as a result of these more 
complex biologic patent rights. As the FTC found, there is no evidence to suggest that 
this "\vill be any different "\Vith the entry ofbiosimilars or biogenerics. 

3. Excessive Data Exclusivity will promote incremental non-innovative research 
and development and starve the Biotechnology industry of high risk capital to 
fund early stage research into cures for critical unmet needs. 

Notably. the most vocal proponents ofEshoo-Ba1ton assett that in the absence of 
12 years data exclusivity, innovation will be stifled. This is not only a myth, but it turns 
reality on its head. Patents have precisely the opposite etfect. By providing protection for 
innovative new inventions, one incents the industry to invent new cures, to invent new 
technology. and to find patentable methods for enhancing safety and efficacy. An 
extended data exclusivity period in the fmm of an "invisible hand" will encourage 
biotechnology companies to focus more on rapid approval of biologics based on existing 
mechanisms of action. It will discourage innovating new cures and studying new 
mechanisms of action or ne"\v innovative manufacturing or dosing methods which require 
more time and more risk. We agree with the NVCA study, biotechnology companies 
should earn extraordinary returns for extraordina1y risk. Strong patents will re"\vard 
extraordinary 1isk, narrow or weak patents reward non-innovatiYe, incremental research 
and development The NVCA by arh,ruing for 12 years data exclusivity is not irrational; 
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\Vho would not seek to eam extraordinary pharmaceutical returns for approval of 
incremental, "me-too., products? 

4. Eshoo-Barton is the real "patent-minus'' bill· Waxman-Deal encourages 
inventions and the use of patents to drive future competitiveness. 

A question that came up during the hearing that I may not have fully addressed 
related to the perception that the Waxman-Deal bill is a "patent minus'' bill. T \Vas 
puzzled by the question because of my experience in biologics patent litigation. 
Biologics patent litigation is very different than small molecule dmg patent litigation. 
Since the start of the biotechnology industry. brand companies have aggressively 
challenged biologics patent rights, and some 'vould argue more aggressively than the 
alleged future behavior of biogeneric and biosimilar companies. For example, Amgen 
challenged the homogeneous EPO patent filed by Genetics Institute in order to launch 
EPO, and Genentech challenged competing tPA patent rights and patent rights to the 
next generation tpA in order to launch its products. Both Amgen and Genentech believed 
they were acting property in pursuing this strategy and no one asserted that their effmts to 
seek to remove patents as "patent minus''. 

Similarly, Genzyme led a group of biologics companies in challenging the Axel 
patent rights held by Columbia University relating to a generic process for manufacturing 
recombinant proteins, and Lilly challenged the biologic patent rights obtained by Ariad 
Pharmaceuticals that allegedly covered the use ofthe NFK-B biologic pathway to treat 
disease (a biologic pathv.,'ay that is implicated in many existing biopharmaceuticals). 
Lilly's counsel noted after one hearing that the filing of that patent was the equivalent of 
someone filing a patent today to patent gravity. Similarly, Pfizer and its predecessor. 
Pharmacia, challenged the University of Rochester's pathway patent covering the 
biologic pathv.,ray regulated by its dmg Celebrex. These are but a fev·l examples. 

Challenges to patents are not "patent minus'' but an integral part of patent law and 
an essential check and balance provided by federal judicial system. They are pursued by 
brand and generic companies alike. The right to challenge does not change the legal 
principal that patents are presumed valid, but puts into the hands of federal judges and 
juries, the right to resolve objectively, for both brand and biogeneric companies alike, 
questions about whether impflwidently granted patents are valid, not infringed or 
unenforceable. To assume this is "patent minus'' means V·le assume that com1s are biased 
or our federal bench is not capable of this task. The law should be balanced and afford 
both brand and biogeneric companies the opportunity to clear inappropriate patents from 
the landscape so that competition results in affordable products. 

It is also worth noting that unlike the generic drug marketplace, where the cost of 
development is relatively lmv and the barrier to filing an ANDA triggering Hatch
Waxman litigation may allow for a level of litigation risk taking that some consider put 
patents at risk, the opposite is tme 'vith regard to biologics. As noted by the FTC, the 
cost of developing a biosimilar or a biogeneric could require investments of$50-$1 00 
million in development expense (or perhaps more) and may involve a tiling 'vith the FDA 
that is as comprehensive as a novel application in order to demonstrate thorough 
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characterization of a biogene1ic or similarity of a biosimilar6
. This is not as some may 

suggest the "copying'' of a brand product, but rather the design and engineering of a copy 
based on innovation, scientific research and better understanding of the brand biologic
much as Momenta has done \vith lmv molecular \Veight heparin. This is important 
because it would not be profitable to embark on the development process to file a 
biosimilar or biogeneric application if one did not have a relatively high ce1tainty of 
success that the brand patents were expiring and/or that any remaining patents were 
improvidently granted and could be cleared. The result is one should expect the courts 
\Viii be in a good position to hear cases fairly, and as they have for the brand industry. 
consider and mle on cases \Vith due respect for the validity of patents. To establish a 
barrier to entry that makes it more difficult for biogene1·ic or biosimilar companies to 
clear patents than for the drug indust1y under Hatch-Waxman is unbalanced and 
umvarranted. This is \vhy the Eshoo-Bmion patent process provisions which delay and 
make the process unreasonably burdensome should be rejected. 

A related question concerned the strict tiling deadline under Waxman-Deal. 
Filing deadlines are a customary part of most judicial proceedings, and follow strict 
notice rules. Patent term extension requires that one meet a filing deadline, as does the 
filing of a patent prior to publication or marketing of a patent invention or any statute 
\Vith a statute oflimitations. The filing deadline in the Waxman-Deal bill parallels that 
provided in the time tested Hatch-Waxman law. The Eshoo Barton bill delays the 
opportunity to initiate clearance of an inappropriate patent in an unbiased judicial forum, 
until3 years before the end of the data exclusivity period. Because this is longer than the 
expected time for completion of the litigation. it fmiher extends an excessive exclusivity 
period and is designed not to protect valid patents, but to protect both valid and invalid 
patents. This means consumers are being asked to pay for the cost of excessive 
exclusivity. 

The timing for initiating patent clearance and bringing suit under Waxman- Deal 
\Vas also questioned because it might somehow' render our patent system unenforceable in 
the international community. At present, in Europe, there is already a system for any 
person to file an opposition to a patent granted by the European patent office \Vithout the 
need to file or launch a product. In addition, numerous countries like Germany also 
permit the filing of nullity actions in court seeking to invalidate patents that are 
improvidently granted. All Wax man-Deal proposes is to allow for early resolution of 
allegedly improvident patents at a time that is early enough to reach resolution prior to 
expiration of data exclusivity. More importantly, one can only initiate the process after 
the FDA accepts for filing the abbreviated application, \vhich is a very significant hurdle; 
particularly given the substantial characte1ization needed for biogenerics and the 
requirement of clinical trials for biosimilars and the investment noted above. These are 
major research and development programs and offer the savings that result from not 
having to conduct unnecessaty clinical trials or the discovety research to re-prove the 
mechanism of action. 

u As noted in our testimonv, \\e belie\e the FDA should have discretion to consider abbre\ iated 
applications and . 
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A biogeneric or biosimilar applicant would not undertake an investment of that 
magnitude unless it believed that the patent rights 'vere improvidently granted or 
unenforceable. The risk is too high. Thus the laws of investment risk will protect valid 
patents. This is much more like the decisions of Amgen, Genentech, Genzyme and 
brand biotech companies deciding whether to invest in innovation and factoring in the 
risk of patent clearance for a novel biologic. The alternative 'vould be to launch at risk, 
which would defeat the whole purpose of a follow-on biologics pathway by raising prices 
to brand levels- particularly because of the presumption of patent validity. That is why 
Hatch-Waxman and now Waxman-Deal offers a patent clearance process that can occur 
in advance of product launch. Eshoo-Barton does not. 

Finally. there was a suggestion made in the discussion at the hearings that somehmv the 
Waxman-Deal legislation would impair University licensing opportunities. There is 
little basis for this assumption in the biologics area. Momenta is a technology spin out 
from MIT and licenses important characterization patent rights from MIT for which we 
anticipate MIT 'vill earn significant return as it should. As v,.re proceed with development 
ofbiogenerics, we intend to license rights from Universities and third parties as would 
any other biotechnology company that builds its business through technology innovation. 
Our only need to clear patents, if the need exists at all, would be to clear patents like the 
ones that have been routinely challenged by brand companies today because they have 
been improvidently granted. 

Summary 

The Waxman- Deal legislation offers the best oppmtunity to finance and promote 
real innovation by both brand and biogeneric companies alike. The former 'vould react as 
large pharmaceutical companies did in 1984, and seek to discover new patentable cures to 
fill their pipelines. This would in turn stimulate investment in biotech companies through 
collaborations and license agreements. At the same time biogeneric and biosimilar 
companies 'vould focus investment on the technology needed to deliver affordable and 
safe biogenerics and biosimilars. By using the patent system to reward these 
investments. 've all benefit. By creating legislative barriers to scientific advancement, v,.re 
sow the seeds for the decline of the biotechnology industry as the rest of the world invests 
in science and leave patients in need as our precious and scarce research and development 
funds are allocated to lower risk, high reward projects. We haYe the oppmtunity to 
continue our leadership in this field. and we urge you to support Waxman-Deal to further 
this goal. 
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Please let us know if there is any way \Ve can help bring fmiher balance and an 
alternative perspective to this discussion. We are absolutely committed at Momenta to 
the ideal of increasing patient access to safe and effective therapies through rigorous 
scientific innovation. We v.;ould be pleased to meet or speak v.;ith you or your staff at 
your convenience. 

Sincerely yours, 

1[/ ,/ !l 
;if- ... . if<../!--

Bruce A. Leicher 
Senior Vice President and General Counsel 

Cc: Eric Garduno 
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AMERICAN ENTERPRISE INSTITUTE (AEI), WASHINGTON, DC 
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